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PREFACE
Thirty-five papers are included in this submission. For
convenience, they have been collected into four parts:
Part
Part
Part
Part

1:
2:
3:
4:

Urban Hydrology and Hydraulics (UH)
Transients (TR)
Computer Aided Design (CAD)
Instrumentation and Control (rC)

10
10
8
7

papers
papers
papers
papers

Within each group, papers in scientific journals are listed
first, followed by papers in refereed conference proceedings,
and, lastly, reports and books.

In the Contents, starting on the

following page, each article is identified by two serial numbers.
The first (e.g. UH, TR, CAD, IC)
submission.

refers to their sequence in this

The second (e.g. PC, UC, R, T) refers to the chrono-

logical listing in the Appendices. In the introduction to each
part, a full declaration is given of the writer's share in the
conjoint works submitted. Finally, a complete list of the
writer's publications and of theses supervised is appended, in
order to acknowledge the collaboration involved.
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INTRODUCTION
This is a collection of published papers; it documents the
research and development of innovative computer-based solutions
for an important class of hydraulic and hydrological problems.
The purpose of this Introduction is to describe how the studies
collected here have facilitated an overall approach to the problems of pollution and flooding arising when intense storms track
across metropolitan or industrial areas, dumping polluted water
into rivers, harbours, etc.
The techniques necessary for computer management of urban
stormwater pollution and flooding include:
(a)

Field instrumentation,

(b)

Data capture and management,

(c)

Atmospheric fallout, pollution build-up and wash-off,

(d)

Storm dynamics modelling,

(e)

Large scale continuous modelling of urban runoff,

(f)

Unsteady flow in complex networks,

(g)

Receiving water dynamics,

(h)

Statistical post-processing and modelling, and

(i)

Real-time control.

The earlier papers presented herein are subsumed under the
title "Transients" and summarise innovative approaches to the
problem of handling transients and unsteady flow in harbours. The
writer's work has been summarised by Silvester in "Coastal
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Engineering"

(Elsevier, 1974). This background provided suffic-

ient rigour for the subsequent methods used in unsteady flow in
complex networks, the basic transport mechanism in urban stormwater.
Papers .under "Instrumentation and Control" led towards a
synthesis of microcomputer-based field instrumentation operating
Transfer Function models similar to the statistical approaches
used in ARIMA modelling, for real-time control.
Numerous studies were undertaken with various government
agencies and private concerns, (e.g. the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, the Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Engineering Department and the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of
Canada, jointly provided funds for a major investigation into the
urban drainage system in the City of Hamilton). Other studies
were funded to develop computer software and field instruments to
aid in the understanding of stormwater management. The Stormwater
Management Model

(SWMM3) has been substantially enhanced and aid

is offered to a broad user group in North America and abroad.
There is a critical need for measuring rainfall intensity
and stormwater discharge accurately in urban areas. This requires
high spatial and time resolution, typically at one-minute
intervals.

To meet this need, rainfall intensity monitoring

equipment was developed, based on single-chip microcomputers
utilizing reusab~e cassette tape as a recording medium. The
equipment is currently in use in Hamilton (14 gauges), in Ontario
as part of the acid precipitation network (6 gauges), in the
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Arctic (3 gauges), the Ottawa area (6 gauges), in Halifax (20
gauges), in Toronto (6 gauges), Oslo (6 gauges) and Kentucky.
Software (FASTPLOT) was developed to process the data and to
archive it on tape (INTAPE).
An important interdisciplinary research topic is the
relation of atmospheric pollution to stormwater modelling.
Fallout from industry and vehicular traffic is thought to be a
major contributor to surface ' pollutant loadings in large metropolitan areas. An attempt was made to identify the sources of
pollutants available for washoff, and the mechanisms of build-up
and washoff.

The computer program is known as ATMDST.

The development of appropriate software to determine the
movement of stormwater pollutants through a city-wide network of
combined sewers is a closely related problem. This software
processes information on the dates of street cleaning activities
and also runs in a continuous mode using a variable time-step.
The program is called CHGQUAL.
A computer program package, RAINPAK, has been developed for
simulating storm dynamics. Variations in storm speed and direction were found to produce storm flows and pollutant concentrations significantly different from the conventional assumptions
of stationary storm distributions.

The model accounts for

temporal and spatial variations in storms, such as ageing,
merging, splitting of storm cells, and so on. Analysis of data
from rain sensors is performed by the programs STOVEL, THOR3D,
THOR4D, etc., in RAINPAK.
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A computer model, OVRFL03, was developed for modelling sideweir diversion structures. This was motivated by the need to
model the first flush loadings from urban areas which will reach
the treatment facility, or be diverted to the outfalls.
A computer model, TOTSED, was developed to predict bed
. sediment and suspended sediment load as a function of time and
distance along a one-dimensional quasi-steady-state receiving
area near a combined sewer outfall. The model was calibrated
using data obtained through a sampling program carried out in the
Chedoke Creek outfall channel in Cootes Paradise in Hamilton.
TOTS ED provides an interface between an urban drainage network
and a receiving water body.
In order to facilitate the use of these models in a teaching
environment, a series of pre-processing programs has been
developed.

These programs, FASTSWMM3, FASTHEC2 and FASTHYMO,

prompt the user at a terminal for input data in the appropriate
sequence, to which he responds by providing data in free-format
and/or optional commands which direct the job path along various
routes.

The pre-processors take care of all system job control

language (JCL), design file manipulation, and submit the program
to the batch queue for the user.

In this way the user can focus

on the hydrologic problems without having to be concerned about
the computer system, thereby reducing time expended on learning
and/or carrying out calibration, validation or sensitivity
analyses.
The models ATMDST, CHGQUAL, RAINPAK, OVRFLO and TOTSED are
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designed to be incorporated as additional "blocks" of SWMM3.
interactive processors are also designed to drive SWMM3.

The

The

whole package is called FASTSWMM3.
A field program is an essential part of the research.

The

activities were generally as follows:
a.

Install and maintain flow gauges at urban streams, overflow
structures and outfalls,

b.

Install and maintain a rainfall intensity recording network
in metropolitan areas,

c.

Collect stormwater samples at each flowgauging location for
selected storm events at approximatley five minute intervals.
These samples were subsequently analyzed for suspended
solids,

BODS, nitrogen and phosphorous, as well as,

occasionally, other constituents.
Using observed event rainfall intensity, discharge and
pollutant concentration data, obtained from the field program, a
discrete event model of the Hamilton urban drainage system was
constructed, calibrated and validated. The RUNOFF Block of SWMM3
was used for this purpose.
model is five minutes.

The basic time-step for the general

A coarse model of the system (time-step

of one hour) was also developed; all diversion structures were
assumed to be operating such that flow was directed to the
receiving waters.
The coarse model of the drainage system was run continuously
for a period of nine years (May to October inclusive) at a
time-step of one hour using rainfall data from the Environment
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Canada Archives in order to develop long-term loadings of
pollutants to the Hamilton receiving waters.

Special routines

(DATANAL) were written to interface with these data tapes.
The results of the continuous modelling were subjected to
statistical analyses, in order to develop "easy-to-evaluate"
equations for predicting stormwater pollutant loadings for
interfacing with a model of the Hamilton harbour.

A number of

studies were carried out which dealt directly with the topic of
urban pollutant loadings.
In order to supply some ideas to sponsoring authorities for
lessening the impacts of pollutant loadings to the receiving
waters, an investigation of management alternatives for combined
sewer overflows for Hamilton has been carried out.

The study

examines alternatives such as real-time control of the drainage
system and in-line storage, using microcomputers located in
diversion structures and in storage tanks.

A detailed study of

the design of a microprocessor circuit for installation in a
specific, existing overflow structure was conducted.

This is

integrated with the rainfall and discharge monitoring equipment
mentioned earlier to control overflows and make maximum use of
in-system storage.
All of the foregoing is synthesized in the writer's recent
work on a new single-user multi-microcomputer configuration to
manage the drainage system of a large industrial city.

One

computer models atmospheric pollutants, another tracks an incoming storm, another monitors the stormwater washoff from the
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city, and so on; each computer shares the same data base, and the
whole configuration is expected to show considerable savings and
improvements over existing techniques.
The writer's work on urban hydrology has recently been
independently placed in a national and international perspective
by Marsalek in "Progress Since 1979 in Canada", in Urban
Hydrology,

(Proceedings of an International Symposium), Published

by the American Society of Civil

Engineers; ·· pp~

19~37,

June -1983.
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URBAN HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS
(10 papers)

Apart from the exceptions listed below, I wrote and produced
all the papers.

Except for papers UH1, UH3 and UH4, the co-

authors were postgraduate students, working for Ph.D. or M.Eng.
(by research or by instructional course) degrees, under my direct
supervision.

In all cases, the original idea, the lines of

research, and the theoretical and experimental procedures to be
followed, were laid down by me, and a considerable proportion of
the basic analysis carried out by myself.

The co-authors had no

previous experience in these fields and their program of work was
decided by me.

They were generally responsible for carrying out

the experimental procedures, developing the computer code, and
undertaking the computation, all under my day-to-day supervision.

EXCEPTIONS:
Paper UH7:

The computer code was developed over three years by

two successive M.Eng. students (Z. Schtifter and R.
Scheckenberger) both under my supervision. The storm model
follows the same innovative principles of spatially distributed
dynamic boundary conditions as in UH9 and UHB and was my own,
although it was considerably helped along by discussions with Dr.
J. Drake, a colleague in Geography at McMaster University. In
UH9, the ideal of spatially distributed surface drag and its
theoretical derivation was my own and quite novel at the time.
In UHB, the idea of spatially distributed bed drag due to
flexible roughness elements (aquatic weeds) was similarly
original and entirely due to me - that analysis was set out in
detail by myself.
Book UHI:

This book, although based on my own seven year study,

was jointly written by myself and my wife, Dr. Evelyn James.
of the research and engineering background was provided by me.
The book bears joint responsibility, however.

All
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Combined sewer diversions are designed to diven significant flows directly to the receiving water during rainstorms. To
estimate pollutant loadings to the recipient water it is necessary to compute conlinuous hydrographs and pollutogrdphs for the
full period of potential overflow. Since a diversion is active only during part of a storm, divening only pan of the flow, a rating
curve for the diversion structure must be obtained . Few structures have been adequately ealibrdted and their rating curves are
not usually available.
Overflow and diversion structures may be classified according to the shape of the sill or overflow control: end weirs, oblique
weirs, and side spillways. Many structures experience hydraulic jumps of complex shape over much of the operating range.
This paper reviews the hydraulics of side spillways and the SWMM-EXTRAN computer program . A new program called
OVRFL03 has been developed to dovetail with the SWMM package. Internal SWMM coding has not been changed. As a
stand-alone program, OVRR.03 will produce rating curves for side-weir diversion structures . The program has been applied
to urban catchments in Hamilton, Canada.
Validation of OVRR.03 is discussed in the paper. Comparisons were also made between OVRFL03, SWMM-EXTRAN,
and a series of previous laboratory experiments conducted by others.
La chambre de ~rivation d'un ~goilt unitairc est calcul~ pour laisser passer dircctement au cours d' eau recepteur une partie
importante des caux d'orage. Pour ~terminer la charge organique ainsi transmise aux caux du recepteur, il faut calculer des
hydrogrammes et des pollugrammes pour toute la ¢riodc du trop-plein. Puisque I'ouvrage de ~rivation ne sert que pendant
une partie d'un orage en ne laissanl passer qu'une fraction des caux de I'hydrogramme, on doit etablir sa courbc d'~talonnage .
Peu d'ouvragcs ont ~t~ a~uatement ~talonnes et Ies courbcs corrcspondantes ne sont habituellement pas disponiblcs.
Les organcs contralant Ie trop-plein et la ~rivation peuvent etre classifi~s d'apres la forme de leur seuil: ~versoir
transversal, ~versoir oblique et ~valuateur lalt~ral. Plusieurs ouvragcs donnent lieu II des ressorts hydrauliques de forme
complexe sur une partie importante de leur plage de fonctionnement. L'article pr~senle, sous I'aspect hydraulique, une etude
synth~tique de I'~vacuateur lateral et Ie programme SWMM-EXTRAN. On a mis au poinl un nouveau programme appel~
OVRR.03 compatible avec Ie logiciel SWMM dontle codage inteme reste inchang~. Exploite seul, Ie programme OVRR.03
ealcule les eourbcs d'~talonnage des ouvragcs de ~rivalion 1 ~versoir lateral. II a el~ applique a I'~tude des eaux urbaines
II Hamilton (Canada).
Les aUleurs font ~tat des travaux de v~rifieation du programme OVRR.03. Au eours de leur etude, ils ont compare les
resultals tires de OVRR.03, de SWMM-EXTRAN et d'cssais anterieurs menes en laboratoire par d'aulres hydrauliciens.
[Traduit par la revue]
Can . J. Ci • .

En~ ..
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TABLE I. Verification tests on EXTRAN

Introduction
The development of OVRFL03 was part of a joint
study . by McMaster University, the HamiltonWentworth Regional Engineering Department, and the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment. of the urban
drainage system in the City of Hamilton. The purpose
of this joint study is to formulate a model of the
Hamilton urban drainage system in order to estimale
annual loadings to the harbour receiving waler of suspended solids. BODs. nitrogen. and phosphates.
Several aspects of the problem have been covered.
James and Robinson (1981) developed interactive packages using microprocessors communicating with largescale batch-oriented programs at remote mainframes.
James and Drake (1980) developed a kinematic storm
model THOR to produce rainfall hyetographs . EIZawahry ( 1981) wrote an algorithm SEDTOT for sedi-

Q.
Test No.
IA

2A
3A

Condilion
Single pipe under pressure
Continuous pipes under
pressure
Simple network free surface

4A

Simple network pressure flow

IB
2B
IC
2C

Orifice. free surface
Orifice. pressure flow
Transverse weir
Side weir

0315- 1468/821020197-09SOI .()()/0
C> 1982 National Research Council of CanadalConseil national de recherches du Canada

(fl'/s)

(m'/s)

20
20

0.566
0.566

3

0.085
0.057
0.028
0.849
0.566
0.283
1.9
4.245
4.245
4.245

2
I
30
20
10
67.143
ISO
ISO
150
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TABLE

Tft' No . 'A· Sing" Pjoe

Test
200

o

r=

!2OOOJ

100

0-

IA
2A
3A
4A

2. Tcst group A (% errors)

Continuity
error

Depth
error

Velocity
error

0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.25
-2.25
0.68

-3 . 125
0. 16
-1 .69

Unbalanced system

TABLE 3. Test groups B and C (% errors)

Test
IB
IC
2C

Continuity
error

Orifice flow
error

0.02

5.20

0.0
0.0

Weir flow
error

42.43

46.40

500

-0

FIG . I. Representation of verification tests showing num·
bering scheme.

ment deposition and resuspension in the outfall lone,
and applied it to Chedoke Creek. Meanwhile,
Shivalingaiahl is evaluating pollutional loads from
stormwater, Henry' is studying microprocessorcontrolled in-line storage as a solution to the problem,
and Scheckenberger ' is further ~veloping the THOR
model as a design storm tool. Fllither publications on
the project are available from the present authors.
Study problem
A widely used method for the removal of excess
water from a sewer network is by means of side weirs.
When the water level rises above the weir crest, overspill is diverted from the channel. Dry weather flow
proceeds to the sewage treatment plant, but in times of
heavy rainfall most of the incoming flow passes over
lThesis work in progress, Depanment of Civil En·
gineering, McMasterUniversity, February 1982.

the weir to the combined sewer outfalL Many city
drainage systems incorporate hundreds of such
diversions.
A complete analytical solution of the equations governing flow in side-weir channels for an arbitrary geometry of the diversion structure is not possible. Until
quite recently, methods were based on empirical design
data derived from experiments conducted over a limited
range of the many variables involved. However, relatively simple step computation procedures permit solutions for many shapes of cross section and for a wide
range of variables. Athough the underlying hydrodynamic equations are not solved rigorously, flow behaviour in the region of the side weir and diverted flow
for various flows upstream and downstream can be
compared.
Suitable computer coding for diversion structures
would be vital to most urban drainage models. Of the
computer models that are in current use the Storm water
Management Model (SWMM) (Huber ~I al. 1975) was
chosen in this study. SWMM was developed in 1971
and gradually improved by several programming
groups in the United States. In this paper the computed
results are compared with laboratory experiments conducted by previous workers.

Flow diversions in SWMM
The Extended Transport (EXTRAN) block of
SWMM consists of two sections, quantity and quality
(Urban Drainage Seminar 1979). Only the quantity section is considered here. A set of verification tests was
carried out by the present authors on the EXTRAN
subprograms, especially for flow regulation devices
such as outfalls, orifices, and weirs. EXTRAN uses a
link-node description of the sewer system. Links transmit flow from node to node and represent pipes whereas
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FIG. 2. Various flow profiles in a channel with. side weir.

nodes,are the storage elements and correspond to pipe
junctions or manholes.
The expression used in EXTRAN to calculate the
flow through an orifice is the usual Torricelli theorem,
and the coding appears to give good results.
The expression used in EXTRAN to calculate weir
overflows (Q.) is:

where C. = discharge coefficient, L = weir length, h

= driving head on the weir, V = approach velocity, and
a = weir exponent (~ for transverse weirs and i for side
weirs). However, Ackers (1957) revealed that the assumption of constant velocity in calculating the overflow is hardly valid.
Description of verification tests
Verification tests carried out on EXTRAN were classified into three groups, one for each control device:
group A - outfalls; group B - orifice diversions:
group C - weir diversions.
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Although the flow condition in the link may be both
nonuniform and unsteady, it was assumed to be steady
in all the tests, using a constant inflow (Q;) to the
system. Table I presents details of the tests. A constant
Manning coefficient n of 0.013 was used in all tests.
For each test computed continuity, flow depth at the
outlet, and velocity in the conduits were checked manually. At the outlet of the system the flow depth is
critical since the outfall is free. The critical depth was
calculated with the aid of Chow's tables (Chow 1959).
Figure I shows the conceptual representation of each
test.
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results. In addition, the
following observations can be made:
I. EXTRAN keeps the system balanced, in terms of
equating the sum of inflows to the sum of outflows,
until the system is under pressure, when the numerical
scheme tends to become unstable.
2. The error between EXTRAN and hand calculated
velocities in conduits with low flows may reach 51 %
(test 3A, discharge I ftl/s (0.028 ml/s».
3. The error in the freeflow oriftce discharge test

TABLE

4. Still flow forward velocity U

Approach Along side
weir
channel
Subcrit.
Subcrit.
Subcrit.
Supercrit ..

Subcrit.
Subcrit.
Supercrit.
Supercrit.

Relationship

Q./Qo
<0.50
>0.50

U=0.91(d/c)V
U= 1.08V.(d.-c)/(d-c)
U=F,V
U=V

was only 5.20%. The test could not be evaluated for
pressure flow.
. 4. The expression used for describing the flow over
weirs does not seem to be applied correctly by the
program, calculated errors of 46% being obtained.
As can be seen from Table 3, the simulation of weir
diversions in EXTRAN does not appear to be accurate
(46.40% error).

Side weirs
The hydraulic behaviour of diversion structures incorporating side weirs has received considerable atten-
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FIG. 4. Variation of eM with Froude number F.
TABLE

5. Comparison between the programs
OVRFL02

OVRFLOI

OVRFL03

Main channel section

Rectangular, trapezoidal

Rectangular, trapezoidal

Channel bed along
side weir
Basic approach

Prismatic or tapering

Prismatic

Rectangular, trapezoidal,
triangular
Prismatic or tapering

Constant energy less
friction
Assumed

Momentum approach

Momentum approach

Assumed

Computed

Discharge coefficient

tion since the beginning of the century. A large number
of the studies were empirical (DeMarchi 1934; Frazer
1957; EI-Khashab and Smith 1976). The water surface
profile along the side weir for various flow conditions
is shown in Fig. 2. The profiles are best described by
the differential equation derived by El-Khashab and
Smith (1976) based on the momentum balance along
the side weir. Briefly restated, the equation is:

dd

[2]

dx =

So - Sr I -

I
gA
(2~ V

It should be noted that this equation applies only to
prismatic channels of triangular, rectangular, trapezoidal, or circular section. However, Smith (1973) derived
an expression for trapezoidal tapering channels (i.e.,
the breadth decreases with distance along the side
weir).
Our general equation applicable to tapering channels
is
.

~

- U) dx

~{fT/(gA)

where: So = slope of channel bed, Sr = slope of friction
line, ~ = momentum correction factor, V = mean velocity in channel, U = longitudinal component of spill
velocity (parallel to supply channel), g = gravitational
acceleration, A = cross-sectional area of flow, dQ/dx
= rate of change of main channel flow, x = distance
along the side weir, Q = main channel flow, and T =
water surface width (the notation is also defined in
Fig. 3).

[3]

dd
dx=

So - Sr -

I

-(2~

gA

dl"l
dx

V - U)::!JJ:.. + F(sh)

where:
F(sh)

=

function of the shape of cross section

- (.l.!1!....d dB.
- ... gAl dx'

rectangular or
trapezoidal section

=

~ d·D
gA dx

(D2

COS-I

(D -D 2d) _I).
2 '
circular section
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Fl<i. 5. Control logic part of flowchart for OVRA..03.

After a series of experiments EI-Khashab (1975) proposed several relationships for the forward velocity U,
depending on the flow condition upstream of the side
weir and the ratio (Q./Qo) of the spill flow Q. to the
approach channel flow Qo. Table 4 presents these relationships.
The discharge per unit length of weir may be expressedas

[4]

~
dx

= - ~WCM
-v2g(d 3

c)'"
.

where: W = I for a weir on one side of the channel or
W = 2 for weirs on both sides of the channel, d = depth
of flow in main channel. c = height of weir crest above
channel bed, and CM = DeMarchi discharge coefficient.

DeMarchi discharge coemcicnt C M
The coefficient of discharge is used to estimate the
overflow. However. no relationships are available to
estimate the discharge coefficient for a given flow con-

FIG. 6. Comparison of Computer results with observations
for water profiles. NOTES: • observed; - - computed. Subcritical: Qo.IQ. = 0.546; C M = 0.539; F "" 0.339; B =
0.445 m; So" 0.001; n = 0.012; c = 0 .15 m; L .. 2.30 m;
W .. I; Qu = 0.15 m'/s. Supercritical: CM .. 0.89003; F =
1.093; So .. 9.0015; Qo = 0.20 m'/s; c .. 0.17 m.

dition. Allen (1957) developed an empirical expression
for discharge coefficients in circular pipes only.
Collinge (1959) related CM to the Froude number FI at
the upstream end of a side weir and recommended an
average value for CM of 0.616 for FI less than 0.95 and
greater than I. 15. Frazer ( 1957) conducted a large number of experiments and finally proposed values of CM
ranging from 0.424 to 0.647 for subcritical flow in the
main channel and from 0.806 to 0.555 for supercritical
flow. Subramanya and Awasthy (1972) derived two
relationships for both subcritical and supercritical flow
in the main channel:

[5] C = 0.611 (I - 0:~:! 2))"\
M

[6]

CM

= 0.36 -

0.08F,;

I

F,

<

F,

>2

Figure 4 indicates these two ' relationships. The following points may be noted.
I. If F, takes any value between 1.0 and 2.0 the
SUbramanya and Awasthy relations do not apply.
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TABLE 6. Test results
Q./Q..
Q"

Test No .

(m)/s)

c
(m)

L
(m)

S..

Sd

IOV
IIV
12V
13V

0.116
0.128
0. 116
0.130

0.20
0. 10
0.10
0. 10

2.3
2.3
2.3
1.2

0.0012
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015

0.00036
0.00150
0.00150
0.00150

Compo Obs .
0.52
0.27
0.25
0.22

0.49
0.27
0.23
0.20

TABLE 7. Comparison tests
Q,,(m"/s)

c(m)

SCI

S.J

Q .. (m~/s)

5
6
7

0.0360
0.0450
0.0410
0.0160
0.0215
0.0180
0.0290

0.1000
0.1000
0.0515
0.0515
0.0515
0.0515
0.0515

0.0177
0.0200
0.0650
0.0515
0.0209
0.0\38
0.0392

0.0177
0 .0200
0.0650
0.0105
0.0209
0.0138
0.0392

0.40
0.40
0.35
0.45
0.40
0.40
0.40

B

8
9
10
II
12
13

0.0113
0.0105
0.0125
0.0115
0.0155
0.0115

0.10
0. 10
0. 10
0. 10
0.10
0.10

0.0017
0.0013
0.0020
0.0020
0.0030
0.0016

0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
0.0003
0.0003
0.0002

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0 .55
0.55

C

14
15
16
17

0.0480
0.0500
0.0290
0.0205

0.1000
0.0515
0. 1000
0.0515

0.001
0.009
0.002
0.001

0.001
0.009
0.002
0.001

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45

Group
A

Test
I
2
3
4

2. If F, takes values between 0.6 and 1.0, C M will
range between 0.45 and 0.0, values that seem to be·
unreasonable.
3. Between F. = 0.6 and 1.0 the relations are not
supported by experiments.
4. CM should increase as F. decreases from 1.6 to

1.0.
For coding convenience in OVRFL03 the present
writers have used four expressions to cover the complete range of F. (as shown in Fig. 4).

Computer program OVRFL03
Smith (1973) developed a computer program
(OVRFLO I) to calculate the water surface profile along
a side weir as well as the overflow. EI-Khashab (1975)
developed a second program (OVRFL02), based on the
momentum equation, to compute the water surface profile. The computer program developed in this study
(OVRFL03) is based on the above two programs. The
numerical scheme adopted for water surface computation is presented by Prasad (1970) and by Rajau et
al. (1979). Table 5 lists the differences between the

programs. OVRFL03 comprises six subroutines controlled by the main program; Fig. 5 is a flow diagram
showing the control logic.
OVRFW3 validation tests
The program was run for the same conditions as those
tested by EI-Khashab (1975). Results of 13 tests, both
for the water profile along the weir and the overflow,
showed good agreement. Results for two typical runs
for the water profile are presented in Fig. 6. Table 6
presents results for a further four tests.

Comparison between OVRFW3. SWMM-EXTRAN,
and experimental results
Olsson and Svensson (1979) conducted a series of
experiments to measure the overflow from a channel
with a side weir for different flows upstream and along
the side weir. The experiments were classified into
three groups according to the flow profile along the
weir: group A - supercritical profile on a steep slope;
group B - subcritical profile; and group C - supercritical profile on a mild slope.
The main channel used by Olsson and Svenssen mea-
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side-weir node . all necessary input stored on the disc
file is read . Knowing the depth :It the upstream end of
the weir. the corresponding spill flow is estim:lted hy
simple interpolation .

TAIII.I: X. Results of comparison tests
Q./Q..

("k )

Computed
Group
A

B

OVRFL03

EXTRAN

Observed

I

90

90

2
3
4
5
6
7

116
91
80
88
82
91

98
97
99
96
97
97
98

8
9
10
12
13

37
28
25
45
38
37

115
116
84
85
80
85

41
24
16
48
35

14
15
16
17

73
53
86
70

72
83
81
72

71
58
86
68

Test No.

II

•••••• #

---..

87
90

81
86
83
90

3~

"

C

sured 0 . 15 m wide, 0.33 m high, and 7.3 m long. The
height of the weir crest varied from 0.0515 to 0. 10 m
whereas the weir length was kept constant at 0.57 m in
all tests. The average value of Manning's coefficient n
was 0.01. Table 7 provides details of the 17 tests used
for comparing computed results with measurements. In
Table 8 the term Q,/Qo is the ratio of the residual flow
in the downstream channel to the incoming flow in the
approach channel. The discharge coefficients given in
Table 7 were not used in OVRFL03 (discharge coefficients are computed in OVRFL03); however, they
were used in EXTRAN, and were recommended by
Olsson and Svenssen. Results of these tests are given in
Table 8 and it can be seen that OVRFL03 produces
results that are much closer to observations.

A new block/or SWMM
The SWMM program is widely used in urban runoff
modelling in Canada and the U.S.A. At McMaster
University, the local version of SWMM was modified
to include OVRFL03 for calculating the spill flow in a
channel with a side weir. This has been achieved by
creating a new block in SWMM, called SIDWEIR, that
includes the main OVRFL03 program and its six subroutines. OVRFL03 was adjusted to accept a set of
input flows (i.e., inflow hydrograph) and produce two
arrays, the spill flow and the associated depth at the
upstream end of the side weir. These arrays are then
stored on the disc file specified by the EXECUTIVE
block of SW~M. When using the EXTRAN block at a

Conclusions
The general conclusions to be drawn from this work
are that (a) simulation of side-weir diversion flows in
the SWMM-EXTRAN program appears not to be acceptable for certain conditions. (b) program OVRFL03
appears to provide a more satisfactory method for computing side-weir water surface profiles and overflows
than is presently provided by SWMM-EXTRAN. and
(e) the new block SIDWEIR can be used to produce
overflow hydrographs for diversion structures with
side-weirs. using a slightly modified form of the
SWMM package.
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This PlIpcr discu5se5 the fonnulalion of 5Unace boundary condilions for a Ihree-dimensional
Irolnsport model for sh:Jllow bikes. specifically for Hamilton Harbour. The same hydrodynamic:
equalionslhal describe lhe circulalion oflhe ocean and lhe: Greal Lakes were used in this study.
However. lhe: boundary condilions (bed topographY, shoreline configur.llion, and sunace and
bottom shear Slress fields) have bigger effects on circulalion in shallow enclosed lakes.
In Ihis sludy lhe flow is aS5Umcd 10 be incompressible and in hydroslalic equilibrium. A layered
syslem is used in which lhe: lake is considered 10 consist of a number of unequallayen.in the:
vertical. The hydrodynamic equal ions are inlegr.&led vertically over each layer,and both vertical
and horizontal eddy viscosilies are introduced.
The: over·waler wind stress is detennincd using lhe logarithmic wind velocity distribution and
Von Kannan's inlCgr.d equation for turbulent flow over a rough movable sunace of variable
roughness, in conjunction with equations for wind-wave generation. Thus the: wind draa
coefficient is detennined as a function of wind. and wave char4Cteristics, and is time:- and
space-depcndent.
Cct article presente une critique du mode de formulation des conditions aux limitel de surface
pour Ics modeles tridimc:nsionnels de simulation du transport dans les lacl pcu profoods (c.c. •. 1c
port de Hamilton). On a utilise dans cctte etude Ics memes equations hydrodynamiques qui
decriYent la circulation dans I'ocean ct Ics Grands Lacs. Cepcndant,lcs conditions au"limites (Ia
topographie du fond. la configuration des rives, ct les champs de cisaillement de sunace et de
fond) cxercent une plus grande influence sur Ia circulation dans les lacs pcu profonds.
Dans Ia presente etude. on admct que I'CcouIemc:nt est incompressible et en equilibre hy·
drostatique. On rccourt • un modele stratifiC qui consiste en un certain nombre de couches
inegalcs supcrposecs, Les equations hydrodynamiques sont integrics par rapport. Ia vcrticalc
dans chaque couche: et lescomposantes verticales et horizon tales des difTusivites tourbillonnaires
sont introduites simultanemc:nt.
Les contraintes de froUemc:nt dues au Yent sont dCterminecs en fonction d'une repartition
Iopritlunique des vitesscs du vent et au moyen des equations intcgrales de Von Karman pour Ics
ecoulements turbulents au-dcssus d'un fond mobile de rugositc variable. en combinaison avec: Ics
equations des vagues gCnerics par Ie vent. l.c coefficient de trainee du vent s'ctablit ainsicomme
une fonction des caractcristiques du complexe vent-vagues: il est donc egalemc:nt fonction du
tempset de I'espace.
(Traduit par Ia revue)
Can. J. Civ. En". S, .79-488(1978)

Introduction
Recently there has been increased interest in using
numerical hydrodynamic models for scientific and
practical purposes in order ' to explore physical,
chemical, and biological processes of lakes. In the
last few years, numerical models of lake currents
have become quite detailed and realistic. Several
three-dimensional time-dependent models have been
developed (e.g., ' Simons 1973; Leendertse 1973,
1975). Such models are necessary for stratified lakes
and when surface currents, velocity, and density
profiles need to be calculated.
An alternative approach in the study of the three- '

dimensional circulation structure is the use of well·
known multi-layer models (e.g., Simons 1973;
Leendertse 1973, 1975; Lick 1976). In these models
the lake is divided into several horizontal layers, and
the interfaces between layers (except at the free
surface) are defined to be permeable and .fixed in
space at least for the duration of a time step. Auid
moves vertically through each layer. The free surface
(or thermocline) is treated as an impermeable movable surface. Intcgration of the hydrodynamic equations is performed for each laycr to arrive at a system
of equations in tcrms of the layer-average variables.
Intcrlaycr stresses and bottom resistance are cxpressed as functions of the layer-averagcd velocity.
'Presently on sabbatical leave at: Division of Water
These hydrodynamic equations are typically solved
Resources Encinccrinc, University of Lulca.·S-9" 87 Lulca
Sweden.
• using finitc-dift'crcnce mcthods.
IPresently on lealle of abscnoe at: Sccnforschungsinstitut.
Most modds that include both friction and timcEA WAG. 6047 Kastanienbaum, Switzerland:
dependcnt flow have been applied to specific rcal
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oasins : the modelers have not altempted to generalize
their results. In other words. most of these models
use constant values of certain parameters. such as
wind drag coefficient. bottom friction. and eddy
viscosities and difTusivities. and the model prediction
is usually in close agreement with the observations.
Extensive research is required to establish a more
generalized and reliable approach and to relate these
parameters to lake and flow characteristics.
Although there are a large number of studies on
the Great lakes (e.g., Csanady 1967, 1968, 1972;
Lick 1976; Simons 1973), there are a surprisingly
small number of studies regarding circulation in
basins of much smaller dimensions (Bengtsson 1973;
Eid 1976; James and Eid 1978). In the authors'
previous study on wind-driven currents in a small
shallow lake of a recreational size (Eid 1976; James
and Eid 1978), it was found that bottom topography
and roughness, shore configuration, and vertical eddy
viscosity are much more important. We found that
Coriolis forces should also be considered, even for
such small dimensions.
The currents in these enclosed lakes are primarily
driven by wind. The relationship of wind shear stress
to the wind and water surface conditions is very
difficult to determine. In most, if not all, lake models,
the wind drag coefficient has been assumed constant
in space and time. However, this drag coefficient
should be a function of wind and surface water
characteristics.
In this paper a preliminary attempt has been
carried out to calculate the drag coefficient as a
function of wind speed, wind fetch, and wave height
and celerity (representative of surface water roughness). Thus temporal and spatial variation of the
drag coefficient, and consequently surface shear stress
over the lake surface, can be considered when solving
the hydrodyn~mic equations.
This method has been applied to Hamilton Harbour (at the western end of Lake Ontario). The
harbour is approximately 8 km long in the northeast
direction and 4.8 km long in the southwest direction
with a maximum depth of 24 m and a mean depth of
13 m. The harbour is a very complicated dynamic
environmental system. The water quality in the
harbour was found to be below standard by the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment (1974, 1975).
The study of the water quality in a lake requires a
knowledge of the physical processes and the interaction between these physical processes and the
biochemical processes in the water body (Harris
1978: Palmer and Poulton 1976; Polak and Haffner
1978).
In any study of Hamilton Harbour, a timedependent, three-dimensional, stratified model is

necessary. The model developed by Simons (1973)
for circulation in Lake Ontario has been modified to
handle such a small shallow lake. The common
hydrodynamic equations for lake currents have been
used . The flow is assumed to be incompressible and
in hydrostatic equilibrium. The lake is considered to
consist of a number of horizontal layers. This concept
of the 'layers' is a geometrical concept only, and
should not be confused with the layers in stratified
flow. The thickness of the layers is not necessarily the
same for all layers. Layer thickness may be taken to
be a function of temperature or density gradient. The
hydrodynamic equations (conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy) have been integrated over
each layer. This system of partial differential equations is numerically solved using a suitable finitedifference scheme in time and space.
Basie Model Equations
Curre~ts due to through flows are taken to be
comparatively small except locally near the mouths
of the rivers or outlets. In addition, temperature, and
hence density, gradients cause currents or modify the
existing currents. This effect must be considered in a
study of lake circulation during the late spring,
summer, and early fall when stratification occurs and
the density gradients are large. Coriolis forces due to
earth's rotation should also be considered (Eid 1976).
The basic equations used are the usual equations
for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy,
plus an equation of state. The fluid motions in the
lake are predominantly horizontal, and the vertical
acceleration is extremely small and may be neglected.
Thus, the vertical equation of motion may be
replaced by the hydrostatic equation. The density is
considered only dependent on the temperature and
can be determined through the equation of state.
The flow is also considered to be incompressible.
The nonlinear advective acceleration terms in the
equations of motion are neglected to save comput~tionat time, as their effect is minor (Bengtsson 1973;
Simons 1973). However, the effect of omitting these
terms will be checked for small lakes in our future
work.
Based on the above discussion, the integrated
equations of motion, continuity, and heat flux, with
U, ~, P, and T representing the layer averages of
particular layer k, and k + 1/2 as a subscript designating interface values of the layer, follow.
(a) Momentum equations:

[ I]

oU,
-at
=

.

f~,

" oP
-pox(t
.... /P)HI/2
xz

- (t /P)'-1/2

+

Ah

(02U
02U)
ox2 + oy2' ,
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0 V 0 V)
+ Ah ( OX + ay2 l
2

2

- (t)"/P)l-l/2

2

t Y: = t.,

= t ... :

(c) Heat balance equation, neglecting sources and
sinks of heat:

VT
[4] ahTt + au
a Tl + aa , + (WT}'-1/2 -(WT)H III

[8]

to the water surface:

±

a~

av) _0

(au

at + L- I ax + ay

[3]
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y

x

D aT)
• az HIll

_ (D • aT)
az
P=

Pog(~ -

z)

+

f~r

(J

dz

and (J = (p - Po) is a measure of the density
anomaly.
From the equation of state:
[6]

(J

&::

pA.(aV/aZ);

't"'"

= 't b.. =

't,.

a::

[9]
l-I/l

(d) The integrated hydrostatic pressure equation:

[5]

'tn

(c) At the bottom where z
(

,

tn

[7]

where t ... and t l , are the wind shear stresses in x and
y directions. This stress is discussed in more detail in
the next section. As a preliminary simplification of
the model, the heat flux at the water surface as well
as other sources and losses of heat are set equal to a
constant or to zero. This is acceptable for noncontinuous simulation.
(b) At an interface between any two laye'r s:

(b) Continuity equation, integrated from the bottom

t

given initial and boundary conditions, These boundary conditions are:
(0) At the free surface where z = ~:

= - £(T - To)l

where U and v are the integrated layer transport
components in x and y directions; x, yare horizontal
coordinates, positive to the east and north, respectively; z is the vertical coordinate, positive upward
from the mean still water level; u, v, and ware the
average layer velocity components along these axes,
respectively; I is time (s);fis Coriolis parameter (for
Hamilton Harbour = 10- 4 rad/s); p is the water
density for a given layer at a given temperature; Po is
the maximum density of the water (at 4°C); ~ is the
fluctuation of the free-surface elevation measured
from the still water level; P is the pressure at any
point; T is the temperature at any level; To is the
temperature of maximum water density &:: 4°C;
'tn, 't" are the interfacial shear stress components in
x and y directions; A. and Ah are the vertical and
horizontal eddy viscosities; D. and DH are the
vertical and horizontal eddy diffusivities of heat; h is
a layer thickness; g is the gravitational acceleration;
t is a constant and has a value = -6.8 x 10-6 o C
(Simons 1973); L is the layer number; and b is the
total number of layers.
The above system of differential equations is used
to compute the three-dimensional lake transports for

pK

t'O =

= - H:
1 + V. 2)1/2

(V

b I 2 bUb

. (U b1

'tb, = pK

pA.(aV/Oz)

lb

+

V/)l/l
hb 1
Vb

where't b.. and 'tb, are bottom shear stress components
.
d
in x and y directions; Vb and Vb are the antegrate
bottom layer transport components; hb is the thickness of bottom layer; and K is a nondimensional skin
friction coefficient.
In most lake models the skin friction coefficient
has been taken to be constant throughout the lake.
In the authors' previous study on a shallow lake
with aquatic weed growth (James and Eid 1978), the
bottom friction coefficient has been expressed as a
function of local large scale roughness due to weed
growth. Thus, the bottom shear stress can be varied
spatially and temporally in the solution scheme for
the hydrodynamic equations for such lake models.
In addition to the above boundary conditions, the
components of velocity and heat flux normal to the
solid boundary vanish at that boundary. Surface
currents can be determined by extrapolation of the
layers' horizontal velocity components to the water
surface.
Numerical Solution
The numerical method developed by Simons (1973)
is the basis of this study, but of course modifications
are necessary to calculate wind-driven currents in a
stratified small lake, such as Hamilton Harbour.
The harbour is horizontally divided into equal
squares of 1000 ft x 1000 ft (305 m x 305 m) size.
The size has been chosen to adequately describe the
boundaries, to reduce computation to manageable
limits, and to correspond with our field data collection techniques. The scheme is shown in Fig. 1_ Two
lattice-type numerical grids are arranged such that
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where /I mOl is the maximum water dept-h.
This means that the numerical time step must be
less than the time it takes a surface gravity wave (of
celerity = (gH)'J2) to travel a grid distance /lx. For
Hamilton Harbour III < 20 s:

[II]

i.e., the time step must be less than the time for
diffusion in the vertical. In this study. assuming
• ~ll=li
minimum Ilz = 1.0 m and average A. of the order of
> -; - f-I-f-16~ j~ ~~ - --+
1
20 cmlls, Ilt should be of the order of 250 s.
HAMlT~HA~
I n the method used herein, the external (vertically
V
l&~
averaged) and internal modes of the ftow field are
~~!lf
I
treated separately. The time step used in the calculaILI
~
W[TfIU
I
x tion of the external modes is limited by the stability
condition (10] - (i.e., III ~ 20 s); for the internal
-- FIG-. I. Numerical grid- of stream -points for Hamilton
structure it is limited by the second stability requireHarbour.
ment (i.e., III ~ 250 s).
both components of the transport U and V are
specified at the grid points (or stream points) forming
Modeling of Wind Induced Surface Drag
one lattice, while each point at the centre of each
It is necessary to determine the shear stresses
square is an elevation point at which ~, T, p. and W imposed as a boundary condition at a lake surface
are defined. forming the second lattice. Water depths when solving the hydrodynamic equations of lake
are given at the stream points. The detailed descrip- transport. The relation of this stress to the wi rid
tion of the finite-differences technique is given by speed is very difficult to determine theoretically and
Simons (1973).
its value is usually based on semi-empirical formulae
In a small lake such as Hamilton Harbour, the and observations. A quadratic relationship. comvariables can change rapidly over a short distance in monly used in the bulk of the literature. is:
the vertical direction. Consequently. a grid size is
required that is much smaller in the vertical than the [12]
horizontal direction. In the vertical direction. six
unequal-thickness layers are employed such that the where Cd is surface drag coefficient. p. is the air
layer thickness decreases with increasing temperature density (g/cm 3 ), and U. is the wind speed at a certain
gradient. In a non stratified lake, the thicknesses of distance z above the water surface (usually taken to
the layers are chosen to be smaller near the surface be 10 m).
Many different values of the drag coefficient have
because of the extensive shallow zones and in order
to have a sufficient number of layers for extrapolation been u~d. In these studies. the drag coefficient was
to the surface.
usually considered constant (i.e., independent of
wind speed and surface roughness) and its value was
Numerical Stability
chosen to bring the model's results into close agreeFor efficiency in the numerical calculation of ment with observations. The need to develop the
space- and time-dependent lake problems. one would functional dependence of the drag coefficient on
like to use as large space and time steps as are wind and surface water conditions is obviously
c9nsistent with the accuracy and the physical details important. Many studies have attempted to deterdesired. However. there are usually other restrictions mine the drag coefficient in both micrometeorology
on the allowable space and time steps which might and lake model in-g. The aquatic micrometeorologists,
affect the stability of the numerical method used in through wind profile observations. have found that
the calculation. For example, consider the explicit. the drag coefficient is nearly constant and less than
forward-time, central-space scheme used in the that used in numerical models by a factor of two or
numerical solution in this study. Simple theory three. Because micrometeorologists measure the drag
indicates that limits on the time step III and space coefficients for a fully developed wave field and for

-

~+ 1

- -

I

-j

--

~

J:
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nearly steady wind conditions, the resulting values
arc low. Numerical modelers, on the other hand, do
not use steady conditions and thus the roughness is
not fully developed . They usually use higher drag
coellicients (Donelan 1975).
In this paper we determine drag coefficients and
consequently surface shear stresses as a funct ion of
wind speed, wind fetch, wave height, and wave age.
Mclhodology
The Von Karman-Prandtl logarithmic velocity
profile for flow over a rough surface (Schlichting
1955) can be written:
[13]

U:=..!.ln(Z+ZO)
U.
k
Zo

and

U.=(to/p.)I(2

.

where U is the wind speed at the anemometer
. level .Z
above water surface; V. is the shear velocity; to IS
the local shear stress at the water surface; P. is the
air density; k is Von Karman's universal constant =
0.4; and Zo is the effective roughness length.
The roughness length Zo is a parametric representation of the surface roughness due to wind generated
waves. It is a function of significant wave height
through the empirical relation suggested by Donelan
(1975), based on observations on Lake Ontario :

[14]

Zo

= HI48

where H is the wave height. Equation [13] can be
rewritten:
[15]
where
[16]

Co =

[kiln (z ~ozo)T

Equation [15] is similar to [12], which has been used
in most numerical models. However, in [15], to is
the shear stress at a fixed (non movable) surface,
which is not the case for water surfaces. Thus Co in
the above equation may be referred to as the 'skin
friction coefficient' of a fixed rough surface. Donelan
(1975) has proposed a wind-wave coupling model
in which the wind drag coefficient is a function of
wave height, wind speed, and wave age V.lc (c is the
wave celerity); we have used a modified empirical
relation:
[17]

As shown previously, the drag coefficient Cd' and
consequently wind stress, can be calculated : it is a
function of wind and wave conditions. The spatial
variation of the drag coefficient can be obtained as
follows :
(0) Assume that a steady wind (constant speed
and direction) blows for a sufficient duration. The
spatial variation of the wind, for example, observed
in Hamilton Harbour during the authors' 1976
summer field work, could be taken into account by
interpolation of records from (say) three wind
stations. (We use weight factors inversely proportional to the square of the distances between in-water
location and onshore wind stations.)
(b) Wind fetch is determined at each stream point
on the numerical grid (distance from the upwind
shore to that point along wind direction).
(c) Use the SverdruJrMunk-Bretschneider (SMB)
method (United States Army Coastal Engineering
Research Center 1973) for determining wave
characteristics as shown in the Appendix.
(d) Calculate Cd using [14], [16], and [17] at each
grid node.
(e) Use [13] to get surface shear stress at each grid
node for use in the hydrodynamic equations at each
time step.

Cd = Co[1 - (0.83cIV lo )]2

where Cd is wind drag coefficient for given wind
speed V IO at 10 m above the water surface.
Now replacing Co by Cd in [15], we obtain an
equation similar to [12], but which can be used to
determine wind induced shear stress at any location
in the lake.

Results of the Numerical Model
The computer model was run for various wind
conditions and model parameters in order to study
the model performance. Extensive field data are still
needed to fully evaluate the method but the tests are
encouraging when compared with observations of
surface currents in Hamilton Harbour for the
summer of 1976.
The computer runs were first carried out for a nonstratified harbour. The model reached a steady state,
when a constant wind was applied, after about 6 h,
as shown in Fig. 2. The time to steady state when

16
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:;12
~
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> •
w
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II:
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4

FIG. 2. Time to steady state (nonstratified lake); wind
speed .. 6.S2 m/s; A. = 20cm 2 /s.
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taking stratification into account is a little longer
than the time taken for nonstratified lakes. In each of
these tests an approximately steady wind occurred,
but of course the model can accept transient wind
conditions.
The change of surface and bottom currents with
time is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As shown, the current
velocity changes in both magnitude and direction.
The change of direction is due to the effect of
Conolis forces (Eid 1976). A sample of the model
current pattern in the first layer (about 50 em' below
the harbour surface) for an observed wind event
(July 16, 1976) is shown in Fig. 5. The results are

deemed to be satisfactory at this stage of the model
development.
The effect of temperature stratification on the
model results has been studied. It was found that
the harbour stratification should be considered, as it
has a significant effect on the model results, as shown
in Fig. 6.
The preliminary runs of the model for one wind
event (e.g., U. = 6.52 mIs, northwest wind) showed
that ·the drag coefficients ranged between 1.1 x 10- 3
and 1.5 x 10- 3 with an average value of 1.24 x
10- 3 • This value is smaller than that used in the
numerical model for the Great Lakes. However, it is
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similar to that suggested by Bengtsson (1973) for puted surface currents when compared to those
small lakes subjected to low wind spCeds. This computed using a constant drag equal to the average
preliminary run showed that the spatial variation of value (1.24 x 10- 3). Of course, this is not the
the drag coefficient has a small effect on the com- authors' final conclusion as many numerical and
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The over-water wind stresses are determined u~ing
a wind profile method . In this method the logarithmic
2
o
wind velocity distribution and Von Karman's integral
.,..,
22
equation for turbulent flow over a rough movable
..:
surface of variable roughness are used. Surface drag
z
ILl
coefficients are calculated as a function of wind and
U
;;:
wave characteristics (wind speed, wind fetch, and
~I
wave height and celerity). Spatial and temporal
..,o
CI
•
variation of the drag coefficient. and consequently
ct
cr
surface shear stress. can be obtained for any wind
o
condition. The drag coefficients calculated from the
20
10
15
o
WINO SPEED. UIO ( m,-I)
present model are smaller than those used typically
by ocean modelers. However, they are in good
FIG. 7. Dragcocfficient and wind speed: (X) Atlantic Ocean ;
agreement
with those obtained by Smith and Banke
(.) Lake Ontario; (0) Sable Island; (A) our model for
Hamilton Harbour (for northwesterly wind). Regression lines : 1975.
Atlantic Ocean. dashed; Sable Island, dOlled; all points. solid.
(From Smith and Banke 1975.)
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FIG. 8. Drag coefficient and wind speed correlation used in
different studies (regression lines 1-6) (sec Smith and Banke
1975); (A) our model's results using wind profile method.

field experiments are still under study. However,
this method may give a good rational basis for
calculating the average drag coefficient as a function
of wind speed, fetch, and wave characteristics.
The average drag coefficients computed for different wind speeds (northwest winds) ranging between 3 and 15 m/s may be compared to those
obtained by Smith and Banke (1975). Smith and
Banke applied a regression analysis on data collected
through extensive observations on different water
bodies, as shown in Fig. 7. The results were summarized by them in Fig. 8. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
a good agreement between the authors' and the
other results was obtained.
Conclusions
A three-dimensional time-dependent hydrodynamic model for lake transport has been developed for
use in shallow stratified (or nonstratified) lakes. The
model has been applied to a small nonstratified lake
(James and Eid 1978) and a stratified lake (Hamilton
Harbour).
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Appendix: Wave Prediction in Deep and Shallow
Waters
In this study we have used the significant wave
method originally introduced by Sverdrup and Munk
in 1947 and revised by Bretschneider in 1952 and
1958 with additional empirical data. This predictive
relationship is now called the Sverdrup-MunkBretschneider (SMB) method (United States Army
Coastal Engineering Research Center 1973).
This simplified wave prediction scheme is based on
the assumption that the waves being considered are
entirely due to a wind blowing at constant speed and
direction for a specific fetch and duration.

Wave Prediclion for Shallow Waler
If d/T l < 2.5 ft/s2 (0.76 m/sl), where d is the water
depth, then the wave effectively 'feels the bottom',
and the depth and bottom friction should enter as
additional factors in the wave forecasting equations.
Bretschneider found that the best agreement between
wave data and numerical methods was obtained
when a bottom friction factor of f = 0.01 was
selected «(ppen 1966). Thisfis also called 'a calibration friction factor' which would take into account
other influential factors not normally included in the
friction factor term. The quasi-empirical-quasitheoretical relationships established by Bretschneider
in 1953 are used for wind-wave generation in
5MB Methodfor Prediction of Waves in Deep Water
shallow water with constant depth:
The significant wave height H and significant wave
period T for given wind speed, fetch, and duration
gH
[
(
are given by:
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The above equations are dimensionally consistent ;
H = wave height; T = wave period (s); U = wind
speed; F = wind fetch (the distance from the forecasting point to the opposite shore, measuring along
the wind direction); I = minimum duration required
to establish steady-state generation for a particular
wind speed and length of fetch; K = 6.5882; A =
0.0161; B = 0.3692; C = 2.2024; D = 0.8798 ; and
g = gravitational acceleration.
(n order to use (AI] and [A2] correctly, the actual

(gd)O.B

x tanh

25

O.

x tanh

(gd)O.3i

S

tanh 0.520 {j'I"

The above equations can be extended to a bottom
of constant slope or irregular bottom topography by
segmenting the bottom into elements, each element
having a mean depth assumed to be constant.
(n the present numerical model wave characteristics (H, T) are first calculated for deep water
(eqs. [A 11, [A2l). If d/T l is greater than 2.5 ft/s 2
(0.76 m/sl), then the computed wave height and
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wave period are correct; otherwise. apply (A4] and
(AS] for shallow water wave prediction .
Then the procedure is to calculate wave c1crity c:
c

(A6]

= LIT

The wave length L can be obtained from the implicit
equation:
(A 7]

L = (gT2/2n) tanh (2ndIL)

for deep water:

VOL. ~ . InK

tanh (2nd/L)

=

I

and
[A8]
Thus. we have a complete set of equations for
estimating wave characteristics in both deep and
shallow water. These can then be used in computing
wind shear stress over the water surface in a lake as
previously mentioned.
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Ahhou,h there arc al&rIC number o( studic. onlarae lake. IUCh a. the Great Lakes, little work
i. being done: on small lake••uch a. those that arc used (or recreational purpose. and that abound
in North America. Such water bodic. oRcn suffer from nutrient loadings and prolific weed
growth; there appears to be a definice need (or model devclopmc:nt in this area. In this study,
wind-drivcn currents in a shallow homoecneoul lake with extensive weed growth have been
modeled using the common hydrodynamic equations that describe lake circulation. The method
has &150 been applied to a larae stratified harbour. An approximate analytical proeedure is
presented (or modeling the bottom roughness due to weed growth. As in meteorology, the
Karman-Prandtl equation (or the velocity distribution near the boundary o( an open channel hal
been modified and applied in corUunction with c:mpiric:al (actors obtained (rom observed yelocity
profiles inside and above aquatic vc:getation. Field experiments were carried out at V&lens .
reservoir (a small rccrcationallake) and in Hamilton harbour. Surface currents, wind speeds and
directions, and weed distributions were measured. Good ICfCCment was (ound between the
model resultl and observation.. The model' has especial appIicatiori
spread
surface
contaminants is a problem in lakes witb heavy weed growth.

where

or

AIon que de nombmasc:sctudesont c~ rCaliKessurdes lacs de grandes dimensions comme Ic:s
Grands Lacs, pc:u de travail a ClC eawpris sur Ic:s petits lacs semblables acewt qui servent ades .
fins rCcreativcs et qui abondent en Amerique: du Nord. De telle, mallCs d'eau sont lOUYc:nt
affcctCes par Ia cencur eo sds nutritifs et Ia croiuanc:c spcc:tllCUlaire des plantes hc:rbacCes; iI se
dessine done un belOin certain pour un modCIe de simulation en ce domaine. Dans cet article, on
Ctablit un modClede simulationdescourantl,ene.a par Ie vent dans ua lac:defaible pro(ondeur;
on expIoite aIora les equations usudles de I'bydrodynamique pour dCcrirc Ia Circulation clans Ie
lac. La mCmc approcbc • ctc appIiqu6e un port a&d eawt stratifiCes. Les auteurs exposeat une
methode anaIytique approximative de simulation de Ia ruaosit6 de food due au plante.. Comme
onIeWteomCteoro&ogie.onamodi6eI'CquatioadeK.amwt-PranddquidCcritladistributioadc:s
YicellCS au limices d'un canal a surface Ii)re, pour ensuitc "appliquer en y introduisant des
c:od6cicnts c:mpiriques d6duits des otiserv&tions de profUs de Yicesses rcIc:Y& dans c:t au-dessus
de Ia zone de #tatioa aquatique. Oa a proc;idC, au r&c:rvoir Valeas (petit lac: a vocation
rCcrCativc) c:t dans Ie port de Hamilton, ala mesure des courants de surCaoe, des Yitcssc:s et des
directions du Yent c:t de Ia repartition des herbages. On a obseM une bonne concordance entre
ces observations et les risultats (Otlrnis per Ie modele. Ce demier trouve une application
particuliCrc dans Ie cas oil des contaminants IOnt repudus a Ia surface de lacs qui iont Ie site
d'une intense croissance de plances herbao6c:..
(Traduit par Ia revue]

a

Introduction
In this paper we present a formulation of the
boundary conditions at the bed. for a threc-dimensiow transport model. :rbe approach i, particularly
suitable for shallow lakes with considerable roughness, and more esPecially for lakes with weed
growth.
The boundary conditions (bod topography. shoreline configuration, and surface and bottom shear
stress distribution) obviously more significantly

intluenoe circulation in small, shallow. and enclosed
lakes (James and Ed. to be published).
The hydrodynamic equations commonly used to
describe wind-induoed la1ce circulation were used in
this study. Flow is assumed to be incompressible and
in hydrostatic equilbrium. The lake is considered to
consist of a number of horizontal layers. The equations are integrated vertically over each layer and
both verticaI and horizontal eddy viscosities are
introduoed. The effect of temperature stratification
has been neglected in this part of the study. For the
'Prcseatly OIl sabb.tic:al bYe at: DiYisioa or Water Roo bed boundary condition, the Karman-Prandtl
soun:a EncioccriDc. Uaivcnity o( LuJca. s-9S1 87 LuJca.
logarithmic velocity distribution near the boundary
Swcdea.
'Presently on bYe o( abscnoe at: Sccnf'oncbuapiDStitut, has been modified to calculate bottom shear stresses.
EAWAG. 6047 Kutanienbaum, Swiblcdand.
In this approach. the local bottom roughness bas
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and lake depth through the equation A. = CHIV
(where C = 2 x IO-~, II = 400cm, and IV = wind
speed (cm/s». This relation is discussed elsewhere
Modclllydrodynamics
(Bengtsson 1973; Eid 1976). Bottom shear stress is
The vertically integrated nonlinear equations of discussed in more detail in the next section. Vand V
motion for a given layer in the two horizontal arc total volume transport components:
directions (x and y) arc
U=
udz; J7 = f~ vdz
-II
-II
au
=
IV
_
gHat.
+!(T
(I) _ T.(l)
[I]
at
ax p •
The above equations of motion and continuity are
a1U a1U) used to compute the three-dimensional wind-driven
+ A.. (ail + ayl circulation for given initial and boundary conditions.
These equations are Solved numerically using finite
[2] av -= _ IU _ gHat. + !(T (I) _ T (1)>)
at
p , .
'
differences in time and space. The numerical techa1V a1V) niques arc not discussed in this paper, .b ut may be
+ A .. (a? + oyl studied in many other publications (Eid 1976;
Simons 1975).
and the equation of continuity when integrated from
the bottom to the water surface is

been taken to be related to local roughness parameters, e.g., weed length and density.

J(

ay

. _Modeling of. Bottom Roughness due to.Wee<LGl"Owtb _...

~--- au -- av--- '- 

[3]

aT- - ax - ay

where U and V are horizontal volume transport components in x and y directions for a layer

f.:

(e.g., U =

1

U

dZ) ,

lis the Coriolis parameter (10- 4 rad/s), g is the gravitational acoeleration, h is the layer thickness, ~ is the
fluctuation of the free-surface elevation from the still
water level, p is the water density, All is the horizontal
eddy viscosity coefficient, and T. and "t, are the x and
y components of shear stress. (I) and (2) denote the
upper and lower interfaces of a layer such that: at the
free surface.

,

't (I)

.,

= 't

for interior interfaces.
't.(I)

autaz;

- ·pA. ..

at the bottom,

't,(I) ...

avtaz

pA. ..

. ...., . .,

't

(1) ...

't

•

't

(1) _

't

.where 't.. and 't., are surface shear stress components
in the x and y directions, 't... and 't., are bed shear
stress components, and A.. is the vertical eddy
viscosity. Surface shear stress can be determined
through the quadratic relationship:
'to -

p•••C4 1W.I W.

where C4 is the wind drag coefficient (2 x 10-'), P•••
is the air density. and W. is wind speed at the
anemometer level. The vertical eddy viscosity c0efficient was calculated as a function of wind speed

The determination of flow . within a vegetated
shallow lake or coastal zone is a complicated problem,
one that requires considerable research before the
phenomena involved are completely understood.
Very little, if anything, is known about how to calcu.Iate flow resistance inside and around aquatic weeds.
The procedure outlined here may be considered as an
initial attempt, to be modified . as data become
available. The approach is similar to .that used to
calculate flow resistance in vegetated open channels.
Of course. flow in a lake is three-dimensional and
hence more complicated.
Boundary layer theory (prandtlI904) has opened
the way toward a rational understanding of some of
the flow phenomena involving boundary roughness
(Schlichting 1968). The application by G. H. Keulegan
and others (American Society of Civil. Engineers
(ASCE) 1963) of Karman-Prandtl concepts and
Nikuradse roughness to open channels has been quite
suoccssful in describing grain-type roughness in
wide channels. However. it is not adequate for
describing flow in vegetated channels. Recently.
studies using flexible roughness strips attached to the
bed of laboratory flumes were carried out (Kouwen .
ttl al. 1969; Kouwen and Unny (973).
In meteorology. wind profiles inside and above
vegetal cover (tall plants) have been studied in both
laboratory and field (Cionco 1965; Pernir ttl al. 1972;
Plate and Quraishi .1965). No investigations have
been done to determine the velocity distribution
inside and around an aquatic plant canopy. There
exists a definite need for field measurements for-the
different types of aquatic weed commonly growing in
shallow lakes. For example. no veloci~ or turbulence
measurements are available at the top of a flexing
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plant c;IOopy. Indeed. in view of the small veloci~ies
and probable large eddies in and around flexing
weeds of varying length. such measurements would
appear to be difficult to accomplish.
We propose a modification to the standard
logarithmic boundary layer equation to account for
the effect of weeds on the bottom. The parameter z'
is used as a measure of the effects of the boundary on
the profile and is not only a measure of the displacement from the true geometric boundary. We have
calculated z' using a match of logarithmic and
observed nondimensional profiles, and this same
large value of z' is applied directly to the velocity
profile. This may describe a turbulence field with
relatively large scale eddies at the top of the weed
field, which may accord with the actual mechanism,
although such eddies would of course be slowmoving. Indeed we often observed such motions in
. preliminary tests with Rhodamine WT dye. How. ever, in the absence of further evidence we cannotstate that the eddies are du~ to the water movement
over the plant canopy; we merely assert that we have
observed large scale eddies with a vertical axial plane
over the weed canopy and during typical windcurrent test conditions.
A more justifiable approach to simulating the
effect of the weed cover may be to determine the
velocity at the top of the weed cover and to add to
this a logarithmic velocity profile, with possible
testing of the effect of adjusting the turbulence field
at the interphase. But such work appears to be out of
reach at present because of the low velocities, threedimensional effects, and the difficult environment.
Our approach has been to develop a simplistic bed
boundary model based on recent. meteorologicalhydrodynamical literature, and to test the model in
the field.
Methodology
Rouse (1965) summarized much of the reported
work in open channel resistance using KarmanPrandtl concepts of turbulent flow near a rough
boundary. Meteorologists have assumed that many
of the parameters found to affect flow resistance i~
channels with rigid roughness could also be applied
to flexible roughness such as that represented by
grass and other vegetation (Plate and Quraishi 1965).
The velocity profile of a fluid moving near a
rough boundary can be described by the logarithmic
law:
[4]

VIU. -= (Ilk) Inzlz'

where V is the velocity at distance z above the
boundary (bed); U. is the shear velocity, (TJp)l/l; Til
is the average boundary shear stress; k is Karman

VOl .

\ . 1 '17~

FIG. I. Typical velocilY profile inside and above plant
canopy.

universal constant (= 0.4); z' is the magnitude of z
at v = 0, i.e., the intercept of the velocity profile on
the z-axis, as shown in Fig. I, also known as roughness parameter (Rouse 1965; Sayre and Albertson
1961). ..--Plate and Quraishi (1965), and others (Cionco
1965; Pernir ~I al. 1972) have reported that the
logarithmic velocity distribution can be applied at
some distance above the plant cover. This distance is
called "zero plane displacement'. The velocity inside
and around the plant cover cannot be defined by the
logarithmic law. Derivation of an equation describing the velocity distribution both inside and
above the weeds would require field and laboratory
investigations (which were not available for this
study). We have not dealt herein with the transverse
velocity profile around locally high plants. We thus
assume that flow within the submerged weeds is
similar to meteorologic data for the velocity distribution of wind inside certain crops. These data have
been summarised by Plate and Quraishi (1"965). As
the aquatic weeds generally formed a dense, flexible
growth, the velocity distribution was assumed to have
a shape similar to that for wind within wheat (the
most flexible of the crops used) but with small
velocities.
The approach used in this study is based on the
assumption that the logarithmic law, [4]. can be
applied at a distance z' inside the weed canopy. This
distance is calculated such that the area under the
logarithmic velocity profile inside the weeds (from z'
to d) is equal to that given by the wind data, as shown
in Fig. 2. In other words, the discharge resulting
from integrating th~ logarithmic 'velocity distribution
(from z' to the weeds' height d) is set equal to the
discharge (within the plants) given by the empirical
data. This yields an equivalent sublayer of zero
discharge with depth z', denoted the "boundary layer
displacement thickness'. This is equivalent to an
imaginary new solid boundary, over which the
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FIG . 2. Empirical and theoretical velocity distributions
inside the canopy.

logarithmic velocity distribution is applied. Now,
applying [4] at the tip of the vegetation,
[5]

For a given velocity distribution inside the plant
cover, the boundary layer displacement thickness z'
can be obtained from the dimensionless equation [9].
It is evident from (9] that the boundary layer
displacement thickness z' depends on the local
roughness conditions, i.e., size, shape, and spacing of
the roughness elements. In other words, z' should
completely describe the boundary roughness, as in
Sayre and Albertson (1961). It will include the effect
of turbulence at the interface.
Rewrite [9] with z'ld = c as follows:
(10)

(I - c) - (I - A) In I/c = 0

By solving [10], c is obtained as a function of the
normalized area A, which in turn depends on the

V4IU. = (Ilk) In dlz'
\~------------------------------~

where d is the deflected height of the weeds as shown
in Figs. I and 2. z' can be determined from
::l

~

[6]

where

f 4v dz = Uk· f4 In -;z dz

u

k

Z

z'

z'

Thus

[71

AI

+ A)

- (U.lk)[d(ln dlz') - (d - z')1

A nondimensional presentation of field data for
wind profiles inside plant cover (wheat and corn)
obtained by Tan and Ling together with the wind
tunnel results obtained by Plate and Quraishi (1965)
are given in Fig. 3.
Assuming the dimensionless area under the observed profile (Fig. 3) is A, then
[8]

Az

+ A)

= AdV4 = (AdU.lk) In dlz'

From equations [7] and [8], [6] becomes
(9]

(I - z'lt!) - (I - A) In dlz'

=

0

y

d

i ·
~~

~---------- ----

!
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4. Detennination of boundary layer displacement
thickness.
FIG.

type of vegetation and its density. This relation is
represented in Fig. 4. Then, once the velocity distribution i.nside the weeds is known, the roughness
parameter (z' = cd) can be obtained from Fig. 4.
Substituting back into [4] we can calculate the
velocity distribution above the boundary layer
displacement thickness in the bottom layer.

Calculation of Bottom Shear Stress ('t b)
For the ftow in the bottom layer, the discharge per
unit width is
v
~
FlO. 3. Freid and experimental velocity profiles in canopy
(from Plate and Quraishi I96S).

[II]

17b(hb - z')

= fz~~ v dz

Substituting [4] into the right hand side of [II] and
integrating gives
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[ 12]

Vb

_.!.k lIb~
In~b +..!.[ IIh
- Z'
d
k lIb - :;:'

u. -

xIn z'd - IJ

N

/

where, as shown in Fig. I, V..(u .., v.. ) is the average
velocity in the bottom layer, " .. is the depth of the
bottom layer, and z' is the boundary layer displacement thickness (c cd). Equation (12J can be rewritten in the simple form
U.

tJp

= (1/cl ) V..
(I/cl)l V..l

c

Thus

(13J
where
Cl

= 2.5 I, .. '~

z' (In ';)
+

2.S[h. ~ z' (In ;) - I]

FIG. S. Etrect of weeds on surfaa: currents: with weeds. 50Iid
and K c (I/Cl)l is called (Simons 1973) the non- lines; without weeds, dashed lines. Vertical eddy viscosity - S
dimensional skin friction coefficient. In a study on anl/s.
Lake Ontario (Simons 1975), it was assumed to be a
constant of the order of 2.5 x 10- 3 • In the present further paper now under preparation. A summary of
study K is assumed to have the same value (2.5 x field observations is presented in Table 1. The model
10- 3 ) for the case of no weeds. It is convenient to has also been applied to the Hamilton Harbour
Study where the physiochemical processes are much
rewrite [13] in a vectorial form:
influenced by wind generated motion (palmer and
[14]
t .. CO pKI V
..I~
Poulton 1976; James and Eid, to be published).

The shear stress components in x and y directions are
calculated from
[ISa]
(ISb]

t ..,

= pVlii..lii..

Substituting back into the equations of motion (I]
and [2] yields the complete set of equations to be used
for calculating wind-driven cu~ts in shallow lakes
with prolific bed weeds. These equations are solved
using a finite differences technique in time and space.

F'aeld ObseO'atioas
To verify the computer model, field observations
were carried out in Valens reservoir (about 185 acres
(75 ha) with a maximum depth of 4 m). Surface drift
velocities were measured, using drogues, for various
wind and bottom roughness conditions throughout
two summers (1974 and 1975). Weed distributions
throughout the lake were measured regularly. Wind
speeds and directions and water levels were continuously recorded. These observations were used to
check the validity of the computer model (Eid 1976).
The actual computer model will be described in a

Analysis of the Results
The computer model was run for all valid observed
wind events for two cases: (a) with the existence of
bed weeds, and (b) without weeds, in which the nonlinear bottom roughness coefficient was assumed to
be constant all over the lake and of the order of
2.S x 10- 3 • Samples of the model results ace shown
in Figs .. .5-7. Figure 5 shows the computer plots
comparing surface current patterns for the two cases
of bottom roughness. Solid vectors show results if
weed growth and roughness distribution is modelled.
It is clear that bottom friction stresses due to weeds
generally affect the dow in both magnitude and
direction. This influence depends on the stage of
weed growth. Modeling weed growth might decrease
the computed surface velocities. This reduction may
be as high as 20%, but in shallow parts the reduction
is greater because extensive weeds cause a considerable retardance of the dow. The effect of
bottom roughness on the velocity profiles is shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. The velocity profile resulting from the
assumption that the bottom roughness is areally
constant was compared with that obtained when
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computing . local bottom roughness due to weed developed herein. A bottom ,tress equation has been
growth. It. was found that bottom .stresses duct to .fonnulated to' incorporate the effect of weed height
weeds cause a reduction in both surf&QC and return and distribution throughout the Ialce. The KannancUrrents. The reduction of the return dow near the Prandtl logarithmic law for the velocity distribution
bottom is much bigger than that ofthc dow ncar the at the boundary of vegetated channels was suitably
surface. A comparison was made between the adapted. This formulation for bottom ,tresses can be
obscrvcci and computed aVerage surfaoc drifts for conveniently incorpOrated into a three-dimensional
areal strips. The results are shown in Table I.
transport model for wind-driven lalee circulation. It
appears to account for the observed dow pattern.
Coadusion
In shallow lalces with prolific weed growth, the
Bottom roughness due to extensive weed growth in boundary condition at the bed is very important.
,hallow lalces can be modeled using the fonnulation Bottom shear stresses due to weeds greatly affect the
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T A ilL( I. Computed and observed surface currents in Valcns reservoir with weed growth

Survey
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Date

Wind
speed
(m/s)

Wind direction
(deg. from
North)

(cm/s)

(cm/s)

June 5,1974
June 25, 1974
June 26,1974
July 30, 1974
May 21,1975
June 16, 1975
June 26, 1975
July 2, 1975
July 22, 1975
July 28, 1975
July 30,1975
August II, 1975
August 18, 1975
August 26, 1975

4.0
3.8
3.6
4.1
4 . 25
4.9
4 . 36
3.6
3.87
3.4
3 . 55
2.88
3 . 58
2.86

200 (S-W)
45 (N-E)
90 (E)
24S(S-W)
245 (S-W)
2SO(S-W)
80 (N-E)
300 (N-W)
m(S-W)
270(W)
225 (S-W)
225 (S-W)
300 (N-W)
270(W)

9.0
6.3
5.91
7.46
8.2
8.0
7.5
8.0
9.0
7.2
7.57
5.6
8.4
7.57

8.68
7.8
5.7
7.26
8.66
8.9
7.87
7.33
8.2
7.1
7.06
5.7
8.7

currents in both magoitl,l(k ..and._direction. This
influence depends on -the stage of weed growth and
its distribution over the lake bed. It causes a reduction of flow velocities (both surface and return
current). The effect of bo·ttom roughness on the
current in shallow zones is much greater than that in
deeper parts, as is to be expected.
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STORM DYNAMICS MODEL FOR URBAN RUNOFF
By
Wm. James and R. Scheckenberger
ABSTRACT

Conventional municipal storm sewer desi9n procedures have never accounted for the spatial variability and dynamics of storms. Present methodology uses complex hydrological pro9ram packages, but
considers storms to be simple, even static events,
which uniformly cover the drainage sub-areas under
consideration. This simplification of real storm
processes probably results from the paucity of
rain data that engineers have conventionally had
to deal with.
Consequently hydrological models are normally calibrated and validated using hyetographs measured
by very few point rain9auges located in or around
the drainage area. Single, isolated point raingauges cannot provide information on storm dynamics and spatial variability.
In fact thunderstorm
cells frequently miss a
rain9auge
entirely.
Without proper quantification of causative rainfall, runoff models will not provide accurate estimates of resulting runoff and pollutant levels.
For design inference, engineers then use composite, statistically derived desi9n storms (based
on historical records of point raingauges)
as
input to a model calibrated by poorly represented
rainfall. This obviously reduces the reliability
of the desi9n.
This paper proposes the use of RAINPAK, a package
of computer programs, to overcome these problems.
using rainfall data from a network of at least )
raingauges, STOVEL estimates the speed, direction
and growth/decay characteristics of a storm cell
as it tracks across a catchment. This data is
then input to the next program, THOR4D, which produces separate, unique hyetographs for each subcatchment. By discretizing the storm spatially
over the subcatchment spaces and temporally over
the hydrological
integration time-step, THOR40
simulates the variable speed, variable direction,
and
growth/decay
of
spatially-limited,
multi-cellular storm events. THOR4D generates hyetographs for calibrating the quality and runoff
routines in the subsequent hydrological program
package. THOR)O is a simpler version of THOR40;
it has only 2 spatial dimensions and approximates
cells as line-storms similar to squall-lines.
THOR)O also determines critical storm properties.
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INTRODUCTION
Hydrological computer modelling of a drainage system requires careful discretiz3tion. The engineering hydrologist must
identify important physical characteristics and properties of the system and then
incorporate appropriate coding for these
into his model.
The required level of
discretization is under constant debate
and is normally considered a function of
the cost of the project, amount of allocated or available resources, and available time.
Two basic types of data are required for
the development of deterministic hydrological models. The first type defines the
physical environment: subcatchment areas,
percent impervious area, slope, infiltration rates, pipe dimensions etc. The second type is the hydro-meteorological input
time series: rainfall hyetographs, potential-evapotranspiration, wino -speeds, wind
directions, temperatures, etc. The present paper focuses on the level of discretization and other important properties
of the second type of data, specifically
the input rainfall time series, or hyetograph.
Present design methodology does not account for the spatial and kinematic characteristics of rainstorms.
Some rainstorms,
particularly
those
of
the
HESO-BETA scale (2.0-20.0 Km breadth),
tend to display rapid spatial variations
in rainfall intensities as well as significant variations in the speed of cellular
travel (Rogers, 1; HcAnelly, 2;
Haddox,
3).
These properties are typical of high
intensity, short duration summer thunderstorms.
These summer thunderstorms often
contribute to urban flooding, combined
sewer overflows and highly polluted storm
runoff events. By incorporating the general properties of thunderstorms into a
practical design methodology, it will be
possible to design safer, more efficient
hydrological systems.
The estimates of
pollutant loadings in continuous modelling
will also be improved thrOugh the inclusion of these storm properties. Finally,
the process of model calibration, so important in hydrological simulation, will
be improved and perhaps made easier by
adopting such methodology (James and Robinson, 4).
BACKGROUND REVIEW
A design storm i. supposed to provide an
estimate of the hydrograph or pollutograph
of specific recurrence interval, for a
given catchment, for design or planning
requirements. The development of a synthetic hyetograph for drainage system design may be based on IOF relationships,
historic storms or engineering judgement.
Important example. of this methodology include the Chicago Design Storm and the
quartile hyetograph developed by the Illinois State Water Survey.
The Chicago synthetic hyetograph has

been

widely adopted in North America because of
its relatively easy determination through
the use of IDF relationships. This methodology takes into account the maximum rainfalls of
individual durations, and the
average amount of rainfall antecedent to
the peak intensity. The intensity distributions on either side of the peak are obtained from IOF relationships using constants
determined
from
local
data.
Different constants are derived for each
storm duration.
The Illinois State Water Survey design
storm preserves quartile rainfall distributions. Haximum · hourly rainfall depths
are obtained from observed local data or
IOF relationships for a variety of return
periods.
The historical storms are then
subdivided into a number of groups depending on the relative time of occurrence of
the peak intensity.
The time distributions are .determined for the group of
storms and their median distribution is
used for the design storm (Huff, 5).
In our method, a package of four programs,
RAINPAK (STOVEL, THOR40PT, THOR40, and
THOR30)
has been developed to analyse
point rainfall hyetograph records and produce a 3-dimensional numerical representation of the recorded storm event. This
kinematic rainfall is then input to a hydrological program such as the SWHH. The
method is superior for calibration and
validation of rain-runoff models, and can
also be included in the design storm method, althOugh we caution against the design
storm approach and recommend a continuous
modelling approach.
Importance of Thunderstorms
All RAINPAK programs relate to thunderstorm-type rainfall events. Thunderstorms
have very specific characteristics which
are important for storm water management.
In most North American communities, thunderstorms cause the most frequent and severe urban flooding. This is largely due
to characteristic high rainfall intensities and volumes over a short duration,
usually less than one hour. Water quality
is also significantly affected by thunderstorms, since thunderstorms are usually
preceded by hot dry spells of weather during which urban pollutants build up. The
intense rainfall is usually strong enough
to washoff the accumulated pollutants.
Even in combined sewer systems, due to
drainage system overloading during the
thunderstorm, very little of these pollutant. find their way to treatment facilities;
most are directed by
overflow
structures to receiving waters, often near
the urban population concentrations.
Characteristics of Thunderstorm Cells
Thunderstorms
exhibit
single
and
multi-cellular structures.
Each cell is
in , itself a mini-storm produced from moist
convective
air
parcels.
Thunderstorm
cells have been observed by radar and satellites to be approximately circular or
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oval
in
shape.
They
are
normally
shape-preserving
throughout their life
cycle and typically exhibit the areal
intensity pattern shown in Figure 1. The
most intense rainfall occurs almost without ~xception in the centre of the cell.
As the cell develops, the intensity distribution shown in Figure I varies in intensity and slightly in areal dimension.
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Typical thunderstorm cell
cross-section

Cells experience three- basic- li,fe- stages:
growth, maturity and death. The entire
life cycle lasts approximately 30 minutes;
each stage lasts about 10 minutes (the
death stage can occassionally last considerably longer, up to 30 minutes). Each
stage has recognizable features which can
be observed on a point-hyetograph. During
the growth stage, the cell grows in size
and moisture content.
Rainfall during
this stage is of low intensity and short
duration (eg.
5 min). The next stage,
maturity, exhibits rapid fluctuations in
updraft velocities as well as sudden intense downpours. "Again depending on cell
size, this stage can last from 5 to 20 minutes and always causes the most severe
rainfall.
The final, death stage is the
'rainout' period when the source o'f moist
air is cut off and all that remains are
isolated pockets of wet air. The rainfall
rates during this stage fluctuate rapidly
from medium
intensities
to
nothing.
Actual rainout, depending on cell size,
can last from 10 to 30 minutes. Figure 2
indicates a hyetograph produced by a typical mature thunderstorm cell (Drufuca and
Rogers, 6).
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Typical mature
cell
hyetograph
As mentioned at the outset, thunderstorms
can be multicellular and hence more than
one cell can pass over a raingauge during
a storm event. Cells can merge with each
other so that the leading edge of a trailing cell can overlap the trailing edge of
a leading cell.
In
this
case
the
start/end of a cell is indistinguishable
on a point hyetograph record.
The peak
intensities of each respective cell remains largely undisturbed by this merging
effect. Figure 3 depicts a hyetograph for
merged thunderstorm cells.

STOVEL (STOrm VELocity) is the first program in RAINPAK.
Based on point hyetographs, STOVEL determines a storm velocity
vector, consisting of a direction and
speed. The velocity vector is necessary
for further analysis of the cell motion
and the growth and decay
mechanisms.
STOVEL will usually be used in conjuction
with one or more of the RAINPAK programs.
The observed peak rain intensity at a
point gauging site is closely correlated
with the observed volume of rainfall at
that site for individual storm events.
This relationship is considered strong
enough to form one of the basic concepts
used in STOVEL.
Since the thunderstorm cell structure is
basically
shape-preserving
(especially
over short distances), the direction and
speed can be estimated from the relative
time of peak between any three gauging
station locations.
The minumum number of raingauge hyetographs required for STOVEL is 3. The direction and speed of a storm cell is dermined from the Cartesian co-ordinates of
the three raingauges and the relative
time-of-peak.
If more than 3 gauges are
available, every combination of three raingauges from the total number of raingauges is chosen (455 for the maximum
number of gauges, 15). When more than one
combination is possible an overall arithmetic and weighted average of the storm
cell velocity vectors is determined.
The
weighted average is based on the distance
separating raingauges, or the perimeter of
the triangle formed by a triad of gauges.
Growth-Decay Hech'anism
The arithmetic and weighted average velocity vectors are used for two separate
growth and decay analyses.
Osing the
newly determined average vectors, the relative time-of-peak at each gauge site is
re-calculated. A non-linear curve is fitted
to
the
computed
and
observed
time-of-peaks.
This curve is in the form
of a parabolic-exponential:
PEAK· EXP(A + Bl • In(t) + B2 • In(t.*2)
where t • time
PEAK • peak rainfall intensity
A,Bl,B2 • constants of determination
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The most intense rainfall
is assumed to
fall
in the centre of the storm cell; a
typical cell foot-print is shown in Figure
4.
The track of a storm cell centre-line
is determined by a least squares fit of
the distance perpendicular to a possible
centre-line from a gauge location, weighted by the peak intensity at that gauge
site.
Itor_ Cell

Figure 4.

Ground-based rainfall accumulations and intensities

THOR4DPT and THOR4p
These programs use the output directly
from STOVEL requirinq only minimal additional data, mainly user control data (ie.
hyetograph timestep, length of hyetograph,
number of cells). The two programs are
virtually identical, the major difference
being that THOR4DPT produces an ins tanteneous hyetograph at a point (assumed to
be a gauging site) whereas THOR4D produces
a time and spatially averaged hyetograph
for a subcatchment. In a standard RAINPAK
application the THOR4DPT program would be
the first to follow STOVEL.
Through a
variety of numerical techniques, THOR4DPT
simulates rainfall at the active gauging
s~ations.
The user must then compare the
SImulated and observed hyetographs, focusing on key objective functions such as:

(i)
( 11)

(i ii)
(i v )

total precipitation,
peak rainfall intensity,
shape (timing of peak),
duration.

Several parameters can be used to calibrate the storm so that simulated hyetographs better fit the observed hyetographs. A perfect fit for all gauges will
not be possible, since THOR4DPT merely
fits the best possible circular or elliptical exponential cone to the observed
data.
This approach will smooth out the
stochastic noise, inherent in field measurements.
The user subjectively determine. when a simulated storm cell best
fits observed data.
Once this fit has
been adequately determined, the parameters
determined
by
THOR4DPT are input to
THOR4D.
The basic assumptions behind THOR4DPT
are:
( i)
storm cells are either circular or
elliptical,
(ii )
the cell is assumed to remain
circular or elliptical throughout

its life cycle (however its
dimensions may change with time).
(iii) the peak rainfall intensity is
located at the centre of the
spec if ied shape,
(iv)
the rainfall distribution varies
exponentially away from the centre,
decreasing to a user specified
intensity at the cell boundary,
(v)
storm events can consist of more
than one cell, and these cells can
merge and overlap.
Using these concepts, a storm system can
be created which exhibits virtually all
the characteristics of a real storm, except stochasticity.
The input data required to execute THOR4DPT can be divided
into two basic categories: meteorologic
data describing the cell, and user control
data.
The latter specifies the duratio'n
in minutes of the hyetograph and timestep
used in the hyetograph.
It is imperative
that the user specify enough time for the
cell to reach the gauges from its assumed
position at the start time. The meteorologic input data includes the following
parameters:
(i)
( ii)
(ii i)

(iv )
( v )

(vi )
(vii)

peak intensity,
boundary intensity,
cartesian co-ordinates at
start time of cell centre,
speed,
direction,
shape and dimensions,
growth/decay function.

The dimension of the cell parallel to the
storm cells' motion can be obtained from
the hyetograph record. For a given cell,
the hyetograph observed at any number of
raingauges will have approximately the
same duration (exceptions include gauges
located on the periphery of a storm cell).
Using this duration and the storm cell
speed, the longitudinal dimension is esti,mated by:
Cell Dimension-(Hean Hyetograph Duration)
• (Cell Speed)
THOR3D.
THOR3D, is useful in design applications
as well as preliminary examination of drainage system response to dynamic rainfall.
THOR3D has one less spatial dimension than
THOR4Di
rather than simulating an elliptical cell, THOR3D simulates a line storm
which has an infinite dimension transverse
to its motion. THOR 3D also requires two
basic types of data:
subcatchment data
and storm data.
The subcatchment data required depends on
the areal centroid of a subcatchment and
the weighted subcatchment widths in the
~-S, NE-SW, E-W and SE-NW directions passIng through the subcatchment centroid.
The outermost boundary, internally determined
from user
input,
represents the
starting line for the storm. Additional
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subcatchment data required are the w~ ight 
eo subcatchment widths. four for e.,ch sub catchment. This distance is taken through
the centroid. The data for each subc~tch 
ment numerically represent their phys i cal
size and configuration within the catchment area. The storm characteristic data
describes the temporal distribution of rainfall associated with the storm.
Model
input parameters required include:
total precipitation,
storm speed,
storm direction,
time of rising limb: time of
(iv )
receding limb,
initial I-min intensity: peak
( v
l-min intensity,
(vi )
time-step;
and one of either:
one-minute peak intensity, or
(v i i)
(viii) time of rising hyetograph limb
( i)
(ii )
(i ii)

These hyetograph parameters can be variously determined depending primarily on
the application of the rainfall model.
The number of parameters available allow
the user to calibrate the rainfall model
to match an observed event usin~ data from
either raingauges or radar. Hany alternative approaches exist and at present various applications are being examined.

Figure 5 .

representative of a summer thunderstorm in
Southern Ontario and has the characteristics shown
in Table 1.
The resultant
one-minute peak of 3.78 in./hr is typical.
By varying one of the meteorological parameters within their most expected value,
and keeping all others constant. one can
estimate the rainfall model sensitivity as
well as the catchment model sensitivity to
perturbations of that parameter. The results of this analysis are tabulated
in
Tables 2 to 6.

I

THOR 3D converts the instantaneous-point
hyetograph into a time and areally averaged hyetograph. Based on the time required to cross an individual catchment,
the effective size of the cell in the line
of motion is considered.
At present THOR30 writes the hyetograph
into SWHH (Stormwater Hanagement Hodel)
compatible format.

Table 1.

RAINPAK APPLICATION
RAINPAK has been applied to a previously
tested and calibrated hydrological model
in the Chedoke Creek. Hamilton. Ontario
(see Figure S)
(Robinson and James. 7).

( i i)

( iii)
(iv)
(v)

peak discharge,
time of peak discharge,
volume of flow,
surcharge volumes.
peak suspended solids
concentration.

Direction
Results for storm direction sensitivity
indicate the importance of storm track orientation in an urban environment.
The
Chedoke Creek drainage pattern runs primarily in a SW to NE direction. the prevailing storm direction
in Hamilton.
In
fact, a storm from the north produced a
peak discharge of 250 cfs less than that
from the southwest.
(See hydrograph, Figure 6).
Even more dramatic are the peak
surcharge volumes in two of the most
important pipes in the catchment. The maximum surcharge is 174,000 cu.
ft.
for SW;
and a minimum of zero for North storms.

The sensitivity of the hydrological model
to the following rainfall model parameters
was tested:
( i)

( i i)
( iii)
( i v)
(vi)

Heteorological Characteristics of
Standard Storm

Total Precipitation
1.0"
Storm Speed
10km/hr
Storm Direction
from SW
Time of Rising Hyetograph Limb
20 min
"Resultant" One Minute Peak
3.78"/hr
Time of Risina Limb: Time of
Falling Limb
1: 1. 5
Percent of Initial Intensity to Peak 5\
Timestep and Averaging Period
5 min

The objective functions tested included:
( i)

Chedoke Creek Tributary Area,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada;
Divided into 24 subcatchments

direction of storm.
speed of storm,
hyetograph timestep.
hyetograph shape (time-base),
stationary model vs. moving
storm model.

The storm used as a standard for sensitivity testing by THOR 3D is considered to be
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If the direction is kept constant (say
Southwest) and the storm speed is varied,
the influence of speed can be examined.
In this study, time of rise is kept constant even when speed is changed;
only
storm travel time through the catchment
was varied.
An extremely fast .oving
storm, such .as the 80 Iaa stora in Table 3,
has the same effect as a stationary storm,
since there is little or no lagging effect
and the hyetographs are almost the same
for all subcatchments. The 5 and 20 km/hr
storms produce consistent results.
The
slower storm provides a lower peak discharge, ten minutes after that· of the
standard 10 km/hr storm (see hydrograph,
Figure 7). Haximum surcharge volumes are
also about one-third those of the standard. which is reasonable since sto~ater
on the upper catchments runs,off before
the major part of the stora reaches the
lower catchments near the outfall. TOtal
volume of flow is also decreased slightly
due to added infiltration. ~he faster 20
km/hr storm produces a contrasting result
higher peak discharge, ten minutes before that of the standard, and surcharge
volumes that are comparable to the standard. This again is to be expected:
a
critical storm speed will exist for a
catchment when storm travel time is comparable to the characteristic catchment
response time.
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Time Step
Rainfall observations are difficult to obtain at small time increments and computing costs become higher at smaller timesteps as well.
The question that arises
is: when are the timesteps small enough?
l-hr, 30 min., 15 min., 5 min., 1 min., or
less? By using the exact same storm
time-averaged into various timesteps this
effect can be illustrated. Table 4 indicates the rather obvious trend for the
range of integration periods.
The finer
the timestep, the higher and earlier is
the peak discharge and the greater are the
surcharge volumes. Figure 8 compares the
effect of a 5-minute .hyetograph integration period to a 30 minute hyetograph integration period. The hydrograph is produced at a key location in the Chedoke
Creek Catchment. The peak discharge varies from 1247 cfs for a I-min. hyetograph
to 515 cfs for an hourly hyetograpb.
For urban environments where the typical
time of concentration is short. hyetographs
with
timesteps
larger
than
5-minutes produce inconclusive results.
Thus inexpensive, highly-accurate instrumentation is desirable. In 1981 a microprocessor based raingauge data acquisition
and processing system was developed by our
group ( James et al, 8 ) for collecting
data at one-minute time steps. The data
retrieval and plotting system is also ef~
ficient·and inexpensive. Further development of this system is on-going with research focusing on real-time control of
flooding.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN
Present design methodology does not permit
stoOD aotion. In our study we applied the
standard stoOD, Table 1, Figure 9, to the
entire
catchment
area simultaneously.
thereby eliminating the effects of storm
speed and direction. Present design procedure effectively simulates a stationary
stoOD which grows and dies uniformly over
the entire catchment area. an unlikely
event. The same hyetograph was applied to
all 24 sUbcatchments in the Chedoke Creek
study area, and the results are shown in
Table 6 and Figure 10. Computed peak discharge does not vary significantly from
computed results from our moving standard
stoOD. but time to peak and surcharge volumes differ considerably.
The pseudo
stationary storm discharge peak occurs 15
minutes earlier and its peak surcharge volumes are 70,000 and 50,000 cu.
ft.
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Table 6.

Stationary versus Kinematic Storm
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ATMOSPHERIC AND LAND-BASED LOADINGS FOR
STORMWATER RUNOFF QUALITY MODELS
by
Shivalingaiah, B., and William James
Computational Hydraulics Group,
Civil Engineering Department,
McMaster University, Hamilton
Ontario, Canada LaS 4L7
Abstract.
The deterioration of natural water
quality by non-point source pollution co~t~nu~s to
stimulate research in a broad range of d1S1pl1nes.
Urban runoff is one of the identified sources of
heavy metals and toxic substances.
Many runoff
models are currently in use to predict both the
quantity and quality of stor~water runOff: . In
most models, the quality algor1thms need mod1f1cation to gain the confidence of model users.
The
writers have attempted to discretize the accumulation process and to develop improved algorith~s
for buildup.
A multiregression model ATMDST 1S
developed to predict atmospheric dustfall considering meteorological
information.
This data is
then used in NEWBLD to calculate pollutant accumulation on individual subcatchments. Both ATMDST
and NEWBLD are interfaced with SWMM3 RUNOFF and
applied to the Chedoke Creek catchment in Hamilton. The pollutographs for SS, BOD, total nitrogen and total phosphorous computed by both the
modified and unmodified SWMM3 algorithms along
with observed data are presented in this p~per.
I nt rod uct i on
Urban runoff is one of the identified
major nonpoint sources contributing pollutants to natural waters.
The type and
quantity of urban pollutants generated are
also widely different from one area to
another.
The impact of heavy metals and
toxic substances on lakes and rivers has
interested many researchers.
During the
last decade, many theories and computer
models have been advanced, aimed at restoring the quality of natural waters.
Among the available quantity and quality
algorithms, the quality processes are yet
to gain the confidence of model users.

Psc

c

Ppe

~

Psd

pollutants washed off from
impervious areas.
Total mass of pollutants
scavenged by rain during
its motion through the
atmosphere,
Total mass of pollutants
washed off pervious areas,
Total mass of previously
deposited pollutants scoured
from storm sewers and
catchbasins.

Pollutant accumulation is the net addition
or removal due to various processes in the
catchment between storms.
Previous work
on accumulation indicates that it might be
linear or exponential over a dry period.
Available runoff quantity and quality models use either linear or non-linear accumulation without examining the physical
processes involved. The standard approach
is based on land use classifications to
differentiate between the subcatchments.
In the following, we discretize the accu mulation process and develop algorithms
for various processes. These new algorithms have been interfaced with the Storm
Water Management Hodel (SWMM3).

Hodel Development
Pollutants from pervious and
impervious
areas
are
governed
by
three major
processes:
accumulation,
washoff
and
transport. Materials scavenged during rainfall, and materials previously deposited
in storm sewers and catchbasins, also add
to the total quantity. The mass balance
for
pollutants in . stormwater for a single
storm event is:
Pru c Pim + Psc + Ppe + Psd
(1)
where Pru
Total mass of pollutants in
the runoff water
Pim - Total mass of accumulated

The accumulation process can be expressed:
Pi 115

(Pa+pv+ps+Pp) -

(Rv+Rb+Ri)

(2)
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tions by straight lines as shown in Figure
2. The calculated dust quantity on discretized subcatchments on an effective
hourly basis is tabulated in Table 2.

where Pi cMass of pollutant accumulated
per day
Pa cMass of atmospheric pollutant
fallout per day
Pv cMass of pollutants from
vehicles per day
Ps aMass of pollutants from special
activities such as
construction demolition
of stuctures etc.
PP -Mass of pollutants due to
population
Rv -Mass of pollutants removed by
vehicle generated eddies
per day
Rb -Mass of pollutants removed by
biological decomposition
Ri -Mass of pollutants removed due
to street cleaning
Each of these processes is
in turn.

now

2. Vehicle input
Traffic byproducts, gasoline and oil drippings,
tire residuals, brakeware, vehicle
exhaust and metallic corrosion are also
major contributers to pollutant accumulation. Many studies have focussed on vehicle input and developed algorithms for the
prediction of runoff quality(S).
These
vehicle produced pollutants could be quantified:
VEHI - NVEH • VEHL * MILE

(3)

where VEHI • mass of pollutants produced
by vehicles
NVEH • number of vehicles in a
subcatchment
• total population/PVR
PVR • population to vehicle
ratio· 2.S to 3.0
VEHL - mass of pollutants produced
per vehicle per mile travelled (0.002881b/axle-mile).
MILE - total length of road in
miles

discussed

1. Atmospheric dustfall
Industries, vehicle exhausts and·
wind
blowing over unprotected pavements introduce
pollutants
to
the
atmosphere.
Redistribution of this material on the
ground depends mainly on prevailing meteorological
and
geological
conditions.
Recent studies have revealed that the contribution of solids and nutrients to ·urban
runoff from the atmosphere is significant,
and
cannot
be
assumed
to
be
negligible(1,2,3,4). Runoff models do not
consider the physics of atmospheric fallout. A new model ATMDST has been developed to predict atmospheric fallout on individual subcatchments using prevailing
meteorological conditions, and based on
statistical methods.

3. Population input
Compared to the sources discussed above,
pollution due to population density is not
significant. This could be quantified as
follows:
POPI - POpU ·POPL

(4 )

where POPI- total mass of pollutants
due to population
POPU- total population in a
subcatchment
POPL- mass of pollutants/capita-

ATMDST has been developed for an industrial city
(Hamilton), using eighteen dust fall monitoring stations operated by the
Ontario
Ministry
of The Environment.
• Dustfall data have been collected for the
last two decades, but implementation of
pollution prevention measures to point
sources has reduced dustfall such that
data from only 1977 on can be used for
model development.
In fact data from
1977-1980 was used to develop the model
and
data
for
1981
for validation.
Multiregression analysis using
monthly
average wind velocity and monthly total
precipitation as independent parameters
and monthly total dust fall as dependent
parameter, was carried out for all the
eight principal compass directions.

day

(200mg/cap-day)

4. Special activities
This component is added
to accumulation
only in the case of construction, demolition and any other pollutant producing activity in the subcatchment.
Pollutant due
to this is estimated:
SPI - SPL • AREA

(5)

where SPI - total mass of pollutants
produced by special
activities
SPL - pollutant loading/
acres-day
AREA· special activity area
in acres.

The standard deviations between observed
data and predicted dustfall data for all
the stations were determined for all eight
directions.
It was found that the NE wind
velocity yielded the lowest standard deviation and a better fit to the observed
da ta
fo r
Ham i l ton.
The observed
and
ATMDST-computed
dust fall
isopleths in
grams/~q.m/30days are plotted in Figure 1.
The regression constants are given in
Table 1. These results are linearly interpolated to obtain loadings on the subcatchments, by joining the dustfall sta-

5. Biological removal
Organic pollutants decompose
into simple
s~bstances
in the presence of organisms,
wlth or without oxygen. This reduces the
total quantity of pollutants available at
the time of washoff.
Nitrate and phos116
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January

May

February

March

(10) (15)

April

August

September

Figure 1. Observed and ATMDST computed dust fall isop1eths,1981 data
( - Catchment boundry, Observed, ---- Computed )
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Subcat. .1 an.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
79
82

4.0ltl!

- o. ',', (l

15. 27
37.73
44.02
33. 32
40 .05
5.19
1. 00
9. 38
66.05
9. 38
27.03
53.06
53.06
105.12
98 . 62
107. 54
56.60
2 1. 96
2 1.96
9. 38
13.58
26 . 15
26. 15
26. IS
26. IS
32.44
87.04
109.12
106.65
84.59
32 .44

Feb.

March

22. 32
54.96
64 . 71
43.72
57 .96
7.50
1. 00
14.00
95 .93
14.00
38 .97
76 . 94
76.9 4
152.89
14 3.39
1 53.63
84.21
33.49
33 . 49
14.00
20.50
39.99
39 .99
39.99
39 .99
49.74
1 28 .42
1 59. 19
153.19
1 21.9 7
49.74

24.06
63.49
72.49
55.19
68.79
7.00
1. 00
1 2.99
113.99
12. 99
46.19
91.39
91.39
181.78
170.45
196.7J
90.48
30.99
30.99
12.99
18.99
36.93
36.93
36.93
36.93
45.98
143.97
187.33
192.13
150.63
45.98

I\prll

10 .62
27.32
30.93
23.77
29.66
3.44
1. 00
5.83
48.76
5.83
20. 10
39.21
39.21
77.42
72.64
84.08
38.30
13.20
13.20
5.88
8. 32
15.64
15.64
1 5.64
15.64
19 . 30
60.96
79.60
82.00
64.22
19. 30
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M<ly

.1 U

6. 33
14.97
17.23
13. 23
15. %
2 .51
1. 00
4.01
25 . 94
4.01
10_ 97
20 .9 ,5
20.95
40.90
38. 40
42. 19
21.75
8.53
8. 53
4.01
5.52
10.03
10.03
10.03
10.03
12. 29
33.46
42. 2 (,
41.71
33 .00
12.29

1 1. 24
28.96
32.83
25.20
3 1. 41
3.62
1. 00
(,. 23
51 . 68
6. 23
21.27
4 I . 55
41.55
82.09
77.02
89.01
40. 72
14.08
14.08
6. 23
8.85
16.69
1(..69
](,.69
16.69
20 . 8 1
(,4.76
04.45
86.85
68.05
20.61

August

Sept.

23 .49
59.62
69.27
52.40
63.63
7.43
1. 00
13. 86
105.38
13.86
42.75
04.50
84.50
168.01
157.57
174 .6 5
88.57
33. 16
33. 16
13.86
20.30
39.59
39.59
39.59
39.59
49.24
1 3 7.54
1 7 4.14
172.45
136.34
49.24

21. 93
57.06
65.54
49.81
61. 4 8
6.65
1. 00
12.31
101. 81
12.31
41. 32
81. 65
81. 65
162.29
152.21
173.13
82.51
29.27
29.27
12.31
17.96
34.93
34.93
34.93
34.93
43.41
130.05
167.58
169.74
133.47
43.41
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tine.
Fraction of dust and dirt arrested
by vegetation and buildings due to canopy
effect is also added
to accumulation.
NEWBLO has been inserted in SWMM3-RUNOFF.

phate are exceptions, normally increasing
by the addition of decomposed end products. This removal of solids by biological decomposition is calculated:
REMB

~

POLL*FRA*(l-EXP(-OECAY*OAY»

Results and discussions

(6)

ATMOST and NEWBLD were calibrated using
1980 data from the Chedoke creek catchment
in Hamilton. The discritized catchment is
shown
in Figure 3.
It consists of single

where REMB • total mass of
pollutants removed
. ,
by biological decomposition
POLL. average mass of pollutant
FRA • fraction of decomposable
pollutants
DECAY. decay coefficient
DAY
number of days.
6. Vehicle removal
Vehicle generated eddies trans~ort. poll~
tants from streets to ineffective impervious and pervious areas from which they may
not be washed off in the stormwater. The
pollutant lost from the system is calculated:
REMV • NVECH * FR * POLL
where

(7)

REMV. mass of pollutant removed
due to vehicle generated
eddies,
NVEH • number of vehicles in a
subcatchment,
POLL. pollutant available for
eddy-transport,

FR-THETAl* (l-EXP (-THETA2*NSPEEO»

(8)

THETAI • maximum fraction of pollutants that could be removed
THETA2 • decay coefficient
NSPEEO - vehicle speed in miles/hr.

Figure 3. oiscretized Chedoke creek
catchment.

and multi residential areas and open land.
No business districts or industrial areas
lie in the catchment, although a heavily
industralised area lies to the North-East.
Oustfall computed by ATMOST was then input
to SWMM3-NEWBLO and individual buildup was
estimated for BOO,COO,SS,TSS, total nitrogen and
total phosphorous during the interstorm periods. The pollutographs for
BOD,SS,
total nitrogen and total phosphorous computed by modified
and unmodified
SWMM3-RUNOFF along with the observed data
are shown in Figure 4.

7. Intentional removal
Regular street cleaning enhances aesthetics and minimises pollutant loadings on
natural water. The frequency and efficiency of cleaning depend on traffic density
and
cleaning
equipment
respectively.
Solids remaining on the pavement after
street cleaning finally gets washed off by
rain:
REMAIN· 1.0 - AVSWP * REFF
where

(9)

REMAIN. fraction of constituent
load remaining on
subcatchment surface

Conclusions
The conclusions that may be drawn are:

AVSWP • 0.6 * PO ** (-0.2)
AVSWP • availability factor
PO • population density,
persons/acre
REFF • removal efficiency.

(10)
1) Discretization of the accumulation process and use of algorithms for individual
processes yield better pollutographs.
2) In multiregression analysis, NE winds
yield minimum standard deviations between
observed and predicted dustfall over Hamilton.

The net accumulation on an impervious area
is then calculated on a daily basis considering both addition and removal quantities.
Subroutine NEWBLD was developed
using the algorithms discussed above for
the prediction of pollutant accumulation
on individual subcatchments.
A provision
to
input the sweeping time series for all
the subcatchments is made in the subrou-

3) Addition
SWMM3-RUNOFF
tographs.

of ATMOST and NEWBLO
to
imprOVed the computed pollu-

At present, pollutant prediction is gener119
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URE

overland flow", Proceedings of the
Second International Conference on
Urban Storm Drainage, Urbana Illinois,
U.S.A.,Vol.ll,pp.1-9, June 1981.

ally based on land use classifications
with linear or non-linear buildup functions.
This approach does not depict the
processes nor is it sensitive to meteorological parameters.
NEWBLD gives more
flexibility to users to model prevailing
conditions in the subcatchments. The comparision
of
calibrated
pollutographs
between NEWBLD and unmodified SWMM3 shows
that NEWBLD provides
a
better
fit.
Routing algorithms in eQUAL have also been
modified to improve predictions.
The
overall performance of these routines is
better than unmodified SWMM3, at least for
our study conditions.

3. C.W. Randall,"The impact of atmospheric
contaminants on stormwater quality in
an urban area", Prog. Wat. Tech. Vol
10, Nos. 5/6, pp.411-431,1918.
4. B. Shivalingaiah, and W. James, "Atmospheric pollution in relatlon to
stormwater quality modelingiLiterature
review for an industrial city·, Storm
Water quality Model User's Group Meeting, Washington, D.C., EPA-600/1-82015, pp. 214-295, 1982.
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ABSTRACT
The location of the industrial areas,
the direction,
velocity and duration of wind and the source concentrations are important parameters in the prediction of atmospheric fallout ·, a component of surface "Pollutant loadings. In the paper, observed isopleths of dustfall
are correlated with these parameters and superimposed
on the ' discretized subcatchments for a comprehensive
stormwater quality management model, SWMM3. The water
quality algorithms in SWMM3 have been enhanced to in~
clude atmospheric fallout, street sweeping time series
data, separation of pollution source areas, variable
time step hydrology and moving storm analysis. Hodel
results are presented for some of these enhancements
and compared with observed loadings in Hamilton.
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Chedoke creek catchment.
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RESUME
Lc site de 1a zone industrie11e. 1a direction. 1a vitesse et la
duree des vents et la concentration des sources sont certains des
par&metres importants dans la prevision des rejets atmospheriques.
une des composantes principales de la pollution.
Dans cette communication les "isopleths" observes du tourbillon de pouss1ere sont
mis en correlation avec ces parametres et sur imposes sur les bassins
de reception discretises par un modele comprehensif de gestion des
eaux pluviales SWMH3. Les algorithmes de la qualite d'~au en SWMH3
ont ete ameliores af in d'inclure les rej ets dans l' atmosphere. les
donnees sur le balayage des rues, l'hydrologie a temps variable et
l'analyse du parcours des eaux pluviales. Les resultats de ce modele sont presentes pour certaines de ces ameliorations et compares
avec les valeurs prototypes d'Hamilton.
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INTRODUCTION
Urban runoff contributes considerable quantities of
pollutants to lakes and streams. Growing population,
increasing motorization and industrial production augments pollutant loading in an urban environment.
In
spite of laws governing the safe disposal of point
source pollutants,
the deterioration of surface water
quality is evidently continuing.
This in turn has
stimulated investigation of nonpoint pollutant sources.
Starting in the early 1970's, much work has been done
to uncover the mechanism of pollutant build-up and
wash-off due to rainfall.
Various human activities initiate pollutant accumulation on the ground surface and in the atmosphere.
Atmospheric pollutants ultimately reach the ground, either by gravitational settling or by precipitation scavenging. The contribution of atmospheric pollutants to
runoff water quality was initially assumed to be negligible, but recent studies have shown that this is the
source of considerable quantities of solids and nutrients (Randall et al 1978, per Arne Malmquist 1978, Vladimir Novotny 1981, Albert Goettle 1971, Dean Stuart
1978, Chan and Kuntz 1981). Most runoff water quality
models use dust and dirt build-up equations without
considering the physical processes of pollutant generation from various sources. The accumulation processes
are obviously complex in an industrial urban situation,
yet urban runoff models such as STORM and SWMM lump all
the sources together, estimating the build up rates
under
a
conventional
land
use
classification.
Atmospheric fallout and the contribution from scavenging is a local phenomenon which is mainly dependent on
wind velocity, frequency and direction,
location of
various indu~tries, total precipitation, topography of
the catchment and frequency of temperature inversions.
A comparison between build up rates cited in the literature for various land uses on one hand and observed
atmospheric fallout in Hamilton on the other, indicates
that atmdspheric fallout contributes a considerable
portion to. dust and dirt build-up (Shivalingaiah and
James, 1982). A model ATMDST which could be interfaced
with the SWMM3 RUNOFF Block for the estimation of loading rate is developed as part of our ongoing research
on urban runoff water quality algorithms. The model
ATMDST predicts the atmospheric fallout on individual
subcatchments located downwind.
709
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL FEATURES OF HAMILTON
The city of lIamilton is located on the south western
shore of Lake Ontario.
It is one of Canada's major industrial cities. The
iron and steel
industry,
the
major activity in this city of 306,640 (1980), occupies
.most of the southern shore of Hamilton Harbour, with
the downtown area to the southwest. The Niagara Escarpment divides the city into upper and lower sectors
having
an
average height difference of 325 ft.
(Fig.l). The terrain of both the upper and lower city
is essentially flat.
The escarpment is cut by a number
of deep valleys of which the most important is the southwest- northeast aligned Dundas Valley. The main morphological features of the city with respect to pollution are the heavy industrial sector concentrated along
the southern side of Burlington Bay and the central business district. The major steel plants are located in
the former, together with associated industries including machinery,
electrical and ch.e mical manufactur ing.
The business district is made up of a core of multistorey commercial buildings of limited areal extent surrounded by a lower level of mixed commercial and residential properties.
The prevailing wind is dominantly west and southwest
which helps advect the pollutants away from Hamilton.
Northeast and easterly winds play an important role in
distributing pollutants over the city. The meterological data from the RBG station indicates an increase in
the frequency of northeast and easterly winds between
March and September (Shivalingaiah and James, 1982).
Increased frequency of northeast and easterly wind was
found in daytime compared to night in the lower part of
the city (A.C.
Farhang 1982). This effect may be due
to the influence of lake breezes. A clockwise shift in
the northeast and easterly wind is related to the Niagara Escarpment and Dundas valley (Rouse et al 1972,
A.C. Farhang 1982). Hamilton is highly susceptible to
atmospheric inversions because of differential heating
of the lake and the land surface. A persistant sharp
elevated inversion anywhere between 1070 and 1080 m height over the heavy industrial zone has been observed
(Rouse et al, 1972). The height of inversion depends
upon the season, but is strongly developed in the morning, diminished in magnitUde towards solar noon and
strengthens again towards sunset.
The city is divided into three major catchments for
storm runoff quantity and quality modelling.
The
catchments are:
the central business district, Chedoke
Creek, and Redhill Creek.
These catchments are further
discretized into a number of subcatchments for detailed
710

analyses.
The location of the industrial area with
respect to the catchments is shown in Fig. 1.
The central business district catchment consists of
multistorey buildings with the highest degree of imperviousness. It also includes a lower level of mixed,
commercial and residential areas, as well as the principal industrial areas.
~

The Chedoke Creek catchment, extensively used in developing our water quality algorithms, consists of mainly
single and multistorey residential areas, schools,
parks and open areas. The Chedoke creek runs almost
through the middle of the catchment. The catchment is
further discretized into a number of subcatchments for
detailed study (Fig. 2).
The Redhill Creek catchment is the largest, but is
mostly undeveloped.
Only about one fourth of the
catchment is residential and the remaining area, farm
land.

\
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AVAILABILITY OF DATA
The Ontario Ministry of Environment maintains a dustfall sampling network of 18 stations over Hamilton, and
has collect~d data over the past decade"
Dustfall is
collected in plastic open jars 1 to 2 m. above groun~
over a period of 38 days. This includes both dry and
wet deposition.
Atmospheric pollutants scavenged by both snow and rain
also accumulates in the jar. Interstorm period dry deposition also accumulates in the same jars, thus the
data reflec~s bulk deposition. Accidential contamination (leaves, birds, etc) is removed before calculating
the tota~ dust deposition. The grain size distribution
of accumulated dust is determined. Since dust accumulation data on ground surfaces is not available, it was
decided to use the above dust collection jar data in
the development of our ATHDST model.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Pollutants from the atmosphere are removed by natural
processes generally referred to as either precipitation
scavenging (wet process) or dry deposition
(dry process).
Precipitation scavenging or w~shout ia the removal of pollutants from the atmosphere by precipitation.
Dry deposition is the removal of pollutants due
to gravitational, brownian and eddy diffusion in the
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absence of precipitation.
Di st inction is also made
between below-cloud scaveng ing
(washout)
and incloud
scavenging (rainout), depending on the elevation of tile
pollutant with respect to the cloud base.
The collection efficiency, with which pollutants are
removed from an air stream by obstacles such as rain,
snow, grass, leaves or water surfaces, is usually written as the product of collision efficiency and retention efficiency. After the collection efficiency has
been determined, it is summed over all collecting elements to obtain an overall removal rate. Usually these
integrals are complex in nature and must be rather severely approximated
(Slinn,
1976).
We have rather
adopted a statistical approach to estimating the atmospheric fallout for a given collection station and subcatchment.
The available dustfall record was divided into two
parts, the first group being used to develop the model
and the other used to test the model. The complete record covers 1978-1981, of which data for 1978-1980 was
used for model development and 1981 data for model validation.
Sample wind rose and dustfal1
isopleths for Hamilton
are presented in Figure.
4.
Using wind velocity in
km/hr and total precipitation (rain and snow)
in mm
water
equivalent
as
independent
parameters,
a
multi-regression model was developed.
Wind velocity
and direction frequency fluctuate widely, yet seasonal
variations are evident. Only one set of regression
constants per station is used to predict dustfa11 for
each month of the year:

D, OUSTFALL)m,s = m,s
a + b
110AWINVEL)
m,SI
Wnere:
OUSTFALL
OAWINUEL

-

TOTPREC

-

N

-

a,b and c -

...
+ c
m, s

lijOTPREC)
,

30 day mean bulk dustfall per
day (gram/day-sq.m).
daily average wind velocity
(km/hr)
total precipitation per day
(mm water equivalent).
number of days (30 days)
multi-regression constants.
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m
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m,s

subscripts denoting
month and sampling station.

Predicted values are compared to observations in Figure
5 for all dust c ollection stations.
Multiple regression constants are given in Table 1.
Standard diviations have been minimized for all the directions of wind velocities for all the dust collection
stations and a particular direction wind velocity for
all the stations. The results show that the NE wind
direction correlates best with dust collection, having
the lowest standard deviation for most collection stations.
The multi-regression model
(ATMDST) is also
compared to average and linear regression models.
The dustfall rate produced by ATMDST at the collection
stations is ultimately to be used to predict mea~ subcatchment dust accumulation rate on the ground surface.
In doing so, the wet deposition component was deducted
from the predicted total dustfall and units converted
from gram per sq.m per 30 days to grams per sq.m. per
effective hour (effective hour based on wind direction
and frequency).
The model assumes that dust falls on
the subcatchment only during the effective hours and
that the rate of dustfall accumulation on the ground
surface is equal to the observed dust collection rate 1
to 2 m above the ground surface. Those assumptions
allow the direct use of available dust collection data
to calculate the dust flux on a given subcatchment.
To interpolate catchment mean dustfall from data generated at the stations, all the dust sampling stations
were connected by straight lines (Figure 3).
Assuming
linear distributions between two collection stations,
the dustfall rate was interpolated on the subcatchments.
Since all dust collection stations are located
within the catchments, six imaginary stations with observed background concentrations were placed at the
outskirts of the catchments. The computed results for
various subcatchments are tabulated in Table 2. These
dustfall results are finally added to a local dust component contributed by various physical, chemical and
biological surface activities to obtain the net dust
accumulation rate.
Preliminary results indicate that
utilization of these dustfall data in the SWMM3 RUNOFF
block with the recorded street sweeping time series and
moving storm analysis improve runof£ water quality
prediction for Hamilton catchments (detailed results
will be communicated in the near future).
Further
study on individual pollutants based on dustfall analysis data is now also under investigation.
71)
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn at this stage of
our study:
1. The application of atmospheric pollutant algorithms
to generate input for industrial urban runoff quality
models appears to be useful.
2. The northeast wind direction yielded the best fit
and minimum standard deviation between observed and
predicted dustfall results for most dustfall collection
stations in Hamilton.
3. A multi-regression model based on wind velocity and
total precipitation as independent parameters yielded
better results than average and linear models based on
the same data.
4. The ATMDST model can be used to generate more meaningful input to the SWMM3 RUNOFF block for the prediction of industrial urban runoff water quality.
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CONTINUOUS HODELS ESSENTIAL FOR DETENTION DESIGN
by
William James (1) H.ASCE and Mark Robinson (2)
ABSTRACT
Traditional design methodology for stormwater detention ponds is
based on primitive methods such as design storms derived from intenslty~
duration-frequency analysis'. Some of these methods have been enhanced
in recent years and discrete-event hydrograph routing is typical.
Hodern de:sign requires better estimates of initial conditions in the
pond and the contributing catchment.
This indicates a need for
continuous modelling.
The paper de:scribes techniques to account for general characteristics of real summer thunderstorms which. if ignored. lead ' to
sub:stantial ·errors. Difficulties associated with continuous modelUng
include smoothing due to coarse time-steps. input data deficiencies. and
the management of large amounts of output data.
CaUbration of our
continuous models requires inexpensive field instrumentation.
specifically de:signed for use with continuous models running on lIicrocomputers.

(1) Prof •• Civil Engineering Department. McMaster Univer:sity. Hamilton.
Ontario. Canada. Las 4L7
(2) Re:search Engineer. Civil Engineering Department. HcHaster
Univer:sity, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Las 4L7
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INTRODUCTION
Traditional design methodology- for st ... -m ....ater· -detE-ntrion -basin!! - t~
based on older. necessarily primitive methods suitable for slide-rule
calculations. such as the SCS unit hydrograph approach and design storms
derived from intensity-duration-frequency anal ysis.
The I-D-F concept
itself forms part of the rational formula school.
These methods' have.
of course. been in use for a considerable period of time. and now some
of them have been enhanced to a level of complexity suited to pocketcalculators; discrete event hydrograph routing is typical.
Hodern design however. needs reliable estimates of risk and impacts
downstream. This in turn requires a better estimate of initial storage
in the pond and better estimates of initial moisture and initial
pollution buildup in the contributing catchment.
Since the associated
inter-event dry periods are not generally sufficiently well-established
to relate to ·the resulting flood frequency level. the initial conditions
must be continuously simulated.
This indicates a need for new design methods based on continuous
modelling. fortunately easily. achieved using modern micro-computers. In
fact the evolution of powerful. inexpensive micro-computers and their
associated software makes detailed simulation widely available. The old
complaints about computing cost are no longer relevant.
Thus it is now appropriate to re-evaluate storage design
methodology in the light of the new micro-computer environment.
For
example, real sUlllller thunderstorms have general characteristics which.
if ignored. can lead to SUbstantial errors. Such storms are of limited
spatial extent, grow and die, and travel at substantial speeds over the
ground.
Better storm modelling is easily accomplished and the paper
describes techniques to account for these general characteristics.
Storage design is more reliable if based on · 'continuous modelling
rather than discrete event modelling.
Difficulties associated with
continuous modelling include smoothing due to commonly-used coarse timestep3. input data deficiencies, and the management of large amounts of
output data.
Calibration of a continuous model also presents certain
difficulties.
The key here is sensitivity analysis. and the use of
special purpose inexpensive field instrumentation. Our instruments have
been specifically designed for use with continuous models running on
micro-computers.
The design and construction of th~se instruments is
briefly covered in this paper.
DESIGN STORHS
At a seminar on the design storm concept in Hontreal in 1979.
design storms were defined (1):
"The overall idea of a design storm is to provide a
means of estimating a discharge or volume of
specified recurrence interval for planning or deSign
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purposes. That 1s, a recurrenc e interval is assigned
to the design storm, a rainfall-runoff procedure is
used to convert the ra i nfall to runoff, and the
recurrence interval of the design storm is
transferred to the resulting runoff discharge or
volume."
When developing a design storm. the time distribution, the storm
position and movement should all be considered. The resulting time and
spatially varying design storm patterns are supposed to represent a
statistical summary of historical precipitation records.
The following steps are usually involved:
-

derive a set of rainfall depth-duration-frequency curves
derive area-depth-frequency curves
establish a temporal rainfall intensity distribution
establish a spatial distribution of rainfall intensity .

To determine the temporal rainfall patterns during the storm one
may either utilize some of the rainfall patterns reported in the
literature, or derive such patterns from available precipitation data.
Among the temporal rainfall patterns the best known appear to be the
Chicago design storm, the U.K. Heteorological Office design storm, "and
di::tributions reported by Huff.
General appl1cabili ty of these three
distributions has not been studied and therefore it is considered best
to derive a distribution by a statistical analysis of local data.
Generally a prescribed return period is specified for a design
project and then a design storm that has the same return period is
selected.
The project is designed not to fail when subjected to a
calculated discrete flood produced by the discrete design storm event;
it is assuned that the· capacity of the design drainage system has a
return period equal to that of the design storm, and that initial key
storage conditions are correctly modelled in a statistical sense.
DRAWBACKS OF DESIGN STORH HETHODS
The obvious drawback is that the probability of the computed peak
runoff is not the same as that of the input total precipitation of the
design storm (storms are usually ranked according to total
preCipitation, rather than peak S-minute intensity). In a recent study
(2). Sieker computed the frequency distribution of annual peaks of
runoff synthesized from natural rainfall. and another frequency
distribution computed from equivalent derived design storms of constant
intensi ty.
Both computations used a linear discrete event model.
He
concluded that the postUlate "total rainfall frequency = flood peak
frequency" is obv iously not accurate and that, wi th this postulate,
designs remain on the uncertain side.
The probabilitie:s of storm and discharge are not equal becau:se
initial conditions. e.g. the soil moisture, :surface lo:ss rate:s, :storage
levels (even in detention ponds) immediately antecedent to the :stormflood event are :simply unknown .
Design storm analysis yields no
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information about the antecendent interevent dry weather period.
The
joint probability of both the3e initial condition3 and the 3torm event
must be knvwn to compute a di3crete flood di3charge of a given
frequency. We have 3hown that optimal detention 3torage i3 m03t likely
to incur a highly variable initial storage level for de3ign storms of
typical frequencie3 (3) .
. Design storms are usually either developed by a simple 3tatistical
analY3is of point rainfall records that include rain of all type3, or an
historic storm 13 u3ed (particularly for rare events).
In the former
case the resulting temporal distribution of rain may be quite unlike the
rain3torms occuring in nature (Urbonas, 1979) and thus result in runoff
peaks that can vary significantly from peak flows calculated
statistically from long-term simulation using recorded rainfall and
calibrated models.
Synthetic storms attempt to aggregate intensity
duration stations from many storms of all types, thunderstorms and
cyclonic rains, into a single and hence impossible storm event. the
general design hyetograph shape is based on data from many geographic
regions, some involving orographic and other local effects.
ALTERNATIVES TO DESIGN STORHS
Apart from the obvious classic statistical analysis of a long term
discharge record, · carefully applied to both the "virgin" catchment and
the catchment incorporating the desired storage, -there is no widely
adopted al ternati ve to design storms. Long-term d13charge records are
not available especially for rapidly urbani sing areas.
A promising method has been proposed by Walesh et al. (4):
hyetographs of major rainfall events are assembled from a long historic
record and applied to a calibrated event model. Rain intensities thus
still relate to actual precipitation types. Unfortunately, the historic
record is usually based on independent single point rainfall
observations, incapable of accounting for storm ~ynamics.
Harsalek (5) also used a discrete event model (SWHH) in a study of
two other design storm models, including the . Chicago design storm.
Harsalek concluded that the Olicago storm produces runoff flows 80~
larger than those produced by the historical storms of corresponding
return period.
In these studies, and of course many others (6), the conclusions
are subject to great doubt, because of the use of discrete models.
Wenzel and Voorhees (7) used a continuous model to study design storms
of uniform intensity as well as the Huff intensity distribution. They
found that surcharging and antecendent conditions dominated, tending to
render the design storm concept of doubtful value.
The trend seems to be
static, spatially-uniform
types, and towards the use
the long-term record, or
long-term record.

increasingly critical of the use of a simple
design storm aggregating all kinds of storm
of a number of historic storms selected from
even continuous modelling using the entire
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PRECIPITATION TYPES SIGNIFICANT TO STORHWATER HODELLING
Stormwater management in urban areas typically involves
subcatchments with short characteristic response times, for which short,
sharp rain events are appropriate.
This indicates summer convective
thunderstorm rain cells of limited life and spatial extent. Such rain
storms are always associated with distinct meso-scale motion over the
ground (8). Expected synoptic characteristics of such rain cells are
presented here, compar1:sons drawn with the Chicago storm, and a storm
model suggested.
Cyclonic precipitation, associated with frontal systems, has two
components: a broad belt of relatively low intensity rainfall lying
along the warm front, and a narrower belt of relatively high intensity
rainfall lying along the following cold front. Convective precipitation
in summer may be caused by differential local surface heating and
generate small intense rain cells, or the cold front ralnband may in
fact be composed of a linear se t of convective cells assoc iated with the
air mass moving over ~he land. Occasionally, very intense, widespread
convective rainfall may be assoc iated with the incursion of a tropical
storm into the Hamilton area (e . g. Hurricane Hazel in 1954).
Thunderstorms begin as c umulus clouds characterized by strong
updrafts that reach 25,000 fee t .
During development of the storm
additional moisture is provided by a considerable horizontal inflow of
air. The storm enters a mature stage when the strong updrafts produce
prec1pi tation.
Gusty surface winds move outward from the region of
rainfall and heavy rainfall occurs for a period of 15 to 30 minutes. In
the final dissipating stage of the storm the downdrafts predominate and
precipitation tails off and ends.
Thunderstorms comp~ise one or more such cells in varying stages of
development, the life cycle of which is usually completed in an hour or
less. However, such storms tend to be self-propagating by the formation
of new cells and in the Hamilton area generally move from the west
(between, say, northwest and southwest) at speeds of "35-50 km/hr and in
broken lines or bands up to 80 km in width. Severe storms may produce 5
em of rain in less than half an hour, while slowly moving storms mar
appear to remain in one locality for an hour or more and produce a tota
point rainfall as great as 30 em.
Although major structures may be designed on the basis of an
exceptional recorded event, urban stormwater structures are designed on
the basis of a composite synthetic storm, derived from raingauge data
that is assumed to begin, peak and end simultaneously over the whole
catchment. In fact, the greatest rates of runoff are usually associated
with a linear set of convection cells containing individuals that
continually generate and diSSipate, and which moves across the area.
In summary, rain storms travel in preferred directions; they do not
spontaneously grow and die over one spot, as suggested by current
practice in the analysis of point rainfall data. Cells have substantial
speeds and intensity variations across areas typically appropriate to
urban runoff studies (e.g. 5-5000 acres).
A substantial body of
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information is available and the general characteristics of stormcells
can be described.
It is preferable to specify the expected speed and direction of
movement of cells, and even cell size and rainfall intensity
distribution, rather than to assume no speed or direction. and
excessively large cells with uniform rainfall intensities (9).

FInally, thunderstorms have
events.
Point rainfall data
types, and statistical analyses
all types. Point rainfall data
storm cell kinematics.

different characteristics from cyclonic
does not distinguish between rainfall
of rain data includes intensities from
cannot generally provide information on

TIiE STORH HODEL "THOR"
Radar studies of summer rain events resulting from moving clusters
of sub-circular convective cells have shown that the cells are
relatively short-lived, that they tend to have an exponentiallydecreasing intensity away from the cell centre and that their
statistical properties can be matched to those of ground-based
precipitation records.
In our prev ious work (8) we propose a storm model TIiOR based on
logarithmic rising and falling hyetogr~ph limbs, similar to the Chicago
storm. The Chicago storm attempts to distribute rain such that for any
time interval the maximum average intensity is equal to that of the
intensity-duration-frequency curves. The position of the peak intensity
within the storm is based on observed storm characteristics (10).
To use the Chicago design storm in stormwater modelling, it is
necessary to reduce the storm-hyetograph to a set of discrete values.
The time-to-peak ratio, r, can be determ ined from an analysis of local
storm distributions and depends oq the depth .o·r · rainfall that can be
expected antecendent to the peak intensity.
To assess the adequacy of the Chicago storm for design
calculations, a comparison with flood frequency · data is necessary.
Synthetic flood frequency data can be generated by modelling.
Clarke and Bishop (11) conducted a study comparing simulation
resul ts for three interconnected catchments in Edmonton, Canada.
The
Chicago storm predictions agreed closely with those ~ based on real
storms.
A similar study was conducted in Winnipeg, Canada (12) and
again it was concluded that the theoretical storms resulted in runoff
frequencies similar to those of the historical storms.
An evaluation of the Chicago storm was conducted by Watson (6).
Fifty-four rainfall events were selected and discretized at 5-minute
intervals from an effective record of 16 years.
The storms were then
ranked according to maximum average intensity for each duration.
The
top 16 storms for durations of 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes were
selected for the analysis, making 28 storms in all.
Peak discharges
were cOmputed using ILLUDAS for 2 catchments in South Africa.
Soil
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type~

were varied to establ1~h whether thi~ would influence results.
The Chicago storm predictions agreed closely with those based on
historical data, for peak flows.
THOR assumes an infinitely wide rainband in which the .'ainfall
intensity decays exponentially away from the line of peak intensity at
different rates ahead and behind it:
P
P

= PO
= PO

exp(-K1(tp-t»
exp(-K2(t-tp»

t<tp
t>,tp

where PO is the instantaneous point peak intensity and tp is the time of
peak at a point. Regression equations were obtained from an analysis of
36 storms in the Hamilton area during the summer of 1980. They are
K2
Kl
PO

= 0.0818 + 0.299K1
= 0.101 + 0.0025PO
= 2.6 + 1.81TOTP

where TOTP is the total observed precipitation. Correlations were also
obtained ' between the ground level wind velocity VW and ·· the storm ·
velocity VS as
VS

= 7.39

+

0.933VW

Given the total precipitation, the wind velocity and the wind direction,
THOR produces time ' averaged and space averaged hyetographs for any time
step and subcatchment area. The model is thus capable of representing a
mOVing storm tracking across the basin in any direction.
CONTINUOUS HODELLING
Perhaps the earliest and most convincing advocates of continuous
modelling were Linsley a.nd Crawford (13). These authors point out the
futility of using design storm inputs for water quality modelling, where
pollutant build-up is a function of antecendent dry-days (and,
incidentally, the street cleaning time-series).
Unfortunately their
models (and most others, if not all models in the public domain) did not
allow a variable time step and variable discretization during the model
run.
There seems to be a fear that continuous quality modelling will
remain expensive. In fact dry-day periods (i.e. no significant wash-off
events) do not warrant highly disaggregated models with very fine time
scales (14).
As soon as a non-variable time step and non-variable
discretization model is freely available, this criticism will be
nega.ted. Furthermore, if such models are run on inexpensive (ca $30K)
16-bit micro-computers with hard discs and a 0.5 Hbyte central memory
(say), computing costs become all but negligible. Distribution of such
computing power will be widespread in the near future.
Continuou~

because:

modelling is preferred to discrete event methods
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1.

Current civil engineering practice using a design storm eVent
(typically a synthetic hyetograph) does not specify a design
antecendent dry period which i3 critical if quality 13 to be
modelled properly (15) .

2.

No reliable probability can be aS3igned
( 13).

3.

The most critical impact on the receiving waters does not
necessarily occur under low-flow conditions due to the shock
loads from urban runoff sources (14,16).

4.

High frequency events which cause repeated combined sewer
overflows have been found to produce larger annual pollutant
loads than low frequency storms even though the low frequency
storms have significantly higher peak flows and volumes.
Consequently, storage/treatment facilities sized for the low
frequency events will have to be much larger than facilities
sized for the higher frequency events.
The low frequency
facilities may prove to be uneconomical when construction costs
are compared with benefits occurring from re~uced loadings.
the higher frequency facilities may actually provide a more
economical reduction in total annual loading.

to the

single event

It is essential therefore to account for hydrologic and meterologic
variability in designing a water quality management scheme.
In order
that the interaction and the probability of occurrence of runoff and
pollutant loading events of various magnitudes be taken into account the
response of the urban drainage system must be examined on a continuous
basis for as long a term as is practical given the available
meteorologic record.

PROBLEHS IN CONTINUOUS HODELLING
Host currently available continuous wa"ter- quality simulation
programs operate on a constant, usually one-hour minimum, time step.
Precipitation input to such a program is in the form " of a long record of
hourly totals. Given a set of parameters characterizing the hydrologiC
processes, the drainage system and the pollutant deposition
characteristics, the program simulates mean flows, volumes of surface
runoff and loadings of water quality constituents for each hour. While
this technique Is currently state-of-the-art, it is inadequate.
The effect of averaging an intense rainfall, occurring, for, say,
five to fifteen minutes, over a period of one hour," is to 'reduce the
computed runoff intensity, to allow more computed infiltration to occur
and to allow computed overland flow routing to become more significant.
The consequence of this is that computed peak flows will be reduced and
to some extent flow volume as well (3).
Pollutant washoff is dependent on runoff intensity, hence a
reduction in this input intensity results in a smaller computed vol\.Jl\e
of pollutant being washed off during the event, and at a slower rate.
These reductions in peak flow, flow volume and volume of pollutant
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have 1mpact:l o n de:i 1F,n s 1z 1ng o f :l to rag e /treatment f aci li t ie s .
It has been the author3' e xpe r1 e nce tha t differences in peak flo\.J <Jnd
concentration introduced through data smoothing can range up to 1101
betlo/ een discrete event and continuous modelling re3ults and can range
betlo/een 10 and 201 \.Jhere total pollu t ant loadings are concerned .
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Often, the rainfall monitoring stations with sufficiently long-term
rainfall records for conducting continuous simUlation are located a
distance away from the study area.
Consequently there is a need to
extrapolate data from these locations to the study area. Our experience
haS shown that sUlTl1ler thunderstorm type events vary considerably over
short distances, consequently the use of such records as anything other
than a general input time series is questionable, e.g. say for
calibration.
Continuous modelling . exercises have the potential for generating
large voll..l1les of output which must subsequently be analysed.
It is
therefore necessary to write computer routines which synthesize the
output and carry out various tests and analyses on it.
In some
instances, e.g. SWHH, HSPF, some general statistical post-processing has
been included. However, for specific cases, e.g. ARIHA modelling, it is
necessary for the user to conduct the data manipulation.
DATANAL PACKAGE
In
Canada
the
Atmospheric
Environment
Service's
(AES)
hydraneteorologic data is supplied in a fona that 1:5 not suitable for
direct input to large simUlation programs such as SWHH (17,28).
Consequently. it is necessary to manipulate the data into a sui table
form.
A data processing program package DATANAL was written
specifically for interpreting. reformatting and carrying out a
preliminary statistical analysis of data supplied by the AES on magnetic
tape.
The program will interpret a range of hydrometeorologic parameters
such as hourly rainfall. wind speed and t~perature. supplied on
magnetic tape. These data, which are usually in metric units. can be
converted into English units if desired. The data is checked for flags
indicating missing. estimated. etc. data and the program will fill in or
modify according to user-defined criteria.
The data can be reformatted
into any user-defined form to make it suitable for input to programs for
hydrologic or hydraulic analysis.
The program has included some simple statistical routines for
calculating means. standard deViations. skewness. lag-1 auto-correlation
and coefficient of variation.
The modular structure of the program
allows easy inclusion of additional proceSSing routines.
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CO-ORDINATED MULTIPROCESSING FOR LARGE SCALE
DATA ACQUISITION AND SIMULATION OF URBAN
DRAINAGE FOR THE HAMILTON-WENTWORTH REGION
by
William James (1)

and

Mark Robinson (2)

SYNOPSIS
The quantity and quality of stormwater runoff, combined
sewer overflows and dry weather flow to the receiving waters
of Coote's Paradise and the Hamilton Harbour, from the 120
square kilometer urban drainage system in the City of Hamilton, have been modelled. Various strategies for minimizing
pollutant loadings to these receiving waters will also be
studied.
The drainage system comprises 3 major drainage systems,
with 15 combined sewer outfalls greater than 1.22 m diameter
and many known active diversion structures.
Five rainfall
stations and five streamflow and water quality sampling stations provide data on rainfall intensity, storm direction,
storm speed, flowrate, suspended solids, B005, total phosphorous and total nitrogen.
A minicomputer executes FORTRAN pre- and post-processor
programs for a package of stormwater management models residing and executing on remote mainframes.
The paper includes a brief description of the pre- and post-processors,
sensitivity analyses and calibration of the RUNOFF quantity
and quality block of the Stormwater Management Model (SWMM)
for the study area.
A method is proposed by which a data acquisition network, based on microprocessors and transmitting via acoustic
line to a central minicomputer can be used to develop and
implement a real-time control system for minimizing pollutant loadings to the receiving waters.
KEYWORDS
Stormwater management, urban hydrology, water quality
modelling, urban drainage, pollution control, real-time control.
(1) Professor
and
(2) Research Engineer
Civil engineering Dept., McMaster Uni~., HAMILTON, Ontario.
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RESUME
Un

mod~le

d'analyse de la

quantit~

et la

qualit~

d'~coulement des eaux pluviales ainsi que des trop-pleins
d'~gouts combin~s

au d~bit d'~tiage provenant du r~seau de
drainage de la ville de Hamilton, fut ~tabli. Ce r~seau
de 120 km 2 se d~verse dans les eaux r~ceptrices de Coote's
Paradise et du port de Hamilton. Aussi, on examinera
diverses m~thodes utilis~es dans le but de minimiser les
mati~res polluantes jet~es dans ces eaux.
Le r~seau d'~gout se compose de trois principaux
comprenant 15 ~missaires dont les dia~tres sont
plus de 1.22 m, et plusieurs ouvrages de d~rivation en
activit~.
Cinq postes d'~chantillonnage de d~bit et de
qualit~ de l'eau procurent des donn~es relatives aux
~l~ments suivants:
l'intensit~ des pluies: la direction
et la vitesses des tempetes: les mati~res en suspension:
la demande biochimique en oxyg~ne dissous 5: lateneur en
phosphore et en azote.
r~seaux

On effectue des programmes FORTRAN de pr~traite
ment et post-traitement pour un assortiment de mod~les de
gestion des eaux fluviales. Ces programmes proviennent,
par t~l~commande, d'un terminal central. Cette communication pr~sente une courte description du programme de pr~
traitement et post-traitement des analyses de sensibilit~
ainsi que du mesurage de quantit~ et qualit~ du bloc
d'~coulement du mod~le pour la r~gion ~ l'~tude.
Une m~thode est propos~e selon laquelle un
d'acquisition de donn~es peut servir ~ ~tablir et
mettre en oeuvre un syst~me de contrale imm~diat permettant de minimiser les mati~res polluantes jet~es dans les
eaux r~ceptrices. Ce r~seau est constitu~ de micro-transformateurs communiquant par lignes acoustiques jusqu'~ un
micro-ordinateur centr a l.
r~seau
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INTRODUCTION
Hamilton is possibly the most heavily industrialized
city in Canada. In addition to the two primary steel making
companies in Canada, Hamilton supports a population exceeding 300,000. The intense industrial activity and highly urbanized nature of the city strain the receiving waters bordering the city: the Hamilton Harbour and Coote's Paradise.
As a result of their recreational and educational benefits
to the city, concern has grown regarding the pollutant loading to these receiving waters.
Hamilton Is naturally divided into two zones by the Niagara Escarpment. An elevation difference of about 350 feet
exists between the old part of the city built around the
harbour and the newer part of the city built on the plateau
above the escarpment. Below the escarpment the stormwater
drainage system is essentially a combined system while above
the escarpment separated storm and sanitary sewers predominate.
The combined sewer system comprises 290 known overflow or diversion structures and devices (OS) which, under
high flow conditions (at which point the treatment plant may
be reaching (ts capacity) divert combined sewage to other
sections of the drainage system (relief sewers) or overflow
directly to the outfalls at the receiving waters (CSO's).
The system dynamics must be carefully studied to properly
model the drainage system in terms of both water flow and
pollutants.
The model of the system must be disaggregated
in space and time to account for the effects of all major OS
and CSO structures (James, 1972).
Care should be taken to distinguish between a program
(such as .SWMM, frequently called a model) and the executable
program (together with part of its ' data file) herein called
the model. The relevant part of the datafile comprises only
those parameters, input to the program, that characterize
the physical drainage system to be modelled. Another part
of the data file, dealing with the hydrometeorological inputs (rain, temperatures, snow, etc.) and not normally requiring discretization and parameter estimation, does not
form part of the model considered here. However we do also
suggest separate storm models for the proper descriptions of
these hydrometeorological inputa (James and Drake, 1980).
Uncertainty is associated with the estimation of model
parameters.
Quantity and quality parameters have various
effects upon the computed hydrographs and pollutographs.
For e~ample, a small variation in the value of one parameter
may cause a large difference in one or more characteristics
of the hydrograph or pol1utograph. In this case, the model
is said to be Msensitive M to this parameter. On the other
hand, a large variation in the value of a parameter may produce only a negligible effect on the relevant characteristic
of the output response. The model is then said to be Minsensitive M to this parameter. Of course not all characteristics of the response may be relevant to the objectives
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of the modelling study.
It is important, prior to any modelling exercise, to
evaluate model sensitivity.
This allows the modeller to
concentrate data abstraction effort on those parameters that
most
signifi~antly
affect
the simulation objectives.
Precise estimates of parameters which have only a minor effect on the results are not required. Sensitivity analyses
were carried out on parameters for both the quantity and
quality sections in the RUNOFF block. The results are summarized below.
In computer modelling, a large portion of the study effort must be devoted to the preparation of input data for
the computer model and interpretation of the output results.
~ny
stormwater modeling study must have a complete and
up-to-date data base upon which to draw. The model results
are only as reliable as the data upon which they are based,
a point often overlooked by modellers. The proper use of a
computer model for hydrologic analyses requires calibration
and validation of simulation results against observed data
for the study area in order to establish appropriate values
of model parameters, prior to production runs.
Several previous engineering studies (Gore and Storrie
Ltd., 1980;
James F.
MacLaren Ltd., 1978; Proctor and
Redfern Ltd., 1978) conducted in the City of Hamilton, monitored rainfall, streamflow and water quality for short periods of time. ~ll of these monitoring programs have been
discontinued.
There exists a well-defined need for implementation of a data acquisition programme operating on a
continuous basis.
High-intensity, short duration thunderstorm activity
has been observed to have considerable spatial variation
over a drainage area (Huff, 1975; Smith,1974). This variability has been found to have a significant influence on
the hydrographs produced in an urban area (March et al,
1979; James and Drake, 1980; Wilson, et al, 1979) in terms
of volume, peak flow and time to peak. We present below a
preliminary investigation into the potential effect of insufficient temporal resolution on total pollutant loadings.
~s part of this study, a data gathering network
and a
comprehensive reliable data base for stormwater studies in
the City of Hamilton was established and documented.
This
has helped to identify data deficiences and can be used in
the analysis of Hamilton's urban drainage system.
Most urban drainage and water quality modelling packages (eg. SWMM) typically execute on mainframes with large
memory capacity and high computing speeds.
~s
well, data
bases of rainfall, streamflow and water quality observations
have been created by various government departments. A typical problem faced by consultants is how to economically implement these packages efficiently and to integrate them
with the available data bases.
Many users of these packages could be classed as "casual" users (Cuff, 1980) i.e. they have a good grasp of the
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concepts being modelled but since they use the model infrequently, they do not easily recall how to execute the model
on the system. Hence, casual users tend to shy away from
fully exploiting the modelling resources and the system capabilities. For example, a user may avoid interfacing SWMM
with data bases or other models describing in detail an ind.ividual process (requiring a working knowledge of system
JCL) in favour of the single, general model which deals with
the processes in a more superficial way but which requires
little involvement with the computer system. Kennedy (1975)
identified this problem as a major roadblock to the acceptance and full implementation of a computer system.
This paper discusses an interactive package of pre- and
post-processing programs developed to facilitate input data
preparation, job excution, output interpretation and job resubmission in a multi-program remote batch environment.
Real-time control of an urban drainage system requires
interfacing of the data collection network with remotely
controlled devices. The operating policy for these devices
1s dependent on some decision criteria, typically the depth
of flow at the control location. A real-time control system
must integrate the available data with a predictor model for
the decision variable.
MONITORING HAMILTON'S URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Three principal drainage basins in the city have been
identified: Chedoke Creek, draining a total area of approximately 27.5 sq. km.
(10.6 sq. mI.) to Coote's Paradise
in the west, Redhill Creek draining an area of approximately
64.0 sq. km. (24.7 sq. mi.) to Windermere Basin in the
east and the Central Business District draining approximately 28.0 sq. km. (10.8 sq.mi.) directly to various CSO's in
the Hamilton Harbour. Coote's Paradise and Windermere Basin
drain ultimately to the harbour.
Essential to any stormwater modelling study is acquisition
of
accurate
measurements of rainfall intensity
throughout the study area. It has been found
(James and
Drake, 1980) that storm kinematics can have significant effects upon the respons~ of a watershed to a
storm.
Pronounced physiographic variations, as is the case in Hamilton with the presence of the escarpment, can effect the
spatial distribution of rainfall as well.
During the 1980 field programme t .hree rainfall monitoring stations were established in the Chedoke Creek Basin.
These stations comprised a tipping bucket raingauge, strip
chart recorder, power source and a totalizing raingauge.
Rainfall was monitored at a l-minute time interval. The rainfall records for each gauge have been translated into
I-minute and 5-minute intensities for subsequent use in the
computer modelling. Additional data were obtained from the
Atmospheric Environment Service's (AES) meteorological sta-
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tions at the Hamilton Airport and the Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG). These stations are located several miles outside the Chedoke Creek Basin. The continuous data measured
at these stations are the only long-term records , available
for Hamilton.
These stations provided rainfall data on a
5-minute time interval, as well as measurements of wind velocity for use in development of the kinematic storm model.
Based on the data collected during the field programme, several observations can be made regarding the characteristics
of the rainfall.
Rainfall was observed to occur on 57 different occasions during the summer 1980 field programme. An analysis
was made of this data to determine a level of rainfall below
which direct runoff was not observed to occur. Since the
main objective of this study is the prediction of pollutant
loadings to the receiving waters, rain events should be defined as those producing pollutant washoff. Washoff is unlikely to occur in the absence of direct surface runoff. It
was found that rainfall of at least 1.2 mm was required to
generate a vertical or steep rising limb in the hydrograph.
The number of dry days preceding an event is determined by
totalling the number of days between successive occurrences
of rainfalls equal to or exceeding 1.2 mm. This has significant implications with regards to pollutant modelling
since total loadings have been found to be sensitive to the
number of days during which pollutants have been accumulating.
Precipitation data from the five gauges displayed great
variability.
The total precipitation and peak intensity
differ markedly between the stations situated in the urban
area and the AES stations.
Differences were also noted
within the urban area itself as well.
The general storm motion appears to be from the southwest to the northeast with several convective storm cells
of different size and intensity growing and dying over the
study area.
Rainfall intensity data for each rainfall monitoring
station was cross-correlated with the intensity data for
each of the remaining stations as well as the streamflow
monitoring stations. In general the correlation between the
rainfall intensity measured at the two AES gauges situated
outside and our gauges in the study area was sufficiently
high to indicate that when rain occurred at these stations
rain was also occurring within the study area. However, in
most cases the intensities were not comparable.
Moreover
Significant lower correlation with the flow data was observed for the two AES gauges. It appears that without taking into account storm kinematics, the two AES gauges will
not adequately represent the proper spatial and temporal
distribution of thunderstorm rainfall within the city. The
implications for drainage design in Hamilton, based as it is
on frequency analysis and continuous simulation using the
AES data, are not yet clear.
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Recording streamflow gauges were established at five
locations throughout the city. Three gauges were installed
in the Chedoke Creek basin. Two gauges were installed in
the Redhill Creek Basin. A total of 30 runoff events were
recorded at one or more gauges.
Water quality samples were collected at the five streamflow monitoring stations, as well as at several points in
the outlet channel of Chedoke Creek in Coote's Paradise, for
six separate storm events. All samples were analyzed by the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) for BODS, total-N,
total-P and suspended solids. Of these, four events were
thunderstorm type events.
In order to examine the effect of inadequate synchronization and temporal resolution on the total pollutant loadings generated for thunderstorm events, the observed hydrographs and pollutographs of suspended solids were lagged
against one another in time and the resulting effect on
total pollutant loading was observed. Forward and backward
lags of 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes were applied to the . observed hydrographs and the resulting total suspended solids
loadings were calculated over the observation period.
The
difference in total loading due to the lagging was computed
as a percentage of the observed loading.
The results show that as the lag increases or decreases
due to either poor synchronization or poor temporal resolution of the rainfall input, the maximum error in pollutant
loading can increase dramatically.
For a 5-minute lag
between observed hydrograph and suspended solids pollutograph the maximum percent .difference in loadings ranged from
4 to 10 percent for the storms considered. An increase in
the lag to IS-minutes resulted in maximum differences ranging from 12 to 35 percent. At a lag of 30 minutes, maximum
differences ranged from 26 to 61 percent. The maximum
difference for any given lag time was found to decrease as
the total loading increased.
In order to minimize the error in computation of pollutant loading the hydrographs and pollutographs should be
synchronized to within at least 5-minutes. This implies a
maximum temporal resolution of 5-minutes for runoff and pollutant simulation.
The peaky nature of thunderstorms and the resulting
urban runoff hydrographs · make it essential that the time
base of all recording instruments be synchronized or simulated discharge, time to peak and pollutant concentrations
cannot be calibrated. It is also important for calibration
that both the spatial and temporal variability of the rainfall be accounted for.
HYDROLOGIC SIMULATION OF THE CHEDOKE CREEK BASIN
The data acquired during the 1980 field programme was
used to calibrate the model. Any calibration exercise requires prior sensitivity analyses. Clearly insensitive par-
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ameters can usually be assigned default values. Emphasis
must be placed on estimating sensitive parameters.
Sensitivity analysis and calibration can often be a
time-consuming, soul-destroying effort if the program package operates in a cumbersome manner using fixed formats for
input data and requiring system JCL to execute the program,
and/or integrate established data bases.
A solution to
these problems is provided by the FASTSWM package.
FASTSWM - AN INTERACTIVE CONVERSATIONAL PROCESSOR FOR SWMM
The
FASTSWM
package
comprises
three
parts:
pre-processor program, the large externally-supported simulation package (SWMM) and , post-processor ' programs.
The
pre-processor functions are:
1.

Solicit and accept user-directed input required by
the external package, in conversational free-format
mode, usually from a remote terminal.

2.

Solicit and accept design-oriented input data (if
any), such as a rainfall or temperature data base,
from input devices or units as directed by the user
for the evolving design.

3.

Check the validity of the input and return values
of certain key dependent parameters to the user's
terminal.

4.

Convert the units of the input data (usually metric) to units required by the main program package.

5.

Convert the free-format user input to the formats
required
by the external program, i.e., from
line-oriented free-format to rigid
arbitrarily
fixed formats.

6.

Construct a System Job Control Language file to
submit the main program to the batch CPU together
with this fixed format data file.

7.

Save uniquely identified input files in the user's
catalogue to be subsequently modified, archived or
destroyed.

The function of the external package is to simulate the
requisite hydrologic processes. The post-processor's function is to:
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1.

Return selected output to the user's terminal upon
program completion and after reconverting (if necessary) to various units.

2.

Calculate various correlation functions between
simulation results and observed or expected data
(if any), to evaluate the current solution.

3.

printer-plot the results (if requested)
plicable.

4.

Reinitiate pre-processing for further exploration
of the solution space once the data are modified.

where

ap-

These processors are arranged outside the main external
package;
any updated version of the package coding is simply substituted for the old version. The processors are easily modified to incorporate any' I/O changes.
Our dialogue procedures are primarily concerned with
alphanumeric data entry, but the user may take control of
the procedure by entering any of the following commands in
place of data:
BACKSTEP
DEADSTART
PROMPT
ECHO
END

(start this step over again)
(start the entire engineering design
package over again)
(alternately switch prompting off/on)
(alternately switch echo checking off/on
(terminate procedure)

This list does not include procedure
wSubmit W or wPlot w•

instructions

such

as

To accord with larger program packages supported by
several U.S. Government Agencies, commands are expressed in
at least the first three columns of the data line, while columns 4 through 80 are used for numeric data, keywords and
data file commands. Commands, when required, are started in
the fi~st space and may be curtailed after the third letter;
only three letters are necessary to identify the command.
When entering data the user should first leave three
spaces blank as these spaces are reserved for commands.
Spaces or commas are used to separate data. When all data
corresponding to one prompt are entered, the line ends with
a carriage return.
When prompts for ent~ring data are
printed at the termInal they are followed by a reference to
"g~oup N".
The group descriptions correspond to p~ogram documentation. .
.
The data can be written in any format, but at least one
blank space or comma must be left between data items. If
two commas occur together, the procedure will insert a zero
for the .expected data item, a convenient type of shorthand
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for the experienced user.
A decimal is required for numbers containing fractions,
but not for whole numbers. Keywords and comments can be interspersed with the data to describe individual data items.
The input translation routine will disregard alphabetic
input where it expects only numeric data. This is convenient for annotation for archiving.
Pre- and post-processor dialogue requires short bursts
of CPU activity and demands fast response. On the other
hand the external simulation package usually requires considerable CPU resources, and so does not qualify for high
priority. It is clearly better to separate these activities
placing each on a CPU dedicated to that environment. Unless
an active CPU is dedicated to one user, the interactive procedures function most efficiently in a multi-processor environment.
Minicomputers have been found to have a number of advantages over large mainframes (Brebner 1973, Gaines 1975):
1.

The machine can be dedicated °for
time-slice entirely to the user.

an

appreciable

2.

The cost of computing on a microcomputer system
negligible.

3.

File storage in the user's catalogue is essentially
free and not restricted as to number and size of
files, especially when the user mounts his own
discs.

4.

Each user requires only a basic system consisting
of a terminal and microprocessor CPU and disc
drive.

5.

Peripheral devices can be located in close proximity to the user and to one another even if the
number crunching is done at a
remote
site.
Therefore the user can have instant access, assistance from similar users and up-to-date documentation.

6.

Microcomputer systems are now readily available
with 32K to 256K decimal words of memory at reasonable cost.

is

An arrangement whereby all pre- and post-processing is
carried out on a local minicomputer and all intensive number
crunching is carried out on a large remote mainframe optimizes the total design turnaround time.
At McMaster University the pre- and post-processors are
being implemented on our PDP 11/23. This microcomputer uses
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l6-bit words and has a user area of 32K decimal words of
memory. The user interfaces with the machine using a VCl452
CRT terminal communicating at 9600 baud and a L~120 or
letter quality line printer communicating at 1200 baud. The
external package executes on a remote CYBER 170/730 mainframe with l40K octal 64-bit words of memory. ~ll softare
is written in fully transportable ANSI FORTRAN.
The pre- and post-processing system has been used extensively for both sensitivity analysis and calibration.
The processors facilita~e modification of data and interpretation of output results.
SENSITIVITY OF THE SWMM-RUNOFF BLOCKS
The FASTSWM package was used extensively in executing
multiple runs during the sensitivity analyses performed on
the quantity and quality algorithms of the SWMM-RUNOFF
block.
In general the quantity algorithms in the RUNOFF
block were found to be most sensitive to the percentage imperviousness of the subcatchment. An almost linear relatioship exists between percentage imperviousness and both peak
flow and volume. Percentage imperviousness for an area can
be estimated quite accurately given up-to-date mapping ,(land
use plans or aerial photography).
The model displays moderate sensitivity to the subcatchment width. A number of techniques have been proposed
for estimating this width but none have proven applicable in
all situations. We feal it is preferable to use this parameter to calibrate the model since it incorporates inherent
uncertainty.
The quantity model parameters may be listed in order of
decreasing significance in terms of sensitivity:
-

percentage imperviousness
subcatchment width
infiltration r~tes
detention storage
ground slope
percentage of impervious area with zero detention storage

The quality section of the RUNOFF block was found to be sensitive to changes in parameters affecting suspended or settleable solids. Examination of the equations used in the
model algorithms indicates that a variation in the amount of
suspended or settleable solids washed off will have an effect, potentially ~verwhelming, on the amount of other constituent pollutants washed off.
The parameters affecting RUNOFF quality simulation and
the degree.to which the model is sensitive to them are summarized below:
High Sensitivity:
number . of dry days

all
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street sweeping interval
street sweeping efficiency
exponential coefficient in washoff equation
at low runoff rates
dust and dirt loadings
insoluble fraction due to suspended solids
availability factors for suspended and settleable
solids
total gutter length
Medium Sensitivity:
street sweeping availability factor
insoluble fractions due to settleable solids
pollutant fractions
Low Sensitivity:
catchbasin storage volume
initial concentration of BOD5 in each
catchbasin
number of catchbasins
Based on the sensitivity analyses, calibration of the
model of the Chedoke Creek drainage system was undertaken.
The results showed excellent agreement with the observed
data.
Validation using the remainder of the data obtained
during the summer field program is currently being carried
out.
PROPOSED REAL-TIME CONTROL SYSTEM
Real-time control of an urban drainage system usually
involves diverting flow from one location to another where
sufficient capacity is available to prevent flooding at the
first location.
These diversions are most often accomplished using some form of gate which controls an overflow
or diversion structure. 'At some pre-determined level of
flow the gate ~echanism is activated and part or all of the
remaining storm flow is diverted, typically directly to the
receiving waters.
Our proposal is that these diversion structures could
be coordinated using microprocessors and acoustic lines to
operate such that the hydraulic capacity of the drainage
system is utilized to its fullest. In this way overflows to
receiving waters are minimized. A calibrated model of the
drainage system producing reliable results, on a mainframe
computer, can first be used to develop simple relations for
real-time prediction of flow (and hence water level) at a
given control location. Statistical analyses (of the output
from the continuous deterministic model) such as multiple
linear regression, can be used to derive simple prediction
equations.
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These equations can -be programmed into the field microprocessors in machine language together with code representing the control device's operating policy.
The real-time
control system could be designed to operate in the following
manner. The rainfall and streamflow monitoring network
transmits data to the PDP 11/23. The minicomputer processes
the data into units compatible with the microprocessor predictor equations (eg. number of raingauge tips to intensity
in mm/hr.). This data would then be transmitted by the minicomputer to the microprocessor memory, where together with
water level data, appropriate action would be taken.
CONCLUSIONS
The 1980 field program was operated successfully for a
7 month period. Three rainfall monitoring stations and five
streamflow gauging stations were established in the city.
Fifty- seven rainfall events were recorded during the program. Thirty runoff events were recorded of which six were
sampled for water quality parameters: suspended solids,
BOD5, total-N, total-Po
The rainfall intensity and volume differed significantly between gauges established in the urban study area and
those in the surrounding area. Storm characteristics also
exhibited considerable variation within the urban area.
Streamflow and pollutant loadings were found to be sensitive to synchronization errors in recorder timing. A maximum temporal resolution for the data of 5-minutes was required to limit maximum potential errors in total loading to
about 10%.
The physical characteristics of the city's drainage
system have been abstractd from topographic maps and sewer
construction drawings in a form suitable for input to the
model of the urban drainage - system. These data files have
been archived on our computer for continuing reference. The
model has been calibrated using the FASTSWM package against
data observed during the 1980 field season. FASTSWM constitutes a package of pre - and post-processing programs for the
SWMM program. The pre- and post-processors create input
data files for job execution; the post-processors operate
on the output from the simulation package, synthesizing, analyzing and plotting to speed user interpretation at hi~
terminal. The original coding i.e.
the batch oriented
package is not altered. The FASTSWM package has been found
to greatly improve design turnaround time when carryng out
sensitivity analyses or calibration. The calibrated model
will be used to simulate and evaluate various stormwater
management strategies.
A system is proposed whereby the calibrated model of
the drainage system is used to develop easily evaluated relations for real-time prediction of flow at a specified location based on observations of rainfall intensity and discharge at other monitoring stations. These relations will
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be programmed .into microprocessor memory. Each microprocessor in turn would control a combined sewer overflow device.
These diversion devices will be linked via acoustic line to
a central minicomputer which would process incoming signals
from the rain and flow gauges. This information will be
transmitted to the control devices which would divert flow
in a prescribed direction.
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PART 2:
TRANSIENTS
(10 papers)
I wrote and produced all the papers in this part.

In TR3

the co-author was an M.Eng. student working under my direct
supervision.

In TR10, the co-author was the contract liaison

officer and he played very little part in the research. In all
cases, the original idea, the lines of research, and the
theoretical and experimental procedures to be followed, were laid
down by me, and the basic analysis carried out by myself. In
several cases, research assistants were used who had no previous
experience in these fields. They were generally responsible for
carrying out the experimental procedures and undertaking the
computation.

In all cases, the design of the equipment, the

design of the experimental procedures and the interpretation of
the results was my own.

Much of this work was based on further

exploration of the ideas developed during my Ph.D. studies at the
University of Aberdeen, and was carried out at the University of
Natal in Durban, Queen's University and McMaster University in
Canada.
EXCEPTION:
Paper TR7:

The idea arose out of a brief discussion in Hawaii

with Dr. R.P. Shaw of the State University of New York in
Buffalo, but all of the experiments were carried out by me.
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A 1:600 scale acoustic model of Kincardine Harbour originally built by the National Research
Council of Canada (NRCC) was delivered to the Applied Dynamics Laboratory at McMaster
University late in 1976. After preliminary testing. a second acoustic model was built to a scale of
I :200 in order to narrow the range of acoustic wave frequencies required to simulate the observed
lake wave climate. Scale selection and the necessary acoustic frequency band are discussed. The
response at eight locations inside the model harbour was measured in this frequency band and the
harbour wave amplification determined. A comparison between the acoustic model results and
the hydraulic model results (previously carried out by NRCC) is presented.
A public opinion survey of recent users of Kincardine Harbour was carried out during the
winterof 1976-1977. The purpose of this survey was to identify potential problems in the harbour.
The survey was focused on <a) harbour entrance and resonator, (b) offshore breakwater, <c)
rubble-mound breakwater, and (d) inner harbour. The results indicated that the users were
generally of the opinion that the resonator had decreased inner twbour oscillations, but that it
presented a navigational hazard. paniculariy at night.
On the basis of the survey, a utility function was proposed; it indicates an average condition of
the hartlour in relation to outside wave conditions. Tests on the acoustic model were then carried
out. Results of those tests showed that model beach reftcaivity was comparable to that of the
prototype, but reflectivity of the model breakwater was relatively low. When resonators were
installed wave amplificatio n in the harbour was reduced.
C'est Ie Conseil national de recherches du Canada (CNRC) qui. e.e Ie premier aconstruire Ie
modele acoustique de Kincardine Harbour a I'echelle de 1:600 et qui a ete delivri au Applied
Dynamics Laboratory de McMaster University vcrs Ia fin de 1976. Suite a des essais initials, un
deuxieme modele acoustique a ete construit l'echeUc de 1:200 &fin de diminucr les frequences
d'ondes acousliques rcquises pour simuler Ie climat des vagues observe sur Ie lac. Oh discute Ie
choix d'echelle ct de Ia bande de friquences acoustiques nkcssairc:, La reaction a ete mesurie
avec cette bande de friquences dans huit endroits I'intericur du modele du pon, et I'amplification del vagues dans Ie pon a ete determinee. La comparaison entre les risultats du modele
acoustique ct ccux du modele hydraulique (deja effectuee par Ie CNRC) est prisentee.
Unc enquete sur I'opinion publique des personnes ayant riccmrncnt utilise Ie Kincardine
Hartx>ur a etc executee au cours de I'hiver 1976-1977. Ccttc enquetc avait pour but d'etablir les
problemes possibles dans Ie pon, L'enquete visait <a) I'entree du port et Ie risonateur, (b) Ie
brise-lames au large, <c) Ie brise-lames en remblai et (d) l'arriCre-port. Les risultats ont indique
que Ia plupart des usagers etaient d'avis que Ie risonateur avait diminue Ies oscillations de
I'arriere-pon mais qu ' il prisentait un danger de navigation, surtout Ia nuit.
Ala lumiere de CClte enquete, on a propose une fonctioo d'utili.e qui indiquc I'etat moyen du
pon relativcment aux conditions des vagues au large. Des cssais ont ensuite e.e effectues sur Ie
modele acoustique. Les risultats de ces demiers ont demonue que Ia riftectivi.e du modele de Ia
plagc etait comparable a celie du prototype, mais Ia riftectivi.e du modele du brise-Iames etait
assa basse. Lars de l'installation des risonateurs,l'amplificatioa de, vagucs dans Ie port a ete
attenuec.
[Traduit par Ia revue)
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Introduction
Wave action in Kincardine Harbour on Lake
Huron became excessive for J.be mooring of pleasure
craft after the original concrete quays were shored
up by steel sheet piling. Figure 1 shows the location
of Kincardine Harbour on Lake Huron, and Figs. 2
and 3 show the general arrangement of the harbour

area. Part o(the resonator is missing in Fig. 3. A
breakwater is located offshore to provide protection
from the northwesterly wave action. A hydraulic
model study of this harbour was undertaken by the
National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) in
1971 (Prandle 1972), In 1972 a preliminary acoustic
model study of Kincardine Harbour was also carried
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1. Location of Kincardine on Lake Huron. Notes:
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out by NRCC following advice by the primary author. Results of the acoustic model were checked
against the hydraulic model study. Subsequently, a
single resonator was built in the harbour entrance
channel as a means of excluding wave energy from
the harbour. The resonator is depicted in Fig. 4 and
also from ground level in Fig. 5. A rubble-mound
breakwater was also built inside the harbour for
more protection as shown in Fig. 4.
More recently, Public Works Canada considered
it worthwhile to evaluate both the wave conditions
in the improved harbour and the reaction of the users
to the resonator. Accordingly, both a laboratory
study (James and Kassem 19TIa; James and Cheung
1977) and a public opinion survey (James and
Kassem 19TIb) were carried out. The main purpose
of the public opinion survey was to define potential
problems in the harbour and to establish a suitable
utility function for oscillations within the harbour
and in the harbour entrance.
A few comments on acoustic modelling may be of
interest to readers. The propagation of sound waves
in air is analogous to that of water waves. The speed
of sound in air is constant for constant temperature
and humidity (1125 ft/s (342.9 m/s) at 20°C)

FlO. 2. General arrangement of Kincardine Harbour showing locations of pressure cell wave recorders.

(Raleigh 18TI). The phase velocity or celerity of
water waves is similarly constant in water of constant
and shallow depth. Reflection and diffraction of
sound waves are also analogous to those of water
waves (see, for example, any of a number of introductory texts on wave mechanics).
Acoustic model tests in harbour resonance were
first compared with hydraulic model tests in 1970
(James 19700, 1971). An acoustic model evidently
has certain advantages over a hydraulic model: wave
generation and absorption are easier; the fluid does
not have to be isolated; wavelengths are generally
shorter; and measuring equipment, speed, and
accuracy are generally better.
In the 1970 experiment, earlier experiments on
resonators in a water wave channel were reproduced.
The effect of imperfect sound absorption was checked
and found to be unimportant. Tests on scale effects
were also negative, although these were not exhaustive. In addition the effects of sound waves entering
the duct along its length were also found to be
insignificant. The signal-to-noise ratio was easily
imprOVed by means of the amplifier on the oscilloscope.
The results showed slight differences from those
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of the water wave experiments. Reasonably accurate
predictions of harbour resonance modes for various
frequencies were obtained. It may be noted that the
results were obtained in a few hours (several months
in the hydraulic model) and at negligible expense.
Using this analogy between sound waves and
water waves, an acoustic model study of Kincardine
Harbour was carried out by the authors. Results of
the acoustic model could be checked against the
previous studies as well as against the wave spectra
recorded by the Marine Environmental Data Service
(MEDS) inside and outside the harbour in 1971 and
1973.
Water Wave Spectra at Kincardine Harbour
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3. Aerial view of Kincardine Harbour (elev. 300 m, August 1979).
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FIG. 4. Detailed dimensions of inner harbour and inlet
channel for Kincardine Harbour. Note: 1 ft = 0.3048 m.

Wave spectra were determined by MEDS using
pressure cells inside and outside the harbour in 1971
and again in 1973 after the resonator was installed.
The locations of these wave recorders are shown in
Fig. 2 (stations 62, 63). Readings were taken at both
locations simultaneously. A total of 453 readings
were obtained at station 62 between October 20, 1973
and December 18,1973. A total of 496 readings were
obtained at station 63 between October 10, 1973 and
December 18, 1973. Wave data obtained in 1973
were analyzed by MEDS.
The original record of water surface fluctuations
were not available at the time of this study, but
MEDS have now reconstituted the original water
level record from the available spectra, making due
allowance for the frequency-dependent effect of
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FIG. 5. Ground-level view of the single resonator (1976).

depths on the pressure cells. In any case, it is not
possible to utilize such data in an acoustic model
without developing expensive instrumentation. Such
data would be invaluable in a numerical study, of
course, but a numerical model is not covered in the
present paper.
The average water depth inside the harbour is
approximately 10 ft (3.0 m) and that outside is
approximately 15 ft (4.6 m). The depths and other
dimensions are listed in Fig. 4. Wave periods
observed by MEDS covered the range 3-10 s. Wavelengths in the harbour can be calculated by the
well known first-order expression:
[1]

L = (gT2/2rr) tanh (2rrd/L)

where g = acceleration due to gravity; T = wave
period; and d = still water depth. Assuming a constant depth of 10 ft (3.0 m), the wavelengths vary
between 41.8 and 176.9 ft (12.7 and 53.9 m) as
follows:

spectra. The resonance problem is caused by the
harbour geometry and the reflectivity of the walls.
These must be accurately modelled. Other requirements and limitations are: (1) laboratory space
available; (2) the model ocean domain must be long
enough for the radiating incident waves to achieve
an approximately parallel and rectilinear wave front
at the harbour entrance (as they do in the lake); (3)
acoustic wave-generating and measurement equipment available must match the frequencies and
dimensions required; and (4) total costs must be
reasonable.
The scale of the model (S) is determined by the
ratio of the wavelength of the acoustic model (Lm) to
that of the prototype (Lp) . Hence
[2]

S

=

Lm/Lp

where

[3]

Lm = CmTm

(from elementary wave-mechanics), and
Time
(5)

Wavelength
(ft (m»

3
4
6
8
10

41 . 8(12 .7)
62 .6(19.1)
101. 7 (31.0)
138.4 (42 . 2)
176 .9 (53.9)

Selection of Scale (or Acoustic Model
An acoustic model must be designed to simulate
the response of the harbour to the incident wave

[4]

Lp

= CpTp

where Tp is the period of water wave in the prototype; Tm is the period of sound wave in the model;
Cp is the celerity of water wave; and Cm is the speed
of sound in air.
The scale of the acoustic model should be chosen
such that the sound equipment is able to respond
properly within the range of wavelengths and
frequencies required. As mentioned before, the
prototype has: range of periods, T = 3-10 s; range
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of frequencies.f = 0.1-0.33 Hz; and range of wavelengths. L = 41.8-176.9 ft (12.7-53.9 01).
The corresponding ranges of wavelengths and
frequencies that the model and the sound equ.ipme~t
should respond to at difTerent scales are given 10
Table I.

w

..

cj

II:

f

Sample Calculation
Scale chosen is 1/500; range of wavelengths of the
real harbour is 41.8-176.9 ft (12.7-'53.9 01). Thus the

range of wavelengths of the model calculated by
equation [2] is: 41.8/500 to 176.9/500, i.e., 0.08-0.35
ft (0.02-0.11 01). The relation between the speed. of
sound in air and the air temperature, from Raleigh
(1877) is:
[5]

CafC:

.. .,
II

::

~

L

~
~

.,

.:
~

~

..

)(

...
)(

1-6.6'

= (TafT:}I/:

where C is the celerity of sound wave and T is the
temperature. The speed of sound in air at 20°C =
1125 ftls (343 m/s) and the speed of sound in air at
25°C - 1135 ftls (345.9 m/s). The range of frequencies for the model is: 1135/0.08 to 1135/0.35, i.e.,
14.2-3.2 kHz. (Note:! -= C/L.)
It can be seen from Table 1 that for a model built
to a scale of 1:600 (the scale of the original acoustic
model built by NRCC), the range of frequencies required is 3.8-16.3 kHz. Inexpensive audio microphones cannot respond reliably to frequencies
greater than about 13 kHz. Also, inexpensive
FlO. 6. Detailed dimensions of acoustic model for K.iocarspeakers do not have a reasonably flat response over dine Harbour.
this wide range of frequencies.
For the space and equipment available, it was (4.9 m x 2.4 m) in plan and approximately 1.75 in.
desirable to rebuild the model to a scale 'of 1 : 200. In (44.5 mm) high. The top part of the chamber was
this case, the range of frequencies required for the made from 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) Plexiglas. The harbour
acoustic model was 1.3-5.4 kHz, and inexpensive configuration was made of wood to a scale of about
audio equipment would provide a flat response.
1: 200. Holes were drilled in the Plexiglas top to fit a
microphone so that sound could be recorded at
Acoustic Model of Kincardine Harbour
different locations outside and inside the model
The acoustic model built in the Applied Dynamics harbour. Cotton batting was used as a soundLaboratory at McMaster University in February absorbing material along the sides of the model and
1977 is shown in detail in Fig. 6. The model harbour the shoreline. The cotton batting was made more
was housed inside a wooden chamber 16 ft x 8 ft dense near the external edges, with decreasing density
towards the interior of the model. The sound was
TABU I. Model _Ydcngths and frequency ranges
introduced into the chamber from the lake or ocean
edge, using speakers.
Model
R.anae ofwaYdengths, L Range of frequencies, I
scale

(ft)

1/100
1/200
1/300
1/400
1/500
1/600
1(100

0.42-1.77
0.21-0.88

1/800

0.05-0.22
0.05-0 .20

1/900 .

0.1<4-0.59
0.10-1.44
0.08-0.35
0.07-0.29
0.06-0.25

Nan ; In - O.104I m.

(kHz)

Prelimiru:zry Tests of the Acoustic Model

2.7-0 .6

Preliminary tests were carried out to examine the
performance of the acoustic system. In these tests
the speaker was first connected to the signal generator
through an amplifier. The signal was detected
through the microphone and the oscilloscope.
Allanstrumentation used was regular, inexpensive
equipment available on the audio market. In the
initial tests carried out in the open air a dome
tweeter, microphone, and amplifier were selected

5.4-1.3
8.1 - 1.9

10. 8-2 .6
13.6-3.2
16.3-3.8
19.0--4. 5
21.7-5 .1

24 . 4-5.8
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such that the I'C:-.ponse to the signal generator on the
oscilloscope W;15 essenti;dly linear.
Tests were then carried out to determine the
attenuation ;Ind reflectivity of the walls and ahsorbers
in the acou~tic model. This was done by measuring
the variation of response when a sound source was
directed into a long narrow channel. These tests were
carried out under two conditions: (a) closed end.
and (b) open end. The one-dimensional channel was
placed in the model semi-infinite ocean domain (i.e.,
where sound is totally absorbed at all edges) and
tested inside the laboratory facility used for the
final tests .
The channel was constructed so as to run the full
length of the model, approximately 16 ft (4.9 m), and
measured 1.75 in. x 1.75 in. (44.5 mm x 44.5 mm)
in cross section. The sound source (dome-tweeter)
was introduced at one end of the channel and
measurements of response were made at three
separate locations. The first location was 2 ft (0.6 m)
from the sound source to avoid high intensities, with
the second and third measurement stations 5 and 8 ft
(1.5 and 2.4 m) respectively from the sound source.
Cotton batting was placed in front of the sound
source to absorb reflections of the reflected wave.
Closed-end and open-end one-dimensional channel
conditions were tested. For the closed-end condition,
a wooden block of the same material used to construct the walls of the acoustic model was placed to
completely close the remote end of the channel. For
the open-end condition, cotton batting was used to
absorb the sound waves. The frequency range of 1-6
kHz was chosen to avoid transverse resonance in the
channel.
By assuming that only two waves (the incident
and the reflected waves at the same irequency) exist
in the narrow channel, reflectivity and attenuation
can be calculated (James 1970b ). The reflectivity of
the absorber was comparable to that of the prototype
and the hydraulic model (less than 10%) but the
reflectivity of the wooden walls (about 35%) was
probably low. The wooden walls of the channel
evidently absorbed some acoustic energy or allowed
some to escape.

Test of Acoustic Semi-infinite Domain
A series of tests was then carried out inside the
chamber without the model harbour or channel
structure. Cotton batting was placed across the
remote end of the model and sound was emitted into
the chamber. These tests were carried out to: (a) test
the efficiency of the cotton batting in absorbing
sound and to insure no (or little) reflection from the
sides of the model; (b) determine the acoustic
intensity at different locations inside the chamber;

(c) determine the best incident sound wave frequency
hand to use in testing amplification in the harhour.
Acoustic response was measured at seven locations
inside the chamber. The results showed that the
response decreased with distance from the speaker.
as expected. In addition, the sound intensity dropped
rapidly and remained almost constant at frequencies
greater than 3.5 kHz and a bump in the frequency
band 2.0-3.5 kHz was observed . The explanation for
this was a resonant vibration between the floor of
the model and floor of the laboratory. Elevating the
model and acoustically isolating the laboratory floor
effectively detuned this vibration.
In the final acoustic tests the harbour model was
placed inside the chamber, and the responses at eight
locations inside the model harbour were tested under
various conditions. The results of these tests are
discussed later in this paper.
It should be noted that comparisons between the
acoustic model results and the NRCC hydraulic
model results using the harbour model without any
resonators (Fig. 7) showed general agreement.
However, at frequencies lower than 2 kHz (6.6 s
period prototype), the amplification was lower than
that achieved in the hydraulic model results. Of
course the hydraulic model results should not be
considered "accurate" in view of scale effects in
boundary reflectivity.

Public Opinion Survey
A survey of local opinion regarding wave action
and the resonator unit in Kincardine Harbour, to
gain a better understanding of the harbour problem,
was considered worthwhile. A questionnaire was prepared with a map of the harbour (Fig. 8) and the
inlet channel and circulated to area residents who
use the harbour. This survey was prepared to
establish: (a) the nature of any internal oscillations
that might constitute a nuisance; (b) whether wave
conditions in the harbour were considered to have
improved as a result of the existing resonator; (c) the
attitude of boaters and sailors to resonators; (d) the
extent to which the existing resonator is a navigational hazard; (e) whether additional resonators are
considered acceptable; and (f) whether users were of
the opinion that the rubble-mound breakwater inside
the harbour · provided protection from wave action
and whether it is a navigational hazard.
It was expected that the answers to these questions
would help establish a suitable utility function for
oscillations within the harbour and in the harbour
entrance channel.
The survey confirmed that Kincardine Harbour is
used almost exclusively for pleasure purposes. It is
frequently used for the full duration of the boating
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season with concentrated use during the months of
June to September. The survey did not include
boaters who visit the harbour from other areas during the season, but who may be numerous.
The types of craft commonly used are sailboats
and motorboats of small power. Areas commonly
used for mooring are locations 12':"'15 and 19 (Fig. 8).
The survey revealed that there bas been less wave
motion in the harbour since the reasonator was
installed in 1972 (approximately 60% of the respoAdees), and the same portion of the respondees
indicated that the rubble-mound breakwater also
offered protection. Wave action bas been observed
to be excessive 'at the channel entrance and near the
resonator, i.e., zones 3, S, and 6, with zones 12-14
and 16 ranked next. All of these zones are also
notable for excessive vertical and horizontal vessel
movement. Fifty percent of the users considered the
resonator structure a hazard.
Interestingly, comments and suggestions concerning the entrance and resonators were often in conflict, for example: control of boats in area of resonator is difficult due to excessive wave and surge
zoo (1 S%); resonators are navigational hazards at night,
expecially in bad weather and thus they should be
marked and lit at night (SQ70); another resonator
should be installed' on the north pier; and another
one should be installed east of the existing resonator in the entrance channel.
I

FlO. 8. Wave ~tatiOD woes within Kiocacdine Harbour.
Note: 1 n - 0.J048 m.

Utility Fundiou ,
One of the objectives of the study was to establish
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a suitable utility function for oscillations inside the
harbour and in the harbour entrance. The function
is to indicate the general inconvenience caused by
water oscillations in the harbour. A simple linear
function was formulated on the basis of the importance and degree of usage at different locations inside
the harbour. as well as (he ratios between the wave
amplitudes inside the harbour and the incident wave
amplitude:
[6]

D = I - (lIN)

L

(C, A ,lAo)

where D is the overall utility coefficient for the
harbour; C, are the coefficients depending on the
importance of different locations; Ao is the incident
wave amplitude; A, are the amplitudes measured at
different locations inside the harbour; and N is the
total number of zones considered.
The survey revealed that zones 12-16 and 19 (Fig.
7) are the most frequently used for mooring. Zones
5-7. 11. and 20 are also· important· for navigation.
For the survey we selected the C, as follows: C, - 1.5
for zones 12-16 and 19; and C, I : 0.5 for zones 5-7,
II, and 20. The other zones were considered of little
interest. An average amplification of 0.25 (amplification is defined as the ratio of the wave amplitude
inside the harbour to the incident wave amplitude)
was considered acceptable for a sheltered harbour.
The utility will then be 0.74. A value of 1.0 indicates
perfect shelter. On the other hand, if D is zero, the
harbour is not providing any protection-<:onditions
are the same as external incident conditions. A
negative value indicates that wave motions are worse
inside tht harbour than outside. The values of C,
selected reflect the importance of mooring over
navigation because of the large amount of unattended
time spent by the boats at the moorings, and the
anxiety of absent boat owners.

(g) Extension of the first resonator structure to the
lakeside limit of the south jetty; again an angled
back face was incorporated on the second resonator
structure.
(h) Same as (f) but with the addition of a third
resonator structure placed at a distance of 80 ft
(24.4 m) from the second resonator structure; an
angled backfacc was incorporated on the third
resonator structure.
(i) Same as (g) but with the addition of a third
resonator structure as in (h).
All resonator alternatives were located on the
south jetty because of the following: (a) the north
jetty is relatively new; (b) it would be costly to
incorporate resonators in the north jetty wall; (c)
north jetty resonators would seriously encroach on
the navigation channel; and (d) the deteriorating
state of the south jetty promotes incorporation of
resonators in its eventual reconstruction.
The model resonator structures for the tests wer-e .....
made of Plexiglas with a width of 1.8 in. (45.7 mm)
(i.e., 30 ft (9.1 m) prototype) and a height of 1.75 in.
(44.5 mm), the same as the space between the top
and the bottom of the acoustic chamber. The location of the first resonator structure was 6.6 in.
(167.6 mm) (i.e., 110 ft (33.5 m) prototype) from the
harbour entrance. The second resonator structure
was located at 3.6 in. (91.4 mm) (i.e., 60 ft (18.3 m)
prototype) from the first. The location of the third
resonator structure under conditions (h) and (i) was
8'
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Tests on the Acoustic Hacbour Model
The acoustical responses at eight locations (Fig. 9)
inside the model harbour were tested under the
conditions listed below and those represented in Fig.
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(a) Without any resonators.
(b) With 1 resonator.
." .It .Ie
(c) With 2 resonators.
(d) With 3 resonators.
(e) Same as (d) but with the middle resonator
blanked out.
(f) Similar to condition (b) but with a thin layer
of cotton batting on the lakeside of the first resonator
structure to simulate wave absorption by rockfill,
~
which could be placed at this location to protect the
-souP«) SOURC(
structure against undermining and eventual failure;
an angled backface of about 30° was incorporated
FlO. 9. Locations or wave measurements in Kincardine
on the second resonator structure.
Harbour model. Note: I ft - 0.3048 m.
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30- ANGLED
8ACI<FAC£

ROCl<flLL
PLEXIGLAS

SIMULATED 8Y

COTTON 8ATTING

(1)

(b)

SOLtO WALL EXTENDED

TO SOUTH JETTY L... tT

PLEXIGLAS

(9)

(e)

ftOCI<fU

SO- ANGLED
BACI<fACE:

SIMULATED BY

COTTON BATTING

(h)

(d)

.~~

~t:::::::'=-=.. n'

(e)

(1)

FlO. 10. Wave resonator confiauratioos evaluated in the acoustic model tests. (Sec text for details of test conditions
(bHi).) Note: 1 ft - 0.3048 m.

determined by obtaining a minimum response
measured at reference point 2 inside the harbour.
Tests were carried out by measuring the responses
when the distance of the third resonator structure
from the second was varied from 30 to 120 ft (9.1 to
36.6 m). Frequencies used in these tests were 2, 3, 4,
and 5 kHz. It was determined that for both con-

ditions (h) and (i) that a 4.8 in. (121.9 mm) (80 ft
(24.4 m) prototype) separation between the second
and third resonator structures provided the lowest
response measured at location 2. All tests were done
with the model rubbl~mound breakwater in place.
The effect, of the resonators was determined by
comparing frequency plots of amplification for con-
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:! _ I'crccnt;l/:C rcduction in ohservcd wavc amplitulks in thc acoustic model Jor val ious resonator configurations as
compared with the condition with no resonators

Test conditions and resonator configuration

Number of resonators
Resonator spacing
Front wall condition
BacHacc condition

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Unprotected
Perpendicular

2
Uniform
Unprotected
Perpendicular

3
Uniform
Unprotected
Perpendicular

2
Separated
Unprotected
Perpcndicular

(f)

Simulated
stone
Angled

(g)

(h)

(i)

Extended

2
Unequal
Simulated
stone
Angled

2
Unequal
Extended

Angkd

Angled

Reductions in wave amplifications at various locations (70)
Harbour location of
wave amplitude
observations
I. Channel mouth
2. Channel
3. Channel
4. Mooring area
. 5. Harbour -basin
6. Harbour basin
7. Mooring area
8. Mooring area

10

20
50
40
40
40
40
60
30

20
47
37
40
35
35
50
2S

24

23

40

36

21

21

42

37

10
40
30
20

20
40

20
40

20
40

20
40

20
40

30

30
30

30

30

3S

30
35

30
30

30

20

30

IS

IS

30

30

10

10

40
40

IS
30

30
IS
30

30 -

15

10

10

Average reductionall locations (7.)

24

26

31

26

Average reduction
in harbour basin
(locations ~) (7.)

21

24

32

23

ditions (b)-{e) with that of condition (a) over the
band 3-6 kHz for locations 1-8_ The difference in
amplification was expressed as a percentage of (a)
and averaged as follows:
response = A.A- NAx x 100%

•

where N is the total number of samples taken for
each location; A. is the plot of amplification for
condition (a) between 3 and 6 kHz; and Ax is the
plot of amplification for conditions (b), (c), (d), etc.
between 3 and 6 kHz. Table 2 summarizes the results
of the acoustic model tests with the eight different
resonator configurations.
Coadusions
The study was innovative in many ways, since
resonators are not commonly used in harbours, only
a few acoustic model studies have been carried out
on harbour problems, and the utility function
formulated is novel. Hence, a number of conclusions
that are of general relevance can be drawn and these
are listed below for the benefit of readers.
(1) Using the analogy between sound waves and
water waves, an acoustic model can be effectively

20

15

30

used to simulate harbour resonance. The reflectivity
of the cotton batting absorbers is comparable to that
of prototype beaches and equal to that of the
hydraulic model (less -than 10%), but the reflectivity
of wooden walls (about 35%) is probably low and the
model results should thus be interpreted qualitatively.
It should be noted that hydraulic modellers do not
generally define model boundary reflectivities as a
function of frequency and so a complete comparison
of amplification is not possible.
(2) A comparison between the acoustic model and
the hydraulic model results (carried out by the
National Research Council of Canada) shows
general agreement (commensurate with the accuracy
of the hydraulic model) at periods greater than 4.1 s
prototype. However, at periods less than 4.1 s prototype the amplification obtained from the acoustic
model (amplification defined as the response inside
the harbour divided by the response outside the
harbour) is about half that obtained from the
hydraulic model (see Fig. 7). Full correspondence
between both models appears to be difficult across
the whole frequency band.
(3) The public opinion survey indicated that
vertical and horizontal surging in the inner barbour
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after the installation of the resonator was still
excessive. causing vessels to strike the dock walls.
Further protection against wave action is therefore
desirable to improve the harbour as a shel ter for
small craft.
(4) The then-cxisting resonator and the in-harbour
rubble-mound breakwater did provide protection.
However, they present a hazard to navigation at
night, especially in bad weather, and as a result such
structures should be suitably marked.
(5) Evidently the offshore breakwater could be
extended to provide protection from southwesterly
winds. According to the opinion survey, this breakwater is a potential hazard in bad weather conditions
or at night and should similarly be marked.
(6) A utility function indicating the inconve~ience
of water motion, which appears to be meantngful,
has been suggested for Kincardine Harbour.
(7) Additional resonators improve utility but there.
will be limited incremental improvement for each
resonator provided. In considering the cost of construction and the anticipated navigational difficulties,
probably not more than two resonators should be
provided. The areas where amplification is reduced
following the installation of resonators are concentrated near locations 2-5 and 7 (see Fig. 8).
(8) Reductions in wave amplification for the eight
locations inside the harbour under conditions (f)
and (g) were similar to those obtained under
condition (b) (see Fig. 10).
(9) Where two resonators were used, the best
length of the second resonator was approximately
80 ft (23.4 m) with the first one measuring 60 ft
(18.3 m) in length, 110 ft (33.5 m) from the harbour
entrance. These dimensions are closely related to the
wave climate and the harbour entrance geometry.
(10) By using two resonators of unequat lengths
(60 ft and 80 ft (18.3 and 23.4 m) in this case), the
reductions in wave amplification were higher than
that of equal lengths (60 ft x 60 ft (18.3 m x 18.3
m». For condition (h), the average increase in
reduction was approximately 14% over that of
condition (c), and for condition (i) this increase was
approximately 10%.
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INTROOUcnoN

The provision of an easy shipping approach ' to a harbor is difficult due· to
,the limited methods available for preventing wave penetration into the harbor.
These methods include conventional ' bie8kwatcrS, to dissipate and reflect the
waves, and staggered or offset entrance breakwaters, to isolate the harbor from
reflected and diffracted waves.!. Breakwaters arc' also used to prevent littoral
sediments from encroaching upon and entering into the harbor entrance channel
(1). This disruption of sediment transport . along a coastal zone often results
in extensive erosion along the down drift. coastline and ~u~stantia1 accretion
in the area immediatel;'- updrift of the
M4fth~ -Cor bypassing this
material include scdim~ritbyp~sing·plarits. ptip.1piQg dredges, and dragline dredges
.
(3) .
.
.' . . .:- .
t·
•
. ..
Harbor resonators have rcccntly, . ~1i
a number of Canadian harbors,
both tidal and nontidal (5). It haS been demonstrated e~rim~ntally (11) that
these structures effectively reduce wave energy' 't~~ttcd into the harbor,
yet provide a clear navigation channel.
.
' .. ..
The performance'~of--rcCtangular resonatorS"for vanoUs COnfIgUlitiODS, wave
periods, entrance widths, and water depths has been previously s,tudied ~d
documented ~8~12.13~24,25;26)~ :Thc'thcaly describing their"'bChavihr ~~6asca
.upon '·1irst-ordet· linear wave theory ' and the'iUsu.m.ption of 'iiTota~o~' rllotion
(IS)., A summary of the·importanHinditigs haS'· been published (20)!::'- . . . '
.; Battery conf'aguratiODS can: be Used to ~ver a 'broader "-bahd 'of incident w~ve
frequencies. The'response then has 'been shown tobC'·appro,qrnately 'tmeat
in that the·:effcct ·of the battery is the sum of the' effects of the independent
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resonators (13). Resonator batteries operate most efficiently when they are
separate and not contiguous (13,16). Design curves that can be used to calculate
the anticipated spectral response for the battery, but only for the first resonant
mode, are presented elsewhere (20) . The spectral response can also be determined
very effectively by using an acoustic model (13). Acoustic models used in this
type of work showed no scale effects and provide quick and accurate response
curves at little cost (18).
Rectangular resonators, used either individually or in battery form should
be placed as near as possible to the ocean end of the entrance channel. This
reduces the extent of the partial clapotis, caused by the superposition of the
reflected waves on the incident waves, to a relatively short section of the entrance
channel. The partial clapotis at the mouth helps to prevent influx of littoral
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FIG. 1.-Wave Notation
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FIG. 2.-Plan of Resonator layout (Showing One Resonator)
sediment~ ..py

reducing mass transport (19). The amplified orbital bed motion
causes bed sediments to saltate; this suspension is transported by any superimposed second-order mass transport ~r drift currents present. In a series of tests,
Lates (21) observed that by constructing a minimum of three resonators in
a battery configuration, where main channel widths were . limited to approx
0.7 A, influx of littoral sediments was greatly reduced by the action of the reflected
waves or partial clap otis in the channel mouth. Agitation in the harbor entrance
discourages deposition of material and is evidently an effective means of sediment
bypassing.
The configuration tested in this study was a single pair of geometrically opposed
rectangular resonators. The partial clapotis to provide the agitation required
to keep tho sediment in suspension is maximized by tuning the resonators to
reflect as much incident wave energy as possible, while a return flow derived
from overflow in the resonator basins prohibits the movement of this sediment
into the harbor entrance. Cornick (4) gives typical critical velocities to move
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various classifications of sediment but the return flow velocities in this study
cannot be compared directly with these critical velocities because of the effect
of the amplified orbital velocities obtained near the bed under the partial clapotis.
This paper is intended to provide data for the design of on-channel resonators
to: (I) Eliminate or reduce the transmission of a selected band of harmful wave
frequencies; or (2) maximize orbital velocities near the bed so as to prevent
the influx and deposition of littoral sediments in harbor entrances; or (3) maximize
return from power extracted from the wave action in the resonators, or all
three.
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTlON

A defInition sketch, together with the coordinate system used, is presented
in Figs. I, 2, and 3. The notation is listed and defined at the end oOhe paper.

FIG. 3.-Resonator Notation
I, .

.

I .

Relevant Results fr~m Potential Theory: (9)~~We lise. the .. following results
of f1ISt~rdex:~.th~ry. The average pot~ntial energy.per writ surface area is
"'.

" ' "2 .

_

'YH

Ep = - - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)
16

The average kinetic
energy per unit
of surface area is'
given
by:
.• ' or '. .:'
:. .
.
_

'YH2

E Ie =". -16""" .. . .. ". . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . •.••• • . (2)

Wave pOwer"is the time rate at which work is done by a wave~ Wave energy
propagates at the group velocity
.

CG

~ ~ (~~sin~~)· ............. . .

. . (3)

in which C = phase velocity of the individual waves. The energy propagated
is the total wave energy, which ~ the sum of both kinetic and potential wave
energie~.Thus toW: average wave power over 'one ' wave period "per foot of
width may be written as
.
.
_
_
P.=
E
- , CG

=

).'YH2.

8

C G'

••

• •••••

•

. . . ..

• . . •. (4)

Return Flow Mechanlsm.-The return flow mechanism depicted in Fig. 4 is
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a dynamic system: for simplification , some ;\vcr ;lging must be incorporated in
the equations describing the system . It is necessary to use average values for
both stilling basin height and discharge, due to the fluctuations in water surface
elevation above the discharge end of the return duct in the main channel. This
head fluctuation across the return flow pipe greatly affects discharge uniformity
due to the small relative magnitude of the stilling basin head developed. The
orbital motions at the discharge end also affects the uniformity, since the discharge
end will not be deeper than twice the incident wavelength. The effect of both
inertial and frictional drag on the fluid in the pipe tends to help dampen out

S.W.L.- -

t - ---

'hsb

.. -........ .-..
.. . .. . . .
................. ...
-- LOOP---NODE------------......... ........
... ............

-........... .
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' - - r - - - - - - - ' " " ' - - Qrf
FIG. 4.-Return Flow Notation
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FIG. 5.-Wave Notation. Plan of Junction Element

the fluctuations somewhat. The fluctuation of the stilling basin depth can be
minimized by providing a large holding basin or reservoir from which the return
flow discharge may be drawn. An expression is developed in terms of the
average head and discharge.
. .
Continuity Equation.-A continuity equation for the junction element depicted
in Fig. 5 may be formulated as
".
I. - O. - 2Q,f = .A •

OiJ )
( a;

. ..... ....... .. .. ....... . . (5)

in which Q if = return flow from each resonator; A. = surface area of junction
element (W X w); I. = inflow into junction element from main channel; and
O. = flow out of junction element. Motion in the junction element was observed
to be very complicated. Thus the partial derivative of the average vertical surface
displacement with respect to time cannot be evaluated at this time, preventing
further development along these lines.
Energy Equatlon.-Power in flowing water, as in pipes, is the product of
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the number of pounds of fluid flowing per second and the head lost or gained
across the control section:
P

= -yQh

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

Eqs. 4 and 6 provide expressions for all the energy involved in the junction
element except that of losses due to eddy formation and turbulence. Thus
P•to --

W>..-yH 1

8

Crv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . • . ' .. '. (7)

represents :the total wave power in a channel of width W feet. This applies
to aU waves including incident. reflected. and transmitted; we distinguish between
. '.
them by'subscripting the wave height term:

..... ~ .. : .. '. .........' .... '.' ..• ...•.•...(8)

Prf ,= 2-yQ./i••

represents the total avera'ge return flow power from both rcsoriat~rS. neglecting
..
the frictional losses and inertial effects in the pipe.
By 'performing a power balatice on the junction clement. it is poSsible to
develop"an expression for the average return' flow that might be 'expectCd ..from
, ,
the operation of a return flow resonato~
_

.

,,_

. . _4

.'

_

•

... :. . .. •.:(9)

.

P, = p, .+ p,.+.Prf t powerlosses

:~

Thus. ncglcctin8loSscs

.,

W-yH.!: . '; W-yH!. ·

--....:.· C~= .
'8' ,

." 8

SubstitUttne
· ', .
~.,

H! '= 0

2

H~ .: and

W-yH!

Cc;+

H! =

(32

' 8

• ....(10)

Cc;+2.-y Qrfh.-.,•.
.

iI:

,.'

.... .

....... .-.......' •••• '0.

;,e.:" (11)

..
'

wege~

,

.

-

: '
' 2

2 ··

2

WH,

Q·rf = [1 - (0 + (3 )] - - C c;. • ..•
16h ••

.. . . . . .

!

.• , . .

..

•

• .•

. .... . . '.

(12)

For perfect·reflection or:transmission. the return flow will1>e zero~ The return
flow would only.. be dependent OQ"·W for W::s; ~.. For' W larger 'thAn ~'energy'
will be transmitted .into the"harbor and not greatly affected by thc-'resonators:
This equation of. · ~urse docs'not·crelate Qri to ·w or ·d ·dircctly; . butJtQ and'(3
,. ,
values are.highly dependent on both w and d.:
.
.
,

ExrERlMENTAl APPARATUS

. , It.:was necessary to install certain.essential·wave devices iii the."!Cxperimental
wave flume.I:or each,pf. the;two .~rbers. two . filter banks\al1d ·.resonator
tcst .section• .distances .at least ..~ua1 to' the . maximum tcst wavelength .were.
allowed•. For each of.· the ~tWOi measuring,domains, distances equal to three
. maximumwavclcngths were,a1lo.~cd.:. ....: .
','
.T he wave flume was 44 It (13.4 .m) . long, 2 .ft (0,6 m) wide ·and ~l.·ft (0.3
m) deep. with a central resonator basin 4 ft (1.2
long and 6 : ft , (1.8 m)
wide..

m)
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At the extreme ends of the tank . wave absorbers 4 ft (1.2 m) in length.
as described by Lean (22). fabricated from 114 in . (6 mm) steel plate. with
1/2-in. (13-mm) diam holes drilled evenly on a 2-in. (51-mm) square grid. were
rigidly fixed to the channel end walls. The downstream absorber was also fitted
with sheets of 1/2-in. (13-mm) thick fiberglass matting to further reduce wave
reflection as described by Garrett (6). This will produce a better decoupling
of the system. Permeable absorbers such as these are particularly suited to
low waves that are harder to absorb than steep waves (23).
At the extreme upstream end immediately adjacent to the wave absorber.
a paddle-type wave generator was installed consisting of a plate linked by a
drive arm to an electrically driven eccentric. Both eccentricity and linkage length
were variable so that paddle stroke and position could be adjusted. The waves
generated were apptox 0.5 in. (13 mm) in height. The linkage connections remained
constant throughout the test period, with the result that wave amplitudes varied
and were frequency dependent (7). However the maximum wave steepness of
0.005 was such that linear theory was still appropriate.
Immediately adjacent to the wave generator and wave absorbers, a system
of low pass fllters was installed. These ruters improved the uniformity ·of the
monoperiodic wave train by eliminating harmonics of higher frequency. The
fllters were constructed of aluminum tubing to form a framework, over 'which
continuous fiberglass screening was stretched so as to form a series of vertical
panels, alined in the orbital planes, spaced at 1/2-in. (13-mm) intervals across
the width and extending the full depth of the tank. Each of these ruters was
approx 2 ft (0.6 m) long by 2 ft (0.6 m) wide to enable rigid installation in
the flume. At each end, two of these ruters were used in series to ensure
that the length exceeded the maximum wavelength to be tested. The performance
of such ruters is amplitUde independent but frequency dependent (17).
In the upstream domain between the resonators and the ruters, a wave guide
was installed to prevent transverse oscillations. Such transverse resonance occurs
at frequencies whose wavelengths are near or at multiples of the flume width.
The wave guides consisted of aluminum screening stretched parallel to the tank
walls positioned · at the nodal points for the fundamental and first harmonic
transverse resonant frequencies.
On the central 25 ft (7.63 m) of the tank a system of horizontal elevated
aluminum rails was constructed to accommodate the instrumentation trolly. The
trolly carried a micrometer with 2 in. (51 mm) travel, set in a steel support
frame, for accurate measurement of wave envelopes. The probe was insulated
from the carriage frame and connected directly to a cathode ray oscilloscope.
Determination of probe entry and exit points was thus more precise than visual
observations would be (II).
At the channel midpoint, a resonator and junction element with a total width
of 6 ft (1.8 m), was provided. This section covered the central 4 ft (1.2 m)
of the tank. Within this area on each side of the tank, two false walls were
constructed to provide a lateral base for the resonators. The downstream wall
was a U section installed so that one leg of the section was in line with the
main channel wall while the open end faced the external "ocean" wall of the
expansion chamber. The upstream wall was a curvilinear L section with a circular
re-entrant curve instead of a sharp 90° comer. This curve effectively reduced
turbulent eddies that resulted from the high velocities produced when the incident
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wave fronts expand at this point. These two sections formed the side walls
of the resonators. The rear walls were constructed from 1/16 in . (1 .6 mm)
steel plate. The rear wall had to be hinged to provide an adjustable overflow
flap . The vertical section of the rear waH was 6-1/2 in. (165 mm) high and
the movable flap section was 2-1/2 in. (65 mm) wide so that when the flap
section was vertical the total height of the rear wall was approx 9 in. (229
mm). The water depth during the tests was held constant at 7-1/2 in. (191
mm). The hinge comprised an overlapping rubber strip boiled to each section
of the rear wall. This provided a water-tight hinge that was considered essential.
This rear wall was simply clamped in place for testing.
A number of U shaped walls were used to systematically reduce the resonator
width simply by adding them one at a time to the existing wall already secured
in the tank. Each time an additional wall was added the rear wall was accordingly
cut down in length. These false walls in the expansion section provided a storage
area for the overflow from the resonators. Large quantities of fiberglass screening
were packed in the stilling chamber to prevent oscillations. A Plexiglass stilling
chamber was secured to the rear wall of the overflow basin. A 2-in. travel
(51-mm) micrometer with a needle proble was used to monitor water depth
fluctuations in the overflow basin.
A 3/4 in. (19-mm) diam pipe was attached to the rear comer of each upstream
wall and passed externally back into the main channel entering in an upstream
direction near the bed. A control valve was placed in each of these return
flow pipes to interrupt the flow returning to the main channel. A vertical overflow
was provided free to rotate in a vertical circle. At the start of each test the
overflow invert was set to the same level as the main channel water level.
Once the test had started, resonator overflow discharge from this pipe, with
the return flow valve shut, was measured using a stopwatch and a 500-mL
graduated cylinder. The overflow was caught in a large drum and pumped back
into the main tank behind the wave generator by means of a small submersible
bilge pump. This maintained a constant water depth throughout the test period.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Before experiments on the resonator arrangement could begin, it was necessary
to evaluate the whole rig. The first objective was to determine the best operating
depth. The criteria for "best depth" was the correlation between first-order
theoretical wavelengths and generated measured or observed wavelengths. A
depth of 7-1/2 in. (191 mm) was found to provide the best relationship within
the limits of the measuring instruments, and over the range of frequencies and
amplitUdes of interest.
Reflectivity and Transmissivity Calibration.-The second consideration was
an evaluation of the reflectivity and transmissivity transfer functions, with the
resonators isolated from the main channel. That is, the behavior of the flume
decoupling system alone was evaluated as a function of incident wave frequency.
Envelope loop and node heights were measured in both the upstream (Domain
I) and downstream (Domain 2) regions and resulting values of transmissivity
and reflectivity were plotted against wave frequency (14). Results indicated
that both transfer functions are approximately linear over the frequency band
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1.05 < 1/ T < 1.82. which was satisfactory for test ing the resonator configuration .
Resonator Geometry Limits.-This frequenc y band also dictated the range
of resonator dimensions to be tested (15). since it was felt that maximum overflow
conditions would be at or near resonant geometries. For wave periods ranging
from 0.60 sec to approx 1.5 sec, it was evident that resonator tests widths
w ranging from 21 in. (533 mm)-12 in. (305 mm) and resonator test depths
d ranging from 9 in. (229 mm)~ in. (102 mm) would cover the required range
of resonant geometries. In fact such resonator shapes would vary between the
expansion chamber resonant mode and the branch canal resonant mode (10)
and should cover the best mode of operation for maximizing return flow energies
and minimizing transmitted wave energies.
Test Procedure for Variation of Geometry.-In order to expedite the large
number of tests it was decided that the geometry would be held constant while
the wave periods were varied over the full range. The resonator depth d was
varied in I in. (25 mm) steps from 9 in. (229 mm)~ in. (102 nun). Once all
resonator depths d had been tested, each for the full frequency range, the
tank was drained and resonator width w was then decreased by welding into
place the next u-shaped wall section. The rear wall was then simply cut to
the new width and refitted for the next test series of depths and periods. For
each geometry and test period the bollowing were measured: (I) Upstream
maximum and minimum envelope heights; (2) downstream wave height; (3) stilling
basin depth increase; and (4) overflow discharge.
The loop and node method used is based on the assumption that the incident
wave form is sinusoidal. Real laboratory waves are usually nonlinear. This
difference introduces. some error in the analysis of the partial dapotis envelope
(14) .and gives a larger value than is indicated by the first-order theory. The
downstream wave height was measured at two stations separated by one-quarter
of the generated wavelength (II). The transmitted wave amplitUde as given
by the average of these two readings would not be in error, because of the
small reflections from the downstream absorber and fllter.
Return Flow Measurement.-The discharge was naturally related to the stilling
basin depth increase and thus a steady-state condition had to be achieved before
measurements could be taken. This measurement was the last to be taken in
all test series. The position of the overflow flap was critical in the discharges
obtained. It was observed that if the overflow flap was low. excessive backwash
over the flap would take place. If the flap was too steep the stilling basin
water level would be lower than the crest of the overflow flap. The most effective
position was set manually by observing the system ·in operation. The "best"
position was found such that a small quantity of backwash was allowed. This
produced maximum discharges and stilling basin depths. The overflow discharge
was then measured at least three times to ensure accuracy of measurement .
and uniformity of flow.
Control of Experiments.-The incidelll wave period was measured over a 2-min
interval, to achieve the required accuracy. both prior to and immediately following
the test procedure. This was particularly necessary when obtaining the peak
values of 6, the ratio of the return flow power to the incident wave power.
All data measured were reduct._ .:md plotted immediately so that the resulting
curves were well-defmed at all points. Any anomalies encountered were imme-.
diately reexamined and either corrected or noted .
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The relationship used to express the effectiveness of t~e return {low resonator
is termed the power extraction coefficient 6. It is the ratIo of return {low power
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to available incident wave power, and is plotted against the tuning parameter
d/'A for different values of d/w, producing families of response curves for
each w / W ratio tested (see Fig. 6).
"
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Transmissivity.-Transmissivity is the ratio of the amplitude of the wave
transmitted into the harbor past the resonators to the amplitude of the incident
wave and is similarly plotted in Fig. 7. The coefficient of reflection is the
ratio of reflected wave amplitude · to incident wave amplitude, and is plotted
in Fig. 8.
Because of resonator draw-off it may be expected that small vessels may
be drawn into the resonator. Surface agitation was examined by observing the
movements of a float approx I in. (25 mm) by 1/2 in. (13 mm) by 118 in.
(3 mm). The results were qualitative and are summarized in the conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made:
1. General observations may be made regarding the power extraction coefficient curves presented in Fig. 6. The most significant result, easily observed
from the curves, is that both efficiency and versatility of return flow resonators
is very much dependent on the resonator width w. Efficiency decreases with
width, and becomes very poor (approx 1%) for ~/Wratios below 0.5.
2. The bandwidth for power extraction at a given efficiency is also dependent
on resonator width. The narrower the resonator, the fmer the tuning for given
power extraction, as shown by the narrow., response curves in Fig. 6(c).
3. Peak power extraction tends to increase for decreasing d / w. In other
words, the best resonator ,conftguration for power extraction occurs for small
values of d. Thus it is evident that the most effective resonator geometry for
return flow is the channel expansion configuration. Fortunately this geometry
is also the most economical, due to the reduced lengths of breakwater required.
Channel expansion resonators are probably more easily adapted to existing harbor
entrances.
' ,
4. Between 2% and 5% of incident wave power might be used for return
flow. This probably represents a significant quantity of virtually inexhaustible
energy.
..
5. When Eq. 12 was checked against experimental discharges it yielded flows
that were generally an order of magnitude too large. This might be explained
by the absence of any energy loss and inertial terms in the derivation. This
suggests significant energy dissipation in the operation of the resonator or overflow
ramp. No attempt was made to account for this energy loss. More work is
required to identify ,th~ , complete energy loss terms.
6. Parameters for peak return flow in some cases did not coincide with
other design curves (20), the values for dl>" obtained in this study . being
consistently larger. The disagreement incr~es for increasing resonator depth
d and also increased for increasing main channel width W. Insufficient data
were available for preparation of a similar design curve for geometry for peak
performance of return flow resonators.
7. Tninsmissivrry and reflectivity peaks were found to coincide with the
return flow peaks. Thus transmissivity minima, reflectivity maxima aDd' return
flow power maxima all occur at the same geometries. That is to say, the resonator
is working most effectively with regard to reduction of transmitted waves at
the same time as maximum efficiency for power abstraction is achieved.
'r

'
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8. A general trend in the transmissivity and reflectivity curves suggests that
minimum wave transmittance, accompanied by maximum wave reflection, occurs
fo~ smaller values of resonant d / A. This again verifies that the channel expansion
configuration is more efficient.
9. During the experiments, the overflow flaps in the resonators were set
manually to obtain the maximum discharge and maximum overflow reservoir
height. The method was slow and subject to error. Thus the discharges recorded
may not have been the absolute maximum possible. The most efficient flap
angle was generally observed to occur when a small quantity of water spilled
back over the flap into the resonator.
10. Amplitudes in the resonator were, of course, affected by the flap angle.
With the flap in a vertical position, maximum amplitudes were obtained; as
the flap was lowered increasing the overflow, amplitudes decreased producing
a smaller overflow than expected. The flap had to be lowered further until
a steady-state condition was achieved and at which point some backwash generally
occurred. This coincided with maximum levels in the stilling chanber behind
the reservoir.
II. Stilling basin depth increases above still water level varied in magnitude
between the incident wave amplitUde and the incident wave height for the
geometries tested.
12. Navigability, especially for small craft, in the vicinity of the resonator
will be a concern to designers. Small craft will experience amplified movement
in the junction element, and could be drawn into the resonator chamber if
navigating close to the resonator month.
13. The highest orbital velocities, accelerations, and displacements occur
immediately adjacent to the resonator mouth and the curved comer. The bigger
the radius of curvature the slighter will be the vector accelerations. The velocities
and displacements appear to be inversely related to the width of the resonator.
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ApPENDIX II.-NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A, = W

X

w =
a =

area of junction element;
wave amplitude;
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C = velocity of wave propagil tio ll (ph ; l ~c \'doctly) ;
Cr, = wave group velocity;
d = resonator length. normal to x ;
E, = average kinetic energy;
Er = average pOtential energy;
E, = transmitted waVe energy;
E.o = total wave energy;
g = gravitational constant;
H = wave height;
H, = incident wave height;

H, = reflected wave height;
H, = transmitted wave h:cight;
h =
h~

k

=

h .. "'"'
hl(w "'"'
I. "'"'

I:

2-rr/)..

-...-

L, "'"'
O. "'"'
P

P,
P,
Pd
P,

p..
Q
Qd

SWL
T
t

c:

I:
I:

--...
I:

=

W

I:

W

I:

x at

...

water'depth or head;
main cbannd water depth;
meaD depth inaeasc in overflow reservoir;
depth at rcsoutor rear wall;
now into junctioa dement;
wave Dumber;
length d ovciflow flap; .
flow out of janctioQ dement;
wave power;
averqe i.ocident wave power;
averqe rdlec:ted wave power;
averqe retum flow power;
-averqc transmitted wave power;
total wave power;
dischaqe;
siagle resonator mum flow discharge;
still water lcvd;
wave period;
time;
main chaa.nd width;
resonator width. parallel to x;
horiz.ooUl.~~ .. in ~ediOD of wa.ve pro~tioa;
ClOCIllCicili Ol"~ty;

-

.,

~.

, '"

.fJ - ; '-COdlicicat-or traQSl11issivit~ ~
'Y

I:

specific weight or watcI.
, E "..- . .ov~ ramp &a&1c.to.horizontal;
,.. - ~oriz.omal diSpllceiDcat:'from mean position;
e ~ poV.;~·cXtRaiqn ~clci1ti :and . ' .

Pg

-

).. -, local wave ·leagch. . ' ..

Subscripts
junction dement;
incident;
- ~~ed;
- return flow;
c::
transmitted; and
= total,

e I -

r
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t
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.
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TWO INNOVATIONS FOR IMPROVING HARBOR RESONATORS
By William James,l A. M. ASCE

INTRODUCTION
The general results of a study on resonators were published in 1968 (2). A
method based on these results to predict the response of a single resonator to
ocean wave spectra is also being published (5). The experiments reported
herein involve: (1) Variable distances between resonators in a battery configuration; and (2) nonuniform depths in the resonator-harbor entrance area.
Very little description of the experimental procedure is presented herein.
The wave channel, filters and wave absorber have been described previously
(2). The wave measurement technique (3) and the general considerations relating the wave lengths tested to wave channel dimensions and wave measurement accuracy (4) have also been briefly set out. Readers are referred to the
earlier publications for further details of the experimental procedure.
Corrections for nonlinear partial clapotis (4) were made, and, for a complete description of the errors that arise using the loop-and-node method to
calculate reflectivity, readers are referred to the work of Goda and Abe (1) .
The experiments and results for each of the two aspects investigated herein
for improving resonator behavior are briefly described, and then general
conclusions are drawn at the end of the paper.
BATTERY OF RESONATORS

Experimental Arrangement.-The geometries tested are detailed in Fig. 1.
Rayleigh worked on acoustic reson"a tors (6), and he recommended that the ratio
of the fundamental periods of the individual resonators in a battery configuraHon should be 1:2°·5. The resonators were constructed from 3/4-in. thick
Note.-Discussion open until July 1, 1971. To extend the closing date one month, a
written request must be filed with the Executive Director, ASCE. This paper is part of
the copyrighted Journal of the Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering Division,
Proceedings of the American SoCiety of Civil Engineers, Vol. 97, No. WWl, February,
197}. Manuscript was submitted for review for possible publication on May 14, 1970.
Visiting Assoc. Prof., Queen's Univ., Kingston, Canada, and Sr. Lecturer, Univ. of
Natal, So. Africa.
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Perspex, firmly attached to a Perspex outer resonator housing, as shown i
Fig. 1. The second geometry depicted in that figure coincides with that ana
lyzed by various other investigators. Reflectivity (ratio of amplitudes of re
flected wave train to incident wave train) was measured at a point approximatei
one wave length upstream from the battery configuration in the ocean domain
and transmissivity (ratio of transmitted to incident wave amplitudes) wa
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FIG. 1.-BATTERY GEOMETRIES TESTED

measured apprOximately one wave length downstream from the configurat
in the harbor domain. In these tests the still water depth was held constan
8.16 in., while the wavelength was changed by altering the wave genera
frequency. The amplitudes of the incident wave train varied betWeen 0.21
and 0.56 in. while the wavelength varied between 12 in. and 63 in.
Similar measurements were carried out with the resonators blocked of
order to assess channel attenuation and channel-system reflectivity (see F
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2). In the results plotted herein, the transmissivity is shown by a dashed line
and reflectivity by a dotted line.
Resulls.-Results of the tests on the battery configurations shown in Fig. 1
are presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, respectively. For abscissa, the parameter
9/').. where .\ = wavelength, has been chosen because the length of the middle
resonator was 9 in. The response is complicated and indicates that careful
experiments will be required to define adequately the response of a battery of
resonators in any given harbor arrangement. Note that no corrections for attenuation have been applied to these results. Measured attenuation for the wave
lengths and steepnesses tested is plotted in Fig. 2. System reflectivity is also
plotted in that figure.
Analysis.-Consideringthe range 0.2.\ < d < 0.5.\, where d is the length of
the resonator, beyond which limits high reflectivity and high attenuation respecti vely reduce accuracy, each configuration evidently acts as a 4-degreeof-freedom oscillator. The characteristic frequencies are defined by d =
0.46.\, 0.35.\, 0.29.\, and 0.24,\, except in the case of Fig. 5 where the last
characteristic value (0.24,\) is replaced by d = 0.18.\.
The efficacy of each configuration compared as follows: Defining, the Qvalue as the reciprocal of the range of abscissa for which the transmissivity
is less than 0.5:
1

For Fig. 3

LQ

For Fig. 4

~

1
= 0.23
Q

For Fig. 5

L

~

= 0.27

=

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

0.19

Defining the Q-value as the reciprocal of the band-width for which the
transmissivity is less than 0.2:
For Fig. 3

L:

1
Q

0.22

For Fig. 4

L -Q1

= 0.15

For Fig. 5

L:

1
Q

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

= 0.08

From the point of view of reduced wave transmission, the geometry of Fig. 3
is clearly superior to that of Fig. 4, which in turn is better than that of Fig. 5.
No attempt was made to determine the resonance modes; substantial interaction was evident, and, under limited conditions, a transverse oscillation
propagated into the harbor domain.
Prediction 0/ Battery Per/ormance.-The results evidently accord with the
resonant geometry for a single resonator reproduced from the earlier publication (2) in Fig. 6. Generally, in a design problem the harbor entrance geometry will be fixed within certain limits. For given geometry the frequencies of
the resonance peaks in the response of the battery can be estimated as follows:
Plot the equation for each resonator shape (in this case w = 1.61d where
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w is the width of the resonator) in Fig. 6. The ratio of the entrance chann
width to the resonator lengths are respectively W = 4.Od, 2.Od, l.Od, where

is the entrance channel width. Fig. 6 is thEm scanned for locations such th
intercepts of ordinates and interpolated plotted curves satisfy these condition
For the experiments this occurs at d = 0.18)" 0.24). and approximately 0.4
denoted A, Band C in Fig. 6. This correspondsto abscissae of 0.35,0.24, ar
one other value, approximately 0.20, in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
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FIG. 2.-SYSTEM ATTENUATION AND REFLECTIVITY
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FIG. 3.-REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSMISSIVITY FOR FIRST BATTERY

Figs. 3 and 4 both include transmissivity minima at abscissae of 0.36 a
0.24. However, another minimum occurs at 0.465, for which W = 0.93),. Re
onance cannot occur in the mode defined byF,'ig. 6 for the values of w(0.362
0.722)" and 1.444)" respectively) under these conditions, even assuming t
Fig. 6 repeats at higher values for absclssae, e.g. for the d = 3)./4 blno
mode of resonance. Accordingly, it may be concluded that the minimum
d = 0.465), Is caused by either a second-degree-of-freedom mode in one of
resonators or a new characteristic mode of resonance.
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The minimum predicted by Fig. 6 for d = 0.20>. approximately, is probably
beyond the limits of the experiments; the experimental results were unreliable
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FIG. 5.-REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSMISSIVITY FOR TIDRD BATTERY

at such large periods. However, this may explain the minima: d
Fig. 3; d = 0.15~ in Fig. 4; and d = 0.20~ in ·Fig. 5.

= 0.27).

in

NONUNIFORM DEPTHS

Experimental Arrangement.-The apparatus was similar to that of the
earlier experiments (2), except that an artificial rectangular invert was inserted in the resonator. The geometry is depicted in Fig. 7, and detailed in
the following:
h

= 8.16 in.

hR = 1.15 in.

= 10.0 in.
w = 18.0 in.
w

>.

= 23.41 in.
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Here d varied between 0. 5 in. and 14.5 in. and the incident wave height wa
constant at approximately 0.5 in . The still water depth, period (and wavelength
were held constant, and only one entrance channel width and resonator widUl wa
examined. The length of the resonator was changed by retracting the rear wal
outwards. Reflectivity and transmissivity were measured as before, and th
results are plotted in Fig . 8 after having applied corrections for attenuation
Note that the wave length used in these results is that computed for the har
bour entrance channel.
Results.-The results indicate a reduced efficiency for resonators of com
paratively small resonator still water depth. Also, lower values of reflectivit
(and therefore upstream agitation), are associated with given transmissivit~
than is the case for uniform depths. The mechanism is clearly affected by th
impedance offered by the abrupt change of depth at the mouth to the wave en
tering the resonator. The ratio of still water depth in resonator to still wate
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FIG. 6.-GEOMETRY FOR RESONANCE

depth in channel in the test was 0.14, which may be regarded as an extrem
case. Higher relative depths would no doubt improve the overall performanc
Analysis .-The abscissa in Fig. 8 refers to the incident wavelength, f
purposes of comparison with the results from uniform depth geometry. Ho
ever, the tuning of the resonator is related to the wavelength in the resonato
A singular phenomenon was detected in the range 0.52A < d < 0.6D, when t
surface of the junction element in the main channel contiguous with the re
onator mouth assumed the irregular choppy appearance typical of mul
directional waves of short period. Probably resulting from noncomitant ener
loss, the values of transmissivity clearly decline in this range, and the valu
of reflectivity show instability.
SurpriSingly, higher and irregular values of transmissivity, associat
with high values of reflectivity were apparent at the second harmonic. No
that the length of the resonator for resonance has been reduced to 0.45 of th
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FIG. 7.-VARIABLE DEPTH GEOMETRY
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FIG. S.-REFLECTIVITY AND TRANSMISSIVITY FOR VARIABLE DEPTH
GEOMETRY

required for uniform depths. The depth was apprOximately 1/7 of the entrance
channel depth.
CONCLUSIONS

Results of experiments on batteries of three resonators and nonuniform
water depths in the resonator-harbor entrance· channel area have been presented. The results indicate that a wider frequency ban4 of the incident ocean
wave spectrum will be reflected (and not transmitted into the harbor) if the
distance between the resonators in a battery is real. The resonators should not
be contiguous.
A method for estimating many of the frequencies of the resonant peaks in
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the battery response is also given . The method is based on previously published
experimental results, and does not yield frequencies for all resonant modes.
Results for the tests on nonuniform depths indicate that the cost of constructing resonators can be considerably reduced by reducing both the lengths
and depths of each resonator . The efficiency would, however, also be reduced.
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APPENDIX H.-NOTATION

. The following symbols are used in this paper:
d = length of resonator;
h = still water depth;
h R = still water depth in resonator;
W

= entrance channel width;

= resonator width;
1/ Q = tuning parameter d/)'
w

band width; and

). = wavelength in entrance channel.
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furtherdev,.)ovmC:lIl or lhf" 11""lh,"' n .. nn uld ror harh"f ,It'':tilLII, 1",Hicutarl),
in view of tht .. lmplicil)' li ntl "lit' or thr t'(jUllllll r nt.
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to time as a mel1n~ of c1iminatinl( harmful wave frequencie~ frum
the spectrum incident upon IL hart",r. Relevant J.:eometry i~ ~hown
in Fig. 1. The recornllll·IHil"cl'·' lenl(th of the re~onator i~ onequarter of the wavclenlCth to he rcllectecl hack into the ocean.
More recently, it WilA founcl' that the l,nd elTect for ~uch re~()I1IL
tors is considemhly inlhwncecl hy the width of the velocity field
at the mouth o( the re~onator . In fact, thi~ clTect was ~ullicient
for quarter-wavelength re!l()nILtor~ to he rendered completely
ineffective (or certnin harhor -entrance lCeometrie~.
It was decided to extend the ~cope of the hydraulic experiment~
by using an acoustic moch·I, ~ince the latter evidently ha~ certain
advantages: wave generation and ah,lorhtion i~ ca~ier; the Iluid
does not have to be i~)IILted; wavclenlCth~ arc lCenerally shorter;
and measuring equipmcnt, ~peed, ILnd accurlLcy arc hetter.
It is not intended ILt this ~talCe to develop the technique in
detail, but the results oht:Lined indicate lhat ~uch devc·lopment
may prove useful to hnrl",r·c1c~ilCn enJ.:ilH'c·r~ .
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re!lOnator was adjusted until resonance o,:clIrr .. d . Thi s was rnoni lorecl hy IL minimuill si)(nal on lh e oscillo" "p". Th .. l.·sl Was
repeated for the )(eornctry listed in Tahl .. I.

Results: Thc wavclen)(th was calculated (rollm te mperature was
2.\OC), ancl the results were plot t .. d nondi lnc nsiu',ally lor various

The Experiments: The varia hie I(eometn· shown in Vi).: . 1 wa~
built up o( J-in. movahle timher wall~, pl:;cccl on :L ).:Iass plate on
top of a desk . A seccllldl(IaS5 platl· wa~ placed on top of the walls.
A loudspeaker wa~ connl·cted to an oscillator and placed a).:ainst
sponge rubber al the entr\" to the main ducl. :\ole that lhe continuous lonl(itudinal wali 01 the l1lain duct was taken to he
perfectly relleclive, and hence equivalent to the centerline lor
symmetrical geometry (i .e., with resonators on hoth sides "I the
duct).
A microphone was placed just inside the spllll).:e-ru I,her ahsorher
at the "harbor" end of the main duct and was connected thruul(h
~ small preamplilier tu :111 oscill"scope . The wh"le arranJ.:efllent
IS shown on Fil(. 2.
By setting the widths "I the entrance duct and t he resonator
and holding lhe oscillator Irequency c"nstant. the II·nJ.:th 01 the
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" All dimm.lon. la laches or C)·des per !«ODd.

values of IV j). as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3. The dotted
lines were obtained from the hydraulic model. The shaded area
refers to the zone where distinct resonance was obtained. Outside
this zone, the resonance is not clearly defined.
The effect of the reBecthity of the absorber was checked by
mo~ing it along the duct. This alters the position of the acoustic
pressure envelope in the main duct if there are reflections present.
Ko effect was noticed on either the pressure monitored at the
oscilloscope or the geometry for resonance.
In addition, the effect of sound " 'aves entering the duct along
its length ,,·as insignificant, since the pressure was found to be
essentially constant across the cross section at a reasonable
d·i stance from the mouth of the resonator. The signal-to-noise
ratio was improved by means of the amplifier on the oscillator.
The last test run was designed to test the effect of scale. The
results plotted on the same cun·e obtained for the second test run .
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Conclusions: Although there are slit;ht dilIcrcnces in the rc~ults
ohtained from the two models. Fig. 2 inrlicate5 that reasonably
l(ood results can be ohtained in the zone of distinct resonance .
Certainly the rrsults are to be prdrrrrd to the blanket quarttr·
'~ave\ength recommendation.
Xo scale effects ,,·ere detected in the acoustic model, at least
for the frequency range used in the experiments. Moreover, no
effect on the geometry for resonance arising from imperfect ,ulls
and absorbers was discernible.
The test indicates that reasonably accurate predictions of
harbor-resonance modes and frequencies can be obtained using
an acoustic model; howe,·er, further de~'elopment of the method
may be necessary if absolute. values of harbor amplification are
required. It may be noted that the results were obtained in a few
hours (several months in the hydraulic model) and at negligible
expense.
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Response of rectangular resonators
to ocean wave spectra

w. JAMES·
The design problem for harbour entrances includes the elimination of those bandwidths in the incident wave spectra that cause range action and high mooring forces,
unreasonable wave forces and wave overtopping, and the drift of littoral sediments
into the harbour. This Paper describes a method to tune a resonator accurately,
in order to eliminate such harmful frequencies. Earlier work on resonators is listed,
and experiments performed are briefly described. The results presented clearly
demonstrate the effect of the end contraction. Using maximum attainable values of
reflectivity. minimum values of transmissivity and approximate sharpness of the
resonance. an approximate method is devised for estimating the ·performance of
resonators, assuming a linear system. The response for a typical design incorporating the correction for the end contraction is computed, using a Breitschneider spectrum. This is compared with the response of a standard resonator, and it is concluded
that the method allows the design of more effective and cheaper resonators.
Notation
d
e
Er
h
H
i
Q
R

length of resonator
exponential
total energy in the incident wave spectrum
still water depth
wave height
subscript denoting incident wave spectrum
tuning parameter bandwidth at half resonant value
subscript denoting resonant value
SH2(<7) spectral energy density distribution
T
wave period
w
width of resonator
W
width of harbour entrance channel
a
reflectivity
{J
transmissivity, or, as a subscript, transmitted value
<7
circular frequency
~
wavelength
Subscripts 0, 1 and 2 refer to peak energy value, and first and second computed
examples respectively.

Introduction
Range action causes large mooring forces in harbours, l and in important parts
of a harbour (e.g. a tanker terminal), which may resonate at ocean wave frequencies that o~~r relatjvely often in the locality of the harbour. . Moreover,
h<\rbour installations such as sand by-passing units are susceptible to wave force
damage. In these problems the forces are approximately proportional to th~
square of the local wave height, and, hence, any reduction in the amplitude
of the waves entering the harbour will be of considerable value: e.g., if the
Written discussion closes 30 April, 1971, for p~blication 'after July 1971.
• Queens University, Ki ngston, Canada.
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Fig. 1. Resonator geometry

Fig. 2. Surface shape for mode 1
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Fig. 3. Surface shape for mode 2

causative wave heights are reduced to one third of their incident values, the
forces will be reduced to one ninth of their original values (the local amplification factor does not affect this proportional reduction of mooring forces).
Similar arguments apply to local wave overtopping, especially where this hampers cargo handling. A further problem is the dredging of the harbour
entrance channel. Where the wave conditions cause an ingress of littoral
sediments, this may be reduced by prohib~ting those frequencies that cause a
high drift,2 or at any rate by reducing the amplitudes of such frequencies.
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2. It is necessary to process a large amount of wave recordings in order to
identify the harmful wave spectra. It would then b: fcasible to design resonators at the harbour entrance, tuned to radiate back into the ocean those
wave frequency bandwidths considered to be harmful. This Paper presents
an approximate method for predicting the transmitted and reflected spectra
from given incident spectra, using a simple configuration of rectangular
resonators located at the harbour entrance. However, the method is restricted to linear waves.
Geometry
3. The geometrical variables are shown in Fig. 1. It will be seen that
resonator geometry may vary between extremes in which the resonant motion
is predominantly either in a direction parallel to that of the original incident
wave (expansion chamber) or at right angles to it (branch canal).3 The two
modes are denoted modes 1 and 2 respectively, and the exaggerated shape of
the free surface observed in the experiments is shown in Figs 2 and 3. These
design procedures exclude the second resonant mode. Local velocities at the
mouth of the resonator will be generally lower for mode 2 and this is clearly
more desirable for navigation.
4. The linearity of the system examined allowed the continuous reflecting
boundary opposite the resonator to be taken as equivalent to a totally reflective
centreline. The configuration of Fig. 1 is, therefore, considered equivalent
to one involving resonators on both sides of the harbour entrance channel,
providing that the main channel width sho~n is doubled.
S. Uniform depths in the entrance channel and the resonators are investigated. Where the depth in the resonator is less than that in the entrance
channel, the efficiency is reduced but, the optimum length of the resonator
would be. considerably reduced. Excluded from this work are all reflexions
from the harbour domain towards the harbour entrance, and batteries of
resonators tuned to cover a wide frequency band will not be discussed.
Earlier related work
6. Lamb· calculated the reflectivity (ratio of amplitudes of reflected and
incident waves) and transmissivity (ratio of amplitudes of transmitted and
incident waves) of shallow water waves past constrictions in channels.
Rayleigh5 examined acoustic resonators and derived a method for estimating
the end effect; this did not include the case where the entrance channel was of

finite width. Honda6 et al. simplified Rayleigh's method to estimate resonant
periods for tidal oscillations in bays, an analogous situation. Valembois7 first
suggested the application of rectangular resonators in harbour engineering.
He recommended that the length and width of the resonator should be respectivelya quarter and a half a wavelength. Miles and Munk 6 presented curves
for evaluating the end correction for harbours. Nakazawa and· Takan09
investigated the expansion chamber mode by expanding the potential function
for the wave train in each domain in series form. Horikawa and Nishimura 10
used a finite difference scheme to solve the fundamental equations for similar
geometry, including·complete reflexion from the harbou r' do main. To date
(1970), no unified theory for the general behaviour of rectangular resonators is
available.
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Experiments
Wave challllel

7_ The wave channel is described in an earlier publication_ 3 The maximum usable wavelength, limited by reflectivity, was determined experimentally
to be of the order of2 m, and the minimum wavelength, limited by attenuation,
was found to be of the order of 0-5 m_ General considerations relating "the
choice of wavelength tested to the geometry of the wave channel and measurement accuracy have been given e1sewhere_ ll The filters and the absorber 3
effectively decoupled the experimental system_

it
IV

d

.

If
1

0

0

Fig_ 4_ Variable geometry

Variable geometry
8_ In contrast to the "usual methodology, in these experiments the wavelength was held constant and the geometry changed as shown in Fig_ 4. This
resulted in a high order of accuracy_ The width of the harbour entrance
channel was adjusted by means of a false continuous wall, and the width of the
resonator was similarly adjusted. The rear wall of the resonator was systematically retracted outwards. Dimensions of the geometries tested are detailed
in Table 1.
Wave measurement
9_ The general wave measurement procedure has been described elsewhere_ 12 Wave attenuation was directly measured, i.e. transmissivity at zero
resonator length. All values of transmissivity for one such test run were then
corrected by multiplying by the reciprocal of this transmissivity. It should be
noted that significant errors can arise in the measurement of reflectivity of real
waves. Errors introduced by the loop and node method have been studied by
Goda and Abe_ 13 Similar corrections l l were applied to all the readings in
this study_ Corrected results were subsequently plotted, and those relevant
are reproduced in Figs 5-12_
Table 1

h

..\

W

w

d

22

59-5
59-5
74-2
134

45-7
22-8
4S-7
22-8

5-08,12·3,20-3,25-4,30-4,35-6,40-6
2-S4, S-08, 10-2, 15-2,20-3, 2S-4, 30-4, 35-6
12-4,25-4.. 45-7
IS·2, 25-4, 45-7

0-+33
1-2-31-8
1·9-33
O-+4S-7

22

22
22

All dimensions are in em_
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Results
10. Abstracting from these plots, the geometrical conditions necessary for
resonance are shown in Fig. 13. The end contraction3 can be clearly seen.
11. The maximum values of reflectivity and minimum values of transmissivity achieved in the experiments are plotted in Fig. 14. It should be
noted that these values are sensitive to incident wave amplitudes because
steepness of the waves for these curves did not exceed 0·05 and it has been
assumed that the plotted response was approximately linear, i.e. applied to
small incident wave amplitudes. For increased amplitudes the velocities at
the upstream re-entrant of the resonator and energy dissipation would be
considerably increased. Tests were carried out in which the incident amplitudes were more than doubled, but plotted minima and maxima did not deviate
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by more than about 10% from those given in Fig. 14. This supports the contention that the values shown in Fig. 14 are close to the maximum and minimum attainable. Fig. 14 indicates that optimum resonator performance is
independent of resonator width for \\II).. > t, and that there is a tendency for
resonator performance to gradually deteriorate with increase in main channel
width. Poor performance can be expected for WI).. < t and for WI).. > 1.
12. By fitting an approximate linear apex into the sharp portions of the
resonance curves (Figs 5-12), it was discovered that the band widths of the
tuning parameter dl).. were reasonably constant at the half peak value, for most
of the range tested. These band widths are plotted in Fig. 15, and the average
values in Fig. 16. It is possible to predict with some accuracy the response
of a resonator of given geometry to any wavelength by means of Figs 13, 14
and 16, provided that the resonator geometry lies within the shaded area of
Fig. 13.
13. It should be noted that, because the effect of energy dissipation has
been ignored in this work, the response of steep waves will not be accurately
predicted using these figures.

Spectral response
14. Following the lines of Miles and Munk,8 the response of a resonator
to a continuous spectrum of incident waves may be obtained by assuming a
linear frequency response. The spectral response also provides a useful
indication of the efficiency of a resonator responding to a range of individual
frequencies.
15. Adopting the Breitschneider energy density spectrum 14 (all symbols
are defined in the notation):
r

SH2(u) = -5E

o
(UO)5
. e- 1 ' 25 (UU ) "

Uo

Uo

U

277
1.17 T 1 / 3

=

H 1 / 3 = 2·83 ..; Er
and assuming the follo wing va lues :
T l/ 3

=

12·7

S

H l /3

=

3·66 m

the Breitschneider spectrum is plotted in F ig. 18.
16. By way of example the respo nse of two resonators is calculated:
(1) W = 85·4 m
\II = 35·5 m
d = 45 ·8 m

(2) W = 85·4 m
\II = 35·5 m
d = 37·4 m

(The geometry is shown in Fig. 17.)
17. For a harbour depth of 15 ·2 m the significant wavelength is 183 m .
The first resonator is one quarter of a wavelength long, while the length of the
second resonator accords with F ig. 13. T he computation for the tra nsmitted
spectra is given in Table 2, and is explained in the Appendix. The tra nsmitted
spectra are obtained from:
SH2(u)/l = W(u) SH2(u)c

a nd are plotted in Fig. 18.
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,\

800
750
700
650
.600
550
500
450

I

W

II'

-

d1

d2

,\
,\
,\
T
- ----- -- -

0·350
0·384
0-400
0·420
0'467
0'510
0·560
0·622

0· 150
0· 160
0· 171
0·185
0·200
0·218
0·240
0·267

0'187
0·200
0·214
0·231
0·250
0·273
0·300
0·333

0' 154
0·164
0·175
0·189
0·205
0·224
0·246
0·273

(~L

f3mtn

Q/I

(~LJ/2

fJl

0'105
0·095
0·090
0·085
0·075
0·070
0·065
0·055

0' 173 1 0 '278
0'173 0·268
0'1700·260
0'168 0·253
0'168 0·243
0'165 0·235
0'163 0·228
0·163 0·218

0·46
0·31
0·14
0·35
0·66
1·0
1·0
1·0

---0·225
0·220
0·215
0·210
0·205
0·200
0·195
0·190

0·14
0·\3
0·\3
0·13
0·12
0·12
0·11
0'11

fJ2
-

-

0'73
0'64
0·51
0'35
0·12
0'42
0·82
1·0

fJl 2

fJ2 2

-- -0·21
0·10
0·02
0' 12
0-44
1·0 .
1·0
1·0

0·53
0-41
0·26
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0·01
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0·67
1·0
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Fig . 18. Computed lin ear spectral response

Conclusions
18. Figure 18 clearly demonstrates the influence of the end contraction
on the tuning of the resonator. The standard resonator reflects 26/;; of the
total incident energy whereas the tuned resonator reflects 36/;;. For a wavelength of 168 m the standard resonator transmits all energy (87% of peak
value) whereas the tuned resonator transmits about 25% of the peak value
(wavelengths (in feet) are also plotted in Fig. 18).
19. The enhanced performance results from an 18% reduction in resonator
'. .
leng'th, a point of some practical significance.
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Appendix

21. Calculation of the response of a resonator is performed for di sc rete wavelengths (in feet) in the s pectrum (sec first column of Table 2). The next fo ur columns
follow from the specified geometry. Using values of WI).. and wI).. the resonant values
(dl)..)R arc obtained by interpolation from Fig. 13, the transmissivity minima from
Fig. 14, and Q, the average tuning parameter bandwidths at half resonant value from
Fig. 16. The half value f31/2=0·5 + 0·5f3mID. The value of the tuning parameter at
this ordinate is obtained from (dl)..)R±0·5Q, and is set out in columns 9 and 10.
22. Now the resonant curve can be constructed:
apex:
half values:

dl).. = (dl)..)R;

f3

= f3mlD

dl).. = (dl)..)R -0·5Q,;
dl).. = (dl)..)R + 0·5Q,;

f3
f3

= 0·5+0·5f3mID
= O·5+0·5f3mlD

The required transmissivity f31 and f32 are obtained by linear interpolation for

dl).. = d1/).., d 2 /)".
23. It should be noted that the method generally results in conservative estimates
of transmissivity at higher values, e.g. an estimated value of 0·85 may apply to a real
value of 0·75. The reverse argument applies to reflectivity estimates.
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An experimental study of end effects for rectangular
. resonators on narrow channels
By W. JAMES
Department of Civil Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario
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Quarter-wavelength resonators for harbour entrances and similar applications
are usually designed and built without regard to the end effect. This paper
describes tests on rectangular resonators using water waves of unique frequency
in a long narrow wave channel fitted with a wave generator at one end, a wave
absorber at the other end and suitable wave filters. In these tests the wavelength
was kept constant while the geometry of the rectangular resonant branch canal
was systematically varied. Wave transmission across the resonator, as well as
wave refiexion upstream of the resonator was measured. The results clearly
indicate a considerable effect of main channel width on optimum resonator
width and resonator length, invalidating the usual resonance theory (which predicts complete refiexion of the incident wave train when the length of the branch
canal is one-quarter of a wavelength). For example, it is found that, under
certain conditions, quarter-wavelength resonators may not have any effect on
the incident wave. The work described is limited to the first resonant mode and
to semi-infinite domains on each side of the resonator.

Introduction
A resonator is taken to be a short rectangular branch canal on a narrow main
water wave channel. Resonator geometry may be considered to be intermediate
in shape between extremes that are either long and narrow, when the motion is
in a direction normal to that of the waves in the main channel, or short and wide,
when the motion is parallel to that in the main channel (see figure 1). Each of
these cases can be handled by one-dimensional wave-propagation theory (James
1968), but the generalized behaviour for intermediate shapes has not been treated
mathematically, so far as the writer is aware. (It is hoped that the publication of
these results will stimulate interest in a mathematical analysis of the problem.)
Valembois (1953) investigated models of short rectangular resonators built
orthogonally onto parallel entrance breakwaters of a harbour, but did not
observe any end effects. Rayleigh (1929, p. 487) had previously developed an
approximation for the end effect of an acoustic tube in a semi-infinite domain ,
an analogous situation. In this investigation the configuration tested was similar
to that of Valembois; the effect of distributed refiexions from the downstream
domain was not considered.
In general the dimensions of a resonator should be carefully chosen so that
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the mass of liquid contained within the resonator and that part of the main
channel contiguous with the resonator mouth, i.e. the junction element shown in
figure 1, has a fundamental frequency equal to that of the incident wave. The
incident wave is to be totally reflected back into the upstream domain. For the
purposes of this paper the lowest-frequency eigenvalue is used; where a battery
of resonators is tuned to cover a wide frequency band, resonance also occurs at
higher harmonics.
w
d

w
Junction element -,..Ir--------,I d
:0:'::::: ~:)::.

[[~
Mode 1 extreme
FIGURE

~~

Mode 2 extreme
1. Resonator geometry.

EVidently, from the work by Penny & Price (1952), the maximum zone of
protection in the downstream domain provided by a resonator at resonance will
be limited to a width of one half the incident wavelength. Observations certainly
show that wave energy transmitted into the downstream domain increases
directly with an increase in major channel width above one wavelength, for the
case where resonators are placed on both sides of the main channel. It follows
that a resonator investigation of this type can be limited to a major channel
width of one wavelength. Le Mehaute (1961) found that wave propagation is ·onedimensional at distances of the order of twice the depth from a discontinuity
in such narrow channels. This was confirmed in these experiments (except where
the width was close to an integral number of half-wavelengths, when a transverse
oscillation tended to be set up).
Limiting the treatment to semi-infinite domains results in simpler mathematics
(James 1968) but introduces complications into the experiments, since the wave
channels should be completely decoupled in both domains. Further mathematical
simplification results from the use of first-order linear wave theory, but, for
accuracy, non-linear effects in the experimental waves must be accounted for
(Goda & Abe 1968). Consequently, in this study wave measurement was effected
by micrometers, and the readings were correct to the nearest 0·005 inch.
. Typical but exaggerated shapes of the water surfaCe for the first two res~nant
modes are sketched in figures 2 and 3. Evidently the oscillation differs significantly
from that to be expected. for quarter-wavelength (i.e. long and narrow) resonators.
One consequence of this discrepancy is reported in this note.

Scope of the experiments
The water depth (usually 8· 65 in.) and wave period were kept constant throughout each sequence of changes of geometry; reflectivity (ratio of amplitudes of
reflected and incident wave trains), transmissivity (ratio of amplitudes of
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transmitted and incident wave trains), and resonator activity were measured for
each geometrical configuration tested . Thc geomctrics were chosen to give an cvcn
sprcad of results, and to avoid the frcqucncies resulting in transverse resonancc.
All experiments were carried out in a 9 in. wide Perspex wave channel,
approximately 50 ft. long, with the rcsonator housing equidistant from each end.
The paddle arrangement was capable of delivering consistent waves of unique
period over a sustained time. (A variation in period of 0·00 1 sec was the maximum
tolerated.)
An intermediate Perspex wall was used to vary the width of the main channel,
W, between the limits
0·17 < WI).. < 0·77,
where).. = wavelength.
Adjustable side walls were used to vary the widths of the resonators w for
each main channel width tested within the limits
0·05 < wi).. < 0·69.

The rear walls of the resonators were also adjustable and were clamped
sequentially in 8 positions for each resonator width. Resonator geometry tested
varied between the limits
0·23 < wid < 4·7,
where d is the length of the resonator. The symbols, wand d are also defined in
figure 1. The geometries tested are summarized in table 1.

h

A

W

8·65
S-65
8-65
8-65

23·41
23-41
29·25
52-63

18·0
9-0
18-0
9-0

d

w

2·0, 4·85, S-O, 10-0, 12-0, 14-0, 16-0
1-0, 2-0, 4·0, 6-0, S-O, 10-0, 12-0, 14·0
4-87, 10-0, 18-0
6-0, 10-0, IS·0

0
-+
0·5 -+
0-75 -+
0 -+

13·0
12-5
13-0
18-0

TABLE 1. All dimensions are in inches_ These tests refer to
the data summarized in figure 6

Experimental arrangement
Two 36 in . long Neyrpic wave filters, constructed from 16 gauge perforated
zinc plate at 0-5 in_ pitch, were used in both domains_ Measured transmissivity
for each filter varied between 0·4 and 0·6, depending upon wavelength, wh~nce
the decoupling coefficient for each domain was at worst 0·06, assuming total
reflexion off the paddle_ The absorber was similar to that constructed by Hamill
(1963), and reflectivity was of the order of 0·02. Measurements of reflectivity
for the entire domain 2 arrangement dcmonstrated two points: (a) decreasing
transmissivity with decreasing wavelength, caused by viscous damping; (b) increasing reflectivity with increasing wavelength, caused by the limited dimensions of the filters and absorber. The range of wavelengths tested was carefully
limited to minimize both these effects, but, for the viscous damping effect,
corrections were applied to all results_
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lVave measurement

Where reflectivity is to be measured to 1 %, envclope hcights should be measured
to 0·5 %. By using fine probes, and limiting instantaneous contact to a depression
of the crest surface rather than actually puncturing it, it is usually impossible
to sce any meniscus effect. Hence sharpened stainless steel probes, nominal
diameter about 0·015 in., were connected to an oscilloscope with a stationary time
base. Dispersive agents further reduced surface-tension effects and resulted in
clear signals being relayed to the cathode ray oscilloscope.
AP, a check on the consistency of the experimental waves, standard deviations
were measured using a dekatron counting unit. The count recorded the' number
of crests greater than' (or' number of troughs less than') for each setting of the
micrometers attached to the probes. Batches of 100 consecutive waves for
1·0
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FIGURE

4. Typical results for narrow resonators. wlA = 0·34, WIA = 0· 77, ZaIA = 0·049.

micrometer increments of 0·0005 in. were counted, and histograms of the crest
and trough relative frequency plotted. Most were approximately sy mmetrical,
and computed standard deviations were of the order of 0·00 15 in. for incident
wave amplitudes of 0·25 in. Hence the mean reading was given by approximately
half the number of a fairly large sample of waves, say 20. An analysis of the
scatter on the curves with a high density of plotted points eventually indicated
a random error of the order of 1 %.

Results
Healy's method (Goda & Abe 1968), also known as the loop·and-mode method
(James 1969), was used to compute reflectivity and incident wave amplitudes.
Since this method is based upon assumptions of linear theory and of only two
wave components being present in the upstream domain , corrections had to be
applied (Goda & Abe 1968). Results for each width of resonator were plotted as
shown in figures 4 and 5. Corrections for attenuation, downstream reflectivity
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and non-linearity do not affect the geometry for resonance. The first peak in
figure 5 applies to the first mode (figure 2); and the second (flatter) peak, the
second mode of resonance (figure 3).
From the first maxima and minima of all these plots the family of curves in
figure 6 was derived. The end effect is given by (d/J.. - 0'25).
)·0 .----,,---.----,--....---,--,--r--;r---r--,---,
o

,.

-0-0

\

0-9
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0--0 -

\
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FIoURE 5. Typical results for wide resonators. wlA = 0'60, WIA = 0'77, 2a/A = 0·017.
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A number of testa were also carried out to investigate the effect of water depth,
8.nd it was found that geometry for resonance was not affected by such changes.
Further testa also demonstrated that geometry for resonance was unaffected by
incident wave amplitudes. Transmissivity -minima and reflectivity maxima,
were, however, sensitive to amplitude changes.
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Conclusions
Resonator geometry for resonance is independent of still-water depth, wave
amplitude, and energy dissipation in the resonator, and is given by figure 6.
It is clearly seen on figure 5 that the transmissivity for dl).. = 0·25 is sufficiently
high (/1 = 0·93) to render the resonator ineffective. (For this case WI).. = 0·77
and wI).. = 0·34.)
The end effect for narrow resonators (say wId < 1), and for wide channels is
negative, as shown on figure 6. This accords with the work done by Rayleigh.
From the same figure we see that for narrow entrance channels (e.g. WI).. < 1)
the end effect is generally positive, and that this effect increases with width of
resonator. The geometry recommended by Valembois is indicated by a crOBB, and
evidently is suited to a main channel width of approximately 0·5)...
Figure 6 indicates that, for minimum resonator lengths, resonator and main
channel widths should not be narrow. Such narrow widths in any case result
in higher velocities and concomitallt decreased efficiency.
The experiments were financed by the South African C.S.I.R. and the University of Aberdeen, and were conducted at the University of Aberdeen. Thanks
are also due to Professor J. Allen and Dr G. D. Matthew for encouragement and
help in the experiments. The paper was prepared at Queen's University, Ontario,
where facilities were kindly made available by the Head of the 'Department of
Civil Engineering, Dr A. Brebner.
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RESOLUTION OF PARTIAL CLAPOTIS

By William James,l A. M. ASCE

rnTRODUCTION

Many published investigations on gravity waves of unique period (e.g.
experimentation on spending beaches and breakwater units) quote measurements of boundary reflectivity accurate to 1%. Such results would demand
wave measurements accurate to, say, 0·.5%, and this effectively sets a limit
to the minimum wave amplitude, viz. 200 X recording accuracy. In a recent
study by the writer amplitudes were recorded to an accuracy of 0.01 mm
which, for an accuracy of 0.5%, necessitated a minimum wave height of the
order of 2 cm.
There is little point in recording wave heights to an accuracy that is
spoiled by surface noise resulting from the limitations of the recording instruments or from. boundary irregularities. Consequently the measurement ·
accuracy should also be commensurate with the tolerances to which the experimental wave flume has been constructed.
For efficient decoupUng and fUtering, waves should not be much longer
than about one-tenth of the length of the flume. This could set a limit to the
maximum wavelength for consistent results, e.g. 1 m for Common short
laboratory flumes.
.
Clearly, then, the minimum steepness of the waves tested could depend
upon the characteristics of the flume (length and tolerances) as well as the
accuracy desired. In the preceding case the minimum steepness is 0.02.
(Published experimental results often quote steepnesses ranging up to 0.08.)
It follows that many experimental waves capable of accurate amplitude
measurement may be significantly trochoidal.
A common laboratory problem is to evaluate the amplitudes of both the
original incident c~mponen~ wave and the refle.c ted (negative) component wave
in the observed partial clapotis. Two procedures often used to resolve the
clapoUs into these components are: (1) The cloop and node- method; and (2)
the cthree point- method. Both derive from the assumption of a sinusoidal
wave profile. It is shown, herein, that these procedures could result in conNote. This paper is part of the copyrighted Journal Of the Waterways and Harbors
Division. Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers. ~o1. 96. No. WWl.
February, 1970. Manuaoript was submitted {or review {or possible pubUcation on June
15, 1969 . .
1 Lecturer, Unh'. o{ Natal, Durban, South Africa.
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REAL PARTIAL CLAPOTIS

In an attempt to estimate the reliability of the two techniques for resolving
partial clapotls, the envelope {or the real partial clapotts was computed using
the fourth order equation given by Lamb (2).2 Both real components were
simply superimposed for this computation.
The actual coefficient of reflection was computed from the ratio
_ total real wave height of reflected component

(1)

a - total real wave height of original component
LOOP AND NODE METHOD

This method involves laborious scanning for antinodes and nodes in the
envelope of the partial clapotis. If EL and EN = the two envelope heights,
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.
Numerals in parentheses refer to oorrespondlng items tn the Appendix 1.-

a
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the incident amplitude, the w~ll-known simple formulas
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It is eas ily see n th a t the s h;{jw of th e t r o c ho id has:! se ri ous ef fec t whe n
applying this method to su c h re:l i c !:1po ti s: ( 1) Th e cond ition fo r bo th th e upper and the lower bound of th e a nt inode does no t differ very much from first order theory; (2) the condition fo r the upper bound of the node similarly
differs little from first- o rd e r th eory; it is , o f cours e somewhat high e r; (3)
the lower bound of the node now occu r s a t the instant (and at a slightly different position) that the trochoi dal surface o f the original incident component
coincides with the undistur bed s urface, whe n th e negative component trochoidalsurface is slightly negative . Obvio usly, fr om (2) and (3), the nodal envelope
is greater in trochoidal waves that is i nd ic a ted by Urst-order theory.
A computer program was accordingl y written to compute the measured
coef!1cient of reflection from Eq. 2. T he r esults are presented in Fig. 1 for
various steepnesses.
THR EE POINT METHOD
In this method (1), three e nve lope heights Ell E2 and E3 are measured
one-eighth wavelength apart a nd combined to yield

i

al

= ~

al

= ~ a:2E.!.

+

E~

+ ,; 4 E; (Ei - E; +

E~)

-

CE~

- E~)2).

• • • • • •• (3a)

- 1 • . • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• (3 b)

This method obviates scanning, but the wavelengths need to be predetermined, and the calculations are not as simple .
The program was elaborated to compute "'measured- refiectiv1tyfrom Ref.
2 using the envelopes for the r eal partial clapotis already set up in the computer. A comparison of these.. results proved difficult because of the various
possible locations of the three probes (1 6 poSitions per wavelength were
computed).
.
Most results showed a many-valued r e lationship between "'actual- and
"'measured- reflectivity, with la rgest devi ations at near clapotis, and especially for · steepnesses in excess of about 0.0 1. Because the actual location of
the three probes in the envelo pe will not generally be known, this method
cannot be used to compute the actual refle ctivity for such situations.
CONCLUSION
Experimentation frequently results in a compromise between small steepness parameters, to preserve linearity, and finite amplitudes, to facilitate
observation.
To estimate the incident wave amplitude and steepness, Eq. 2 provides a
reasonable first method. If the steepness is small enough to . assume Airy
theory, either of the two methods previo us ly mentioned can be used to analyze the partial clapotis. If the steepness is significant, say greater than
0.01, with high reflectivity, s ay greater that 0 .5, the three-point method gives
an unreliable many-valued relatio nship between meas ured :md actual reflectivity. The loop and node method should the n be us ed , and the actual reflectivities read off a family of c urves such as those in Fig. 1.
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I\JUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS FOR TIDAL PROPAGATION IN THE ST. LUCIA ESTUAR.Y
SYNOPSIS
HIS p3p~r d~s("riu~s n finite dilfere"ce sC.heme for the solution of the e~~ations o~ motiOIl
in partial diITerential form for the S .. LUCIa Estuary. The boundary eon~ltl~ns ar.e !I.dal flow
at the mouth and wind·,..~t at the lak~ ut the upstr~am end. Thus the haste Input IS t.da\ and
wind data, ns well as the physical hydro~raphy of the estuary. It is shown that the unsteady
wllter le"els can be pI'edicted to I\n accuracy hetter th .. n 0.1 ft throughout the eif!ht·nlile estuary.
The method w .. s used to indicate the "uccess of dr"dging opel'ations, and el\n be us~d to predict
tbe "ITect of any channel·widening or deeJlening before such operations arc introduced. The
method can also be built into a compnhellsi"e nurn~rical model for the "ntire St. Lu<;ill Luke

T

5yst~m.

Introduction
HE object of this study was the estimation of the
net inflow of salt water into the lake system durin~
each tidal cycle. Provided that the net precipitation,
evapotransporation, and fresh water runoff into the
lake has been recorded, the effect on lake salinity of
the unsteady tidal propagation of seawater can then
be assessed. An additional requirement is a knowledge
of meteorological data. such as winds.

aQ
aZ.
-+b-,q=O
ax
at

T

From the rcsults of this work it is hoped to construct
a numerical model of the entire svstem, such that an
immediate decision could be taken 'to either disrupt the
tidal flow, or augment the fresh water supply (assuming
this to be pos~ible) to the lake to maintain the salinity
!~~.:~! . :;:~~:~ ~;tj. !;w~~:; \::;t~b!~:;hcd ~rf (:,:,v!0gi5u. /~
iunner Denein oi a numencal modei is that the ellect
of any large·scale physical alterations to the estuary,
e.g. through major dredging operations, can be examined
in advance, and this will lead to maximum operational
efficiency and reduction in expenditure.
The numerical ~cheme formed to solve simultaneously
the partial differential equations of flow was onedimensional in for m, and comequently it was not
feasible to account for detailed effects such as sediment
transport, local obstructions caust'd by bridges, or
salinity

stratification.

However,

thc

5cheme

.. The basic data that were necessary for the solution
of these eqllations included friction parameters, windset,
tidal range at the mouth and the physieal dimensions
of the estuary. I n order to estimate the friction parameters, certain observations were used to optimise the
re$ults. In other words the numerical model was considered proved when it had reproduced obsen'ed tidal
curves over a long time interval. Thereafter these
friction parameters were used with a new schematization
to suit the c1lannel existing at that time, to predict the
water f1uctuatiom and me:.tn velocities of flow at any
point in the estt:ary and at any particular instant of
time.

The equations of motion
The basic one·dirnel\ ~ i(lilal unsf.eady hydrodynamic
equations of euntinuity :11)0 Illolion arc:
• Senior lecturcr, Dcpartmcnt of Ci,·jJ Engillccring, Univcniy of
Natal.
'.,rc;:..lLf,r, In

av
av
at + v ax + g ~+
ax VI VI (/>(h) _
W(h)+~(ap)
+[=0
2p ax

(2)

where b is the mean surface breadth
g the acceleration due to gravity
h the channel depth
I the bed slope term reiatinl! section datums
-,: ~l.~ ~i~,,! lOoi 5"
A

q the lateral unit discharge
is time

V is depth mear. velocity

III direction of x Illcreasing
W (h) the wind force term
x is distance along thalweg of estuary, measured
from the mouth upstream
z the devation of water surface above cross·

section datum

could

indicate sections that require more detailed analysis
and physical models of such areas could be constructed
to a larger scale than hitherto.

(I)

is depth mean water density
(Ii) the frictional function.
p

(/>

The nine-mile section of the estuary used in the
calculation, from the tidal recorder at the mouth to the
recorder immediately beyond the confluence with the
Impati River near where the estuary widens out in a
delta to join the lake, is shown in Fig. I. The average
breadths over a tidal cycle at these points were 1.324 ft
and 339 ft respectively, and the correspolldin~ depths
5.73 ft and 1.34 ft respectively. The average sprin g
range varied from 3.12 ft at the Shark fla 5in to 0.43 ft
at the Impati. Flow from the Impati Ri .... er. if any, was
neglected alld the channel was regarded as a clused
branch of the estuary. (\Vater samples taken in the
Impati half a mile ahove the confluence with the es tuarv
were found to he of a similar salinity to that of seawate;'
during the period of the study.)
Velocity profiles wl:re record ed during :I new moon .
spring tidal cycle, by final year undcrgradu;ltc.s iI', Ihe
Department of Civil Engineering at the University ( If
Natal. These profiles revealed an abrupt c h'lI1~ c in
the directiun of flow after slack waler, in s tt' ~ d or tll <:
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where A is the cross-sectional area
At is the time interval between successive computations
m is an integer
Ax the distance between adjacent stations
n is an integer
Q, U, A and h are all evaluated at the centre of each
section at time intervals of At
b was measured at integral sections at intervals
of At
The usual order of computation of the dirreren~e
equations was used,l and satisfied the grid-mesh shown
in fig. 2.
The estuary was divided into eight intervals, each
5,964 ft long to coincide with the existing tide gauges
as shown in Fig. I. The time increment was fIXed at
450 seconds to satisfy the stability requirement (assuming
h = 6 ft max.).

Hore)'1TlOO'l

_ _ _&t>d
__

f--...-_~o_

St",hilitv

Fig. 1

To ensure that the final difference solution convergcs
towards the solution given by infinitesimally small
values the grid size must satisfy:

usual exchange flow encoun tered in mixed estuaries,
and so a consta nt fluid sa li ni ty a nd density was assumed;
term 6 in eq ua tion (2) was ignored. Lateral fresh water
discharge was therefore a lso considered to be negligible.
The channel bed was ass umed to be approximately
horizontal a nd thus term 7 in equation (2) was neglected.

The latter term
estua ry.

IS

the celerity of a long wave

III

the

The gene r-al equations we r e thus simplified to:
Boundary conditions

~~ + b ~; =

0

The terminal boundary condition at the cstuary
mouth is the tidal range in water surface elevation.
These values are interpolated from tidal records at the
Shark Basin. The velocity at the mouth is obtained by
extrapolation from the neighbouring sections. The
terminal boundary condition at the Impati River is

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

Note th e use of the mod ul us term in bed friction to
ensure th at the head loss a hvays opposes motion. The
finite diflere nee form of these equations with reference
to fi g. 2, is:
z ,~ . "

=

Z m - I. "

+ TAt
x

b

I

{ (AU) .. -1/2

(AU)"+!/2 }

(5)

m - I/2

U m-1 / 2.- +1/2 -I- gy
At ( Zn
X
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,m-1 / 2. " ,

-

Zn+! )

m

A t (2
+~
U,, -I/Z, OLI X

t)

U n +3/2

m - I/':.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)
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tnat oi fiow to or irom the jake
lcvel at Charter's Creek.

dcpenciiJl~

on the water

.

Equation (5) can be modified for the final section
in order to calculate z:
Z'''' N

=

Zm-l, N

At b
--:c-LJX

+
I

m-l/2, N

{ (AU)III-I/2.

/>'-1/2 -

Q}

(7)

gauge was derived irom both the comuutcd ami til'
observed curves by a simple system of harmonic
filtering. In a Fourier series fitted to the lake levels at
Charter's Creek, the components with freqll(:ncics that
are harmonics of the frequencies occurring in astronomical tides are eliminatcd systematically.
The difference between the filtered computcd mean
and the filtered obse rved mean was the willd tide.

where N is defined in Fig. 2.

Roughness

Wind set arises whenever wind blows upon a free
water surface, and the effect of these tangential stresses
is to generate a surface current in the direction of wind,
which is counterbalanced by a return flow at depth. In
shallow water this return flow is retarded by bottom
friction and the water sets up to leeward until the
pressure head is sufficient to restore equilibrium.
Hence wind set is a function of water depth, wind
speed and boundary roughness, its magnitude in shallow
water being satisfied by the fOI-mula 2 :

Cross-sectional areas and free surface breadths for
each innemcnt were obtained from cross·sections interpolated every 1,000 ft from hydrographic plans compiled
by the Nata l Provincial \Vater Engineer. In regions
where dcep channels were f1anked by shallows, the
cross·sectiona l area was adjusted to allow for the lowervelocities on the banks:

where V is the wind velocity in m.p.h.
L is the fetch in miles
d is the depth in feet
IX the angle between the wind and the tidal axis.
The wind set at the estuary inkt for the study period
was calculated from the anemographs for Charter's
Creek, in the southern section of the lake.
. The variation in mcan water level at tile Impati
DIE SIVIElE INGENIEUR In Suid-Alrikll -

Ocsembcr 1969

where subscript 2 refers to the shallow regions ;lIld I to
the main channel. The sections arc illustrated ill Fig. 3.
Two schcmatizations were necessarv in Section Cl as a
large mudbank was exposed U)' the' receding tidc . The
cros.~·sections bcyond the Impati were w(~igh{('d by a
small fac tor proportional to the equidistant cross·
sec ti onal areas to account lor tidal no\\' Ji\,crted illto
the Impa ti River.

It is c1car that the flow rq~ime is dOlllinatcJ lJy
friction becau se the estuary comprises a VCI")' wide alld
sha 1I0w chall ncl.
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The foll u win g 1() rIll 3 o f lhc :'!:1l 1;liJl:; (;·i': lioJl (o rtl ll d a
. .,'<1\

fo ulld

10

be suilable :

.o., 11 'II'!-

1>(h) - - -- - - 1. 8I:l (h""" f 1 /~)3 /2

II,,,

."Il crc

I1ll P:l1i lide ;': : I ;H~C , :111<1 liti ~ i ~ :lpproX irn a lclj'
wil hi11 l h(' 1() l n; II l('s of lit(' ~ llIn of the o h ~e r\, ; lli () n
nrors. Calc l1lali ol1 s for lite scll ellle a ft er dredgin g
ac ti\'ili cs res uIl ed ill th e new fri ction parameters li sted
in T a ble I. Th c~e revc:d a signifi cant improvement.

;1\

11. ,:

Th e maximulll tidal discharge into the lake was
fO llnd to be or Ihe order of 300 cusecs.

is Ihe j\·ranning fri cli on fac lor,

Oplimization by trial and error of the friction
parameters proved to he laborious as any a lt eration to
the 11m appropriate to the particular ch a nnel section
affected all other increments upstream . Consequently
11m was determined successively in each incremental
sec tion proceeding from the mouth, such that the mean
square error (the deviation of the computed curves
from the corresponding observed curves) was a minimum . Table I contains the final valu es of Ihe J\,tanning's
nm for each section.

TABLE I
Manning's

ft,"

Year Sect. Sect. Sect. Sect. Sect. Sect. Sect. Secl . Secl.
I
2
6
7
9
3
4
5
8

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1961

--I -

. 085 .030 .020 . 019 .024 . 026 . 038 .055

. O~.o

1965 .044 . 018

Results

Conclusions

The basic difficulty encountered in explicit unsteady
calculations is the necessity to work close to the limits
of accuracy of the tide gauge observations. The time
origin was chosen to coincide with slack water at the
mouth, when the initial mid -section velocities were
fairly small. A twelve-hour run-in period was used to
overeome the effects of erroneous initial data, and it
was found that such data had little effect as the calculation proceeded. The velocity at the lake was originally
assumed to be zero, but from an e:xtrapolation of
computed and observed results this was a mended to a
value of 0.322 of the mean flow in the preceding section.
\ \' hen the lake level was above that of mean sea level
the net outflow was calculated from a modified Manning
f"Quation assuming uniform flow cond itions in each

The flow regime was not influenced by density
currents during the period of study and the lake level
was maintained either by run-off or inflow from the
sea. As the latter was unlikely to exceed 300 cusecs, an
appreciable drop in lake level could be expected during
a prolonged drought. The lake salinity was thus
dependent primarily on meteorologieal conditions at
the time of the study.
The tidal wave propagated up the estuary was usually
completely damped before it reached the lake. Hence
any tides recorded at Charter's Creek were probably
generated either by the wind or by astronomical forces.
Damping of the exchange flow seemed to be higher
ti,ose sections containing oencis. ·n,is was aggravateci
by the large obstruction' such as Honeymoon Bend
Island in Section 1 and the mud bank in Section 8. The
increased hydraulic efficiency in 1965 of tht: seelion
between the mouth and the bridge was caused by
dredging operations.
III

u=

1.346

RO .75

n",

i O• 5 ft/sec.

. . . . . . .. (8)

where R is hydraulic radius
i is the energy gradient.
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The accuracy of reproduction of the physical conditions is sufficient for this method to be used. to analyse
the probable response of the estuary to natural and
artificial changes. It is further submitted that a mathematical interpretation of this nature allows a more
rigorous explanation of the factors involved in the tidal
regime than a physical model.
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Fig. 4

. Typical results arc shown in Fig. 4 where' the full
lme represents the observed cUlve an d the individu al
points, computed values. A maximu m difference of
O. I ft between comp u ted values and observa tions occurs
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CHAPTER 132

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF HARBOR RESONATOR CONFIGURATIONS

ABSTRACT
An outline ie given ot methods devised recently by the author
to predict the lpectral relponee ot rectangular resonators, and to
improve the responle ot resonators generally. ' A 11m.ple sma.l1 scale
acoustic model ot the ocean-resonator-harbor contiguration vaadeveloped and 11 delcribed. The acoustic "ocean" is ettectively decoupled from the reat ot the Iyetem by means ot lound ablorbent material
placed along 'the "i~inite" boundaries, and standard audio-frequency
equipment 11 used. The reeultl demonstrate that the open end contraction tor recte.ngul.ar reeonatora may not' ditter dguit1cantly trom the
contraction tor relonatora at similar geometry placed in a eead-intinite (or ettectively decoupled) vave channel, at least it the vavelengthe are not amaller than the vidth ot the .h~bor entrance channel.
INTRODUCTION
It is desirable to design harbor entrancee to eliminate (as
tar · as possible) those bandvidths in the incident vave spectra that
cause ditticulties IUch as range action, · high mooring torcee, unrea8onabl~ · vaw impact, vaw overtopping and drifi at littoral sedimentl
into the harbor. In many problems these ditticulties are tunctionally
related to approximately the second (or higher) poYer ot the vave
height, and hence any reduction in the incident vave height v1ll produce real benetits.
Resonators placed at the harbor entrance can be tuned to radiate
back into the ocean those frequency bandvidths considered to be harmful vithout hiDdering navigationl • Readers are cautioned against
using the ble.nket. qUArter-vavelength recommendation2 ,3,4, the initial
design should accord vith the tact that the tuning at individual resonators 1~ considerably dependent on the vidth ot the harbor entrance
channe15 ,b.. Readerl should also note that resonato" are not ettective

·Senicr uctuNr. UnilHlrsity of NataZ. Durban. South Africa; presently visiting at ~en's Univsrsity. Canada.
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for,~avelen~ths

smaller than the ~idth of the harbor entrance channel.
Hence this paper relates to incident vavelengths that exceed the horizontal distance bet~een the leading edges of symmetrically opposed rectangular resonators.
The transmitted and reflected spectra can be predicted for given
geometry and incident spectra, assuming a line~ syetem7 , and this procedure is outlined belovo Certain innovations 8 that both broaden the
tuning ot the resonators and decrease the cost of construction are
also briefly described in this paper. An acoustic model has been devised6 and this is used to check the ocean-resonator-harbor coupling.
The results of the latter tests constitute the major contribution of
this paper.

SPECTRAL RESPONSE
The method devised for computing the spectral response of individual rectangular resonators is based on experimental results.. It is
usual to plot frequency 'response curves in the frequency domain 9 but
in this study observed transmissivity and reflectivity vere plotted
against the tuning parameter d/L (i.e., in the ka domain). For details of the "ave measurement and . v~ve analysis procedure, readers are
referred to earlier publicationslO,ll. The geometrical conditions for
distinct reso~ance are summarised in . t~g. 1.
Approximate rectilinear apexes vere fitted into the ka domain
resonance curves, and the resulting maxima and 'minima are summarised
in fig. 2. The tuning parameter bandvidths 'at .the half resonant
values vere measured and found to be reasonably constant for various
values of W/L. The information is summarized in fig. 3. Sufficient
data are available in these three figurea to allOY the computation of
the spectral response of any rectangular 'resonator to given incident
spectra, bu.t only for the first resonant rrr:ui.e'.
Briefly, the procedure is to transform the incident spectrum
into an amplitude/vavelength relationship for the particular harbor
entrance. The dimensions of the resonator are chosen such that distinct resonance obtains for the dominant Yatelength, using fig. 1.
For discrete yavelengths the ratios WIL, Y/L and dlL are calculated.
The resonant tuning parameter is obtained from fig. 1, and the resonance curves "reconstructed" graphically or digitally using figs. 2
and 3. Values of transmissivity and renectivity are then interpolated for various tuning parameters.
Finally, the incident spectra are transformed using these values.
Tvo examples are presented elsevhere1 , and it is shovn that a standard
quarter-"avelength resonator may reflect only ons quarter of the peak
energy~ nearly all of vhich is reflected by a resonator designed
according to fig. 1.
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COASTAL ENGlNEERlNG

2186

TWO INNOVATIONS
Experiments vere performed on:
(a) variable distances betveen three resonator. in a battery
configuration, and
(b) non-unitorm ~epths in a resonator/harbor entrance area.
Triple Resonator Batteries.
Rayleigh12 recommended that the ratio ot the tundamental periods of the individual resonators in a battery contiguration should
be 1:
In this study resonators vere constructed tram 3/4 inch
thick ttperspex". geometries are shovn in fig. 4.
'

/2.

Retlectivity and transmissivity vere measured at points approximately one vavelength upstream and dovnstrea. ot the 'battery respect! vely • In these tests the vater depth vas held constant. and vavelengths vere systematically varied.
The result. shoved resonant peaks at those individual resonator
frequencies obtained in earlier tests on single resonators, as is to
be expected. Hence tig. 1 can be used to predict the response of
battery configurations: superimpose the equation (a straight line) tor
each battery geometry (e.g. v/L = 1.61 dILl on tig. 1 and scan the
line for the location such that the harbor entrance and resonator
geometry satisf,y the geometrical conditions for resonance. This identifies the tuning parameter for resonance, and pertormance can be
estimated using the same computational procedure tor .spectralresponse
described above.
By increasing the distances betveen the resonators. the vater
mass in the entrance channel contiguous vi th the leading edges of
tvo adjacent resonators is brought i nto t~e system response. This
effectively broadens the overall tuning ot the battery contiguration
and hence improves the spectral performance ot the battery. Because
of the en$i-contractions, the distance should be significant, e. g.
comruensurate vith resonator dimensions. and chosen by careful ad hoc
model tests (acoustic models preferably).

Non-Uniform Depths.
In the experiments on non-uniform depths an ~ificial invert
vas inserted into a single resonator, as depicted in fig. 5. The
still vater depth and vavelength vere held constant and· the resonator
planform vas varied systematically (by gradually retracting the rear
vall outvards). Retlectivity and transmissivity vere me·aaured as in
early testsl.

The results indicated a reduced efficiency .for resonators of
comparatively small still vater depth, but les. upstream agitation
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(retlectivity) vas associated vith given transmissivity.
, It vas tound that the length ot the resonator could easily be
halved, it the still vater depth in the resonator is reduced to a
traction ot the harbor entranc~ channel depth, a point ot considerable
practical significance. Hovever, tidal ranges v1ll detune the resonator, the ettect being related to the p~oportional reduction in depth
-, end to the actual tidal range.
THE ACOUSTIC MODEL
An acouatic model evidently has certain advantaael Over a hydraulic model: van generation and absorption are easier, the tluid
doe. not have 'to be isolated, vavelengths are generally shorter, and
measuring equipment, speed and accuracy are generally better.

TO test the model, earlier experiments on resonators in a vater
vave channel vere reproduced. The variable geomet~ vas built up trom
3 inch movable timber valls and placed on a glass plate on top ~t a
desk. A second glass plate vas placed on , top ot the valls, and a
loudspeaker vas connected to an oscillator and placed against sponge
rubber at the ent~ to the ma1n duct. A microphone vas placed
against the sponge rubber absorber at the harbor -end ot the main
duct, and vas connected through a small pre-amp'lifier to an oscilloscope. By setting the vidths ' ot the main entrance duct and of the
resonator, and by holding the oscillator frequency constant, the
length of the resonator vas adjusted until resonance occurred. This
vas monitored by a minimum signal on the oscilloscope.

The effect of imperfect sound absorption vas checked and found
to be unimportant. Tests on scale effects vere also negative, although
these vere not exhaustive. In addition the effects of sound vaves
entering the duct along its length vere also foun~ to be insignificant. The signal-to-noise ratio vas easily improved by means of the
amplifier on the oscilloscope.
The results shoved slight differences trom those ot the vater
vave experiments. Reasonably accurate predictions ' of harbor resonance modes for frequencies can be' obtained in this vay" but further
development ot the method vill be necessary if absolute values ot
harbor amplification are required. ,
OCEAN-RESONATOR~HARBOR COUPLING

Fig. 6 show the experimental apparatus used to examine the
coupling problem. In this case the model vas ,set up on a reasonably
clean office floor, &gain using 3 inch high timber valls. The cover
to the ocean domain vas supported on 3 inch iron nails. Cotton
batting (reflectivity about 5%) vas arranged along the "infinite"
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boundaries, and th1e ettective~ decoupled the ocean domain.
cost 01' the model excluding audio equipment vas $8.50.

Total

Acoustic vaves vere generated trom a virtual point source. and
so the ocean domain had to be long enough tor the radiating incident
vaves to achieve an approximately parallel vave tront at· the harbor
entrance. It tollova that re-retlections fro~ the harbo~ ott the
loudspeaker vere negligible.
.
The experimental pr~e.dure adopted vas simi) ar to that above:
resonance monitored by a minimum &coustic pressure signal in the
harbor, and achieved ·by systematic var1ation 01' resonator geometry.
This method vas better than incident vave frequency variation, since
system attenuation, transmissivity and retlectivity. parasitic vibrations, and also vave generation' and recording vere frequency dependent.
Geometrical conditions obtained tor distinct resonance are
presented in tig. 7. Results tor semi-intinite ocean coupling and
semi-intinite vave channel coupling almost coincided, consequently
both results could not be plotted on the tigure. Hovever the ocean
coupling curves vere slightly t'latter, as indicated by the dashed
curve.
Evidently, then, harbor resonance studies rna:y be carried out at
the end 01' vater vave channels (provided that the incident vavelength
exceeds the vidth 01' the harbor entrance channel) vithout material
loss 01' accuracy.
Further tests on the acoustic model contirmed that resonators
be located at the ocean end 01' the entrance channel, and at
an ampll tude antinode in the vave envelope, it the harbor is retlecti ve
at the resonator tuning treq~ency. Since partial re-retlections
occur ott the ocean end 01' the entrance channel, the dovnstream ·harbor
and channel oscillations are generally not amplitied by resonators.
For transparent frequencies there is no ettect and tor OFaquB treq~en
cies there is no penetration.
~hould

CON.CLUSIONS
.Three tigures ere presented tor estimating the spectral response
01' . individual rectangular resonators. but only for the first Nsonant
".,dB. No account is taken 01' the second resonant mode even though
this is important vhen considering the response 01' a battery 01' reson-

ators.
Ind! vidual resonators it;l a battery respond in an addi ti ve manner .
and hence this response can also be predicted • . The me.as 01' vater
contiguous v1th adjacent r .e sonators 1n the harbor entrance channel can
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also be incorporated in the system response. For this reason the resonators should not be contiguous,if at all possible.
Comparatively shallov still vater depths in individual resonators detunes the resonator dovnvards, i.e. to~ards smaller frequencies. Hence, for a particular tuning, non-uniform depths, vith
smaller depths in the resonator, result in smaller geometry, and conc~tant savings in construction and excavation costs.
Large tidal
amplitudes vould effectively detune such systems, hovever.

I'IuJ acoustic analogy is an Bztl'6me'Ly fast and cheap method for
eualuating Bigen frequencies for any. harbor pZanform. The method
could probably be elaborated for estimation of orbital velocities and
even ot mooring torces, for uniform vater depths in .the harbor and
harbor entrance • . No scale effects vere detected in the tests reported.

.

An acoustic modeL vas constructed to check the ocean-resonatorharbor coupling. The resuUs indicated that the end-effect dtJes not
differ significantly from the contraction for resonators of similar
geometry pZaced in a semi-infinite waue channel~ at least for uauelengths greater than the harbor entrance width.
This result validates the experimental results obtained in the
vave channel; the method for predicting the spectral response of
res'o nators' for a real situation (i~e. on the edge of a semi-infinite
ocean) is evidently reliabl e to the first order.
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NOTATION
a •
d •
k. •
L•
v •
Wa

a

e•

linee..l dimension
length ot resonator
vave number
incident vavelength
vidth ot resonator
vidth ot harbor entrance channel
retlectivity
transmissivity
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CHAPTER 98
RECTAN~G~ULA~R~~RE:;:;S::::.:O::;.N::.:I\::.T.:::.ORS=-_=-FO=-R:.:..-.-;.;HARB~_O_U_R__E_N_T_RAN
__
CE_S

by
William James*
ABSTRACT

A complete theoretical analysis of the behaviour of resonators built
into the breakwaters of a harbour entrance would be extremely difficult.
This paper describes an approximate development for extreme values of
resonator geometry and shows how a combination of these cases explains
certain observed phenomena for intermediate shapes.
The paper also describes comprehensive laboratory tests on resonators and draws attention to certain significant discrepancies from
present -design practice.
In particular, the paper indica.tea . the.. - extent to which optimum resonator geometry depends upon the harbour
entrance width and demonstrates that such resonators can be designed
to prevent any penetration of waves into harbours, without restricting
shipping.
INTRODUCTION

A resonator is taken to be ·a short rectangular branch canal, completely closed on three sides, built orthogonally on to the entrance
breakwaters of a harbour (see Fig.l).
Only the action ·of such resonators in parallel straight breakwaters has been investigated and
this geometry is identical to that studied by Valembois in 1953
(ref.l).
In this present paper the effect of distributed reflections
from the harbour is not considered; this study pertains only to the
geometry of such resonators and their action on waves entering harbours.
The dimensions of the resonator should be optimized such that a
mass of water contained within the resonator and that part of the
entrance channel contiguous with the resonator mouth (here termed the
"junction element" as shown in Fig.l), has a resonance frequency equal
to that of the harmful incident vave that should be totally reflected
back into the ocean.
For the purposes of this paper the lowest
frequency eigenvalue is used; for batteries of resonators tuned to
cover a wide frequency band, resonance vill also occur at higher
harmonics.
Limiting the treatment to semi-infinite oceans and harbours results

i~ simpler mathematics but introduces complications in the experiments,

S1nce the wave generator channel and hafbour must be completely decoupled.
Further simplifications in the mathematical treatment
result from the use of first order linear wave theory and the assump~ion of irrota ional motion., Such development viII accord closely
v1th the tsunam~-type waves l~kely to excite range action in real
harbours but e~erimental vaves are necessarily Stokian and, for
ac~uracy, non-11near .effects must be accounted for.
Consequently. in
th~s study. wave measurement was effected by micrometers and corrections
were applied to render the readings correct to the nearest 0.005 inch.

7

* Lecturer , University of Natal .
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MATHEMATICAL TREAtMENT

Evidently the zone of protection provided by a resonator in the
downstream direction. at resonance, is limited to a width of one half
the incident wavelength (ref.2). ' Hence wave energy transmitted into
the downstream domain will increase directly with increase in channel
width above one wavelength. for the case where resonators are placed
on both sides of the entrance channel.
It follows that a resonator
investigation of this type may b~ limited to one-dimensional propagation.
Note that. though the assumption of plane waves is invalid
near the junction element, two-dimensional motion becomes one-dimensional at distances of the order of ,twice the depth from the discontinuity. for these channel widths.
Moreover .. researchers have
found that 'this limitation is not at all serious, provided that no
transverse 'resonance occurs (ref.3)." transverse resonance is likely to
occur when the basin width is close to an ' inte~alnumber of half-wavelengths.
The resonator geometry may be intermediate in shape between extremes
that are either long and narrow, when the motion is in a direction
normal to that of the waves in the entrance channel, or short and wide,
when the motion is parallel to that of the entrance channel.
These cases are denoted mode I and mode II respectively (see Fig.2).
It is assumed that the complicated motion for intermediate geometries
can be approximated by superposition of these unidirectional components.
Each mode is considered in turn and then a combination is shown to
accord with observations for an intermediate case.
The effect of turbulent dissipation is also discussed.
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Mode I
Notation is defined at the end of this paper.
For mode I,
Hence: (a) the water surface of the junction element remains approximately horizontal and (b) the origins for the resonators and the
channel may be assumed to coincide • .
Using complex representation, the reflected wave is written:

'7 - ~ aej (kx+dt)
The water surface for the original incident wave. the reflected
wave. the partial clapotis in the resonators and the transmitted wave
may be matched for each contiguity:

I ~ ex. - ~ =(I + "P:)e

(1)

The equation of continuity for the junction element is:

l'IZ'~ {1°(- ~)x-o dJ1= wW ~.
.
J.",W f> = -J! W([-«--P)-2 wo(/-i)}

or:

(2)

for equal depths throughout.

,e

Equations (1) and (2) can be solved for 1«-I,I{3J,1 eJ}~, ~
in terms
of 1£1 • ~ • and. in this study. an Elliot 803 computer was used to
tabulate the results.
All results were checked against the expression
for the conservation of energy developed below.
Hode II
In this case the e and ei?: waves are parallel to the main channel.
The waves are matched for discharge and surface continuity again "at
each channel discontinuity as follows:
L + 0;. =
j3 =
I -te JkW)
W(I-«;) = e(I-~XW -t-2 d ) 'k

e(

e('-tei'
e

W(3 = ti (W + 2 d XJ -

Re7.J IAJ)

These equations were solved. checked against energy conservation and
tabulated using an I.B.H. 1620 computer.
Energy conservation
The energy of the reflected and transmitted waves is equal to that
of the original incident wave less the energy dissipated in the resonators and junction element.

+we get. for no dissipation,

f.fJjf¢U)g_o dx dz

(3)

J~l + IfJJ 2 =1

For tsunamis and the experimental waves. viscous attenuation is
negligible in the resonators.
However. turbulence at the upstream
edge is considerable and a lumped head loss can he postulated at this
point:
HL = a (Iel-IBI I~I) .. K aM .
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This allows HL to be computed from observations of
U should include allowances for:
(a) local high velocities at the upstream re-entrant,
(b) the overall flow pattern in the junction element,
(c) the vertical velocity distribution.

\0&1,

I~I andlel.

The problem can be simplified by considering a steady-state flow
pattern applicable to resonant conditions only and ignoring the local
effects of surface deformations.
Thus the transverse velocity profile
along an equipotential emanating from the upstream edge of the resonator
provides a good basis.
Extreme velocities close to the edge can be
reduced to manageable proportions by ignoring velocities within a
nominal boundary layer and the vertical velocity distribution can be
assumed to be the same as that given by Airy theory. under a node in a
standing wave.
Using Schwarzian transforms for the upper half-plane
the co-ordinates for given incremental values of "" can be computed . .
along the equipotential starting from the ,harp edfe.
The velocity
~ is given by these differences and K can be calcu ated from
~
D J
.

41

'tJ~/dsJy - ~ 19a(,el-'~"£')

Intermediate geometry.
Any general combination of the type

(~,~ ) total -

(<X ,

~ )If.(w,d) +

(a."

~ )Ufz.{w,d)

where the subscripts· refer to the results obtained from computations
for modes I and II and ft(w,d) denotes a simple function of the. type
d/(w+d) and w/(w+d) respectively, would reveal that:
(a) ,p, nunl.mum
••
;. 0 and eX!
max ;. I generally •
(b) for large w. there is an increasing tendency for the resonant
value of d/~ to exceed a value of 0.25.
(c) for large w, there is a second type of resonance.
(d) resonant values of d/). depend upon both w and W.
PRELIMINARY VERIFICATION.
A suitable experimental programme could not be devised without
preliminary pilot studies.
The results of these tests' are now described and refer to an isolated single resonator.

Apparatus.
The narrow "perspex" flume and timber housing for opposed
adjustable rectangular resonators is ahown in fig.3.
The rear wall of each resonator cantilevered vertically downwards
from a system of clamps, which traversed along both side walls for the
full length of the resonator.
Hence any variation of resonator width
which was effected by means of a false (upstream) side wall, necessi- '
tated a change in width of the rear wall.
This was achieved by means of
twin thin overlapping galvanised iron sheet lips.
An intermediate
perspex wall was used to r~duce the width of the entrance channel.
For such tests filters were arranged at the upstream sharp edge of the
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intermediate wall and on the seaward side an efficient wave absorber
was built.
Where the theoretical domain is semi-infinite. it is axiomatic that
wave re-flections off the paddle are NOT allowed and wave filters were
used for such decoupling devices.
These filters were not effective at
low wave steepnesses.
Neverthe l ess. results were frequently obtained
under stop/start conditions. i.e . before the initial waves would re~
reflect and hence were of some value.
The desideratum that domain 2 be semi-infinite caused difficulty.
because of insufficient space (in which to absorb all the energy of
the transmitted wave.)
Of necessity the writer adopted an absorber
similar to that developed by Hamill (ref.4).
,

!!

j~

·il

Fig.3

Preliminary apparatus.

Procedure. Envelope heights were directly measured to 0.01" by means
of a simple steel pointed probe of 0.10" diameter. detected with the aid
of a standard eRO. the time base adjusted to give a stationary signal.
The actual reading recorded was such that only 5 signals were obtained
in any 10 consecutive waves.
Envelope heights were measured for each value of 'd'. the length
of the resonator.
'd' was varied up to 8 times per value of resonator
width. which was varied up to 7 times for each value of width of
entrance channel.
In all. four different entrance channel widths were
tested.
The wavelength was generally held constant.
Wave periods
were measured by timing 100 consecutive waves and wavelengths were
then calculated by substitution into the first-order equations.
Every experimental "run" coumenced from still water conditions
and measurements were conducted as soon as the partial clapotis in
each domain had stabilised.
Wave periods were measured both at the
start and the end of the run.
Results.
All experimental readings were plotted. Nodes and loops were measured
off these plots and the coefficients of reflection and transmission
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were computed.
In this pilot study no allowance was made for attenuation,
non-linear effects, or experimental error.
The coefficients were then all plotted against the dimensionless
tuning parameter d/~ together with relevant results from theory (see
Fig.4) •
A number of photographs were taken of the entrance conditions at
the resonator.
Discussion.
The photographs indicated extreme turbulence throughout the resonator
and junction element.
Velocities of this nature will occur very
seldom indeed in any full-scale structure but the photographs provided
an obvious warning of the navigational hazards resulting from an irrational design.
An obvious result is the discrepancy of the resonating values of
the tuning parameter from that prediced by theory, not only for the
fundamental mode but also for higher harmonics.
Similar experimental
results have in· fact been obtained in analogous systems and have led to
the formulation of "end corrections."
The results of tests on
resonators with curved entrances revealed further reductions in both
the tuning parameter and the distance of the domain 1 partial clapotis
from the resonator at resonance.
This, of course, was to be expected.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS

Introduction.
The pilot study provided reasonable agreement with the theoretical
development, with the reservation that the "end correction" for the
tuning parameter be evaluated empirically.
However, the results
obtained for large resonator widths were inconclusive and it was
apparent that the main objectives in the final programme should
necessarily include:
(a) a substantial reduction of non-linear effects,
(b) improved measurement technique, with regard to both accuracy
and speed.
(c) vastly improved decoupling devices,
(d) a study of the effect of entrance channel width,
(e) a study of the effect of large resonator widths.
Perhaps the most important object of this second programme was to
check whether a single resonator behaved as a single-degree-of-freedom
oscillator, or, if not. to delineate the conditions under which this
postulate did hold.
Another important aim was to ascertain the validity of the linear theory used.
Apparatus.
in Fig .5.
in order to
sorbtion in
was reached

Experiments were carried out in the narrow flume, shown
It was hoped to shorten the upstream domain considerably
provide sufficient space for efficient measurement and abthe downs tream domain.
Eventually, however, a compromise
by the construction of the bend seen in Fig.5.
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Transverse oscillations were avoided by prohibiting such troublesome frequencies.
No low frequency vibrations greater than 0.0001"
were detected.
Nevertheless a special instrument was attached, in
case parasitic oscillations developed from other sources{see p.lO).
Despite the smoothness of the perspex walls, side effects were
easily visible under suitable low-level lighting. , Disturbances radiated from the loops of the partial clapotis.
Other sources of similar
pseudorandom surface undulations were the filters, inconsistencies
along the boundaries, vibrations inherent in the generator mechanism,
and external vibrations, especially due to laboratory pumps and turbines and passing vehicular traffic.
Surface tension was generally
minimal, because of dispersive agents used in the measuring procedure,
and consequently the "noise" resulting from meniscus inversion was
probably of the order of 0.001" in amplitude.

Fig. 5

Final Apparatus.

The incident wave periods and still water depths were chosen
such that consistent waves were delivered at the resonators.
For T<OA5
secs . waves became too unstable and it was found that the standard
deviation of wave heights varied inversely with still water depth.
For reasonably shallow depths, this instability rendered wave measurement exceedingly difficult.
Shallow still water depths also necessitated long probes which increased measuring errors and consequently
the smallest depth tested was 5".
Standard deviations were measured by means of a "dekatron" counting
unit and the probes described below.
The count recorded the "nUmber
of crests greater than" (or "number of troughs less than") for each
micrometer setting.
Such a count was taken for batches of 100 consecutive waves at setting increments of 0.0005" throughout the range.
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Histograms uere plotted from the differeoces in the count. for sequential settings, of Vbich a sample is given in Fig.6. and the.e revealed
symmetrical relative-frequency distributions.
The computed .tandard
deviatioos uere of the order of 0.0015" for a - 0.25" and under the
condition. obtaining.
The coefficient of variation va. le•• than 1%.
This compare. very favourably vith .tandard deviation. quoted by other
uorkers.
The aymmetrical bell-ehape ehown in Fig. 6. greatly facilitated
measurement; the meaD readbig ie given by approximately half the
number of a fairly large eample of vaves, eay 20.

/

I
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\
0./"

.r

\
\

--------r---------__
------------------~--UJ4
z.JJS
Z.JJZ

OL-__________

1·'50
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Fig. 6.

m'crom~t~r

r'ewll,,;

Wave meaeurement hietogram.

The writer did not inveetigate the reflection/tr&ll8mi.. ion characterietice of the bend alone; the overall effect of the &beoRer dovne tream, tbe filten at each end of the bend .. vell .. the bend
it.elf vas examined.
The filtera. vere con;tructed of perforated zinc
p~ate, 16 gauge (aimiler to those eboun in Fig.7),
36" long, at 0.5"
p~tch, extending throughout tbe depth of vater and measured coefficiente
of tranemi •• ion vere of the order of 0.4 .- 0.6, depending upon vave
length.
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At least tvo filters vere arranged in each domain, vhence the total
"decoupling coefficient" for each domain vas at vorst 0.06, assuming
total reflection off the paddle and absorber.

Fi~·.: ;l..... .

Wave,.filtera •..~ . ;..";,', :-.:?,~ ','
~~~,;:~ ~.::~:~:~.~:>~ ·;~~~~\j~~~tr/~·;~~~~~~f:.-~·· \, .':~', ~-.~,,~ .:::' '.,
The reflectivity of rthe·; .&b.omer:~:US8,d .: in the!, pilotstudy vas found
to be about 0.1.
Although' this 'd a:: considerably :better, than rubblemound absorbers - for Which the value would have beeu about 0.3, a
desirable value vould beOt-;f 0.02. 'The requirements of linear theory
dictate that vave steepnesses bekep~ minimal and this in turn demands
a highly efficient absorber. . ' "
.
Constructed in perspeX, the final:,'absorber was 6'0" ;x 9" and the
perforations vere 1" dia. ,' at ' 2" ~entres.·· When fixed in position dovnstream of the bend, the overall gradient was ·less l·than 0.007.
The
reflectivity of the entire .domain::,'2 'set'-up ·was ,. measured and the readings adjusted for experimental: error8and non-linearity.
The results
demonstrated two points:', · ., ,_' .~.. . ~:/' . .
.
.' ~ ::, . '
(a) decreasing transmi8sion (from 'domain 1. to ~domain 2) with
decreasing vave1ength, due entirely to ,the d188ipative: forces.
(b) increasing reflectivity vith iIicreasing wavdength.
In an effort to detect long period f1uctuatiOn8 in vater level, a
3 1. 8eparating flask was attached to the ' end of , the flume.
A column
of water was positioned in a 8hort. horizontal section of, capillary
tube attached to a large diameter rubber bung and the lower end of
the flask was connected to the flume through large diameter glas8
tubing.
A change of water level in both' the flume and the flask of
0.001" would therefore displace the column of water several inches.
The indicator had to be replaced regularly, as evaporation in the main
flume caused sufficient reduction in water level.
Short period fluctuations were ineffective because of the overall impedance of the
arrangement.
Within limits, the impedance could be adjusted by stopcocks.
The instrument vas attached to th e flume behind the absorber
downstream of the bend.
'
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Major sources of error are surface tension effects.
When these effects are reduced, e.g. by using
very fine probes and limiting instantaneous contact to a depression of the crest surface rather than actually
puncturing it, it is usually impossible to see any meniscus effect. Probes
were fashioned out of fine stainless steel sewing needles, nominal diameter
about 0.015".
The needles were coated with a thin layer of a P.V.C. akraline
non-wetting paint, to ensure that no column of water drained down off the
probe as it emerged from a crest.
Probably because of galvanic corrosion,
it was necessary to maintain the sharp points by careful abrasion.
Probes were attached to micrometer heads, capable of being read to
0.0001".
The micrometer heads were securely mounted on heavy crossbars, clamped to the flume and the signal relayed to the cathode ray
tube. A newer improved instrument uses a dial gauge, as shown in Fig.8.
Another possible source of error is the sum of
(a) the depth to which the crest is actually depressed before a
signal is obtained
(b) the height to which the surface of the crest is raised before
contact is broken.
A dispersive agent was added continuously to reduce this and numerous very careful measurements were made on still water.
The maximum
correction was found to be 0.007" .
The extent of dynamic effects was
not established.

Fig. 8.

Wave measurement.
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General Procedure.
Wave periods (for at least 100 consecutive waves) were measured both
at the outset and at the conclusion of the experiment.
Both transverse oscillations and seiches were successfully avoided, so that the
generator was stopped only at the conclusion of each experimental "run"
when the resonator geometry was adjusted.
Experiments were controlled
in the laboratory by simultaneous curve-plotting.
In this way the parameters were chosen to yield the family of curves plotted in Fig.13.
Usual methods for evaluating the two primary components of the
partial clapotis in both domains have two basic assumptions 1n common:
1. The fundamental waves have harmonic wave-form.
2. Only two such constituents are present.
Consequently, disregarding measuring errors, the accuracy of both
methods increases with decrease in both amplitude and wavelength of
the incident wave (because of reflectivity).
It was found that values
of ~ calculated by the 3-point method were usually unreliable and the
method was soon discarded in favour of the loop-and-node method.
This
enabled on-the-spot plotting of characteristics and thus greater flexibility and control of each experiment, a most important consideration.
On the other hand accurate scanning demands between 8 and 20
measurements of envelope height for each experiment, a somewhat protracted and tedious labour.
Data Processing. Resonator antinodes and loops and nodes for both
domains were punched-up and a program was then written to correct for
the measuring errors described above and to compute, inter alia. ~
and f> •
These results were plotted as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
The effect of attenuation and non-l i nearity is immediately apparent,
fro~
the fact that the plots do not tend to 1.0 or 0, as the case may
be, as d/'A- O.
Discussion.
In assessing the accuracy of the results, the errors have been evaluated as follows:
(a) Systematic errors, due to attenuation and non-linearity.
These
errors do not affect the derivation of the geometry for resonance but
are of paramount importance in establishing absolute values of reflect1V1ty and transmissivity.
Corrections for both these errors can be
applied easily:
(i) Attenuation. All values of (X, and f3 should be corrected by
multiplication by the reciprocal of (30' the transmissivity at dl).. ~ o.
This operation yields even larger values of 000 ,
The effect of
domain 2 reflectivity at resonance i s very small, i.e. usually ~ O.OlA
in amplitude in domain 1.
It is incorporated in the random errors
discussed below.
(ii) Non-linearity. The analysis of real parti a l clapotis produces
10\.1 values of ()(, , and negligible effect on t:> , \.Ihen ()(., is not very
small.
Corrections for this can be applied e asily.
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(b) Pseudo-random errors, attributable . to generator instability,
surface "noise" negative waves from. doma1n 2 and the errors in the
processes from measurement to plottlng.

,

The writer did not attempt to assess individually such imponderable
errors, as these are best calculated from the scatter obtaining in the
graphs.
In error analyses, only graphs with a relatively high density of experimental results are admissible.
As little scatter was found during
the laboratory control of the experiments, the number of experiments
was reduced to a minimum and, ipso facto, most of the curves plotted
are unsuitable for error evaluation.
However, certain curves were
analysed and the probable error on the plot having the largest scatter
of all the tests performed in the final programme was found to be
0.0146.
The writer therefore submits that the random error was not
much more than 1%.
The parameters of resonator geometry were rounded off to the second
decimal place.
The calculation of wavelength to this order of accuracy
required an accuracy of measurement of wave period of 0.001 secs. and
of still vat.r depth of 0.05" .
Figures 9 and 10, clearly indicate that the combined resonator and
junction element acts as a two-degrees-of-freedom oscillator, under
certain conditions.
An appraisal of the ~ and ~ curves reveals a
gradual transition from the single-degree system to the two-degrees
system and an eventual preponderance of the second mode of resonance
as w/~ increases beyond a value of 0.5.
Further appraisal reveals that
this "critical" who increases with increase in wI>.. •
The modes of oscillation are illustrated in figs. 11 and 12 respectively.
Note that the water surface sketched is exaggerated in the vertical
scale; amplitudes were small and consequently the nodal lines sketched
are inaccurate.
Nonetheless, the sketches elucidate the mechanisms at
resonance and illustrate the transition between these states.
Results for the first resonant mode were finally combined in Fig.13.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
For the sake of simplicity, only the points of primary importance
are enumerated below:
1. Resonators can be applied 1n harbour engineering for the elimination
of waves causing short period agitation, influx of sea sediments and/
or range action.
2. The results corroborate the results of the analytic theory developed
and verify that the response of a short rectangular branch canal to
periodical plane gravity waves propagated across the mouth is analogous
to that of a single degree of freedom oscillator within certain limits:
For small values of W/~ and when W/A> 0.5, the resonator becomes a
two degrees of freedom oscillator. For l arger values of W/ A this
limiting valu e of wi;.. in creases.
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Waves of the characteristic resonance frequency are not transmitted
past the resonator but are ref lected upstream as negative waves.
3. The zone of protection provided by a resonator is limited to a width
of A/2 in the downstream domain.
Consequently, the benefits of resonators vanish as W increases beyond A •
4. Resonant amplitudes of vertical oscillation in a resonator are finite,
irrespective of viscous dissipation.
5. The cardinal point established in this investigation, is that resonator geometry for resonance differs greatly from earlier recommendations.
Of utmost significance is the width of the entrance channel.
Harbour
entrance geometry .at resonance is .accurately related to incident
wavelengths by the family of curves in Fig.13, which has immediate
application in design.
6. The frequency band width for which ~ is less than any prescribed
value is a function of wI" (and increases directly with increase in wI). )
as well as a function of w/ A
The dependence of the tuning parameter d/)., on wI}.. at resonance is such
that a minimum exists at w/A ~ 0.2.
Generally, however, the tuning
parameter increases with increase in w/~ .
These two points i~dicate & compromise in the selection of wand d.
7. Optimum resonator performance is related to the energy dissipated in
the resonator. At resonance, ~ - I - f3 approximately.
Optimum performance appears to be relatively sensitive and further experiments,
in which viscosity is carefully controlled, may be useful to fix absolute values. (In these ~ests there was no temperature control and
changes of viscosity of up to 20% were involved.)
8. Finite wave heights reduce the effectiveness of the resonator. The
effect appears to be small, however.
Wave height has no influence on
resonator geometry for resonance.
9. Small values of w/A are accompanied by both decreased efficiency and
high resonant velocities. Such velocities could prove a serious
navigational hazard.
10. Where there is ~artial ref lection in domain 2 the resonator should
be located at I - n ~(n - 1, 3, 5 ••• ), or at the position of a loop if
reflections are distributed.
Ad hoc model tests would then be advisable.
11. Still water depth is of l i ttle or no consequence in the resonator
geometry for resonance.
12. Non-uniform depths effecti vely reduce performance.
However, the
tuning p~rameter cou~d be.sub~tantially reduced in the case of long waves
and cons~derable sav~ngs ~n f ~nancial outlay could then accrue.
13. Current techniques used for the reduction of finite partial clapotis
incur unreasonable errors, because of the trochoidal waveform. Suitable corrections can be applied easily.
Current wave-flume measuring
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techniques also incur systematic errors through viscous attenuation
and menisci effects.
Corrections for these can be easily applied.
The random error encountered in similar investigations need not exceed
1% if a similar measuring procedure and experimental apparatus is
adopted.
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NOTATION
resonator width
w channel width
). wavelength
? surface ordinate
semi-amplitude
complex vector
reflectivity
J

Ff.

k
x

wave number
horizontal abscissae
circular frequency
time
unit vector in x direction
transmissivity
a constant
stream function

ex; phase angle
~

t

I

1~1

c
~

1
I~I

I~

y
h

¢
E

.J>
g
z
HL
U
K
d
q
s

length of an equipotential
transmissivity for resonator
reflectivity in resonator
vertical ordinate
still water depth
velocity potential
total energy
mass density
gravitational acceleration
transverse co-ordinate
equivalent head loss
a generalised velocity
dimensionless coefficient
length of resonator
velocity vector
distance along an equipotential.

Subscripts 1, 2, R, refer to semi-infinite ocean, downstream domain and
resonators respectively.
Subscripts I,ll refer to mode I and mode II respectively.
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CAD
PART 3:

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
(8 papers)

All papers in this part were written and produced by me.

Four

papers were co-authored with Mark Robinson, my research assistant
and the other two co-authors were former graduate students (P.
Zachar was not directly supervised by me). Again, in all cases,
the original idea, the lines of research, and the theoretical and
experimental procedures to be followed, were laid down by me, and
a considerable proportion of the basic software engineering
carried out by myself.

The co-authors were responsible for

developing the computer code, and undertaking the computation
under my continuous supervision.
EXCEPTION:
Paper CAD6:

Although this paper was based on the M.Eng.

dissertation by Robinson, the idea ( shallow-buried,
small-diameter, high-pressure, flexible pipe networks with
distributed storage, delivering water on an intermittent basis)
was uniquely my own. It is still regarded as an ingenious
solution to drinking water distribution in low-income areas prone
to disease.

In the High Arctic this was complicated by

precautions taken against freezing.

Mark Robinson was a highly

effective problem-shooter in this work.
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I nteractive processors for design use of large program packages
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Civil .:ngin.:ning dcsign m.:thodulugy is chang ing ;I~ a resull of .:m<:f!!inl,! comrutcr h:trdware and softwarc . Highspecd.
intcractivc, uscr-friendly systcms arc morc common. whcreas formcrly hatch suhmission of batch-oricntcd programs was the
only common method. Howcvcr, a variety of largc . complex program packages arc still widely used for urban drainagc dcsign
problems . Thcse packagcs arc usually cxccutcd on mainframcs with a largc mcmory capacity and high computing specds: uscrs
nced a good working knowledgc of FORTRAN input rcquircmcnts and mainframc job control language, especially whcn thc
packagcs arc used in a mull i-program, mulliprocessor cnvironment. Furthermorc, long Ic.a ming times are associated with the
.. implcmcntation and cxccution of complex packagcs. on batch -oricntcd mainfr.amcs at rcmote sitcs, ·_ · .
This paper discusses the dcsign of an intcractivc packagc of pre- and post-processors to facilitatc input data prcparation, job
execution, output interprctation, and job rcsubmission in a mulli-program . ll1ulliproccssor, rcmotc batch environmcnt. Thc
prc-proccssors creatc input data filcs for job cxccution; thc post-processors operatc un thc output from thc simulation packagc,
synthcsizing, analyzing, and plotting to accelcratc thc uscrs' interprctation at their tcrminals. Thc important advancc in this
work is that thc original coding for the main, extcrnally supported. batch-oriented package is not allcrcd . Furthcrmore, local
text processing using prcviously prepared, disc-based outline reports and thc post-proccssor output allows direct production
of draft rcports.
Lc perfectionncment continu dcs moycns informatiqucs, cquipemcnts ct logiciels. modific profondcment la methodologic
de I'ingcnieur civil. Lcs systcmcs intcraetifs a hautc vitcssc ct simples d'cmploi se rcpandent de plus en plus et prenncnt Ic
pas sur les programmes couramment employcs jusqu'ici , qui Ciaient con<;us dans I'optique d'un traitcment par lot. Neanmoins,
une gamme variee de produits programmes d'application complexes sont largement utilises dans Ic domaine de I'hydrauliquc
urbaine .
Dc tcls produits programmes sont habituellement exploites directement dans unc memoirc centrale qui doit offrir une grande
capacite et une vitesse clevee d'execution; I'usager do it avoir une bonne connaissance dcs exigenccs d'entree FORTRAN et
du langage de contr61c, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit d'un systc mc d' exploitation a tache multiplc . Bicn plus, il faut prevoir un temps
considerable pour la mise cn oeuvre des produits programmes complcxes dans Ie cas d'un traitement a distance au moyen d'un
tcrmin al lourd .
Cct article decrit la misc au point d'un programmc intcractif par pre- et post-proccsseur qui doivcnt faciliter la preparation
des donnees, I'exccution, I'interpretation des resull ats ct la rcprisc du travail dans Ie cadrc d' un systcme a tache multiple
permettant Ie traitcmcnt a distance.
Lcs pre-processeurs constituent des fichiers de do nnees, tandis que Ics post-processeurs organi scnt les resultats de fa<;on a
les- rendre utilisables-par I'usagerqui les cxploite a son terminal';' Un progrcs important est realise- grace a cette etude: il est .--... possible, sans modifier leur codage initial. d'exploiter les logicicls cxistants . con<;us dans la perspective du traitement par lot,
sur des terminaux interactifs utilisant dcs pre- et dcs post-processeurs . Bien plus. on est en mcsure d'obtenir une version
preliminaire de la solution du problcmc etudie grace a un traitcmcnt local du produit foumi par Ic post-processeur, selon des
instructions cmmagasinecs sur disquc .
[Traduit par ia revue]
C an . J. C iv . En g .. 9 . 449- 457 (1982)

Introduction
It is important to realize that the civil eng ineering
profession is currently experiencing a major revo lution
in design, brought about by advances in compute r hard ware (i .e., equipment) and software (i.e . , programming
techniques) . Four phases may be identified in thi s revolutio n :
I . more "number crunching," where limited access
to batc h-oriented mainframes allows more calcul a tions
(" number-crunching"), of the same type, than could
previously be ca rried out on more elementary m ac hines ;
2 . better "number crunching." where new prog ra ms

incorporating advances in techniques of numerical analysis allow more design options to be explored, typically
in a remote-batch environment, using, for example,
design-office terminals:
3 . new kinds of "number-crunching," where widespread access to inexpensive minicomputers allows
wholly different problems to be investigated and resolved ; new programs, techniques, and machines increase the scope of the enginee ring des ign: computing
is an essential and a naturall y accepted basis for the
design .
4 . much more than "number-crunching ," where en-
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tircly new approaches to the design probkm arc taking
rool: for example. where communication with comprehensive models is through interactive color graphics
th;tl allow the design engineer to focus on difficull prohlem areas using a single keystroke on the terminal.
Few municipal engineering design offices have
reached phase 4: most are somewhere hetween phases
2 and 3. The intent of this paper is to describe software
techniques that can ease the transition.
It may be helpful at the outset of this paper to distinguish between the following terms: routine, program, package, model, and processor. A routine is a
subprogram, a segment of coding designed to perform
..... ·a simple task. A program is source cod~ng, normally
jncluding several routines, designed to solve equations
based on a mathematical derivation of concepts of real
physical processes. A package is a collection of programs and routines, together performing related designoriented calculations '- A program normally requires a
short systems program, written in machine-specific job .
control language (JCl), and a datafile before it can be
executed on a machine. The JCl controls various
system-oriented aspects of the computer run, for example, job priority, accessing of appropriate data files, and
printing of program results. Part of the datafile (or input) relates to a parameterized physical description of
the prototype, e.g., a discretized schematic of an urban
drainage system. Another part of the datafile relates to
a hydro meteorological time series, such as rain , etc .,
that forms the input to the model. The model, according
to our usage, is the program coding, comprising generalized algorithms, plus that part of the datafile that
parameterizes and describes one particular physical
prototype drainage system . A processor is a program,
usually unrelated to physical concepts of rea l hydrometeorological processes, but related to computeroriented activities. The term processor is also a short
form for central processing unit; thus a multiprocessor
environment denotes several different computers used
in conjunction, perhaps interconnected in some way.
Current practice in North American urban drainage
design studies involves the use of a large variety of
computer packages for modelling the components of an
urban drainage system to varying degrees of complexity, e.g., the Stormwater Management Model
(SWMM) (Huber et al. 1975) and HEC-2 (U .S . Army
Corps of Engineers 1979). As well, comprehensive hydrometeorological data bases (rainfall, streamflow. and
water quality) are being maintained by various government agencies. A typical problem faced by many consultants is how to efficiently implement these design
packages and integrate them with the avail able data
bases.
In this problem. civil and municipal engineers are
faced with certain problems .

I . They cannot afford the time. people. or money to
develop ;lIld/or m;,i'ntain independent design packages .
Thus they use programs specified and devised hy others . Usually this means implementing a package whose
input requirements arc cumhersome and whose output
is unsuited to the engineer's computing environment.
Good documentation. seldom available. only partly offsets these difficulties .
2. They do not own a computer with sufficient
memory and peripheral equipment to implement the
package and data base. Often it is necessary to use a
remote commercial computing facility where batch facilities are more economical.
3. At a large'batch-oriented computing centre a great
deal of time is spent simply waiting. The actual runtime involved in executing a job on the computer is a
very small fraction of that required to create the data
files and job-stream, advance the job through the machine's input and output queues, return the output to the
user, digest the large amount of output typical of batchmode computing, and prepare the subsequent run. Very
often travel or transport times must be considered too.
4. Long delays in turnaround (i.e., the time that
elapses between job submission and return of program
output) and mundane, rigidly fomlatted, batch-oriented
data preparation result in long learning times and in
slow model verification, sensitivity analysis, calibration, and validation, before the model can be used to
get results.

u

Evolving computer environments
Most potential users of batch-oriented design packages could be classed as casual users (Cuff 1980)' i.e ..
they have a good grasp of the physical concepts being
modelled and consequently know which packages are
appropriate for solving a given problem. However,
since they use the packages infrequently. they do not
easily recall how to execute them on the computer system . Hence casual users tend to shy away from fully
exploiting the available modelling resources and system
capabilities. For example, a casual user may avoid interfacing two or more models. each describing an individual process in detail, if their joint use requires working knowledge of system JCL. A casual user would
favour using a single, general model that deals with all
the relevant processes in a more superficial way but
requires little involvement with the computer system.
Kennedy (1975) identified this problem as a major
roadblock to the acceptance and full implementation of
a computer system .
It is common to blame poor partnership between the
user and the machine on the computer centre management. However, with very few exceptions. program
input and output (I/O) controls are not conducive to
developing a smooth working arrangement between the
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uscr :tI1d Ihc "cO!l1pUler" (in re<llily. Ihe !l1odd hcing run
Ihc ncccssary syslelll JCL. This is par1icul :l rly hclpful 10
on thc syslcm) . The faull oncn lies in Ihe faCI Ihal Ihe
casual uscrs .
originalor of Ihc program is an experienced balch -user
Tlie relalive merils of h:IICh-!l1odc pnlCc\sing and
whercas mosl uscrs range bel ween novicc and illlcrinlcraclive demand mode cO!l1puling havc heen examrnedialc(Emhlcyc(al. 197X). Whal may hcanobvious
ined (Miller and Thomas (977): differences in programs have been found 10 be a more impor1anl source
Icchniquc 10 a professional programmer may bewildcr a
user unfamiliar wilh syslem JCL or program I/O conof performance variability than syslem mode differences . For instance. a programmer-user would pmhalrol. Moreover. large packages were often developed by
organizalions wilh good access to balch facililies. e .g ..
hly find poorly designed. inleraclive processing less
Ihe Hydrological Engineering Center of the U.S. Army
efficient than batch-processing for achieving. Ihe same
Corps of Engineers in Davis. California. Embley c( al.
goal.
(197X) succinctly defined the purpose of using a comAssuming that two different but equivalenl packages
exist. the decision to use batch or demand computing
puler syslem: to allow a user to communicale direclly
with a machine to accomplish a goal with the minimum
depends on two issues: whether or not it is useful for the
expenditure of time and effort . Casual users today tend
engineer to interclct with the calculations in progress.
to access design packages using remote slow-speed terand the amount and type of data required to be altered
minals (up to 1200 baud or about 120 printed characters
when setting up the various runs of the model. The
per second).
question is compounded by the limited objectives of a
Recently. significant developments have taken place
casual user unfamiliar with the advantages of demand
-. ·in the fields'of computer hardware and software . Micro-,,····computing. For: example,-therc. is an undeniable case to
processor technology has made highly efficient micro·
be made for systematic verification . sensitivity analcomputers affordable by many users. Versatile. sophisysis. and validation when developing and/or using any
ticaled packages are flourishing. However. most origimodel in a design application. Scant attention has been
nal computational packages currently in use in urban
paid to this in typical batch-mode design applications.
drainage design practice have a poorly desi gned
A demand-mode environment clearly favours a more
man - machine interface, e .g.. HEC-2. STORM.
responsible attitude to modelling (James and Robinson
SWMM. ILLUDAS. and many others. Some. such as
1981).
HYMO . have a good batch-mode I/O design. NeverUsually urban drainage design engineers are faced
theless. there is an obvious need to improve this interwith exploring a number of alternatives for feasibility
face in order to permit the user to compute efficiently.
and/or cost effectiveness. They make subjective evaludevelop a positive attitude towards computin g. and fu lations of available information to decide on the best
Iy exploit the computer as an information tool . i.e . • to
so lution. Thus an interactive ' computer procedure
should not be an inflexible method in which Ihe user
render the big batch packages user-friendly.
plays only a passive role. for example. where he may
Interactive demand-mode computing
merely read the result of an optimization process. The
In batch processing a job is submitted to a computer
procedure must be a tool with which the user inlerfaces
thro ug h a peripheral device such as a card reader or
with the machine . Ultimately . all design decisions
key boa rd terminal. the job is executed. and the output
should be made by the engineer. A properly designed.
relumed either immediately to the terminal or printed
interactive procedure should not make in fe rences: rathon a line printer at the central site and delivered at some
er. it should ensure that the user receives full informalater time to the user. There is no communication betion regarding all options in a multi-Objective prob lem
tween the user and the model being run from the time
and in such a form that the user is most likel y 10 make
the job is submitted until receipt of the output. Interthe correct. or an acceptable. decision .
acti ve or demand computing may also be initiated by
Design of dialogue
eilhcr type of input device. but usually it will be done
fro m a remote terminal. However. the package hall s
If a program operates in a cumbersome or ineffic ient
execu tion at predetermined points to permit the user to
manner Ihe user could be limited to a smafl set of
infl ue nce the remainder of Ihe calculation . based on
options. Newstead and Wynne (1976) and Ro y ( 19XO)
interi m results output to Ihe terminal.
found that suitably designed. interactive proccZlurcs asAn extension of demand computing is conversational
sist users in making the judgements necessary for the
computing. In this mode a dialogue is carried on besolution of mulli -objective problems hy providing more
tween Ihe model while it is being run and the user in an
complete information. Interactive compuling would apeffor1 to prompt or guide the user in making run -lime
pear to be preferable for most complcx designs hUI the
dec i ~ io n s. Such packages are usually embedded in a
package mu st be efficient to be viable .
user-activated procedure Ih al automatica ll y generales
The man-m ac hine dialogue is Ihe cenlral isslie . The
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importance of making Ihe numcricalmoJd work for Ihe
user h:ts Ocen recognil.ed (Filler 1979: Cuff 19XO:
Kennedy 11}74. 11}75: Treu 11}75: Miller :tnd Thoma:-1977: Gaines and Facey 1975: James 197X: Shneiderman II}HO: Martin 11}7:') amI cannol he overemphasized . If Ihe melhoJ of communicaling wilh Ihe
computer is complicateJ and exacting.. or the dialogue
ambiguous. !he positive aspects of computing. will be
nullified. The dialogue must now naturally. The knowledge and processes for which the users and the
"computer" share a common understanding. should be
made clear (Filler 1979) . The users understand that they
are to supply information for a certain calculation technique and the machine will "understand" (i.e .• is so
programmed) that it will be required to interpret the
information necessary for that technique.
Fitter (1979) observed that users often assume that
the computer incorporates unrealistic intelligence and
powers of inference (i.e .• it is able to solve problems for
-- '- -- which the ' requisite process-algorithms are not present
in the package being used). The dialogue must be designed to prevent this tendency. Where possible the
package warns the user of the limitations of the component process-algorithms and routines. Treu (1975)
identified a range of languages that could be appl ied to
interactive systems . These range from a computeroriented artificial language that is difficult for the casual
user to recall (Kennedy 1975) to a language very similar
to the spoken word that is essentially impossible for the
computer to comprehend . A flexible, user-oriented .
limited language has evolved in our conversational
procedures. A specific set of allowable commands is
used that can be interpreted at any point by the computer; these are therefore unambiguous. yet have an
obvious meaning for users and thus are more eas il y
remembered.
[n creating interactive procedures. it is necessary to
consider the exact nature of the interface betwee n the
user and the machine . Miller and Thomas (1977 ) identified four bas ic types of interface.
I. System-guided, where the user has lim ited
choice; the user is taken step by step through a fixed
procedure and must choose data from a specific li st of
items. This form of interface provides quick process ing
and minimizes error.
2. System-guided, where the user has free response:
the user is taken step by step through a fixed procedure
but can supply da ta in any form he chooses . Thi s fo rm
of interface has the potential, especially in nu merica l
applications, for ambi guity and error.
.
3 . User-guided. where the user has limited choice:
the user has the o ption at all times of instructin g the
system in wh ich direcl ion to proceed, but can on ly
choose d,Ha from a g iven li st of items. Thi s type of
interface wo uld be appropriate for users who have so me
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familia ril Y wilh Ihe potential of the system . It coulJ
resull in incre;lsed explor;ltion of the possihle solutions
while al the S;II11e time minimizing errors .
4. User-guided. where the user has free response :
Ihe user selects the direction of the system and supplies
data in no prescribed form or order. This interface has
the potential for the most error and ambiguity and
should only be used by experienced users.
Although we have experimented with all four types
of interface. our current interactive procedures are
tailored to a user evolving from novice or casual into a
sophisticated user, i.e., combining interface types 2 and
3. The user selects a specific calculation option or combination of options and the system will guide him, using
brief switchable prompts. and switchable echoes of
dependent parameters. to supply the required data .
Experienced users in repetitive design situations switch
prompts and echoes on and off randomly. The values
that may be supplied for the required data are left to the
user's · discr~~ion·· but- extreme values cause cautionary
responses, and default values are used. This maximizes
the number of alternative methods that the user can
explore . while minimizing potential error.
There are three levels at which attention should be
paid to user psychology: the functional, the procedural,
and the syntactical levels (Robinson 1977).
At the functional level, it must be made clear which
function s are to be carried out by the user and which by
the computer. A brief introduction at the beginning of
the procedure is important. The user is made aware that
the computer will prompt, warn, and echo when necessary . The user can devote his time and attention to
interpreting the design problem . As well, the interacti ve
software should accord with the ongoing calculatio n.
For ex ample. the function of the pre-processor is to
create the input data file required by the analytical pack age. The prompts for input coincide exactly with the
documentation of the input for the external package ,
wrillen and supplied by the original authors . Source
documentation remains directly applicable.
At the procedural level , the software is designed to
provide a lternative methods. The one chosen will direct
the program logic along a certain course. The desig ner
determines the course by selecting the appropriate
method .
At the syntactical level a number of guidelines fo r
achieving effective conversational software can be proposed . T he manner of presenting prompts for input and
di spl ay ing output is the area in which the greatest scope
for im provement exists . The manner in which data arc
fo rmalled can have a profound effect on the user' s efficie ncy and error rate.
Tre u ( 1975) defined mental work as the concepi o f
certain procedures . tasks, or commands being more or
less d ifficult than others . Further, he defined a co nce pl
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called the user trans;lction time as heing the time from
the olltrut of the last system character to the inrut of the
last user character. The duration of each comronent of
the user transaction time varies . depending on the
length and comrlexity of the system message . the ease
of selecting an ;Irrrorriate command. the length of that
command (number of terminal keys derressed). and the
user's reading and tyring skills. One objective in designing an interactive system should be to keep the user
transaction time to a minimum while maintaining a
clear understanding of what is required of the user.

Criteria for design dialogue
For 'the design of a well-behaved interactive system
we have established nine criteria from our own experience as well as others' (Fitter 1979; Cuff 1980;
Kennedy 1974. 1975; Miller and Thomas 1977; Gaines
and Facey 1975; James 1978. 1979; Robinson 1977;
Shneiderman 1980; Martin 1973). (If these criteria appear obvious. consider the number of systems and programs in widespread use that violate them .)
I. The dialogue should be terse. coherent. and unambiguous. yet should be conducive to a cooperative
attitude . The behavior of the machine should be consistent with the dialogue. which should be structured to
flow smoothly from one concept to the next . The users
should comprehend the purpose and logic; they should
know what end result they are seeking. i.e .• all their
pieces of input should follow a logical sequence. A
prompt for input should carry a tone indicative of the
form of response required . The prompts should always
be presented in the same manner. The signal that input
is required (e.g .. the use of three dots) should appear in
the same position. say 40 spaces from the left-hand
edge of the paper. so that the use r becomes accustomed
to the manner in which input is requested and entered .
This minimizes the chance of error and develops a reasonable tempo for the session.
2. Prompts should be concise to minimize the
chances of ambiguous interpretation by the user. Each
prompt should be prefaced by a number that allows the
user to refer easily to a pocket manual for aid. In particular. experience has shown that concise. complete. easily readable. portable documentation for a program is
often a much more effective aid than a large output file
of HELP commands di splayed at a terminal. Use of a
manual containing examples. in conjunction with an
informative diagnostic message presented at 'the terminal can speed problem resolution. This is especia lly
useful when numerical quantities are to be entered . The
manual should outline values that the parameter in
question could take in a variety of circumstances. (The
pre-processor also should check input against outer
limits beyond which the input is clearly absurd . )
3. The user should not be req uired to respond to
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more than one idea at a time . This reduces confusion
and frustration and minimizes error.
4. The inrut translation routine should accept free
format data . Users not familiar with a rarticular COI11puter language become confused when suddenly required to enter data in a specific esoteric format. for
example G 10.3 . As well. the translation routine should
accept both abbreviated and full commands. instructions. comments. and data . This accommodates
users with a range of experience. An obvious example
is the entry of a blank string for data elements. where
the interactive system would automatically substitute
default values for such blank data .
5. The computer sh'ould always respond to the user.
Some indication should be given that the user's response is being processed. or has been accepted or
rejected . This may be a specially designed echo. message. or another prompt. All related input prompts. i.e .•
for a particular phase of the design. should be made in
proximity to one another; during lengthy calculations
users are periodically informed "calculation proceeding ."
6. The user must be able to observe and control the
procedure and be able to abort the current state of the
system and/or reset the procedure to the initial state. an
earlier state. or a new. user-specified. local state.
7. Data entered should be validated by checking syntax and comparing with reasonable limits. Care should
be taken not to necessarily reject data outside the
"normal" range; it is surprising how much data is not
"normal." Rather. a diagnostic message should be
flashed on the screen; this does not antagonize the user
but rather invites him to reconsider his response .
8. Error messages should be designed to convey information in a manner that is concise yet does not antagonize the user. Carefully worded error messages will
encourage the user to try again without giving the impression that errors will be tolerated all the time .
9 . Results relayed to the terminal should be ordered
and easily read using graphics or clear printer-plots .
This output must convey only essential data yet be
clearly labelled to indicate its significance. It must be
remembered that further input will likely depend on
these results. If the user cannot decipher them. he cannot supply additional data and the design sequence
breaks down .
Dialogue des ig ned around these basic criteria will be
efficient. user-friendly. and reliable .

Control of user errors
Users will make mistakes. It is essential that the
interactive system detect as many errors as possible
before the engineering desi gn can be affected . and info rm the user politely. Martin (1973) provided an in depth examination of the control of user errors . Design
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4 . check the validity of the input and return values of
ccrtain import;lIIt, dependent parameters to the user's
terminal;
w
5. convert the units of the input data (often Sl or
>
i=
mctric) to units required by the main simulation packo00(
a:
age (often Imperial if originating in the U.S .A. );
w
....
z
6 . convert the free-format user input to the formats
required by the external program, for example, from a
line-oriented free format to a rigid, arbitrary, fixed format;
7. construct a file of system job control language to
submit the main program to the batch CPU together
with these properly formatted input data; and
8. save uniquely identified input files-in·-the user's
catalogue to be subsequently modified, archived, or
destroyed.
w
>
The function of the external package is to model the
i=
o00(
requisite hydrologic processes in accordance with the
a:
w
original documentation.
....
Z
The post-processor's function is to:
I. return selected output to the user's terminal upon
program completion and after reconverting (if necessary) to appropriate units;
2. calculate various correlation functions between
FIG . I. Interactive processing of a batch-oriented simusimulation results and observed or expected data (if
lation package .
any), to evaluate the current solution;
3. printer-plot the results if requested; and
criteria for the control of errors (Martin 1973; Robinson
4. reinitiate pre-processing for further exploration of
1977) include:
the solution once data modification has been made.
1. structuring the dialogue to immediately detect as
By arranging these processors outside the main extermany errors (syntactical and numerical) as possible;
nal package, the latter coding remains untouched. An
2. providing the user with an unambiguous descripupdate is simply substituted for the current version. The
tion of the error and the reason why it occurred; and
processors are easily modified to incorporate any 1/0
3. providing a facility for immediate correction of changes.
errors .
Generally, error messages should provide informa- Dialogue procedure
tion and encourage the user to try again, avoiding repeOur dialogue procedures are primarily concerned
tition of the mistake.
with alphanumeric data entry, but the user may take
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Interactive processors for design packages
Two large packages known as FASTSWM and
FASTHEC2 have been developed by the authors. In
each case the interactive system comprises three parts
as shown in Fig. 1: the pre-processor, the large externally supported package, and the post-processor. The
functions of the pre-processor are to:
I. solicit and accept design-control input for administrative routines for file auditing and manipulation;
2. solicit and accept user-directed input required by
the external package, in a conversational free-format
mode;
3. solicit and accept design-oriented input data (if
any), such as a rainfall or temperature data base, from
input devices or units as directed by the user for the
evolving design;

control of the procedure by entering a command. The
following is the minimum subset of commands, used in
place of data:
BACKSTEP (start this step over again)
DEADSTART (start the pre-processor over again)
PROMPT (alternately switch prompting off/on)
ECHO (alternately switch echo checking off/on)
DROP (terminate procedure)
Although other commands are frequently used, this
minimum subset will achieve the objectives listed in
this paper.
Commands are expressed in at least the first three
columns of the data line; columns 4-80 are generally
used for numeric data, keywords, and alphabetic comments. The procedure commands are started in the first
space and may be curtailed after the third letter; only
three letters arc necessary to identify the command.
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When prompts for entering data arc printed at the
terminal they arc prefaced by an alphanumeric code .
This code uniquely identifies the data group expected as
user response to the prompl. A diagnostic message Illay
refer to data item EX5.4. indicating the fourth item in
((at;\ group 5 (formerly "card groups") of the EXTRAN
block of SWMM. In general. the term group corresponds to cards in batch computing although line may
be an alternative term. Again. reference to documentation is facilitated. A prompt for data in the SWMM
EXTRAN block may be prefaced by the code EX 5.
This indicates to the user that the input being requested
is for the EXTRAN block and that data group 5 is
expecfed . The user can easily refer to both the processor
pocket documentation and the comprehensive user' s
manual for the original design package. The two sets of
documentation and the prompt codes correspond. A
further extension to this prompt code is in error checking. A data item is uniquely identified by the number
following the decimal point in the code. Spaces or commas are used to separate data. When all data corresponding to one prompt are entered, the line is transmitted via a carriage return command.
The data can be written in any format. leaving at least
one blank space or comma between data items . If two
commas occur together. for example, the processor will
assume and insert a zero in default of the expected data
item. a convenient type of shorthand for the experienced user.
A decimal is required for numbers containing fractions. but not for whole numbers. Alphabetic keywords
and comments including special characters can be interleaved with the data to describe individual data items.
The input translation routine will disregard nonnllmeric input where it expects only numeric data . This
is convenient for annotation for future archiving .
Implementation of the FASTSWM and
F ASTHEC2 procedures
Figure I depicts the typical operation of the intc ractive system. Through a log-on procedure, the co mputer system on which the procedure resides is accessed
and the procedure is activated using a "CALL. procedure name" command. Besides simple editing. this is
the only system command the user needs to know and
presents no difficulty for the casual user.
Upon invoking the procedure the user will be asked
to provide the following three pieces of design-control
or job-related infomlation:
I . a !hree-character identifying code. NNN. for this
particular user job session. where the NNN can be any
three characters. usually the user's initials;
2. a single identifying case number. X. to differentiate unique trials for this particular user or job se ssion. where X can be any character: and

:I . whether a new .data file (NEW) is to be created
frol1l scratch for this job session. Ilr whether an existing.
I1llldified daw file is to he reprocessed (OLD): All NEW
files Ileed a new case number X unless an existing file
case l1umht:r X is to be overwritten (i.e . . replaced).
The pre-processor creates two files : ( I ) NNNdatX is
an ccho of the free-format input provided by the user
and may be easily modified and resubmitted to the
pre-processor as an OLD data file . If requested. the
pre-processor accesses remote design-oriented disc files
and amalgamates them with the free-format input to
produce a complete design data set. (2) NNNinpX is a
data file that is specifically formatted and is in the units
required by the main simulation package. and which
will form a portion of the input to the package .
The pre-processor builds a JCL file that. if requested.
submits the main program package. together with file
NNNinpX and any peripheral data files generated by
previous runs of this or another simulation model. to the
batch CPU where the calculations are carried oul.
The results generated by the CPU are returned to the
user's terminal. In addition to NNNdatX and NNNinpX.
files created include:
(a) a listing of results that need to be presented to the
user to form part of the decision making process - file

NNNoutX:
(b) a machine-readable code comprising pertinent
results in a form suitable for input in subsequent runs of
this or another simulation model - file NNNtapX; and
(c) a job dayfile recording CPU times for each constituent task. for program maintenance.
The procedure activates the post-processor after the
main package has been executed and assigned to disc
storage. Key results are returned to the terminal in summary'form and. if requested. as a printer plol. The user
may then request further analysis of this output including various correlation functions. Based on the results.
the user decides whether to continue to explore the
solution further. If so. the original free-format data file
NNNdatX is modified. using the systcm editor. to formulate a new approach to the problem . Additionally.
the user decides whether to invoke a new segment of the
program package. in which case a NEW job session or
case number may be implemented . The design proceeds
in a cyclical. iterative fashion . The user is freed from
the need to learn system JCL to create disc files for
subsequent runs. and can run an unlimited number of
jobs from the outsel. The system has also been implemented on a multiprocessor system. as shown in Fig. 2,
in such a way that it remains comprehensible to novice
users. The procedure evidently reduces considerably
the complexity of job submission: users are able to
focus on the processes modelled. No knowledge of
input fonnalting or of systems control language is required of users .
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tial for error. increas<;s user confid.:nce. and encour;tg.:s
model verification. sensitivity analysis . validation. and
the investigation of different design alternatives . Transmitting only the key output to the terminal speeds up the
final design _
Conversational. interactive. pre- and post-processing
procedures greatly facilitate the prepar<Jtion of input
data. job submissions. output retrieval. and the interpretation and subsequent investigation of possible solu tions to multi-objective problems . In the method described. the original coding of the central or core external package remains untouched. thereby facilitating incorporation of new versions and/or updates whenever
available.
The post-processor is easily interfaced with a text
processing system to reduce the time involved in producing a draft report .

FIG. 2. A multiprocessor environment for interactive processing.

During the past three years. about a dozen professional seminars using this system have been held in
Canada (Toronto. Edmonton. Niagara Falls. Hamilton )
and in Sweden and South Africa_ The system is also
regularly used in graduate and undergraduate courses at
McMaster Ur.iversity. This method has been found to
reduce learning times. minimize user errors. and reduce
total design turnaround times . As such it has proved
especially valuable in an instructional or trai ning environment; in fact. hands-on instruction. includin g up to
100 job submissions per novice user. is now possib le in
a 3-day professional seminar on packages such as
SWMM and HEC-2 . Novices carry out model veri fication. sensitivity analysis. calibratio n. and validation
runs in this time .
Conclusions
Emerging computer hardware and software is affecting civil engineering design methodology in urban
drainage design. Engineers are making more use o f
interactive. user-friendly systems to fully exploit the
desi gn opportunities offered by large-scale program
packages . The transition to interactive computin g from
batch-mode computing is aided by a package o f preand post-processors described in this parer. Design
time. including user transaction time and program turnaround time. is greatly reduced when an interactive
approach to computing is taken. Various require ments
for a good man-machine dialogue are re viewed. Con cise. unambiguous. man-machine dialogue promotes a
reduction in user transaction time. minimi zes the roten-
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The main purposes of modelling are a reasonable understanding of the physical processes involved and a careful evaluation
of reasonable alternative designs. The central concern is credibility.
Inreasingly, government and municipal engineers involved in urban drainage design supervise studies in which sophisticated
computer models are being used by specialists. Because of the large variety of programs available for modelling, the rapid
evolution of the models, and because of their complex structures, the studies are becoming increasingly difficult to manage.
In the initial study terms of reference, the following component study activities could be specified in detail when bids are
requested: problem review, study objectives, perfonnance criteria, requisite accuracy, review of available programs, available
data and study resources, program selection criteria, model verification, model calibration, model validation, minimum level
of discretization, sensitivity analysis, data preparation and output interpretation, documentation of the modifed program
actually used, and preparation of machine readable input and output files for archiving. Many of these activities will be carried
out by a reputable engineer in any case.
By including these terms of reference, all consultants bidding will be assured that their costs will be met, and clients will
be insuring their investment in design engineering with a modest premium. Each of these points is discussed using examples
appropriate to stormwater management modelling studies. However, a number of the concepts can be applied generally to other
disciplines using computer-based modelling.
I.es principaux buts de la mod~lisation consistent en une comprehension satisfaisante des ph~nomenes physiques et une
soignee des variantes d'un projet, Ie souci majeur ~tant la fiabilit~ des ~tudes .
De plus en plus, les ing~nieurs des administrations engages dans l'etude des drainages urbains dirigent des etudes au cours
desquelles des sp&ialistes exploitent des modeles complexes et raffin~s de simulation sur ordinateur. En raison de la vari~~
des programmes disponibles en ce sens, de la rapide evolution des modeles math~matiques et de leur structure complexe, de
telles etudes deviennent toujours plus difficiles a diriger ..
Au nivcau des ~tudes preliminaires, la description du mandat peut comprendre les el~ments suivants: d~finition du probleme,
buts de l'~tude, criteres de performance, precision exigee, revue des programmes disponibles, criteres de choix d'un programme, verification, etalonnage et validation du modele, etude de sensibili~, preparation des donnees et interpretation des
resultats, justification documentee du programme modifi~ teI qu 'utilise, preparation des intrants et des extrants sous une forme
lisi~le a la machine et se pretant a.1'archivage. Plusieurs de ces operations sont effectuees par un ing~nieur de bonne classe .
En incluant tous ces ~Iernents, les consultants soumettant des propositions d'~tudes s'assurent d'oeuvrer a l'int~rieur des
coats prevus, et les clients ontl' assurance d'un travail d'ingenieur de qualit~ a un cout raisonnable. L'article ~tudie chacun
de ces elements en les illustrant par des exemples empruntes au domaine de la gestion des caux pluviales. Un certain nombre
des concepts utilises presentent un caractere general qui \es rend applicables a d'autres disciplines qui font appel ala simulation
sur ordinateur.
[Traduit par la revue)
~valuation
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Introduction
In this paper we discuss some special requirements of
computer-based urban drainage studies. These requirements are supplemental to those relating to the specifics
of a particular study. The purpose of these additional
requirements is to guarantee credibility and confidence
in the computer modelling. It is suggested that these
special computer-modelling requirements could be set
out in the initial study terms of reference or request for
proposals. If these requirements are excluded therefrom, it is suggested that consultants submining study
proposals recommend inclusion of these items to their
clients. The suggested additional terms of reference are

summarized as part of the conclusions to this paper.
Several factors have incerased the complexity of
computer-based urban drainage studies over the years:
(I) more and more programs are becoming available;
(2) the models are including more processes;
(3) the variety of computing hardware is increasing;
(4) the cost of computing is decreasing;
(5) software capabilities. especially of the smaller
computers, are becoming more sophisticated;
(6) computer communication between design offices
and remote main-frames is becoming easier; and
(7) there is a professional drive within most engineers
to improve their understanding of computer modelling ,
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despite the longer learning times associated with this
methodology. higher salaries. and related costs .
These developments increase the pressure on regulatory agencies to lIpprove sophisticated design technology which they may not have had time to study fully
themselves. Some of these factors lire further described
subsequentl y.
Individual studies often differ grelltly in their objectives and aVllilable resources. Consultllnts usually review the complete study problem and availllble study
resources at the outset in order to establish a mutually
agreed scope and basis for the model study . The problem review should not only be ·done in a general and
descriptive way. It should be directed so as to purposefully list all those characteristics of the study problem
that will aid in the selection of computer programs .
It should attempt to list specific problems that ought
to be considered in any model study undertaken . For
example, if hydraulic jumps or energy dissipation at
manholes are important considerations in a drainage
study, these should be identified.
The study objectives and relevant objective functions should be listed and related . All questions to be
answered must be documented in order to explain how
the numbers generated by the computer model will
relate to the general objectives of the study . For example, urban runoff computer models often produce only
hydrographs and pollutographs resulting from a certain
limited hydrologic time series. Simple parameters
based on these response functions (hydrographs) include: peak values, time-to-peak, and total runoff or
loadings. On the other hand, the study objectives often
require a least cost alternative to a specific flooding or
drainage problem . such as the production of toxic or
other harmful pollutants as a result of a certain hydrometeorological time series . This concise explanation of
the logical relationship between the model study results
and the objectives of the design is important for the rest
of the study.

Model complexity
Many computer models are capable of describing
urban drainage systems to a high level of internal system detail. An example is the stonnwater management
model (SWMM). described by Huber et al. (1975) .
used in urban hydrology and drainage hydraulics. The
strength of these models lies in their ability to take into
account the interaction of a reasonable number of
hydrologic and hydraulic processes and to report on
the status of certain important variables within these
processes throughout the simulation. Of course, there
would be little point in using such a program if the
system under study were simple enough to be modelled
with the use of less expensive calculating machines than
the main-frames still commonly used . The main benefit

in using such a complex model therefore appears to he
that many. if not all, of the relevant processes and their
interactions clln be sufficiently accurately investigated .
at a 11Irge number of points in the study area. to allow
the system ultimately to be sufficiently well understood by the engineers responsible for the design . Thus.
programs requiring main-frame support should provide a thorough evaluation of rellsonable alternative
designs for complex systems . In the next few years
many of these programs will be adapted for use on
mini- and microcomputers (Patry 1979; Thompson and
Sykes 1979) .
. It is evident that the next decade will sec continuing ' •.
advances in software development. especially applications programs. For example, recent studies (Chung
and Bowers 1977; Huber and Heaney 1979; Hinson and
Basta 1979; Croley 1977) list several hundred computer programs currently available for solving problems
associated with water resources development. These
programs will require guidelines for evaluation of their
applica~ility and reliability.
While most of the popular programs are being
enhanced to better describe constituent processes , or to
include more processes, other programs describe some
of these constituent processes in greater detail. Hence
the problem that now arises is the selection of the correet sequence of systems and process models to be used
in a study in order to best represent the physical system
being analysed. Similarly, if a program adopted is very
complex, it may not be clear which processes may be
safely ignored, or that the data set used is the best of
many possibilities. It may be better to use one of the
system models that take into account similar processes.
but do so inaccurately. Evidently few guidelines exist
for this model selection process . On the other hand, as
a client organization gains experience with one model .
there is a strong tendency to prefer studies based on th at
same model. Problems such as these, which occur in the
field of urban municipal drainage, have been reviewed
in a recent paper (McPherson 1979).
The engineers conducting the study should attempt to
show why seleeted models are deficient or sufficiently
accurate for their purposes in the light of the problem
review and special hydrologic and hydraulic processes
that are required for their particular study . The purpose
here is to show how models may be used to support one
another , or to establish a reasonable sequence of mode l
use in the study.
There is a large amount of published literature and
da ta on the structure and perfonnance of variou s
models. In water resources. see for example Colyer
and Pethick (1977), Huber and Heaney (1979), and
Hinson and Basta (1979). Hopefully, a simple rev iew
o f the doc umentation will indicate the accuracy wit h
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which seiccted. required important processes ;If(:
modelled. In their puhlished guidelines. the Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario (ArEO) has
stressed the f<tct that program documentation should
provide information on versions, theory. ;\Od software
to prospective users (APEO 1977).
Most tried and tested programs arc considerahly
enhanced each year. For example, the latest versions of
ILLUDAS (Terstricp and Stall 1974), SWMM (Huber
et 01. 1977), and HSPF (Johanson et 01. 1980) may
operate in the continuous mode, including water quality
processes. Since these programs have been under
development for ten years or more, the precise stage of
evolution of the program must be correctly identified
when the program is used. Many consultants and net:
work computer centres maintain their own versions of
large program packages such as SWMM_ Often these
versions incorporate substantial modifications, usually
aimed at core reduction, imprOVed tum-around, simplified data preparation, or more relevant output interpretation. Program documentation seldom matches the
capabilities of the program at any point in time; consequently it becomes important that the actual program
capabilities are accurately and carefully recorded.

Modelling effort
A certain amount of time should be invested in
searching out existing data_ It is much simpler to seek
out and review the available data than to collect new
data from scratch. Such data could form part of the
model selection criteria; to make maximum use of
available data the study should not be constrained to
use a model unsuited to these (unknown) existing data.
For example, water levels could be directly computed
and plotted rather than tediously converting these data
to hydrographs .
Accuracy is of overriding importance _ If the required
accuracy can be established early in the study, it would
make the selection of the models and determination of
the level of discretization for the model study an easier
task _ In a sense the accuracy level predetermines the
type of model to be used. There seems to be a mismatch
between the accuracy of the results demanded from the
computer and those obtainable from field observation or
laboratory analysis. Both the systematic and the random
sources of error should be investigated, as part of the
selection process, for both the model (concepts, solution methods, computational accuracy, input data, etc.)
and the field equipment- There is little point in producing simulation results for validation that are many
times more accurate than the observations which are
used to validate the model. Consider for example the
accuracy of rain gauge sampling of moving storms,
and the selection of design storms. High accuracy may
not be necessary in view of the often tenuous

relalllHlship hetween the study ohjectives and the
pcrfnflnance criteria .
The study resources are limited to the available manpower. time. and money: the management of a study is
an attempt «) maximize the level of detail subject to
these constraints . Collection of field data is a primary
drain of these resourccs. The field program must bc
dovctailed to complement the modelling effort _The kcy
is sensitivity analysis_ Model selection criteria should
be c1carly statcd in the study report. It is easy to criticize
a study at a later date for not using a model which would
describe proccsses to a much higher level of system
detail if it is not made clear that the simpler model was
used becausc of too little expertise. time. or money to
mect the effort required for higher accuracy or detail.
Of coursc. in many cases the client may not have the
time to study the results of these extra requirements.
especially if they result in voluminous reports. In
acquiring design services from a reputable engineer. the
client expects the study to be carried out properly. as
indeed is almost always the case. The activities listed
herein. then. apply more to those cases where the programs used are complex or not well known_ Hopefully
engineers familiar with modelling will naturally carry
out many of these activities automatically .
Special steps to establish model credibility
A series of verification. validation, and sensitivity
tests can be designed to produce sufficient information
to answer a wide range of questions about a model's
performance . Evidently such tests will not materially
increase the workload for the consultant. nor will it
greatly increase the cost of the study _The tests should
also help to detect certain types of error. This is probably the most important point of this paper.

Verification tests
Verification tests use some specific conditions for
which the model response can be exactly predicted to
check if indeed the model has been structured and coded
as intended . Verification tests are not conducted by
comparison of model responses with those of the actual
system to be modelled; rather. comparisons between
model responses and theoretically anticipated results
are made in as many cases as possible _ The input data
need not be physically reasonable.
Of course it will not normally be necessary for the
design group to verify the same model in the same way
for every design study. Summary information presented
in the program documentation will normally be sufficient for subsequent studies involving essentially the
same model and the same processes. Verification must
be done at least once on receipt of the model. ahead of
the first desig n application .
It would be useful to create a standard data file for
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FIG. 1. Hypothetical system for model verification.

verification tests. This data set could be applied to any
model put into use in an urban drainage study. For
stormwater models, for example, a hypothetical system
comprising two simple, square subcatchments, of say
one acre (0.4 ha) each would be suitable. The subcatchments could be joined by a pipe of standard diameter and simple form. The hydrograph from the first
subcatchment would be attenuated in the pipe. At the
downstream end of this pipe the hydrographs from both
subcatchments would be superimposed. At the outlet of
the pipe the combined hydrograph could be routed
through a simple, standard, perhaps rectangular, storage tank. A proposed system for model verification is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The purpose of such a verification
data set would be to test the algorithms for:
(I) the generation of the overland flow hydrograph;
(2) routing in the pipes;
(3) the superposition of two hydrographs; and
(4) storage routing in storage tanks.
Each of the above could be examined in more detail
using the following tests:
(I) zero rain to ensure that runoff is not generated
artificially within the model;
(2) very steep catchments to ensure that the hydrographs generated are very similar to the input hyetograph;
(3) light rain and high infiltration rates on low percent
impervious areas to ensure that no runoff occurs;
(4) completely impervious catchments to ensure that
the total volume of runoff is equal to the total volume
of rainfall applied to the catchment;
(5) low continuous infiltration rates and high continuous rainfall to ensure that the correct volume of
infiltration is subtracted;
(6) very flat pipe gradients to check surcharge calculations;

(7) similar tests with small diameter pipes and high
pipe roughness;
(8) high and low initial abstractions; and
(9) tests on the storage routing parameters, viz. the
outlet rating curve and the storage curve.
In all verification tests particular attention is paid to
the quantitative summary output: for example, total
precipitation, total gutter flow, total snowmelt, total
infiltration, etc. This is an essential check to ensure
that the numbers generated by the computer are sensible. The user must check the results by hand and
categorically demonstrate that the results are sufficiently accurate.
A special algorithm and data file could be built into
a program such that when the "auto-verify" option is
requested the model automatically carries out a series of
verification tests.

Calibration and validation tests
Calibration implies the comparison of model simulation results to field measurements, to another model
known to be accurate, or to some other adequate criterion to ensure that the model of the system is producing accurate information. If these comparisons indicate
that the model results are not sufficiently accurate, the
model of the system is altered, usually by adjusting
one or more program parameters, and the procedure
is repeated. This process generally involves several
iterations before a satisfactory confidence level is
achieved. Techniques used in calibration include:
(1) comparison of results against field observations;
(2) cross-correlation of continuous model results
with those of another proven (usually discrete event or
process) model; and
(3) some combination of field observations and
modelling.
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Validation implies testing the model of the system
with a data set not used in the calibration procedure.
The most accurate method of validation is the comparison of output from the calibrated model against a
corresponding set of independent field measurements.
Tests which can be used in assessing the degree of fit of
the system model to the physical system are outlined in
the literature (Jacoby and Kowalik 1980; Garrick ~t af.
1978; Overton and Meadows 1976).
The calibration and validation process should be
Limited to the most important oc sensitive parameters.
and to the range of parameter values applicable to the
normal operating conditions of the system. Flrst.
acceptable tolerances must be established. They should
be related to achieveable field observations' and to the
accuracy of the field equipment. The degree of fit
must take into account the errors associated with field
measurements. Then. emphasis should be placed upon
those critical parameters that have the greatest effect
on the performance of the system model. Reasonable

assumptions may be satisfactory for less critical parameters. Hence. calibration tests are closely related to
sensitivity analysis, discussed subsequently.
Once verified. calibrated, and validated, the model
can be applied with confidence to the evaluation of the
real system. A recent paper describes the process for
combined quantity and quality modelling (Jewell ~t aI.
1978).

Uvd of discr~tization
The procedure for systematic disaggregation has
been described in an earlier paper (James (972). Disaggregation implies modelling more subspaces of smalle
size using a finer time step. For coupling the time
increment to the size of the subspatial elements, the
concept of an impulse response function is useful, e.g.
an instantaneous unit hydrograph. It may be accurate
enough for our purposes to represent this respOnse function by a time vector of 20 elements. This effectively
sets the time step to 1120 of the time base of the impulse
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity analysis of SWMM - RUNOFF, suspended solids .

response functions. Sensitivity tests in which the time
step is systematically changed may also be appropriate.
In practice, disaggregation and sensitivity analysis
proceed simultaneously (James 1972). Often. careful
disaggregation and appropriate selection of the time
step will produce better results than extensive optimization of empirical factors such as Manning's roughness for pipes and overland flow. A recent paper (Alley
and Veenhuis 1979) provides some guidelines.
There is an obvious conflict in the selection of
the level of discretization. Consultants' costs increase
rather rapidly with an increasing number of subspaces.
More data has to be abstracted and prepared, and more
expensive computer runs will result. On the other 'hand,
the cl ient will usually prefer to have a high level of
di scretization for the agreed fixed study price. It is
useful to have, at the outset of a study, an indication
of the desirable level. As a guide, it is important to
identify all significant elements in the system. These

represent locations for which it is necessary to generate
a response surface, such as hydrographs at all diversion
structures and outfalls in hydrological studies . If these
elements can be identified at the time the terms of
reference are set out, consultants will have a better idea
of the scope of the work. It makes sense to face this
possible conflict squarely at the beginning of the study.

Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis proceeds by holding all parameters but one constant at their expected values. and
perturbing that parameter within reasonable expected
limits such that the variation of the objective function
can be examined. If apparently small perturbations of
the parameter produce large changes in the objective
function, the system is said to be sensitive to that parameter. The user must obtain a measure of how accurately that parameter must be represented in his model.
If the objective function is not sensitive to the perturbed
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FIG. 4. Sensitivity analysis of SWMM-RUNOFF, BOD,.

parameter. then the parameter need not be accurately
represented. If the system is insensitive to the perturbed
parameter, the parameter and its associated process
is redundant and the process should be deleted. The
tests are done using the full design problem input data
set. It must be stressed that the actual values of the
constant parameters may affect the sensitivity analysis
and so their values should be typical of the conditions
being modelled.
As part of a study on the Hamilton urban drainage
system (James 1980) sensitivity analyses were made on
the quantity and quality models of the RUNOFF block
of the SWMM. In carrying out the sensitivity analysis
for the quantity algorithm a system of 11 subcatchments
comprising a total area of 265 acres (107 ha) and containing a network of 15 flow conduits was used . The
subcatchments ranged in area from 10-34 acres
(4-14 ha). The conduits ranged in diameter from
2.0-10.8 ft (0.61-3.29 m) . Results were based on a
120 min rainfall with a total volume of 1.2 in (30 mm)

and a simulation time of 200 min. The results of the
analyses are presented in Fig. 2 and apply at the outlet
of the system. Note that the results are presented in the
same units used by the SWMM program. Scales for SI
units are also given on the figures.
In carrying out the sensitivity analysis for the quality
section of the model a system of four subcatchments
was used . Each subcatchment was assigned one of the
following land use classifications: single family residential. multi-family residential. commercial. or industrial. The pollutographs were totalled at the downstream
end of the system; they were not routed through conduits. A synthetic rainfall of 0.5 in (13 mm) distributed
evenly over 2 h was used for the simulation. The results
of the analyses for suspended solids and BOD~ are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4 and apply at the outlet of
the system.
The results presented in Figs. 2-4 may be briefly
discussed as follows. The quantity and quality model
parameters may be listed in order of decreasing signifi-
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cance in tenns of sensititivy for the Hamilton urban
drainage system :

ORIGINAL AUTHORS
OF PROGRAMS:

END USERS :
public loruml

valida lion 1. .1,

Quantity
(I) Percentage imperviousness
(2) Width of subcatchments
(3) Initial and final infiltration
.
.
.
(4) Depression storage for both perviOUS and ImperviOUS

areas
(5) Ground slope
(6) Percentage of impervious ~ with zero detention storage

t
NETWORK
COMPUTER CENTRE:
I..tdata.nd
.. ~oulpul

ENGINEERING
COMMITTEE:
~

t

Quality
Number of dry days
Street sweeping interval
Street sweeping effICiency
Exponential coefficient in the washoff equation
Dust and dirt loadings
Insoluble fractions due to suspended 50Iids
(7) Availability factors for suspended and settleable
50lids
(8) Total gutter length

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

This rank order may not apply in another study
area; sensitivity analysis is desirable for each study
application.
Here again algorithms should be available within the
program that permit the user to easily conduct a sensitivity analysis. When this "auto-sensitivity" option is
selected, the program requests the user to identify the
parameter whose sensitivity is to be tested, and the
range of perturbed values. The system data file is then
automatically rebuilt and the tests carried out. All output response functions, such as hydrographs, should be
plotted on the same family of curves in order to present
the impact immediately to the user. It is critically
important to rank environmental parameters that affect
the important components of your response function for
your model in this way.

Control of ~rrors
Having carried out the required verification, calibration, validation, and sensitivity ana1y~ at various
levels of discrctiz.ation, the results have to be presented
in the report in a way which ensures that the purposes
of the tests have been achieved. 1be verification tests
must be 'shown to produce expected results, thereby
demonstrating that there are no errors in the coding of
the program. 1be calibration and validation results must
be shown to be reasonably accurate. The trends resulting from the sensitivity analysis must be shown to make
sense in the light of the actual design problem, and will
indicate whether the level of effort put into estimating
the individual parameters is appropriate based on their
significance in affecting model results.

ASSISTANT
ENGINEERS:
repMtad

LIAISON ENGtNEER:

~NN

nwetlnga

proo,... reports

.nd

•

PROJECT ENGINEERS:
Input .nd output
dt.cuu1oN
.nd
Int~tatlon

FlG. 5. Aow of model credibility.

Conclusions
In our work we have tried to establish controls that
ensure that the best model and program are used correctly. Many of these control measures amplify the
guidelines for using computer programs published by
the Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario
(APEO) (1977). The aim of these measures is to ensure
that credibility and confidence in the results is created
and transmitted sequentially from the design office to
the client; for example, from the junior engineers to the
project engineer, perl1aps in the consultant's office, and
thereafter to the municipal engineers responsible fo
supervising the study, and ultimately through the en
gineering committees and other political bodies to
the beneficiaries, frequently the public. The process i
depicted schematically in Fig. 5. In other words, it i
not sufficient that the computer model represent al
relevant physical processes of the study accuratel
enough, or that the results be correct or sufficientl
accurate. It is important to assure that the study b
carried out in such a way that there is little chance o
using a wrong model, or using wrong data, or wrongl
interpreting the results, or simply of not understandin
the model or its relationship to the design objectives
We argue herein that certain precautions be taken a
the outset of a computer-based study. We recommen
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th:lt the sllIdy terllls of reference include the following
topics:
Proh!t-m r('\'iclI,- The prohlem review should identify all significant clements in the study ;Irea so that
the model selected can he shown to include all relevant
processes, and the model application to he disaggreg:lted to the correct degree.
Study obj('Clil'e.\'-The study objectives should be
reviewed to show how the objective functions, such as
pollutographs and/or hydrographs. relate to the design
alternatives. New problems may become apparent during the study so it must be possible to redefine the
objectives and all subsequent deductions.
Performance criteria-The performance criteria for
the comparison of one design alternative with another
include peak response. total loadings. time to peak.
cross-correlations. etc.. and must be correctly identified so that the simplest modelling can be justifiably
used to select the best design alternative.
Requisite accuracy-Accuracy of field measurements for validation should be carefully reviewed in
order to ensure that the modelling effort coincides in
detail with the data available for comparison. Systematic and random errors should be defined .
Review of available programs-Several programs
should be suggested or selected for review. The review
should consider process models as well as system
models. and an appropriate sequence of models. Study
resources include time. manpower, money. and information, and these, in tum. will determine which of the
models may be selected.
Model selection criteria-All available data must be
reviewed. Models should be selected for which expertise is available and ample data easily collected considering the limitations imposed by the study resources
available .
Model verification-Verification tests on the model
should be required using a standard data set consisting
of simplified elements chosen to test each process of
interest. The verification tests should check the summary output and demonstrate that the coding is performing as intended.
Model calibration and validation---Calibration tests
should be carried out on one or more of the subspatial
data sets using specified parameters to demonstrate that
the model is being correctly used and that an accurate
representation of the system has been achieved . Validation tests should be carried out on an independent data
set to demonstrate that the system model is reasonable .
Sensitivity analysis-Sensitivity analyses should be
carried out. on a minimum number of parameters. for
e~ample, Infiltration parameters, roughness values,
Widths of s ~bcatchments. etc., to identify those of
greatest slglllficance and to justify the effort put into

their estimation .

M;";111((111 /('1 '('/ of d;.I'('f'('{i:at;oll-The smallest number of subspaces required for modelling the system
should he selected commensurate with the objectives of
achieving the best design at a reasonable cost. These
minimum levels should correspond to the disaggregation necessary to identify response surfaces only at all
the significant elements in the system, which should be
specified at the outset, so far: as possible ... ·~-·.· .-=:---- . Data preparation and output interpretation-All
input and output should be interpreted to demonstrate
that the model is performing in a logical way. The
magnitude and direction of errors should be estimated .
Documentation-The version of the program actually used in the study should be identified and appropriate documentation sources listed in the report . In addition. the machine readable input and output files should
be listed and archived for future use.
The delivery of computer based engineering design
services could be improved by enlightened study terms
of reference and attentive control by the responsible
municipal or local authority engineers. The suggestions
in this paper should reduce the chances of inexperienced engineers using an inappropriate model. inappropriately using an otherwise suitable model through
erroneous data preparation or output interpretation, and
remaining ignorant of the model even when the results
are acceptable , Credibility would thus be improved .
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The program packaae presented in Ihis paperfacililates Ihe computer-aided design ofieasl-<:ost
pipe dislribulion networks for any region in Canada. The design algorilhms function in an
interactive, conversational mode. Three algorilhms-for analysing pressure and flow in nelworks, for compuling the 'best' diameter of each pipe in the network, and for computing the besl
sizes of devices and materials to protectthc pipes against freezing-were combined. Here 'best'
is laken 10 be Ihe least equivalent average annual cost.
The pipe dislribulion network may include a wide variety of pipeline componenls and environmental constraints. The variables that determine the cost of pipe distribution networks' in ' lhe
extreme dimatic regions of Canada are identified and their interaclion for the many combinations
of environmental, economic, and technoJocical constraints are described.
The computer procram package was employed in the design of a minimum<ost distribution
system for Brouehton Island, Northwest Territories. The performance of the package indicaled
that it could be reliable, easy to usc, and competitive in design c~t.
The package is locally accessible through a national compuler network to dial-up terminals in
or ncar most cities in North America.
L 'ensemble de :programmes decrit dans eet article est destine a faciliter, par Ie biais de
rordinateur,le caJcul de rescallX de conduites de distribution de coot minimal pour n'importe
queUe region du oCanada. Lcs algorithmes de calcul mellent en jeu un mode dialogue. On a
combine trois a1gOrithmes: un pour retude des prcssions ct des debits dans les re5Caux, un autre
pour Ie calcul dudiametre 'optimal' de chaque conduite d'un re~u, et un troisieme pour Ie calcul
des dispOsitions optimalcs devant assurer Ia protection des conduiles contre Ie gel. Lc mot
'optimal' designc ici ee qui entraine Ie cotit annuel moyen equivalent Ie plus bas.
Lc re5Cau de conduites de distribution pcut com porter un large eventail de composanles de
pipe-lines et devoir satisfaire ia des contraintes cnvironnementales. On identifie d'abord les
variables qui determinent Ie coot des re5Caux de conduites de distribution dans les regions
canadienncs aux conditions climatiques extremes; puis on decrit leur interaction sous difTcrentes .
combinaisons de contraintes environnementales, economiques et technologiques.
L 'ensemble de programmes de calcul electroniquc a etc applique a retablissement du projet
d' un re5Cau de distribution de cotit minimal pour rile Broughton . dans Ics Terriloircs du NordOuest. eet ensemble in(onnatise s'est revelC fiable, d'exploitation facile ct d'un coot compitilir.
II est accessible aU 'moyen de terminaux tclCphoniques reliant la plupart des vilks d' Amerique du
Nord a un rescau national d'ordinateurs.
(Traduit par la re.vue)
Can. J . Civ, Eng ,. "l6S-372(1979)

Introduction
The design of pipe distribution systems must take
into account technological. environmental, and
economic constraints : intense cold for extended
periods, permafrost, space .limitations, intermittent
flows, a variety of special pipeline components,
material availability, high energy costs, and a wide
range of . interest rates. The environmental and
economic constraints can potentially exist in a wide
range of combinations and when they are applied to
a system of pipes and pipeline components .a unique
system cost is produced. For a given set of environ-

mental and economic factors only one combination
of network components exists for which the system
cost is minimum.
Traditionally, the only criteria kept in mind ,when
designing pipe water distribution networks were the
service requirements. This meant delivering a
specified flow rate, usually sufficient for firefighting,
within an acceptable pressure range, to all points in
the area being served by the distribution system.
Classical methods used to solve the simultaneous
equations involved in the hydraulic analysis of the
distribution system included trial a nd error solutions,
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nomographic solutions. and the Hardy Cross tion cannot be ddayed while the order is resubmitted . The engineer supervising construction need
method .
only
dial the proper telephone number. affix the re The final design of the distribution ~ystcm. inceiver
to a portable terminal. and he is able to carry
cluding pipe sizes and pump capacities. was rarely.
if ever. the optimum (i .e .• least total cost. capital and out a new design incorporating the modifications
operating). This is especially true where existing made necessary by the over- and undersupply . The
systems arc gradually expanded . Camp (1952) delay in construction is negligible yet the engineer
recommended that designing a least-cost system was can ensure that the system as constructed will still
"unnecessary and unwarranted because relatively meet service requirements and be highly cost
large variations in pipe size in the immediate range effective.
In this study a variety of algorithms that, operating
of the economic size change the total cost but
individually, can aid in the design of certain water
slightly......
With ·the high-speed computational facilities cur- . . distribution networks, are combined and upgraded .
rently available it is possible to accurately analyse a When integrated with inter~cti~~ con~ersational soft- "
network. subject to a given set of nodal demands, in ware they produce a fast, efficient, easy-to-use
a matter of seconds. Thus, a layout of pipes that package capable of computing an optimum design
would satisfy operating requirements could be de- for a pipe distribution system for any climatic
signed in a day or two. As the demand for modern- region in Canada.
ization and expansion o( qisti~g networks grew
Review of the Algorithms used for the Design of
designers became more aware of the necessity for
Pipe Distribution Networks
optimization of the supply systems. Large disI n the southern regions of Canada current practice
tribution networks require considerable investments
of capital to construct. Designers now realize that is to bury the pipelines sufficiently deep to prevent
ill-{jesigned networks not only increase initial invest- freezing during the winter. This type of system requires no special protection for use in winter. Howments but also lead to excessive operating costs.
As computational techniques have advanced, a ever, the situation is quite different in the permanumber of highly sophisticated programs have been frost regions of Canada. Pipelines cannot be
developed to aid the engineer resolve the problem of economically buried deeper than a few feet, where
finding the optimum supply network. Although the the ground is permanently frozen. It becomes necesmajority of these programs are computationally sary to supplement the conventional water disefficient they are generally user inefficient, requiring tribution system with devices and materials that
the user to have direct batch access to a computer. protect the pipelines from freezing and subsequent
In most cases the programs require a significant rupture during the winter months.
Until now, one design procedure has not dealt with
amount of input data. which must be abstracted,
coded, and transported to and from the design office all situations. In order to construct a general deeach time the data are to be debugged or the pro- sign package for water distribution systems in
gram run. For an optimal design to be found a Canada it is necessary to provide not only an
considerable investment of the engineer's time is algorithm for computing the optimum layout of
necc:ssary.
pipes, but also one for computing the optimal sizes
Use of programs that operate in a time-sharing, for devices and materials providing thermal protecinteractive mode offers a solution to the problem of tion.
long design turnaround times inherent in batch mode
Common to both algorithms is the network
computing. A program that operates interactively analysis . An efficient, reliable algorithm capable of
provides the user with immediate results; he can handling a variety of pipeline components is esmake immediate decisions and supply the addi- sential to a general design procedure. These three
tional input to complete the design, usually re- main algorith ms, necessary for creating a design
sulting in considerable savings of time and effort.
procedure that is applicable throughout Canada, are
The advantages of interactive computing become described subsequently.
evident when one con siders the design of water distribution systems for arctic communities. A sup- Pressure and Flow Analysis in Pipe Distribution
posedly finalized design may require modificat ion
Systems
during construction. For example, a shipment of
Programs available for the analysis of pressure
pipes may arrive at the site with shortages and ex- and flow in pipe networks range from the most basic
cesses due to shipping error. Because of time limita- trial an d error procedures to complex programs
tion s imposed by the harsh environment, construc- (Chand rashe kar and Stewart 1975; Donachie 1973)
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involving the solution of the set of nonlinear
algebraic equations describing the pipe. pump. and
rcservoir characteristics that specify the steady-state
operation of the system. These equations are solved
using a numerical technique such as ~ewton 's
method. The method will converge toa solution but a
large computer memory is required and computing
time can be seve:ral minutes. long enough to be quite
expensive: if many trials are made:.
The program adopte:d for use: in this study was
originally de:vdope:d in the: De:partme:nt of Civil
Engine:e:ring at the Unive:rsity of Kentucky. The proce:dure used is an e:xte:nsion of the · Hardy Cross
me:thod. which allows inclusion of a varic:ty of pipe:line components. de:scribed by nonlinear equations.
without re:quiring a gre:at deal of computer memory
or time. For any pipe system composed of a number
of junctions 1. terminal energy points TE. primary
loops PL. and pipes p. the following relationship
always holds:

[I]

= 1 + PL +

P

TE - I

For each junction a continuity equation can be
written:
(J equations)

For each loop the energy equation is written:
N

[3.]

L

N

hL/

=

I-I

L

E pi (PL equations)

I-I

If there are no pumps in the loop then [3] states that
the sum of head loss around the loop is zero. If there
are TE terminal energy points, TE - I energy equations can be written for paths between any two
terminal energy points:
•

[4]

llE =

L
I-I

to be solved: (iii) the reduction of the nonlinear set
of equations to a set of simultaneous linear equations
ensures convergence to a solution in all cases; and
(iv) the facility has been provided for operating in
various English units or in metric units, :It the user's
discretion .
OplilllulII Desigll of Pipe N('(II'orks
Use is made of a collection of algorithms developed
by a Danish firm of consulting engineers. Nielsen &
Rauschenbcrger. for optimizing water distribution
networks (Rasmusen 1976), The algorithms pe:rtinent
to the C?ptimization procedure have been abstract~.9 ..
and integrated with the previously described network
analysis algorithm.
In general, because flows through pipes in a network are highly depe:ndent on one another. an
optimal size for a pipeline cannot be computed
separately from the rest of the network.
Each pipe in the network connects a pair of nodes
and has a known length L. diameter D, and roughness
coefficient R. Each node in the network is associated
with a demand QJ ~ 0 (j = I •...• J). a required minimal service pressure H/,j" > O. and an actual service
pressure H J ~ H j m '''. Each source of supply has associated with it a fixed flow rate Q. ~ 0 (k = I • ...• S)
and a natural pressure H."". Note that by this sign
convention abstraction is positive and supply is
negative.
The costs of the network can be expressed as the
sum of the initial investment in pipe: material and the
cost of ope:rating the pumps over the expected service
life. The assumption is made that all pipe:line costs
can be expressed as a capitalized present value that
is a function of the pipe diameter only :

N

hu -

L

Epi

I-I

Equations [2J. [3]. and [4 J constitute a set of
simultaneous nonlinear equations that. when solved.
yield a value of flow rate in each pipe. In order to
handle the nonlinear head loss and pump terms a
linearization procedure is used to set up simultaneous
linear equations that may be solved by one of a
number of available matrix methods.
The algorithm deve1ope:d to pe:rform these calculations has a number of advantages over most
traditional Hardy Cross methods and over many of
the more sophisticated solutions of the full set of
nonlinear simultaneous equations: (i) the algorithm
can solve any system configuration (looping or
branching); (ii) a variety of network components such
as pumps. reservoirs. and check valves can be dealt
with without altering the complexity of the equations

Similarly the recurring energy costs resulting from
the ope:ration of the pumps can be expressed as a
capitalized present value E. representing the cost of
lifting a unit volume of water a unit length per second
continuously over the service life of the system.
For a given set of nodal demands the least-cost layout may be found by minimizing the following objective function with respect to diameter:
,
s
.
[5]
cost = L CPILI + L Q.E,{H. - H."")
1- I

.- I

subject to the following constraints.
(i) Continuity. i.e .• the abstraction from node j
must be equal to the difference between all flow into
and out of nodej :
T

[6]

QJ

=

L
I-I

F

Q/ J -

L
I-I

Q/ J
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where T = total numher of pires c:Hrying 110w into
j. and F = total numher of pipes carrying now out
ofi.

(ii) The minimum pressure requirements:
(71

II)

~

II/,;n

(j = I ..... J)

(iii) The conditions at the source of supply:
(k

=

I •...• S)

where
= the natural pressure on the pump intake.
(iv) The physical relationship describing the flow
in 'a pipe:
H.n• c

[9]

Q = <1>(D. L. R. H J• Hr)

where j represents the upstream node on the pipe.
and j' represents the downstream node on the pipe.
For example. using the Hazen-Williams equation:

[10] Q = I.318Cu

D)0.63 (H J ~ Hr )0.54
)(
(iDl"4

Equation [9] is nonlinear. Pipeline costs are generally
also nonlinear. However. the complexity of the
problem is reduced somewhat by realizing that only
diameters having standard manufacturer's dimensions need be considered.
The problem breaks down into two distinct components: (i) an hydraulic network analysis problem
that. given any fixed system and set of nodal demands. can be solved; and (ii) a problem in modifying
diameters towards an optimal solution. This implies
an iterative solution where diameters are set. the
hydraulic analysis carried out. and diameters modified towards an optimal solution. The optimum layout is arrived at by computing a series of gradually
improving feasible solutions.
In carrying out several designs it was found that
the optimization procedure gave layouts that had a
smaller total cost than the initial assumed layout
provided that the assumed layout was in the vicinity
of the optimum layout. When the assumed layout
was not in proximity to the optimum the procedure
often failed to converge to the optimum layout. In
this case error messages are printed at the user
terminal.

Optimum Design of Materials and Devices for Protecting Utilities Against Freezing
Algorithms incorporating the concepts of network
'analysis and network optimization discussed in the
previous sections would be sufficient to compute an
optimal layout for a water distribution system that
would function in the southern regions of Canada.
However. in order to generalize the design procedure, provision must be made for computing the

optimum sizes of devices :lI1d matcriJls to prevent
pipe freezing. This would be neceSSJry for buried
systems that arc to operate in the rermafrost regions
of Canada. and for all above-ground systems
operating in the winter.
The pulsed supply (intermittent pumping) system
for water distribution has been shown. in a v:lriety
of reports (Grainge 1965; Heinke 1974; Suk 197:).
to eliminate a number of the disadvantages tnherent in other systems. Usc is made of small
diameter pipes. in the range of ~ -3 in. (6.4-76 mm~,
to convey the water. Small diameters arc al~ that .IS
necessary. because. the yoh.lmf of water betng , ~~s
tributed is not great. owing to the small po~ulatlon
in each community. The pipelines are fitted With heat
tracing tape and are insulated. The pipes are laid in
a shallow trench (up to 2 ft (0.6 m) deep) and fill is
placed over them to protect against physical damage
from vehicles.
The pulsed supply system operates on. a welldefined cycle each time a pulse of water IS to be
delivered to the dwellings in the community.
Initially the pipes contain a small amount of residual
water not in sufficient quantities to damage the
pipes' when frottn however. Heat, in the form of
electrical current. is supplied to the surface of the
pipes through the heat tracing tape until the pipe
surface reaches a temperature slightly greater than
3rF (O°C). Water is then pumped, under pressur:.
through the system filling storage tanks housed In
each dwelling. When all the tanks have been filled
the pump is shut down and the air compressed. in
the house tanks blows through the system forctng
out the remaining water. Valves at the drainage
points in the system are opened after the pumping
ceases. Once most of the remaining water has been
drained the power is shut off and the empty pipe is
left untouched, yet in no danger of freezing, until it
becomes necessary to refill the tanks.
There are several notable advantages of the pulsed
supply system. It provides an adequate supply of
clean water. The water is not touched by hand
until it has been delivered to the tanks; hence contamination enroute cannot occur. The shallow burial
of the pipes is inexpensive, keeps the community's
transportation system uninterrupted, and allows easy
access for repair and maintenance. Because the
system does not operate continously running costs
are less than for autilidor system (where all utilities
are carried in a heated duct above the ground). The
design of an optimum thermally protected network
requires optimization of the following: (i) thickness
of insulation; (ii) capacity of the heat tracing tape;
and (iii) warm-up time for the system, The three
decision variables are interrelated such that altering
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thc dimcnsion elf OIlC nC('cssitatcs rccalcul:ttion of
thc othcr two to cnsurc that ill-scrvice requiremcnts
are met. Heat tr;lcillg tape with a higher capacity
allows the system to be brought lip to the operating
temperature in less time, which results in a shorter
period of time ovcr which heat is lost. High wattage
hcat tracing t;'pe draws more power for a shortcr
period of timc than low wattage tape: however, low
wattage tape requires a smaller initial investment of
capital. The optimum design requires a trade-off
between the two extremes. Thick insulation requires
more heat and hence more power be input. in order
, _ ... - to 'bring ·the system up to ' the system operating "
temperature; however, thick insulation retards heat
loss to a much greater extent than does thin insulation. Once again a balance between the two extremes must be sought. Finally, the selection of heat
tracing tape capacity and insulation thickness requires that the whole network reach the desired
system operating temperature within the optimal
warm-up time. In order to arrive at a system producing the minimum annual cost a balance between the
decision variables must be achieved.
The algorithm searches for the combination of
system parameters producing the minimum total
annual cost by trying all combinations of insulation
thickness and design wattage for each pipe for
each warm-up time. Two options have been provided
in regard to warm-up time. The first option has each
pipe in the network considered as being on a
separate circuit. The pipes with the largest diameters
requiring the longest warm-up time would be
activated first, then the pipes with the next largest
diameter, and so on. The activation series is timed
so that all pipes reach the system operating temperature at the same time. Thus an optimum warm-up
time is not computed; rather a 'dummy' value is
assigned to it in order to satisfy program requirements. The second option has all pipes begin warmup simultaneously. In this case an optimum system
warm-up time is computed.
In general terms the objective function may be
stated as "Minimize the sum of annual cost of
borrowed capital and annual operating costs." The
initial investment will be made up of the cost of the
pipelines (with insulation) and the heat tracing tape.
Operating costs will be made up of the cost of
supplying power to the heat tracing tape and any
pumps, and maintenance of the system, which is
assumed to be a percentage of the total capital cost
of the system (Heinke 1974). The objective function
will be subject to the following constraints: (i) the
rate of heat loss from the liquid in a pipe must not
be greater than the wattage of the heat tracing tape
for that pipe, and (ii) the time required to bring a

plpC up to thc opcrating tcmperaturc must not he
greatcr than the assumed W;lfIll-UP time. Only the
current optim;t\ set or dcsign variables is stored.
Each time an improved solution is found the previous
solution is disc:mted . This approach to optimal sizing
is novel in that optimization is based on total
annual costs rather than total initial investment.
This is more relevant for slllall communities in the
arctic because the town councils often have limited
budgets with which to work. A system that has
been optimized on the basis of annual cost will
provide them with an estimate of the cost to the
town , yearly and · with it they can more effC!ctively
decide if the system can be afforded.
The algorithm is somewhat inefficient in that the
cost of every combination of decision variables must
be computed and checked. However, there is difficulty in finding the optimal solution by other
methods because only discrete sizes are available for
each material or device.
Development of the Design Package
Design of an effective computer-aided design
package is a three-stage process. The first stage involves design of the overall procedure, i.e., methodology, for solving the problem under consideration. The second stage involves design of an
effective man-machine dialogue. The third stage involves design of the details of the computer program,
i.e., a series of FORTRAN statements to carry out
the first two stages. Combining the end products of
the three design stages results in a package that
should generally find an acceptable solution to the
problem specified by a set of input data defined by
the user.

Design of the Interactive Software
A computer uses information input to compute
results, which are returned to the user. The ease
with which the user communicates with the computer will determine how much and how efficiently
he uses it. It is essential to any decision-making
process that results required for action be presented
in a form that is meaningful, easily comprehended,
and available when needed. The user must not be
exposed to the great amounts of data generated by
the computer yet he must be given sufficient information on which to base questions, make decisions, and supply information.
The man-machine dialogue developed by the
authors to enable the program package to function
in the interactive, conversational mode was designed
to lead the user through a pipe distribution system
design by requesting at various stages or steps
specific input while still allo wing him, at any point
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in the design. to change the sequencc. The user may distribution network is to be designed for a region
respond with one of the following allowable inputs in which the pipelines can economically be buried to
or commands: (i) enter a number; (ii) enter YES or protect them against freezing. the system may be
NO; and (iii) enter one of the following commands: designed using NETWORKOPTIMIZE only. The
pipccost function is determined by the material and
CHANGE. STATUS. END.
The interactive dialogue has the following features. installation costs of bare pipe. The optimal set of
(i) The correct method for entering data is il- link diameters is computed based on this cost
function .
lustrated before any prompts are displayed.
If a pipe distribution network is to operate in
(ii) Only a small amount of information is displayed at anyone time. Prompts posed are made as permafrost regions or regions where the possibility
of pipe freezing exists and the diameter of each link
concise as possible without sacrificing clarity.
(iii) Responses required from the user are brief. has been fixed, then only program ARCTIC need be
used, to determine the optimal thickness of insulathereby avoiding ambiguity.
and capacity of heat tracing tape for each pipe
tion
(iv) The computer responds to all input. The user
as
well
as the optimum system warm-up time.
is made aware that the information input has been
However, if a new network that is to operate in
read and understood by the computer with a signal.
(v) Error detection and correction facilities im- permafrost ~egions is to be designed completely (link
plicit in the program are executed automatically to diameters and thermal protecting devices) then it
becomes necessary for ARCTIC and NETWORKcheck each piece of input.
OPTIMIZE to interact. The programs can interact
Proudure for Design of Optimum Pipe Distribution in two ways. If the system warm-up time is not to
be optimized then the optimum sizes of materials
Networks
The entire design package comprises two distinct and devices for thermally protecting the pipes, and
the associated costs, are functions of the pipe
and separate programs, as follows.
(i) NETWORKOPTIMIZE-an interactive design diameter alone. In this case ARCTIC is used first to
of a cost~ffective pipe distribution network operating determine an optimum insulation thickness and heat
under steady-state conditions. The total cost of the tracing tape capacity for a specified diameter of pipe
system represents the cost of pipeline material, ex- irrespective of its kngth or position in the network.
pressed as a function of pipe diameter, plus the cost Then NETWORKOPTIMIZE is used, employing
of installing and operating the pumps over the pipe-cost function (comprising the unit capital cost
service life of the system expressed as function of of pipe material~ insulation material, and heat tracing
the pump power. The program computes the tape, and the annual cost of providing power to
optimal diameter for each link in the network such the tape, reduced to a capitalized present value)
that the total capital cost (initial investment plus to determine the optimum set of diameters for the
operating costs reduced to an equivalent capitalized network.
present value) of the system is minimized.
A second mode of interaction is one in which a
(ii) ARCTIC-an interactive design of an optimal ' specified network topology and a pipe-cost function
pulsed water supply system. Given a specified net- determined by bare pipe cost alone are used as inwork topology and set of link diameters the program put to NETWORKOPTIMIZE to determine an
computes the optimum time required to raise the optimal set of diameters. Based on this optimal set
system temperature to the operating temperature and ARCTIC is used to compute the optimum thickness
the optimum thickness of insulation ana capacity of of insulation and capacity of heat tracing tape for
heat tracing tape to maintain the operating tem- each pipe in the network. If an optimum system
perature. The optimum values are computed such warm-up time is to be computed or spatial variations
that the total annual cost (repayment of borrowed in environmental conditions exist the optimum sizes
capital plus annual operating costs) is minimized. of insulation and heat tracing tape are no longer
Repeated use of ARCTIC with a range of pumping functions of diameter alone. Thus, the approach
durations enables the user to determine an optimum using NETWORKOPTIMIZE before ARCTIC is
duration of pumping by comparing the total annual the correct one. If an optimum system warm-up
costs of the optimum designs for the range of time is not to be computed and spatial variations in
. pumping duration.
environmental conditions do not exist the situation
Each program is designed to oPerate separately would be identical to that of the first form of
from the other; however, the manner in which the interaction. However, the approach using NETpackage is used is determined by the nature of the WORKOPTIMIZE first and ARCTIC subsequently
design problem to which it is to be applied. If a pipe would still be applicable if the possibility of feedback
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fr0111 the unit thermal costs affcctin g thc pipe co~t function is accountcd for . Ba5cd on a n initi :t1
sct of diamctcrs for thc network an d a cos t function dctermined by bare pipe cost, N ETWORK OPTI M IZE computes an optimum sct of diamcters ,
which are used as input to ARCTIC. T he o ptimulll
thickness of insulation and capacity o f heat tracing
tape are computed for each pipe. Associated with
these optimum sizes are unit costs that affect the cost
function used as input to NETWORKOPTIMIZE_
Thus two or more iterations of the procedu re must
be: made until the optimum set of d ia meters D·
converges.

Evaluation of the Design Package
Perhaps the most significant measure of a program's efficiency is the total turnaround time, i.e.,
the time from preparation and submission of input
data to the output of the final design deta ils. Batch
mode computing requires the investment of many
hours if not days to refine a design to a satisfactory
solution_ It has been found that by using this design
package, an optimal design of a water distribution
network may be: found in times ranging from 15 min
to I h, again depending on the complexity o f the system. This time excludes data abstraction off ori ginal
maps and documents, of course:. Time is saved by
having computed values transmitted directly to the
terminal so that decisions can be: made immediately.
Delays in obtaining essential output have been
eliminated, so that time spent in searchin g through
excess batch output has been reduced to the minimum.
In this paper emphasis has been placed on desi gning a least-cost water distribution syste m. Thus.
it is appropriate that the econom ics of interactive design be: considered as well. It has been fo und that
the cost of computing a complete design o f a water
distribution system for an arctic commun ity ra nges
from $5 to SIO depending on the netwo rk co mplexity
and the unit computing charges of t he computer
system. It was also found that making cha nges on
line, as part of an ongoing analysis, cuts co mputing
costs significantly. Because the design is at a more
advanced stage, there is no need fo r re process ing
data that have already been used a nd are no longer
required, as would be: t he case if the program were
o perating in the batch mode. The savings may
a mount to several dolla rs for each trial. Thus, if
four or five trials were needed to ach ieve an accepta ble solution using batch mode the cost o f co mp uting
interactivc:ly would be: covered by the savings alo ne.
More significant than comput ing cost is the cost of
the designer's time. Using the program in ba tch
mode may require 1 day's effo rt. depending on the

dC5igner 's cap:lhilil Y· II ha s been observed tha t
sa vings of about ~5';:, of turnaround time can be
achieved using the interacti ve package. The cost5
of that time difference may be quite significant to
co nsultant and client alike .
In summary, it has been the authors ' experience
that the design time. including user transaction time,
and program turnaround time are greatly reduced
when the interactive approach to computing is taken.
It has be:en found that concise, unambiguous manmachine dialogue promotes a reduction in user
transaction time, minimizes the potential for error,
increases user confidence. and encourages investigation of different design situations. It has also
been found that transmitting only key output to the
terminal enhances convergence to a final design .

Conclusions
For the design of water distribution networks, two
new programs that operate in the interactive, conversational mode were developed. They appear to be:
more efficient, easier to use. and less costly than
similar programs operating in the batch mode. The
interactive programs described in this paper can be:
used for carrying out a series of water distribution
network .designs or for evaluating the effects on a
previous result of changing one or more design
parameters. The package has been found in two design applications to be capable of computing an
optimum pipe distribution system for a locality in
the Canadian arctic as well as one in southern
Ontario (in both cases for any network configuration
and for a wide variety of pipeline components). The
integration of interactive. conversational software
with efficient programs carrying o ut hydraulic and
economic analyses has evidently resulted in a reliable, versatile, and easy-to-use package. However,
the complexity of pipe network s is of course not
c:Iiminated by the programs and users are naturally
required to be competent hydraulic engineers.
The package is locally available to dial-up terminals through a commercial computer network in
most cities in North America . Enquiries are encouraged and may be: directed to either or both
author(s).
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Nomenclature
The following is an alphabetical list of the symbols used in the text with their meaning and, where
applicable, the English and metric units in which
each is measured.
CH = Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient
CP = the discounted present value cost of the pipe
per unit length
D = pipe diameter (ft, m)
E = discounted present value for a source of

" ( II
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raising a unit volume of water a unit len gth
per second continuously Over the service
life of the system
fl' = energy added to the liquid by a pump (ft . m)
total head loss in a pipe (ft, m)
II = actual elevation of the pressure surface at a
node (ft, m)
lI",in = required minimal service pressure at a node
/In.. = pump suction pressure at a source
J = total number of junctions in the network
L = pipe length (ft, m)
" = number of pipes in a loop or path
P = total number o( pi~s in the network
PL = number of primary loops in the network
Q = flow rate (fe Is, ml/s)
R = pipe roughness
S = total number of sources in the network
T£ = total number of terminal energy points 10
the network
II £ = energy difference
<1>, '¥ = functions of
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Brief Reports

Developing Simulation Models
WILLIAM JAMES

Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanic.
McMcuter Univemtt/, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Ab&tract. Simulation models are commonly resolved in time ' and space beyond the
integrity of available field observations. Input data are fudged accordingly, and, ultimately,
expensive simulation models coexist with inadequate data bases. Such manipulation is necessary in sensitivity analysis, but a compromise between data collection and model extrapolation must be found. The rationale for the systematic development of a simulation model
and the concomitant data collection program is presented in this paper and should be U8elul for managing difficult simulation studies.

The steps normally taken in the development
. of a. simulation model are presented in this
paper; o.ften these steps are not takeil system&tieally. In the absence of B. logical system
the management of simulation studies can degenerate into a. diffuse discussion of processes,
data collection, numerical problems, and finance to the extent that the reasonable development of the model is jeopardized. The rationale
described in this paper was drawn up originally
by the author as a formal foundation for supervising several catchment simulation studies in
geography at McMaster University" The approach is similar to that used in·. industrial
engineering [e.g., Crowe et al., 1971].

the simulation study is to have a. long-term
payoff any more tangible than a. mere clear
explanation of the dominant processes and interactions involved. Much care should be devoted
to this first step; the risk that the simulation
may eventually produce a. trivial answer is
great.
STEP

2:

FIRST STAGE SIMULATION MODEL

Probably most workers intuitively set up
the first stage model Suggested iD. Figure 2 to
check the reliability of their data. In this step
the data may be aggregated; e.g., monthly precipitation and runoff may be aggregated into
annual totals to establish average amiuaI'eyaPorative losses. The effect of the first stage model
STEP 1: PROBLEM STATEMENT
is to filter out high-frequency processes. The
The first step involves the fundamental depurpose is to propose a few dominant processes
cision to simulate. The process .is presented as a. basis for elaboration into an ' ~timately
schematically in Figure 1,in which the con- acceptable model. The ' first stage model may
nectors refer to Figures 2 and 3. In practice the well treat t he prototype space 8.8 :& single unIt
decision to simulate is frequently made before or entity, e.g., an entire catchment or lake as a
the problem is properly formulated. Hence the storage tank. What is not immediately obvious
problems to be resolved will neces&arily be is the coupling between the size of the comselected from those related to the proposed
putation time step At .and the prototype size of
simulation study. Moreover, the client will often the model elements. This point is covered in
require considerable guidance from model
t he third step.
builders on the nature of the processes before
If the objective function is to be used to
the problem can be clearly enunciated and
verify the model, the function chosen should be
settled.
supported by sufficient field observations or
It is useful at this 's tage t o decide whether
recorded data. Having sufficient data i~ ' s
r -__________________________
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VERII"V MODEL

Fig. 1. Problem statement.

Fig. 2. Aggregate model.

stringent requirement and may be the decisive
criterion in selecting the problems to be resolved.
If sufficient resources (i.e., time and money)
are unavailable for adequate data collection
and/or processing, the problems can often be
redefined. Many different questions and objective functions that appear equally relevant to
the client can usually be proposed.
For the sensitivity tests described below the ·
model will .be arbitrarily dis aggregated and input data synthesized. Systematic disaggregation
is facilitated by constructing the first stage
model in modular form. Thus a simple 'change
, of a do loop end variabie effectively disaggregates the model into 8B many constituent elements as may be desired.
Additionally, at the outset the programing
should support variable time steps ~t in the
computation not only to allow sensitivity tests
oil ~t but to facilitate continuously varying
time steps. IIi hydrograph synthesis, for example, it is desirable to specify the rising limb
more frequently than the rec~ion limb.

analysis proceed simultaneously. Often, careful
disaggregation and appropriate selection of ~t
will produce better results than sophisticated
optimization of empirical factors, such as friction factors for river reaches.
During disaggregation, of course, new arithmetic must be incorporated for those processes
tuned to the finer time resolution. For couplmg
at to the size of component elements, the con-
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The systematic development and disaggregation of the model is illustrated in Figure 3,
and the procedure is essentially similar to that
of Figure 2 except for sensitivity tests and the
fact that the cost of simulation now becomes
a factor.
In practice, disaggregation and sensitivity

Fig. 3. Model disaggregation.
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cept of an impulse response function is useful,
e.g., an I.U.H. for flood hydrographs or concentration-distribution resulting from slug loads
in dispersion processes. In one of our studies, for
example, it was accurate enough for our purposes to represent this response function by a.
time vector of 20 elements; this usefully indicated the approximate magnitude of At. This
method also provided a reasonable basis for
designing a model of physical processes in a
lake but was not altogether satisfactory in a
model for predicting snow accumulation in
urban areas. Sensitivity tests in which At is
systematically reduced were evidently more
appropriate for this model.

III a sense t.he flow charts apply to research
method ill a more general way but seem to be
worthwhile for studies for which data collection
is difficult (or expensive), such as our catchment st.udies in the high Arctic and the Virginia
karst areas.
I would value any comments on the schema
proposed.
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COMPUTATIONAL HYDRAULICS SYSTEMS
AS DISTRIBUTED DATA MANAGEMENT

William James
Ali Unal
Computational Hydraulic Group
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Hamilton, Ontario Las 4L7
Phone: (416) 527-6944
ABSTRACT
Computational systems 1n Civil Engineering hydraulics
and hydrology include:
data acquisition, management, archiving
and
presentation;
documentation
and
text
processing; application programs in meteorology, hydrology,
hydraulics, water quality modelling, fluid mechanics, and
coastal and ocean engineering; program maintenance and support; and real-time control.
Hardware and software systems are undergoing rapid development in all these areas. Emerging techniques make it
possible to supplant event modelling and its associated design storm methodology, with more rational continuous modelling using AES archives, statistical processing of output,
and graphics I/O. Continuous modelling, however, leads to
data management difficulties.
Special software for time
series management is essential.
Sophisticated data base management systems and distributed network disc operating systems permit improved cost
performance. The paper recommends a network of desk-top microcomputers with a central hard disk system set up as a
single user application of a multi-CPU . system.
The paper
reviews some of these developments and discusses the inevitable evolution of microcomputer-based distributed data management systems for Civil Engineering computational hydraulics and hydrology.
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INTRODUCTION
Areas of fundamental importance to Civil Engineering
computational hydraulics and hydrology include microprocessor-based instrumentation~ field data acquisition;
data
management and presentation; data archiving; data base accession~
documentation and report generation;
text processing;
application program systems, incorporating all
water disciplines; program maintenance and support;
and
real-time control of water systems. Application programs
currently widely used in Civil Engineering computational hydraulics include processes usually subsumed under the disciplines of meteorology, hydrology, hydraulics, and municipal and environmental engineering: for example: water distribution, pump stations, urban drainage networks, water and
wastewater treatment plants, water quality control, river
systems, coastal and tidal engineering, and e~en limnology.
H"a rdware and software systems are undergoing rapid development in all these areas, but apart from program systems, little or no overall system building (including data
acquisition and control) is evident. Certainly no performance evaluation of such general systems is being attempted.
A few large systems of program packages in the water
area were recently developed in a remote batch mainframe environment. These operational or application program systems
allow continuous modelling as well as event modelling. By
event modelling we mean the traditional design storm philosophy. Continuous modelling requires use of Atmospheric Environment Service climatological archive magnetic tapes for
input, and Water Survey of Canada streamflow tapes as well
for calibration and validation purposes. The large system
packages include statistical processing and graphics input
and output (I/O).
Special interactive processors have subsequently been
developed for data file management and user-friendly interfaces.

The Computational Hydraulics Group at

McMaster

Un-

iversity has been developing these interfaces for the past
ten years. The current or imminent transition to continuous
modelling now foreshadows enormous problems of input and
output data management. Special software is essential for
I/O time series management, software that has proven much
more problematical than the relatively simple engineering
and scientific algorithms and routines typically embodied in
the large system packages.
The ready availability of sophisticated data base management systems, and distributed multi-processor disk operating systems, appears to offer a reasonable path through
the jungle. The improved cost performance of powerful personal microcomputers, with a central Winchester hard disk
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system, encourages a single-user application of a multi-CPU
system. The system we require is- a distributed network radiating from the central disk operating system functioning
on a boss CPU dedicated primarily to data base management
(DBM) and time series management (TSM). Each peripheral CPU
executes a separable block of logical routines, downloaded
from the TSM, associated with, for example, precipitation
analysis, runoff modelling, drainage system network, water
quality
modelling, computational hydraulics, limnology,
cost-benefit analysis, or statistical post-processing, as
the case may be. This can now be achieved at a fraction of
single mainframe costs, and probably just as fast in terms
of overall turnaround time.
In this paper, we attempt to review relevant emerging
hardware and emerging developments in software systems. We
conclude that hydrological research or development groups
such as ours will inevitably adopt distributed data management systems based on l6-bit microcomputers using UNIX-type
operating sytems and FORTRAN as the high level language.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONTINUOUS MODELLING ERA
At the first impression, the traditional mainframe environment with its multi-user and multi-processing capabilities does not seem to be significantly different from the
distributed microcomputer system which we propose. After
all, the data base used by a group of engineers or scientists is maintained on a single disk system with magnetic
tape backup capabilities. The single data base could be
made coherent and available to every member of the research
and development group with appropriate security safeguards.
Moreover, software can be written to ensure that the
relevant portion of the time series output from the logically preceeding block of programs (for example, the precipitation analysis), is properly completed before the logically
subsequent computational procedures are allowed to access
that time series (for example, the rainfall runoff modelling). Thus a series of users develop a shared data base
system in which the first input data set segment is processed for precipitation by one user and, when complete, the
output data set is made available for that segment to the
rainfall/ runoff block under the control of another user. A
simple example is: precipitation data is processed for year
1979 while rainfall/runoff data is processed up to year
1978, the transport network is processed up to 1977, the
sewage treatment plant processing up to year 1976, and the
dispersion of the resulting pollutants in the receiving waters up to year 1975: all of this processing occurs concurrently.
-
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Yet this kind of system has generally not evolved in the mainframe environment.
Users have tended to generate their
own applications data bases with severely restricted access
and independant storage procedures. Thousands of hours of
special software has been coded to convert output from one
block of routines to a form suitable for input to the subsequent block.
Indeed research in a big machine environment
has typically been fractured to the point where a single
group of associated researchers has not supported an identifiable data base at all.
In the past, modelling has been restricted to discrete
events and thus data management has presented few problems.
However, with the improved affordability of computing, continuous processing is much more attractive. Of course,
there is a price to be paid: simple changes to the formatting of time series extending
(for example) over twenty
years at a one minute time step, and associated storage
costs, could be quite problematical. For this reason the
present writers have adapted the time series management
software from the Hydrological simulation Package-FORTRAN
(HSP-F) distributed by the US Environmental Protection Agency, to an 8-bit machine.
TYPICAL USER-GROUP ENVIRONMENT
The activities involved in a typical study by our Group
include the following:
1.

Set-up microcomputer-based field
instrumentation,
typically sampling on a 60-second integration peri~,

2.

Acquire a data base of rainfall, runoff and water
quality parameters for the system to be modelled,

3.

Collect environmental data as required by
dels,

4.

Develop and apply the continuous model,

s.

Verify, sensitivity analysis, calibrate
date the continuous model,

6.

Insert the continuous output time series
models into the data base system,

7.

Conduct a statistical analysis
output time series,

8.

Develop ARIMA models of the
output time series,
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9.

Develop control programs for diversion and control
structures in the drainage or transport systems
being modelled,

10. Elaborate the original continuous models to incorporate the new control programs for the diversion
and control structures,
11. Run the continuous models with the control structures appropriately modelled for the full time series record,
12. Compare the output for various
programs and choose the "best",

control

structure

13. Summarize the output,
14. Prepare documentation,
15. Install the 'best' real-time control system in
field,

the

16. Set up a continuous program of data acquisition,
modelling and software maintenance to ensure model
and prototype performance.

It is clear from this list that the data base management
system (DBMS) is of central concern. Indeed a group of
(say) five or six researchers ought to give serious consideration to the designation of one of their members as Time
Series Administrator (TSA). The TSA is responsible for the
acquisition and archiving of all field data, application
programs, remote data bases,
text
processing
files,
man-machine dialogue, pre-processors, statistical and other
post processors, and so on.
In the Computational Hydraulics group at McMaster University the microprocessor field instrumentation was developed by Hector Haro, and installed by Dale Henry and Sam
Adile. The software for acquiring the field data was developed by Mark Robinson and is known as FASTPLOT. The data is
stored on hard disks with magnetic tape backup on a PDPl123
under RSXl1M. The operational modules processing the data
are blocks within HSP-F and the Stormwater Management Model
(SWMM3). The package of programs which pre-process the data
base for SWMM3 is known as DATANAL, also written by Mark Robinson. These files are stored in a form compatible with
the FASTSWMM routines. The evolving Computational Hydraulics Group data base, called CHGTSS in this paper, is stored
in random access memory (RAM) with weekly archiving on se-
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quentia1 media.
EVOLVING HARDWARE
Memory chips have doubled in capacity without price increase on an approximately annual basis. Microcomputer manufacturers pay the same price today for a 64K-byte RAM as
they did for a 4K-byte RAM in 1975. Sometime in 1984 a
256K-byte chip should cost about the same.
The Zilog Z80 and the MOS-Technology 6502 have achieved
wide acceptance in personal desktop 8-bit computers. Both
of these chips are 64K RAM, the Z80 appearing in Radio Shack
and most CP/M based microcomputers, while the 6S02 apppears
in the Apple, Commodore, and Atari microcomputers.
The
newer 16-bit microprocessors have extended memory space up
to between 1 and 16 megabytes. The INTEL 808l chips has up
to one megabyte of memory, the Motorola 68000 a 16 megabyte
memory space. The 8088 was first on the scene and has been
widely distributed amongst Civil Engineers in the IBM-PC.
16-bit microcomputers should satisfy most Computational Hydraulics and Hydrology needs for the next three to five
years, by which time bigger program packages incorporating
subsystems in eco-mode11ing would have become available. In
addition, in the meantime, some inter-disciplinary computer
programs (eg.
chemical processes) where the word size required is necessarily much greater because of the high
number of iteration cycles, may find application in our
area. When the distribution of sophisticated interactive
man/machine software, such as the LISA system distributed by
APPLE, b~comes widespread, it will be essential to ~ove up
to l6-bit or 32-bit microcomputers. Our experience indicates a minimum dedicated central ' core memore space of
SO OK-bytes per user for our models.
Video displays have not come down in price as rapidly
as chips.
Displays should be in colour, at least 80 characters per line to be compatible with software developed in
the
past five years.
To be compatible with earlier
software, displays should preferably be at least 132 characters per line.
The best software today requires a high
resolution color graphics display, i.e a RGB (Red, green,
blue) monitor.
Separate input is required for each of the
primary colours. We suggest high resolution bit-mapped colour graphics of about 600 x 300 pixels.
A standard alpha/numeric typewriter keyboard is the
minimum requirement for the input device. Alternate input
devices such as graphics tablets, joy sticks and the mouse
are becoming increasingly important.
Such - devices allow
fast cursor control; in the near future these will be highly utilized for direct model calibration and validation.
For real-time control or other embedded computer app1ica-
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tions , the Hewlett-Packard , instrumentation bus (HPIB) is a
general purpose interface designed specifically for instrumentation systems requiring limited distance communications.
HPIB is compatible with most systems and no understanding of
internal hardware is necessary.
In the past twelve months, printers with plotting capability have been the fastest growing peripheral market in
the microcomputer industry. New dot matrix printers operate
at 120 to 160 characters per second and have significantly
improved print quality due to high dot density, for example
13 x 17 per character font. Unfortunately buffers are still
quite small, typically 2K-bytes.
For mass storage, the transition from cassettes to
floppy disks drives is now quite standard. In addition,
floppy disks are sufficiently inexpensive and store sufficient data to offer an attractive backup system for hard
disk secondary memory. Although double sided, double density 80 track 5 1/4 inch floppy disks store up to 0.7 megabytes, 8 inch floppies are to be preferred.
Recent improvements in 'hard disks have kept pace with
those in floppies.
Their sizes have been reduced and the
amount of storage offered is now typically in the range of 5
to 30 megabytes.
It is the storage capacity which can be
expected to increase rapidly in the near future.
For a
group such as ours, a rotating mass storage of approximately
60 megabytes is indicated, with file serving software allowing routine backup to double density 8 inch floppies, for
transportability.
other hardware to consider includes built-in modems,
power supplies and RAM cartridges. But the overriding consideration is the user community with
its
available
software.
EVOLVING SOFTWARE
Operating Systems for Personal Computers
CP/M was the first disk based 8-bit operating system to
be available on a wide variety of CPU's. CP/M is the module
that gets the command from the processor and reconciles the
differences at the hardware level. Unfortunately, CP/M is
not particularly easy to learn, requiring the use of a large
manual. Of course, new operating systems are available that
get around many of CP/M's problems.
For example, CP+ is
much easier to use.
CP/M operates on 8080, Z80 or 8085
8-bit micro computers in a single user/single task environment. CP/M does not provide any user protection and is best
suited for experts.
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Advanced Operating Systems
CP/M 86 is designed for the 8086 16-bit microprocessor.
It is otherwise similar to CP/M. MP/M on the other hand
runs on the same 8-bit microprocessor as does CP/M but allows multi-user operation. MS-DOS is the operating system
supplied with the IBM-PC. It is therefore widely used in
Civil Engineering offices. Another MP/M type operating system is OASIS which also utilizes BASIC, but the length of
the variable is over 200 characters. The drawback is the
limited distribution and number of application programs.
OASIS is based on UNIX which is mini-computer oriented.
UNIX requires a 16-bit microprocessor with at least a l28K
of RAM. It is so user friendly that systems programmers oppose it because they fear obsolescence I Several variants of
UNIX are available. For example, CROMIX, written for Cromemco microcomputers has superior data integrity, and MICROSHELL offers UNIX like features on CP/M machines.
High Level Programming Languages.
The smaller the local CPU, the more likely it is that
the programs written in the high level language will be dependant upon the host language, which in turn is more machine dependant. Local compilers and interpreters interface
with the hardware, consequently transferring application
programs from one small system to another becomes increasingly difficult as the system becomes smaller.
The languages of widest interest in Computational Hydraulics include FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL, PL/l, and FORTH.
PASCAL and FORTH are more of a programming environment than
a
high
level programming language.
PASCAL is multi
-purpose, rather complex and expensive, but interactive,
provides a dynamic memory and generates relatively bug-free
code. The math library in PASCAL is not as good as that of
FORTRAN. FORTH on the other hand has an unconventional syntax and seems to use the programmer as a compiler. BASIC is
widely used in microcomputers and millions of lines of code
have now been generated, but not in Computational Hydraulics.
There are too many versions to regard BASIC software
as being easily transportable.
FORTRAN remains the best language for scientific and
engineering applications because of its superior mathematical qualities. Computation of complicated mathematics is
handled efficiently with good library routines and overlay
features. However, character handling is still inadequate
and absence of recursion is a handicap. The language is not
interactive and is hard to debug. It is evident that FORTRAN will remain a vital programming tool in the future, but
in the 8-bit personal microcomputer field, it is important
to recognize that compilation may be a lengthy and tedious
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procedure. As popular microcomputers support more and more
mainframe features of FORTRAN, the language should quickly
emerge from its relative obscurity in the 8-bit marketplace.
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
A DBMS provides data independence for all users.
Knowledge of the data organization and access is built into
the DBMS application logic. Thus the DBMS is a set of procedures as well as data structures that isolate the application from mundane details of storage retrieval, creation,
modification and security of the data base. From the point
of view of Computational Hydraulics, a DBMS is attractive
because the user does not refer to physical storage locations but deals instead with the conceptual data structure.
The data base is built and maintained by the data base administrator (DBA). Each of the individual users have an entirely different logical view of some portion of the data
base. A data base may be conveniently categorized into
three general types: relational, hierarchical, and network.
If data is structured like a tree, it is s~id to be hierarchical.
If the data structure is more general than this,
and can be represented by records and links, such that any
given record may have any number of immediate superiors, as
well as any number of immediate dependants, the structure is
said to be a network. The relational approach is the most
important for Computational Hydraulics. By 'relational' we
mean the equivalent of a table. Each row or tuple represents the attributes of the data.
As soon as several users require access to operational
data which is being changed, and which is sufficiently large
that personal copies of the data for each user would represent a s.ignificant load on the computer system, it is desirable to provide a centralized control of the data bases. In
this way, redundancy can be reduced, inconsistency can be
avoided, data can be shared, standards can be enforced, security restrictions can be applied, integrity can be maintained, and conflicting requirements can be balanced. All of
these DBMS attributes are significant to an enterprise concerned with Computational Hydraulics and Hydrology systems,
especially enterprises with a relatively high turnover of
its members.
DISTRIBUTED TASK PROCESSING
Where the user group requires a variety of computer
hardware and/or operating systems software, it becomes desirable to develop a distributed processing system.
Many
hardware manufacturers offer hardware and software systems
that may be configured into a multi-processor system.
This
means that there is at least a minimum level of compatability so that the I/O bus adaptors to the interconnect are not
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required to handle complex incompatabilities.
Of course, operational modules must be modified to execute in this new environment.
For example, pre- and
post-processing portions may run on one CPU while the central, externally supported, batch environment processor may
run on a larger CPU configured specially to handle this kind
of number crunching. Preprocessing usually includes generation, manipulation, and display of input data.
The result
of this phase is a formatted permanent file to be input to
the processing phase. The post processing system usually
manipulates the data base prepared by both the pre- and processing CPU. All of the files referred to by the pre- and
post- processor systems must be separate from the scratch
files, usually of considerable length, generated in the processing phase. In a typical engineering application, a solution is sought to a large number of simultaneous equations, developed as an approximation to a system of partial
differential equations. Typically, fifty to seventy percent
of the computational effort may be devoted to the solution
of these simultaneous equations. For this reason, the operational modules in the processing phase should be modified
to run on a CPU offering the best cost performance for this
kind of computational effort. Large hydraulic engineering
application programs that enjoy a wide distribution or utilization, are the first to be adapted to a distributed processing system, kbecause these systems offer reduced computational costs as well as maximum utilization of manpower.
For example, interactive pre- and post-processing is carried
out on dedicated CPU's.
In a tightly coupled computer system, the CPU's share
memories and peripherals such as printers and disks. In a
loosely coupled system, the CPU's usually have their own
memory and peripherals and communicate with each other over
a communications network. A tightly coupled system is often
called multi-processing, while a loosely coupled sysem is
called distributed processing.
In both cases, different
CPU's perform different tasks and communicate with each
other to coordinate their actions in a larger overall task.
In a single user environment, the state of the CPU,
diSK
and other I/O devices, does not change.
In a
multi-task environment, the component programs may change
the memory, disk files and I/O device status while anyone
program segment is executing on another CPU. Thus each component operational module must be written to coordinate its
activities with other modules. Coordination of the segments
of the program must recognize all possible conflicts. The
most obvious example occurs when two programs require to
change the same data record at the same instant.
A loosely coupled system may also incorporate a distri-
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buted data base in which each peripheral CPU has direct access to a component of the data base, stored in its own memory or disc system.
However the directory for all data
bases may reside in one of the CPU's. If access to the data
base is locally controlled by the peripheral CPU's, then
there is again a risk that data base management will not
conform to the requirements of the Data Base Administrator.
Most of the present generation of 8-bit personal computers based on the Z80, 8080, 6800 and 6504 chips are not
powerful enough to serve as nodes in such multi-processor
networks.
However, 8088 based personal computers and 68000
based computers such as the IBM-PC and APPLE III have the
necessary power and memory capacity (for example, 256-K
bytes) •
Many problems in computational hydrology are equally if
not more demanding of file access than of CPU time. In this
case a smaller less expensive computer system than the conventional powerful mainframe (with large word sizes, and
fast CPU cycles, and sophisticated instructions) with adequate file use is often just as effective a solution but at
a significantly lower cost. Thus an intelligent disk storage system configured as a stand alone data base management
system accessible by several CPU's (or terminals) may represent a more sophisticated solution. The intelligent, field
expandable, disk controller handles all data access including indexing, searching, buffering, deblocking and storage
management functions. Such a system makes more efficient
use of the CPU so that the user obtains better response
times and real-time applications become possible.
Simple multi-tasking can be built into any program.
But it is evident that time series simulations, so common in
computational hydrology, particularly lend themselves to
multi-task implementation. Of course, care must be taken to
identify synchronization and coordination conflicts in the
multi-tasking environment. This development seems so inevitable that steps should be taken now to ensure that current
engineering software generation is adapted to move into this
evolving 16-bit multi-task environment. The advantages of
this environment include increased reliability, increased
survivability, increased distributed processing power, increased responsiveness, increased modularity, and better
system expandability. The price to be paid is in the form
of increased software complexity, more difficult system
testing and diagnosis, more dependance on data communications, and better expertise required during software design
and development. The most effective argument, however, lies
in the improved benefit/cost ratio.
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COMPUTATIONAL HYDRAULICS GROUP SYSTEM
The time series management system of HSP-F is being
adapted by our group to form the relational DBMS, CHG-TSS.
The CHG-TSS includes the time series store (TSS) management
functions TS-GET, and TS-PUT. TS-GET obtains the required
records of the time series from the appropriate file, aggregates or disaggregates it to the correct time interval,
scales the values according to user requirements, and places
the data in the required position in the internal scratch
pad. TS-PUT performs the reverse set of operations.
The
principal library for the medium to long term storage of the
time series is the TSS, which is sub-divided into many data
sets containing time series, each of which is logically
self-contained but physically scattered throughout the TSS.
A directory keeps track of data sets and their attributes.
Thus the TSS must be correctly initialized and the directory
properly created, by executing the program NEWTSS. The
TSS-MGR software can store many distinct time series in the
TSS, thus permitting a user to easily keep track of the various time series with which he is dealing. This simplifies
communication with the computer system. The primary function of module TSS-MGR is to maintain the directory using
user input, such as setting up new labels in the directory,
updating the label , scratching a data set label and data
set contents, extending the space allocated to a data set,
or displaying the contents of one or all of the labels in
the directory.
The TSS-MGR is used externally to prepare
the time series for sequential access by various other application modules. This is common to most DBMS systems, by
the way.
All of the time series included - in an internal operation are viewed as being written on an internal scratch pad
(INPAD) in the central memory.
The operating module receives the scratch pad with some rows filled with input, and
after processing is complete, returns control to the operations supervisor with another set of rows filled with output. The operating module thus may overwrite an input row
with its own output. However, the total quantity of machine
space available for storage of time series is also fixed,
for example, by specification of a common bloc-k. This -is
the size or area of INPAD, specified by the number of intervals N and the number of rows M. Regardless of the amount
of time series data requested in a single processing run,
the core space is fixed. Obviously, the more time series
data required, the more transfers required between TSS and
the target INPAD.
The TSS-MGR can also be used to prepare time series
data files for application modules external to HSP-F.
Obviously this does not necessarily result in any improvement in overall performance but certainly eases preparation,
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manipulation, storage and support of the TSS. We are presently contemplating implementation of further query attributes in the TSSMGR to improve its external time series management capabilities.
CONCLUSIONS
The novelty in our approach lies in getting away from a
single processing unit with a single huge memory, performing
in a sequential step- by-step path. This system is replaced
by a number of simple processing elements, each endowed with
its own small memory. The processors themselves are arranged in a hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy, lies
the boss processor, which tells the others which jobs they
should be doing concurrently, or in parallel. The boss. processor may also be known as the time series store manager.
Only the TSS-HGR has access to the hard disc where the time
series store is resident. The peripheral CPU's download the
separable operating modules from the central DBMS.
The adoption of 16-bit personal computers with their
improved inexpensive computational power, inevitably leads
to continuous mOdelling. This turns up problems of management of large time series. It follows that data base management systems will ultimately be required by every group
of engineers sharing a computational hydraulics data base,
as soon as the software costs become a significant part of
the total computer costs. Data base software significantly
reduces the cost of software development in several ways:
programmers are not required to maintain their own copy of
the data base and data file, an internal directory describing the relationship among the data is automatically maintained and is available to all users, and programmers are not
required to write special purpose programs to fit the data.
We are generating complete Computational Hydraulics
systems by integrating DBMS utility models with the regular
operational or application modules required and developed by
other members of our group.
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ABSTRACT

-A variety of large, coD'plex simulation packages are widely
used for the analysis of civil engineering design problems,
particularly in the area of hydraulics and hydrology. These
packages usually execute on mainframes with large memory capacity and high cOD'puting speeds. The programs comprising the
packages are typically designed to operate in a batch environment and require that users have a good working knowledge of
mainframe Job Control Language to execute them efficiently.
Thus a new engineer-user may find himself facing as many
computer-oriented difficulties as he does difficulties associated with the design problem itself. Furthermore, long learning times are - associated with the- implementation and execution
of complex packages on batch-oriented mainframes at remote
sites. The problem is compounded when a multi-program computational _solution is required. This paper discusses an interactive package of pre- and post-processing programs developed
to facilitate input data preparation, job execution, output
interpretation and job restibmission in a multi-program remote
batch environment.
The pre-processors create input data files for job execution; the post-processors operate on the output from the simulation package, synthesizing, analyzing and plotting to speed
up user interpretation at his terminal. The original coding
Le. the batch-oriented package is not altered. FurtherJrore,
local text processing can be used together with disc-based
skeletal outlines, to elaborate the post-processor output
directly into a draft report.
A multi-processor configuration for the interactive system
and the batch-oriented packages has been found to be cost
efficient. The pre- and post-processors operate on a PDP 11/23
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microcomputer employing the RSX-IlM oPerating system and
having 32K decimal 16-bit words of memory available to the user.
All programs are written in fully-transportable ANSI FORTRAN.
The batch-oriented design packages execute on a CYBER 170/730
withl40K octal 64-bit words of memory. Execution on the remote mainframe is transparent to the user.
INTRODUCTION
Current North American state-of-the-art civil engineering
practice in urban drainage design studies (hydrology and hydraulics) involves heavy use of computer techniques. A large
variety of simulation packages -- exi,s t for - simulating many of
the components of an urban drainage system to varying degrees
of complexity, ego SWMM (Huber 1975), HEC-2 (U.S. Army 1979).
As well, comprehensive databases of rainfall, streamflow and
water quality observations have been created by various government departments. A typical problem faced by consultants is
how ·" to -economically implement ·these"Tequired- packageS'''effici''
ently and integrate them with the available data bases.
These firms are faced with certain realities:
1.

2.
3.

They cannot afford to develop and/or maintain independent
simulation models. Thus they must access specified
models devised by others. Usually- this means implementing .
a model whose input requirements are cumbersome and whose
output is unsuited to the engineer's computing environnlEmt. Good documentation only partly offsets these
difficulties.
They do not own a computer large enough to implement
the model. Consequently it is necessary to use a
commercial computing facility.
At a large batch-oriented 'computer centre a great deal of
time can be spent simply waiting. 'l1le actual time involved in executing a job is very small compared to that
required to advance the job through the input and output
queues and to return the output.

4.

Long delays in turnaround results in long learning times
and slow model calibration prior to production runs.

Most potential users of these packages could be classed
as "casual" users (Cuff, 1980) Le. they have a good grasp
of the concepts being modelled however, since they use the
model infrequently they do not easily recall how to execute
the model on the system. Hence, casual users tend to shy
away from fully exploiting the modelling resources and the
system capabilities. For example, a user may 'avoid interfacing
two or more models, each describing in detail an individual
process but requiring working knowledge of system JCL, in
favour of a single, general model which deals with the
processes in a more superficial way but which requires little
involvement wi~ the computer system~ Kennedy (1975)
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identified this problem as a major roadblock to the acceptance
and full implementation of a computer system.
Not all the blame for a poor partnership between the
user and the machine rests with the computer centre. With
very few exceptions program input and output controls are
not conducive to developing a smooth working arrangement
between the user and the computer. The fault often lies in
the fact that the program designer is an experienced
batch-user while most users range between novice and intermediate (Ernbley 1978). What may be an obvious technique to
a professional programmer may bewilder a user unfamiliar
with system JCL or program Input/Output control. Ernbley, et
. -al · (-1978) succinctly quantify the purpose of using a . computer . system: to allow a user to cOJrll\unicate directly with a
machine to accomplish a goal with the minimum expenditure
of time and effort.
During the past decade significant advances have been
made in cOD{)uter hardware and software development.
.. ... ......... "Microprocessor technology has made highly efficient microcomputers affordable to many users. Versatile, sophisticated
simulation program packages have flourished. However,
most computational packages currently in use in urban drainage
design practice, are lacking in the man-machine interface.
There is a critical need to improve the interaction between
user and computer, to permit the user to compute efficiently,
develop a positive attitude towards computing and to exploit
fully
the computer as an information tool.
INTERACTIVE DIALOGUE
Batch processing is defined as a process in which a run is
submitted to a computer, through a low-speed device such as
a card reader or keyboard terminal, the run executed and the
output returned to th e user either immediately at the terminal
or printed and delivered at some later time. There is no
coJrll\unication between the user and the program from the time
the run is submitted until receipt of output. Interactive
computing is defined as a process which may be initiated by
either input device, usually a terminal, but in which the
program halts at predetermined points to permit the user
to make certain decisions, based on the interim output and wliich
influence the remainder of the calculation.
An extension to interactive computing is conversational
computing. In this JOOde a pseudo-conversation is carried on
between the program and the user in an effort to prompt or
guide the user in making run time · decisions. It is particularly helpful to casual users.
The relative merits of batch processing, and interactive
time-sharing computing have been examined; differences in
programs are a more important source of performance variablity
than system differences (Miller 1977). For instance, a
programmer-user would probably find poorly designed inter-
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active processing less efficient than batch processing for
achieving the same goal. ·
Whether to use batch or interactive computing depends on
two issues: the Jl\Ost appropriate method of use for the engineer, i.e. whether or not it is us~ful for him to interact
·with on-going calculations in terms of the design function
which he is atteq>ting to carry out, and the data required
to set up the various runs of the program. In most urban
drainage design situations, the engineer is faced with
exploring a number of alternatives for feasibility and/or
cost-effectiveness. The design engineer must make subjeCtive
evaluations provided. sufficient information is available.
For example engineers prefer to decide themse·l ves the best
solution to a problem. Thus an interactive procedure should
not be an all-encompassing decision making package · in which
the user plays only a passive role. Rather it is critical
that the procedure be a tool which the user can employ to
bridge the interface with the machine to achieve actively a
full complement of information regarding all options in a
multi-objective decision problem and thereby make an acceptable decision.
If a program operates in a cumbersome or inefficient
manner the user could be limited to a small set of alternatives. Newstead and Wynne (1976) and Roy (1980) found
that suitably designed interactive procedures ·assist users
in making judgements necessary for the solution of multiobjective decision problems by providing more complete
information. Interactive computing would appear to be preferable in most complex design situations but the · package must
be efficient to be viable.
Central to any interactive system is the dialogue which
provides - the interface between man and machine. The importance of making the numerical model work for the user has been
recognized (Fitter 1979, Cuff 1980, Kennedy 1974, 1975, Treu
1975, Miller 1977, Gaines 1975, James 1978, Shneiderman 1980,
Martin 1973) and cannot be overenphasized. If the method of
communicating with the computer is complicated and exacting,
or the dialogue aubiguous, the positive aspects of computing
will be nullified. It is important that the dialogue between
the man and the machine flow naturally, making explicit the
knowledge and processes for which the man and the computer
share a common understanding". (Fitter (1979». The user
understands that he is to supply information for a certain
calculation technique and the machine will "understand" (i.e.,
is
so programmed) that it will be required to interpret
information necessary for that technique.
Fitter (1979) observes that users often· assume the
computer program to have unrealistic powers of inference and
a greater intelligence than it actually possesses. The dialogue must be designed to safeguard against this tendency. Treu
(1975) identifies a range of languages which could be applied
to interactive systems. They range from a computer-oriented
It
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artificial language, which can be difficult for the casual
user to remember and inplernent (Kennedy (1975» to a language
very similar to the spoken word which through its ambiguity can
be essentially inlpossible for the ' computer to comprehend. A
flexible user-oriented limited language has evolved in our
conversational procedures. The user has available a specific
set of allowable commands which can be interpreted by the
computer and which are therefore W'laubiguous, yet which have
associated with them obvious meaning for users and are therefore more easily remembered.
In creating our interactive procedures thought was given
to the exact nature of the interface between the man and the
machine. -Miller and Thomas (1977) identify four basic types.
of interface:
1.

2.

3.

4.

System guides, user has forced choice, the user is
stepped through a fixed procedure and must choose data
from a specific list of items. This form of interface
provides quick processing and minimizes error.
.
System guides, user has free response, The user is s tepped through a fixed procedure but can .supply data in any
form he chooses. This form of interface has the potential
especially in numerical applications, for ambiguity and
error.
User guides, user has forced choice, The user has the
option at all times of instructing the system in which
direction to proceed, but can only choose data from a
given list of items. This type of interface would be
appropriate for users who have some familiarity with the
potential of the system. It could result in increased
exploration of the solution space while at the same time
minimizing errors.
User guides, user has free response; The user selects the
direction of the system and supplies data in no prescribed
form or order. This interface has the potential for the
most error and ambiguity and should only be used in
situations where all USers are experienced.

Our interactive procedures have been tailored to the
casual user, combining types 2 and 3. The user can select a
specific calculation option or combination of options and
the system will guide him, using conversational prompts, and
echoing dependent parameters to supply the required data.
However, the values which may be supplied for the required
data are left to the user's discretion. This maximizes the
potential for the user to explore alternatives while minimizing the potential for error. On the other hand experienced users can switch prompts and echoes on and off at any
point.
There are three levels at which attention should be
paid to user psychology - the fW'lctional level, the procedural
level and the syntactical level (Robinson (1977».
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At the functional level, it must be made clear which
functions are to be carried out by the designer and which
functions by the conputer. A brief introduction at the
beginning of the procedure is iJrl)Ortant. The user is made
aware that the conputer will prompt when necessary. The user
can devote his time and attention to interpreting the design
problem. Supplemental to, this, the interactive software
should accord with the ongoing calculation. For example, ~e
pre-processor's function is to create an 'input data deck for
the analytical package. The prompts for input coincide exactly with the documentation for the program input, written
and supplied by the original authors.
At the procedural level, ' the software is designed to
provide alternatives. The alternative chosen will direct
the program logic along, a certain course. The designer
determi"es the course by selecting an appropriate alternative.
At the syntactical level a number of guidelines for
" achieving effective conversational software can be proposed • .
The manner of presenting prompts for input and displaying
output is the area in which the greatest scope for improvement
exists. The manner in which data are formatted can have a
profound effect on the user's efficiency and error rate.
Treu (1975) defines "mental work" as the concept of
certain procedures, tasks or commands being more or less
difficult than others. Further, he defines a concept called
the "user transaction tical! as being the titre from the output of the last system character to the input of the last
user character. The durationof each component of the user
transaction time varies depending on the length and complexity
of the system message, the ease of selecting an appropriate
command, the length of that command (number of terminal keys
depressed) and the user's reading and typing skills. One
objective in designing an interactive system should be to
keep the user transaction time to a minimum while maintaining a clear understanding of what is required of the
user.

In designing a well-behaved interactive system we ~ave
established criteria from our own experience as well as others
(Fitter 1979, Cuff 1980, Kennedy 1975, 1974, Miller 1977,
Gaines 1975, James 1979, 1978, Robinson 1977, Shneiderrnan
1980, Martin 1973). (If these criteria appear obvious, consider the number of systems and programs in widespread use
which violate them.)
1.

The dialogue should be terse, coherent and una.nt>iguous,
yet should maintain an ambience which ~an be used to
develop a cooperative attitude. The behaviour of the
machine should be consistent with the dialogue. The
dialogue should be structured to flow smoothly from one
concept to the next. The user should know the end
result that he is working towards, i.e. all pieces of
input he supplies fOllow in a logical sequence. A prompt
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2.

3.
4.

S.

6.

for input should carry a tone indicative of the form
of response required. The prompts should always be
presented in the same manner. The signal that input
is required (eg. the use of three dots ( ••• » should
appear in the same position, say, forty spaces from the
left hand edge of the paper, so that the user becomes
accustomed to the manner in which input is requested and
entered. This minimizes the chance of error and develops
a reasonable tempo for the session.
Pronpts should be concise to minimize the chances of
ambiguous interpretation by the user. Each pronpt
should be prefaced by a number which allows the user
to refer easily to a pocket manual for aid. In particular, experience has shown that easily readable, portable, concise, complete documentation for a program is
often much more effective than a large output file of
HELP commands. Using a manual containing examples in
conjunction with an informative diagnostic presented at
his terminal can resolve a problem quickly. This is
especially useful when numerical quantities are to be
entered. The ~ual should outline values the parameter
in question would take in a variety of circumstances.
(The pre-processor can only check an outer range beyond
which input is clearly absurd.)
The user should not be required to respond to more than
one idea at a time. This will avoid confusion and
frustration and will mininize the possibility of error.
The input translation routine should 'accept data in
a free-format mode. Users, particularly if they are
not familiar with a computer language, say FORTRAN,
may become confused if they are suddenly faced with
having to enter data in a specific format, for example
G10.3.
Also, the translation routine should accept
abbreviations for commands, instructions and data as
well as in full. This accommodates users with a range
of experience. For example, for numerical input zeroes
for data elements at the end of an input string may be
entered by leaving the remainder of the string blank.
The interactive system would automatically default
these data items to zero.
The corrputer should always respond to the user. Some
indication should be given that the user response has
been accepted or rejected. This may be a specially
designed echo, message or another prol11?t. All input
requests for the particular stage of the program operating should be made in proximity to one another 1 during
lengthy calculations users are periodically informed
"calculation proceeding".
The user must be able to observe and control the procedure and be able to abort the current state of the
system and "reset" the procedure to either the initial
state or a new user-specified local state.
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7.

Data entered should be validated by checking syntax and
conparing the values provided with "normal" values. Care
should be taken not necessarily to reject data outside
the "normal" range, it is surprising how much data ar:!
not "normal", rather flash a diagnostic (which does . not
antagonize the user but rather invites him to reconsider
his data).
8. Error messages should be designed to convey information,
in a concise manner yet not antagonize . the user. Carefully worded error messages will encourage the user to
try again without giving the inpression that errors will
be tolerated continually.
9. Results relayed to the terminal should be ordered and
.. easily read, such as graphics or clear printer-plots.
They must convey only essential data yet be clearly
labelled to indicate their significance. It must be
remembered that further input will likely depend on
these results. If the user cannot decipher then he cannot
supply additional data and the design sequence breaks
down.

Dialogue designed around these basic criteria will be
efficient, user-friendly and reliable.
Control of User Errors
Users are human and make mistakes. It is essential that the
interactive system detect as many. errors as possible before
the engineering design can be affected, and inform the user
politely. Martin (1973) provides an in-depth examination
of the control of user errors. Design criteria for error
control (Martin 1973, Robinson 1977) include:
1.

The dialogue should be structured to detect immediately
as many errors (syntactical and numerical)
as possible.
2. The dialogue must provide the user with an unambiguous
description of the error and why it occurred.
3. The interactive system must provide a facility for
immediate correction of errors.
Error messages should provide information and encourage
the user to avoid repeating the mistake.
The Design Dialogue
Our dialogue procedures are primarily concerned with alphanwooric data entry, but the user may take control of the procedure by entering any of the following commands in place of
data:
BACKSTEP
(start this step over again)
DEADSTART
(start the entire engineering design
package over again)
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(alternately switch prompting off/on)
PROMPT
(alterna~ly
switch echo checking off/on)
ECHO
(terminate procedure)
END
This list does not include procedure instructions such as
"SUBMIT" or "PLOT".
To accord with larger program packages supported by
several u.~. Government Agencies, commands are expressed in
at least the first three columns of the data line, while
columns 4 through 80 are used for numeric data, keywords
and data file commands. The cOllll\aJlds are started in the
first space and may be curtailed after the third letter; only
three letters are necessary to identify the command.
When entering data the user shculd first leave three
spaces blank as these spaces are reserved for commands.
Spaces or commas are used to separate data. When all data
corresponding to one prompt are entered, the line ends with
a "carriage return". When prompts for entering data are
printed at the terminal they are followed by a reference to
"CARD nn. The "CARD" descriptions correspond to program documentation.
The data can be written in any format, but at least one
blank space or comma must be left between data items. If
two commas occur together, for eXaJli>le, the procedure will
assume zero as default for the expected data ' item and the
processor inserts default input as necessary, a convenient
type of shorthand for the experienced user.
A decimal is required for numbers containing fractions,
but not for whole mnooers. Keywords and comments can be
written with the data to describe individual data items.
The input translation routine will disregard alphabetic
input where it expects only numeric data. This is convenient for future archiving.
INTERACTIVE CONVERSATIONAL PROCESSORS FOR
LARGE SIMULATION PACKAGES
Our interactive system comprises three parts: pre-processor
programs, the large externally-supported simulation package
and post-processor programs. The pre-processor' s functions
are :

1.
2.

3.
4.

Solicit and accept user-directed input required by
the external package, in conver~ational free-format
mode, usually from a remote terminal.
Solicit and accept design-oriented input d~ta (if any) ,
such as a rainfall or te mperature data base, from input
devices or units as directed by the user for the
evolving design.
Check the validity of the input and return values of
certain key dependent parameters to the user's terminal.
Convert the units of the input data (usually metric)
to units rp.quired by the main program package.
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5.

6.
7.

COnvert the free-format user input to the formats
required by the external program, for example, from our
above line-oriented free-format to rigid arbitrary
fixed-formats.
Construct a system Job Control Language file to submit
the main program to the batch CPU together with this
fixed-format input data.
Save uniquely identified input files in the user's
catalogue to be subsequently modified, archived or
destroyed.

The function of the external package is to simulate therequisite processes. The post-processor's function is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Return selected output to the user's terminal upon
program completion and after reconverting (if necessary)
to various units.
Calculate various correlation functions between simulation
results and observed or expected data (if any), to
evaluate the current solution.
Printer~plot the results (if requested) where
applicable.
Reinitiate pre-processing for further exploration" of
the solution space once the data are modified. '

By arranging these processors outside the main external
package, it remains untouched and as issued. The new version
of the coding is s.imply substituted for the old version.
The processors are easily modified to incorporate any I/O
changes.
The following is a typical Operation of the Interacti ve system. '.l1lrough a log-on procedure, "the computer
system on which the procedure resides is accessed and the
procedure is activated using a "CALL", procedure name"
command. Besides simple editing, this is the only system
command the user need know. It presents no difficulty for
even the casual user.
Upon entering the procedure the user will be asked to
provide three pieces o f job-related information:
1.
2.
3.

a 3-character identifying code for this particular
user job session, "NNN", where N can be any letter
or number,
a single identifying case nurrber "x" to differentiate
unique trials for this particular user or job session,
whether a new data file ("NEW") is to be created from
scratch for this j ob session, or whe ther an existing,
modified data fil e is to be reprocessed ("OLD"). All
new files need new case numbers X unless the old file
case number X is to be overwritten.
The pre-processor creates two files :

(l)

"NNNdatX"
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which is an echo of the free format ~ew units input provided
by the user and which may be modified,,~~d resubmitted to the
pre-processor as an OLD data file. If requested the preprocessor accesses remote design-oriented disc files and
amalgamates them with the free-format input to produce a
complete' design data set and, (2) "NNN1npX" a data file which
is specifically formatted and in the units required by the
main simulation package and which will form a ~rtion of
the package job stream.
The pre-processor builds a JCL file which, if requested,
submits the main program package, together with file NNNinpX
and any remote disc files, generated by previous runs of this
or another simulation model, to the batch CPU where the
calculations are carried out.
The interactive procedure then moves into a wait mode
until ele results generated by the CPU are returned to the
user terminal. The files are: (1) a listing of simulation
results which need to be presented to the user to form part
of the decision making process, file "NNNoutX" (2) machine
readable code comprising pertinent results in a form suitable for input in subsequent runs of this or another simulation model, file "NNNtapX", (3) Job dayfile recording CPU
times for each constituent task, for program maintenance.
The procedure then activates the post-processor. Key
results are returned to the terminal in summary form and
perhaps as a ,printer plot. The user may then request further
analysis of this output including linear correlations.
Based, on the results the user decides if he wishes to continue to explore the solution space further. If so, the
original free-format data file NNNdatX is modified using the
system editor to formulate a new approach to the problem.
Additionally the user decides whether to invoke a new segtrent of the program package in which case' a NEW job session
or case number may be implemented. The procedure proceeds
in a cyclical,
iterative fashion. The user is freed from
the need to learn JCL to create disc files for subsequent
runs, and can run a.n unlimited nuni:>er of jobs from the
outset. The package has been found to reduce learning times,
minimize user errors 'and reduce total design turn-around
times. The procedure evidently considerably reduces the
complexity of job submission; USers are able to focus on
the processes modelled. No knowledge of FORTRAN formats or
systems control language is required of users. As such it
is especially valuable in an instructional/training
environment.
APPLICATION OF MICROPROCESSORS TO REOOl'E INTERACTIVE
PROCESSING
Pr~-

and post-processor dialogue requires short bursts
of CPU activity and demands fast response. On the other
hand the external main package usually requires considerable
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CPU resources, and so does not qualify for high priority.
It is clearly better to separate these activities placing
each on a CPU dedicated to that environment. unless an'active CPU is dedicated to one user, the interactive procedures function most efficiently in a multi-processor environment.
After issuing a prompt the procedure is "rolled-out" of '
core and the job having the next highest priority is executed.
This often results in delays of up to one minute between responses, or longer where substantial CPU resources are required.
Experiments in user psychology have found this seeming lack
of control over the system to be detrimental to attitude and
self-teaching potential (Fitter, 1979~ Kennedy 1974, 1975,
Brown 1975, Miller 1977, Gaines 1975, Fredrich 1972, James
1974). ,A self-taught approach with ,"hands-on" experience
is far preferable to learning from manuals or documentation
prepared by others. Not only must the software be userfriendly but also the computer system available must be
appropriate.
Microcomputers have :been found to have a number of
advantages over large mainframes (Brebner 1973, Gaines 1975):
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

The inexpensive machine can be dedicated for an
appreciable time-slice entirely to the user. He can
take as much time as he requires , to supply a response
to a prompt without incurring prohibitive costs.
Delays which would be suffered due to swapping on
the large mainframes with a large group of Users are
eliminated.
The cost of computing on a microcomputer system is
negligible.
File storage in the user's catalogue is essentially
free and not restricted as to number and size of
files, especially when the user mounts his own
discs.
The user need only have a basic system consisting
of a terminal and microprocessor CPU and disc drive.
Peripheral devices can be located in close proximity
to the user and to one another even if the mmber
crunching is done at a remote site. Therefore the user
can have instant acces,s, assistance from similar users
and up-to-date documentation.
Microcomputer systems are now readily available
with 32K to 256K decimal words of memory at reasonable
cost.

An arrangement whereby all pre- and post-processing is
carried out on a local microcomputer and all 'intensive
number crunching is carried out on a large remote mainframe
optimizes the total design turnaround time.
At McMaster University the pre- and post-processors
have been implemeated on a PDP 11/23 in our laboratory.
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This microcomputer uses 16-bit words and has a user al:"ea ":
of 32K decimal words of memory. The user interfaces with
the machine using a VC1452 CRT terminal communicating at
9600 baud and a LA120 line printer communicating at 1200
baud. The external package executes on a remote CYBER
170/730 mainframe with 140K octal 64-bit words of memory.
All software is written in fully transportable ANSI FORTRAN.
This system has been extensivelY used in instructional
workshops on hydrology and hydraulics for consulting and
municipal engineers, where the participants get "hands-on"
experience with a small part of the urban drainage simulation
package. The participants are expected to work from actual
plans for an existing urban area, discretize the sub-areas,
prepare and/or modify the input data, and apply an actual
recorded rainstorm. Many jobs are run during the 3-day
workshop to gain a "feel" for the model of the drainage
system.
Engineering reports generally incorporate modelling results. By integrating the post-processor with a text processing system operating on the same microcomputer, output
files created by the post-processor can be substituted
directly into a skeletal outline of the standard sections
of the report.
We have concentrated on small to medium sized consulting engineering firms in designing the interactive procedure
and acquiring computer hardware. Most such firms USe
remote batch-oriented computing purchased from a commercial
computer centre. It has been our experience that this m::xle
of computing is not as efficient as spending $25000 to $35000
on hardware, and interactive conversational software for
communicating with a large simulation program at a remote
mainframe. The firm can thereby reduce the computational
effort and in all likelihood reduce its costs.
CONCLUSIONS
Design time, including user transaction time and program
turnaround time, are greatly reduced when the interactive
approach to cOllV?uting is taken. Concise, unambiguous
man-machine dialogue promotes a reduction in user transaction time, minimizes the potential for error, increases
user confidence and encourages investigation of different
design alternatives. Transmitting only key output to the
terminal enhances convergence to a final design.
Conversational interactive pre~ and post-processing
procedures greatly facilitate preparation of input data, job
Submission, output retrieval and interpretation and subsequent investigation of possible solutions to multi-objective
problems. The original coding of the external packages remains"untouched thereby facilitating incorporation of new
versions and/or updates whenever available.
The best operating environment at this time is one in
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which the pre- and post-processing is carried out on a local
microprocessor, devoted exclusively to a small user group. The
large external simulation package executes on a remo~' highspeed mainframe with large available core ' memory. Thus,
total design turnaround time is minimized, cost to the user
decreased and the quality of the final design improved.
At McMaster University, a PDP 11/23 microcouputer hosts
the pre- and post-processors. The microprocessor communicates at speeds up to 9600 baud with a CYBER 170/730 mainframe, on which the simulation package resides. The postprocessor is easily interfaced with a text processing
system to reduce the time involved in producing a draft
report.
The hardware and software described in this paper is
appropriate for general use and in particular for small to
medium sized consulting firms actively involved in computational urban drainage design. The methodology will increase
design capabilities and improve efficiency at a relatively
low cost. The general concepts of the interactive system
described in this paper can be extended to other disciplines.
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FAST SWMM
William James
Presently on sabbatical leave as Guest Professor,
Division of Water Resources Engineering,
Lulea University~ LULEA, Sweden

Abstract: . A new package called SWESWMM has been developed and used
The basic program is a
by the author at two locations in Sweden.
transformation · of the CANS~ package distributed by the Ontario
Ministry of the Environment, and is easily maintained by s~mply
updating the basic SWMM modules in accordance with the latest
modifications and corrections issued by the original authors. These
basic modules have in no way been modifj,ed by the present author.
Program SWESWMM is written in ANSI fully transportable FORTRAN·.
The basic processes included in the package are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

solicit and accept user-directed oasic SWMM input in
conversational free-format mode, usually from a remote
terminal
solicit and accept design-oriented input data (if any) from
input devices or units as directed during execution by the
user
check the validity of the input and return values of certain
dependent parameters to the user terminal
convert from metric units to the British Units required by
SWMM, if necessary
submit the blocks of SWMH in the order required
return selected output from the SWMH output file to the user
terminal, and reconvert to metric data if required
re-sutxnit the SWMM blocks as directed and return selected
output, and repeat as required
save and list input/output files as directed by the user

Steps (e)-(h) are written in simple systems control statements and
should be reasonably easily adapted to different systems.
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Steps (a)-(d) are handl ed by program SWESWMH.
The design
procedure has been carefully designed to . mj.nimize user errors and
reduce total design turn-around times. The paper describes the urban
drainage design and SWESWMM design criteria.
The, SWESWMM package
evidently considerably reduces the complexity of SWMM job submission;
U5er5 are able to . focus on the simple hydrologic, hydraulic and water
quality processes modelled.
No knowledge of FORTRAN formats, or
5y5tems control language is required of users. SWESWMM accepts both
CANSWMM and SWMM jobs without distinction.
INTRODUCTION
Urban drainage problems arise trom both the quantity and the
"quality ' of" r uno ff-.
So far as quantity is concerned urban" runoff
model:s are essentially similar to the general hydrological .model in
the flowchart below:
PRECIP, TEMP
OTHER DATA

.

TOPO, PHYSICAL
DATA

'It
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION,
LOSSES

r+

'f
.... I DISCRETIZE

INTERCEPTION,
DEPRESSIONS

~
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"

"
IMPERVIOUS
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1

....,.

......
./
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RUNOFF

~

·1 INTERFLOW J
,

'I'

.......
."

CHANNEL
ROUTING

t
RESERVOIR
ROUTING (IF)

t
STREAMFLOW

J

t

GROUNDWATER
STORAGE

FREQUENCY
CURVES

FIGURE 1
In practice there "is little difference between flood control
management and urban drainage management - we have to get any excess
runoff away : with minimum damage and cost.
The textbook "approach to r~noff control requires determination
of a flood frequency curve for the "as is" condition and a second
flood frequency curve for conditions after completion of a particular
runoff control system.
These curves can be converted into damage
frequency curves by assuming a relation between peak flow and flood
damage. " The area under the curves then becomes average annual damage
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in the "as is" condition and average annual damage after improvements
have been made.
The difference between these two damage figures
represents the benefits of the flood conttol project and can be
compared with the cos·ts for an economic evaluation.
In many urban
situations the damage is little more than nuisance and a decision is
made rather arbitrarily to limit the probability of this nuisance to
some acceptable level.
In dealing with pollution from urban storm runoff, the mangitude
and frequency of the pollutant loads should also be known.
A
determination should be made of an acceptable level of pollution
frequency given some information on the magnitude of the polluting
load.
Consequently, it is necessary in urban hydrology to define the
probability of peak flows, and, where storage is being considered,
the volume characteristics of the streamflow as well. Unfortunately,
a model designed to simulate only a few large discrete storm events
cannot as readily provide the probability information which is
needed.
It is usual for example to define flow frequency by selecting
the maximum rain · hyetograph each year and converting this to a flow
hydrograph with a discrete event simulation model.
But the most
intense rainfall in a year does not necessarily · produce the maximum
peak or the maximum runoff v.olume [,].
A short high intensity
rainfall may produce a very large peak flow but with a low runoff
volume such that it will be severely reduced by available storage.
On the other hand, modest rainfalls extending over many hours or even
. days, may produce a large volume of runoff which could fill a storage
reservoir.
The exact effect will of course depend on the amount of
storage and its outlet capacities.
At present there is no suitable continuous simulation model
available for urban drainage design and it appears-to be advisable to
use a tried-·a nd-tested model such as SWMM ·in a .flexible manner. The
development of SWESWMM is an attempt to provide rapid and easy design
use of the SWMM package.
SWESWMM could also be extended to include
other proven hydrologic and hydraulic packages.
.

THE GENERAL NATURE Qf

U~BAN

DRAINAGE DESIGN

Before we go any further, we must honestly face up to the
reality of urban drainage design:
it is an improvisation, a
provisional lash-up.
We can design no drainage scheme that works properly, nor can we
even ever achieve a · truly satisfactory performance.
It is not
. possible to create a storage facility that has no unfortunate or
undesirable effects.
The requirements for good drainage design are
generally irreconcilable, and all designs are in a sense failures.
Compromise implies a degree of failure, for example, durability
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fir 3t- c o st .

The urban drainage designer has limits set upon his choice:
1. The drainage facility being designed must correctly embody
the essential orinciole or the fundamental use of the
facility - a detention pond, for example, will accumulate
water. We cannot bluff our way around it.
2. The drainage . components must be geometrically · related as
required in extent and posi tion to each other and to the
overall system.
The components must be strong enough to resist the required
hydrosta tic and erosive forces, and big enough to co·nvey the
floW3.
4. Access must be provided.
5. Cost must be acceptable.
6. Appearance must be acceptable.
1. Side effects must be acceptable.

3:

Drainage design always involves making trial. assumptions based
on experience; like research, design is a matter of trial and error.
Design relies heavily on memory; a totally inexperienced person
cannot design a good drainage scheme. Furthermore the purpose of the
facility is not unique.
Purpose could be defined:
"What someone · has provisionally
decided that the facility may be reasonably expected to do for the
present".
It is not an innate property of the facility.
For
example, the purpose of a dam "is any purpose imputed to i t by any
man; to the contractor the purpose is to make money, to the
"designer" it may be to win a competition, to the paddler it is
flotation to move to some other point, but to me it may be to keep
ducks .
The influence of ecooomy in drainage is universal; the
characteristics that lead people to call a design "functional" are
invariably derived from the requirements of economy _and not of use.
The
a}
b}
c}
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

principle ways of keeping down costs are:
to use as little material as possible,
to use the cheapest materials available,
to use the most easily worked materials,
to use mass-production techniques,
to use as little skill as possible,
to use as few operations as possible,
to use the cheapest energy available,
to · design and construct it as Quickly as possible.

Computer models are clever devices, and their builders sometimes
seem to claim that they will show us the correct and cheapest answer.
But there is no optimal design. Even if. we were able to deliberately
pre-determine mathematically the solution that would actually tum
out to be the most economical in long-term practice, the cli·e nt would
probably still want something cheape~ or more striking.
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The general design procedure in urban . flood control may
thought of as a series of nested loops as shown Figure 2 [2J.
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./
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J;MPLEMENT PLAN
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FIGURE 2

CURRENT URBAN DRAINAGE DESIGN PRACTICE
Traditional storm .drainage design philosophy was to collect
runoff and carry it away, as fast as possible, out of the boundaries
of the watershed, by connecting . all impervious areas, such as roofs
and driveways, 'to a network of gutters and conduits with considerably
higher flow velocities and density thartthe natrual drainage system
[3].
Storm water was considered "clean" and there was no concern
about pollution from separate storm sewers. Negative consequences of
this were dramatic increase of peak flows at the outlet of the
urbanized watershed, increased incidence of local flooding, depletion
of ground water, considerable increase in the cost of new storm
sewerage systems and relief sewers, and environmental drainage. The
design of storage is now generally agreed to be possible only through
the synthesis. of hydrographs (storage in an urban system is not
necessarily concentrated in a reservoir but may be distributed over
different elements of the watershed, such as roads, parking lots,
roofs and elements of the sewer network.)
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In fact, it has recently become common to consider two extreme
drainage systems in one urban area. One is. a minor sy3tem con3isting
of closed and open conduits and the other is a major sY3tem, which is
the route foilowed by flood or runoff waters when the minor system i3
inadequate.
Traditional urban drainage studies con3idered only the
minor system.
Nowadays both extremes should be analyzed in a
drainage project. Typcial minor sy3tems are usually intended to have
sufficient capacity to collect and transport runoff from a 3torm that
might be expected to occur only once in a 2 to 10 year period.
Return period3 from 25 to lOa year3 might be considered for the major
system.
Detention ponds which are part of the minor 3y3tem should be
designed with consideration of p033ible effect3 of major floods.
It
is desirable that the same methodology for the hydrologic simulation
be applied to both 3ystems. The elements in the simulation of urban
runoff are as follow3:
During precipitation on a pervious area, water is continuously
abstracted by infiltration, and initially by depression storage.
Other abstractions considered in rural hydrology, such as
interception and evaporation are usually negligible for urban storm
events.
If the · rainfall intensity . exceeds the possible rate of infil tration, natural depressions collect some of the excess
precipitation creating . additional depression storage.
Since the
depressions have different depths and filling rates, part of the
overland flow commences as soon as the infiltration capacity is
3ati3fied.
Comparison3 con3idering only a few 3torms on a couple of test
areas are useful for the calibration of parameter3 but are not very
conclusive as a test of a model'3 performance.
Practical
computerized optimization technique3 for thi3 purp03e are not
available at pre3ent; 3impler intuitive procedure3 are u3ually
3ufficient for model improvement.
.

.

The C03t of modelling is determined by the effort in input data
collection, program input requirements and computer cost3.
All of
the3e factors are also dependent on the degree of schematization
used.
Computer c03t3 are not large for di3crete ' event models when
applied to basic sUbcatchment3 (les3 than $10.00) so that hYd~ologic
model selection on this basi3 is not warranted.

OPTIMAL SIZING OF DRAINAGE COMPONENTS
Flood-control measure!] within urban area3 may consist of 3torm
sewer3, detention 3torage re3ervoir3, channel modification3, land-u3e
controls, levees, flood prOOfing, and pumping facilities. A range of
alternative 3ystem configuration3 and component 3ize3 can usually be
identified that will accompli3h a 3pecific technical objective, such
as a specified degree of protection.
The need to determine the
appropriate size of the component3 of the sY3tem has stimUlated
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efforts to formalize th e analysis of tradeoffs between facilities,
performance, and costs.
For example, there is a combination of best
size~ for each component in a system that would . maximize the system's
net value or accomplish a performance standard most effiCiently [4].
Host models are flow-prediction "models" for which the time
variation of storm runoff can be computed if the layout, slope,
length, and size of ·the storm or combined sewers are known or
assumed. These flow-prediction models are useful from an operational
viewpoint for regulating storm runoff for pollution control and other
management purposes.
However, they cannot be used for direct
determination of sewer sizes.
If these models are used for design,
the sewer sizes have to be determined by trial and error.
Most
models do not utilize the unsteady flow equations or account for the
mutual backwater effects between the sewers in the network.
SWMM
utilizes slightly simplified flow equations accounting for the
backwater effects.· within each· individual sewer but without
considering the mutual backwater effects among the sewers.
In the past, complexity and uncertainty. in sewer design has been
largely handled by imposing rather conservative gene~al design
guidelines which simplify the design decision but tend to mask
fundamental functional relationships and system cost considerations.
It is imperative that the fundamental bases and the ' design
methodology be carefully examined when computerizing design
procedures to see if they might be beneficially modified to achieve a
Computer models usually
more sound functional or economic design.
reduce the uncertainty by accounting for the greater complexity of
the real system.
It appears ' that the optimizing sewer design programs may result
in reduced system costs but are even more valuable in providing rapid

and inexpensive cost sensitivity and alternative design capability,
thus providing the engineer with valuable design and decision
information. Overall cost savings of . about 10%· or 20% or more may
result from this process ("5,6].
Storm sewer systejDS can also be . designed based on cost
optimization considering . risk due to uncertainties in the design
parameters.
Models to account for the costs of expected flood
damages have been incor~orated into the dynamic programming solution
procedure to obtain the optimum sewer system . design.
Discrete
differential dynamic programming is applied to make the design
optimization procedure of a large storm sewer network become feasible
by significantly reducing the computer time and computer storage
involved.
The numerical examples cited in the literature appear to
demonstrate that the expect~ damage cost is generally not a major
part of the overall expected cost of the sewer system.
Therefore,
precise eva! uation of the exact risk level is not necessary and
approximate analysis of uncertainties and risk evaluation may prove
to be adequate [7].
The use of a risk-based cost optimization scheme
may provide a rational yet practical approach in the design of storm
sewer systems, particularly when considerable flood damages are
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expe ct ed.

GENERAL DRAINAGE DESIGN STRATEGY
SWMH flow simulation has proven to be accurate in a large number
of applications for areas of greatly differing size, land use and
3ewer system configuration, and over a range of meteorological
conditions.
Consequently SWMM has been recommended for the
simulation of floW3, where required, in drainage planning and design
studies, although particular advantages offered by other models in
c 'e rtain specific situations should not be overlooked.
For example,
STORM is particularly useful for the screening and comparison of
alternatives ,and for the isolation of critical events for subsequent
SWMM simulation [8].
At present, the modelling of runoff quality cannot be expected
as precise 85 the simulation of runoff quantity.
It is
considered that some sampling of the quality of runoff and overflows
will usually be required to supplement the final modelling activities
in a study directed ' towards the design of pollution abatement
facilities.
Past experience with the interpretation of the results
of sampling programs, and subsequent efforts for calibration, have
emphasized that the collection of samples for chemical analysis
should be very carefully planned in view of the high costs involved.
Preliminary modelling is often useful in determining the specific
sampling .locations required.

to

be

Simulation of storm water quality will be useful, however, in a
variety of studies, such as the assessment of the requirements for
upgraded treatment plants, the need for new plants, the benefits of
sewer separation or new interceptors and the control of runoff from
new developments.
The costs of treatm.ent and, to a lesser extent, storage
facilities, are partly a function of the design floW3.
Although the
modelling of quality is by no means exact; accurate~ flow simulation
is very useful for the design of any pollution abatement facility.
Even if the calibration of the parameters controlling quality is
limited, quality simulation can still be of value for illustration of
the severity of a problem and comparison of alternative pollution
control schemes. Consequently, quantity and quality modelling should
form an integral part of all stUdies for pollution abatement [8].
The design methodology includes three stages: data preparation
stage, the planning stage and the design/analysis stage[9].
In the planning stage, various land use al ternati ves, drainage
3ystems and the resultant pollutional impacts on the receiving waters
are evaluated.
Typically, at this . stage only limited information
describing the watershed is available and, consequently, a detailed
runoff simUlation would not be feasible or appropriate.
At the same
time, it is important to establish tbe probability of occurrence of
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runoff events of specific rn ag ni tudes.
The SWMH model could be
applied in a simplified (lump ed) manner for a limited number of
critical precipitation/runoff events, the frequencies and antecedent
conditions of which would have been determined by some other method.
SWMM can be applied as a spatially lumped model. without a significant
sacrifice in the accuracy of s1mulation[ 10, 11].
Reduction of the
number of elements in the RUNOFF and TRANSPORT blocks to a minimum
results in a considerable saving 1n data reduction time and in
computer time requirements.

Once the hydrographs- and pollutographs have been simulated by
SWMH, different runoff (or overflow) control alternatives may be
studied.
SwMH can consider seven levels of treatment and estimates
and, very approximately, the costs of implementing these control
alternatives.
In some instances, a preliminary analysis of the
impact of critical discharges to · the receiving waters would also be
carried out in the planning phase. At the completion of the planning
stage, the user bas a good indication of the nature of the runoff or
overflow problem in the study area and also has a feeling for the
effectiveness of various runoff/overflow control measures for a
number of critical rainfall/runoff . events.
The Information
obtained during this phase of a study is. .at a planning level, where
the relative effects and , magnitudes are more important than the
absolute values required for subsequent design purposes.
In the Design/Analysis stage, the design of drainage system and
pollution control facilities is carried out, as well as a detailed
study of probable impacts in the receiving waters. Consequently, it
is desirable to produce accurate hydrographs and pollutographs for
selected · events using a calibrated, detailed simulation model.
At
this level, SWMM would be used at a high level of discretization.
Sewer surcharging would not ·have been considered at the planning
stage, as sewers are considered as an open channel network at . that
stage.
Critical events for pollution abatement are not usually the
low frequency storins used in design·.
However, surcharging becomes
very important when analyzing methods to reduce flooding in an
existing sewer system of insufficient capacity, or when eval uating
the response of a drainage system to a storm of a frequency lower
than the . design frequ·e ncy.
. Under such circumstances, SWMH is not
applicable and other more sophisticated models are required.
For
simUlation of backwater effects which might occur in the sewer
system, it becomes necessary to use a model incorporating dynamic
wave routing.

THE BASIC SUBCATCHMENT SYSTEM IN SHMM
The urban watershed drainage system may be ·considered as two
distinct systems for runoff modelling purposes[10]:
(a)

The basic subcatchment system in which the excess rainfall is
transformed to ·overland flow.
The overland flow hydrographs at
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(b)

the drainage manholes form the inlet hydrographs for the
transport system.
The transport system in which the flows are routed through the
trunk sewer network.

Each subcatchment is conceptualized as a flow plane over which
overland flow occurs.
Representative values of imperviousness,
average ground slope, infiltration, retention storage, and land use
are assigned to each subca tchement.
The rainfall depth over each
subcatchment is the basic input to the overland flow or RUNOFF model.
The model sequentially accounts for infiltration and retention depth
to determine a net excess rainfall depth on the overland flow plane.
The exces:! rain depth is used to compute an overland flow rate for
each time step. SWMM uses a very simple algorithm for this runoff
cotnputatlon~ . SUbcatchments can be used to represent large portions
of the entire watershed, or individual drainage areas, depending upon
the desired degree of detail.
The small local sewer pipes and
gutters are usually ignored in large sUbcatchments.
SWMM also
provides the facility to account . for simplified routing in local
pipes in the RUNOFF block. Instead of considering the sUbcatchment
overland flow ' hydrograph to flow directly to the inlet manhole, it
can be routed initially through a "GUTTER" subroutine which is used
to account for the many ditches, lateral pipe:, and street gutters,
which are not usually included in the TRANSPORT block computations.
For more details the reader is referred to the SWMM manuals[10].
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS
Once calibrated hydrographs and pollutographs have been obtained
from the detailed model, the storage and treatment design can be
finalized, following an evaluation of the environmental impact of the
effluent or overflow on receiving waters.
SWESWMH includes one statistical measure to evaluate the
accuracy of the hydrographs computed by SWMM, when compared to the
entire recorded hydrographs; the linear Correlation Coefficient
(R)[ 3].
If the .observed
hydrograph C, then
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(1)

-l~R~+l

(ii) The closer the value of R is to either +1 or -1, the better is
the agreement between the two variable!!. for the assumed linear
relationship.

DESIGN CRITERIA fOR INTERACTIVE DIALOGUE
More significant than computing cost is the cost of the
designer's time~ We have found that using one program in batch mode
may require one day's effort, depending on the designer's capability,
whereas savings of about 85~ of turnaround time can be achieved using
an interactive package[12]. The costs of that time difference may be
quite significant to consultant and client alike, especially from
remote small offices.
It has been our experience that the design time, including user
transaction time and program turnaround time, are greatly reduced
when the interactive approach to computing is taken[12]. It has been
found ,that concise, unambiguous man-machine dialogue promotes a
reduction in user transaction time, minimizes the potential for
error, increases user confidence and encourages investigation of
different design situations.
It was also found that transmitting
only key output to the terminal enhances convergence to a final
design.
The importance of making the numerical model work for the user
cannot be stressed too greatly. If the method of communicating with
the ,computer is complicated and exacting, or the dialogue ambiguous,
the posi ti,ve aspects of computing will be nullified. There are three
levels at which attention should be paid to user psychology - the
functional level, the procedural level and the syntactical level[13].
At the functional level, it must be made clear which functions
are to be carried out by the designer and which functions by the
computer.
A brief introduction at the beginning of the program is
important. In SWESWMM the user ~s informed that he must supply data
whenever three dots ( ... ) appear. He is made aware that t~e computer
will do all the prompting.
The user can devote his time to the
design problem.
At the procedural level, the software must be designed so that
the computer prompts input by ~isplaying al ternati ves.
The
alternative chosen will direct the program logic along a certain
course.
The designer determines the course by selecting the best
alternative.
The syntactical level is the one at which most of the guidelin es
for achieving effective interactive software can be proposed.
The
manner of presenting prompts for input and displaying output is the
area in which the greatest scope for improvement exists.
The way
data are formatted can have a profound effect on the user' s
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efficiency and
follow1ng[ 13] :

err o r

r ate .

Con s id era tion

should

be

given to

the

(1)

The dialogue should be concise and unambiguous. The prompt for
input should carry a tone ind ica t1 ve of the forin of response
required.

(ii)

Prompts should be concise to minimize the chances of different
interpretation by the user.
Associated with each prompt there
should be a number to allow the user to refer quickly and
easily to a pocket manual for aid.
This is especially useful
when numerical quantities are to be entered. The manual should
outline values the parameter would take in a variety of
circumstances.
The prompt should always be presented in the
same manner.
The signal that input is required (in this study
three dots ( ••• ) were used) should appear in the same position,
for example, forty spaces from the left hand edge of the paper,
so that the user becomes accustomed to the manner in which
input is requested and entered.
It has been found that this
minimizes the chance of error.

(iii) The user should not be made to respond to more than one idea at
a time.
This will avoid confusion and frustration and will
again minimize the possibility of error.
(i v)

The program' s input routine should be designed to accept data
in a free format mode.
Users. particularly if not familiar
wi th FORTRAN, may beco(lle confused if they are suddenly faced
with having to enter data in a specific format, for example
FlO.3.

(v)

The computer should always respond to the user.
When a
response is sent by the user some indication should be given
him that the response has been accepted or rejected. This may
be accomplished through a specially designed message or by
having another prompt appear.
It follows therefore that all
input requests for the particular stage of the program
operating should be made in proximity to one another.

(vi)

Error messages. should be designed 50 that they convey
information in a concise manner yet do not antagonize the user.
" Carefully worded error messages will encourage the user to try
again without giving him the impression that errors will be
tolerated continually.

(vii) 'Results relayed to the terminal should be presented in an
ordered yet easily readable form .
They must convey only
essential data yet they must be clearly labelled to indicate
their significance.
It must be remembered that further input
will likely depend on these results.
If the user cannot
decipher them he cannot supply additional data and the design
sequence breaks down.
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GontLQl of

U~er ErrQr~

Users are human and because of this they will make mistakes. It
is essential that the interactive system detect these errors, as far
as possible, before they can affect the design, and inform the user
politely.
Several dialogue design criteria should be kept . in mind
[13] :
(1)

The dialogue must be structured so that as many
possible may be detected immediately.

errors as

(11)

The dialogue must provide the user wi th an unambiguous
description of what the error is and why it occurred.

(iii) The system must provide a facility for immediate correction of
errors.
Error messages should provide information and encourage the user
to avoid repeating the mistake.
However, the system should be
designed so that tb~ ' user is not encouraged to make mistakes.
The
interactive system 'shou1d output a diagnostic at the terminal
Whenever a user input error is detected.
The Design Dialogue
SWESWMM follows the regular prompt/read sequence with all
prompts numbered for hand reference to a pocket guide.
The input
format is similar to that of HYMO and the HEC programs, except for
the following allowable comnands' [ 14]: .
.
STOP
BACKSTEP
CHANGE

(Start this step again)
(Change an alterable variable)

Thus commands are expressed in at least the first · 3 columns of
the data card, and <:olunms 4 through 80 are used for numeric data and
keywords.
The data can be written 1n any format, but at least one blank
space or comma must be left between data items • . A decimal is
required for numbers containing fractions, but not for whole numbers.
Keywords can be written with ' the data to describe individual data
items.
However". the input may also follow the formats required for
regular batch job submission.
In other words, if the job is to' be
set up for remote job entry, the input data files may be prepared in
accordance with the rigid SWMM formats.
The relative merits of batch processing, and
sharing may be considered here.
Batch processing
process in Which a run is ~ubmitted to the computer
high-speed device such as a card-reader or through a
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such as a keyboard terminal, and the job is then run and the output
returned to the user either ilmllediately or at some later time, with
no communication between the user and the· program from the time of
submission to the receipt of result3.
Interactive computing is
defined as a process which may be initiated in either of the . ways
described above for batch processing, but in which · the program will
hal t at certain predetermined points to permit the user to make
certain decisions before the run is continued.
One further term
should be noted, i.e. conversational computing.
This is similar to
interactive computing, but specific prompting que3tions are written
into the program so that a pseudo-conver3ation can be carried on
between the program and the user in an effort to prompt or guide the
user in the making of the run time deci3ions.
The decision as to
whether batch or interactive computing should be used depends on two
issues:
the most appropriate method of use for the engineer, i.e.
whether or not it i3 important for him to be able to interact or
converse with the program in terms of ,the design function which he is
attempting to carry out, and the data which is required to set up the
various runs of the system.
~.
It is of course possible to access SWMHin an interactive mode
via keyboard terminals using existing control software, i.e. without
use of SWESWMH. This could permit an engineer to set up a major run
in a batch mode and then, having completed a first run, modify
certain input parameters via a keyboard terminal, retain the rest of
the ·data unchanged, and initiate another run. Many users of SWMM us~
this method(8].
The main object of this paper was to discuss the
total urban design problem and the design criteria for SWMM, so that
the reader may himself decide whether to use a program such as
SWESWMM • .
CONCLUSIONS
Host users are faced with a number of realities(ll]:
(a)

They cannot afford to develop and maintain an independent urban
runoff model.

(b)

They do not own a computer large enough to run a good urban
runoff model.

(c)

They have good telephone access to such computers and can afford
a portable terminal.

(d)

They are discouraged by the long learning-time, required
become familiar with good urban runoff models.

(e)

They would like to red uce the total
associated with batch ·computing.

design

turnaround

to

tim e s

I have tried to develop SWESWMM to cope with this environment.
The main principles were that:
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~ith

(a)

It should communicate directly

a standard SWMM.

(b)

The SWMM must be easily updated locally' on receipt of updates
from the original authors.

(c)

SWMM should run without long delays because of excessive memory
requirements.

(d)

SWESWMM should operate optionally in
SWESWMM in the required FPS units.

(e)

SWESWMM should function on
conversational manner.

(f)

It should be easy to include other models such as STORM.

SI

units

portable slow-speed

but

talk

to

terminals

in

We have thus ·not inserted any code into SWMM except that
required to make isolated statements ··.transportable · (about half-adozen statements).
The mode of operation may be depicted:
USER
TERMINAL
long distance link

---

SHARING
SYSTEM

-I
J

I
I
I
I
I
..4

SEGMENTED
STANDARD
SWMM
OTHER MODELS
FIGURE 3
Thus the operations of SWESWMM are:
1.

CONVERSATIONAL INPUT

2.

SI/FPS CONVERSION
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3.

ARCHIVE INPUT

4.

CONNECT INPlIT rILES

5

RUN SWMM (& OTHER MODELS)

6.

ACCESS

1.

FPS/SI CONVERSION

8.

PRINT SUMMARY OUTPUT

9.

FULL REGULAR BATCH LISTINGS

olIT PUT
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AftSTRACT
An advanta~e of realiatlc c~uter .odels of c~lex en~lneerin~ "yate.a 1a th.t local
and easlly .cceaalble proto~e ayate~ can he aimul.ted.
Site viaita to local
~rototype.
bec~
eore .eanin~ful if atudents .re to aimul.te control of the aelf-aame
.yateme. Experience of fleld viaitll to auch v.ter resourcea a~atema indicate the lar.ct
of the aimulation p.ck.«e on the curriculum.
In order to .llow " .. onable ... tery of the res~onlle of fIIOre re.Uatic nodala .ddition.l
time and effort .., be required of the atudent.
To. 11_ited deRree. thie can be
accOllllllOdated by a rearr.njte_nt of the lecture .... teri.l 1n the eetabliahed curricula.
However. there aay be compr0lll1aes and _stery levels of "fund_ntala" may be
threatened.
A aet of gutdlnR principlea for the develop.ent and uae of alaul.tion
packagea ia SultReated.
curaoT)' coat comparison between thls "slCIUI.te-and-si te nsl t" .pproach and the
traditlonal approach (siapllstlc labor.tory model and hand computatlon) 1a offered.
An
overview of deaign consider.tlona. programmable featurea .nd clasaroom requ1rementa are
.lso diacusaed.

A

INTRODUCTION

Cener.l

Resources

programme.

Our

experience

b)

Admlniatr.tive Softw.re _
"8ombproof" Input aofevare (e.g.
foout checka)

(e.~.

~amulatlon ~ofevare
neal~e
input
(1ncludinR
echo-checkin,)
quh-ftOde input
(ualnR randOfll
number Rener.toTs)
Simulation .1,or1th~

A General Method

a)

softw.re

ll.rdl#.re-apec1 fic softw.re (e. R.
"peclal traphlcs)
Cener.l
CAl
softw.re
(e.lt.
priv.te recorda)
Priver and control subroutines.

indicatea th.t teaching and le.rning are
significantly influenced. and that .uch
CAl padaRea could prove WIOre cocteffectlve than tr.dltlonal alternativea.
We preaent the «eneral developmental
background in thls p.rt of our paper.

From the outaet our at. h .. been to
develop
aofeva"
aultable
for
admlnlaterlng ~ alaul.tion problem.
The aubroutinea a.,. b. categorlzed .a
followa:

output

~ltlng)

A l.rge CAl slmulatlon pacx.lte haa been
uaed for the paat two years In the
undergr.duate Cinl EnRineering W.ter

c)

Couraevareftranching
loltic
error-correctlnR)
Input/Output dlalojtUe.

Our

(e.lt.

experience
h&1l
been that the
for group (a) h.. been the
moat dlfficult. vhere... tev probleme
have .rl.en in group (b). Progr~1n~
for group (c) h .. pro~d a never-end1n~
lAbour.
~rogramming

CADI
n r~dcte""lncd
fltep s.
111e
student 111 then rC'1ul rrd tn
<1iar.no",c
th..
CAusotjve
{,arAMt'tcr from th.. {'lnttcd
output.
In the dcsirn node
thc .tudent .. ntcr. hi. ~~
In{'ut rorn~t .. rll ln ord.. r to
acquirc a ~rasp of th .. "y"ten
" .. n.itivity. or to .. chi .. ve a
d... ir.. d (de"i~n) output.

"TI1C
m~th nd
"'"~
he IId:t pt e<i for An ~'
suit"hle cour~e In the h"rd <'r I<oft
scicnccs. i.e. nnv " 1",,,18tl,,,, alr,or1th ..
""'Y bc .. ""l1y 1nllerted 1n th~ {'lIckol\e.
A{,pro{,riatc courllC-Vllrc vould have to he
dev.. lopcd (of course); our Method .. h"vc
"tress .. d fle)(ibilit\· here.
TnlOsportab111 tv
It vaa clellr Cram th .. out .... t that CAl
(.iftulation) packag.. " hav.. an .. conom1c
advantalt"
over
th..
traditional
laboratory ~thod aa
.oon
a.
thc
.oftvare i. di.tribut .. d amon~ ...v .. ral
uaer.. ~.. h"v.. accordingly tri .. d to
avoid .y.t .. m d.. p.. nd .. nt torm. vh .. rev .. r
ros.ible. ...~.
using
variabl...
to
sp .. cify th .. input/outrut d.. vic....

c)

If durin~ an .. x.. rcis.. th ..
,tud .. nt r .. qulre. h .. l~ h.. ~"y
..cc....
a fil.. cat .. lo~uin~
.uell info~ation.
At fir.t
thi. file may ..... m to be or .. n
ended.
but
in
pract1c..
.tudent. t .. nd to experi .. nce
very .lni1ar
difficultles.
Th.. fil .. 1. (to be) bul1t ul'
fro. the privat.. record of
lndivldual
.. x.. rci.....
and
..tor.. d in
tre..
.tructur..
fona.
n,.. didactic value of
thia .ubroutine .hould not he
undere.tl_ted. .ince one of
the ~t l.portant .kills ln
..ngin.... ring i. learning to
forwulate correct queationa.
Frequently tha file atores
better, or ItO"
nalevant.
qu ... tlona than a .tudent ~
currently
be
cal'able
of
forwulating.

d)

An important requlrelllet1t from

Th.. packalt.. vaa d .. velop ..d on a COC6400
comput .. r u.ing INTT.RCOH 4.1 und .. r th ..
SCOPE
3.4 op .. ratin~ .y.t .. ~, but i ..
vritt ..n eoctly in ANSI FORTRAN.
An
.. arly
verdon
of
th.. rackage VaA
tranaferred to a
CE
cOCllPuter
and
requir .. d only a fev .inor .edification.
before runnin~ int .. ractiv.. ly.
Hareowr the pacleage haa been adapted to
five different t .. rminal •• tvo of vhiell
have
graphic.
carabiliti .. s.
Host
graphics .oftvare. and certain ortional
admini.trativ..
.oftvar...
are .y.t .. ~
d .. pendent. but v .. ar.. pr.. par.. d to assist
any pot ..ntial us .. r. in adapting the
raekag .. to th .. ir .y.t .._.
Cen.. ral Pacltag .. Featur...
~

li.t a numb .. r of th .. ~rogra. d... i~
requirementa ln th .. concluding part of
thia paper, but four f .. ature. varrant
particular mention at thla point:
a)

b)

Stud ..nt. are able to accc ••
th .... nti re JP;CllUt of counerelated .. xarci.... froa the
b"ginning of the coune.
To
furth .. r .. nhance thia .elfpec1n~
prop .. rty.
the
exerci.... are arran~.. d in a
hi .. rarchy of c01!lplu:ity .uch
that additlonal in.truction
. .y be obtained on compon.. nt
proc........
The atudent aay
tranaf .. r to any .. x.. rci.e or
cowapl..xity
l .. vel
at
any
.tage.

Two
for

us .. r mod... are available
..ach .. x .. rci.... d .. not .. d
"dia~o.tic"
for quiz aode
and "proguo.tic" for d... i~
aod...
In th.. Quiz mode the
input variabl... are ... lected
internally
p ... udo-rando.ly.
and
then
vari .. d
ln

va.
that
the
the .tart
..hould
operat ..
radalte
effici .. ntly
on
portable
terminaa.
We cona1der that
the atudent .hould be able to
participate in an exerel.e
vhenev .. r and
vh .. rever
he
ChOOB.... and that the qulet
of hi. avo roo. at nlRht. If
he ha. acc.... to a telephone,
1. probably most .uitabl...
For thi. rea.on all .oftvar..
can be acee.aed from a .. veral
tera1nala .imultaneously.

PtDACOCICAL ASPECTS

In thia part of our paper we pre.ent th ..
.pecif!c application of our .oftvare
package
(HAccotO to inatruct10nal
proc .. dure.
1n
Wat .. r
Resourc...
Eng1D .. erin~.
Soci .. tal Re.pon.lbil1ty
C1v11
Engln.... rinlt
1a
rredowtln .. ntly
occupied with
~lf1eation
of
th ..
natural
env1~nt
to
.u1t
the
rcqu1~nt.
of Man (1n contra.t to
medicine).
u .. t .. r R... ourc ... EnR1n .... r1n~
1. on .. of aany fi .. ld. withln the ambit

CADl
of

tit"

In
~ "th('nRtlc~l
iMT"ll e s th(' (onh-)
" ouod
I:r",;p
"f
th ..
fundam .. ntlll IlI('chnni:<m of the
nroct'.", •.
oro~('6"

r rof ess looAI Civil [nr lnccr; It

~mbr.oc('~

the

pl:\nn1nr..

"~",bol1 ",,,

drRir.n,

con~tructlon
And orerAtion rrocedure~
connected vitll ehe conservlleton, conerol
and utll1z"tlon of vllter to ","tls(\, el.e
"ocllll, e"th('tlc, econ"",lc lind rhv"lcIII
ne('ds of reople.

One such need 1", reduce Ion of (lood
riAk, nnd MACln~~ currently
Include's
subroueines
tn
this
arc".
Our
rcsponaibil1ey here is clellr.
flood"
are "mplified by ~lIt form" of river
basin develo~ent. Flood" lire co"tly.
And cauae deaths. Civil Fnr.ineer" carry
this CDn in hoth the environmental and
judic13l
arenas.
~ociet'·
requi t?1I
responsible
education
of
the"e
rrofessionals; HACCOH i~ one .. ttenrt to
~ee this vithin the
constrAint" of A
eurr.id underRTI.dullte curriculum.

Educational DAcksround
~dKII8tcr

Universitv Civil Fnrine.. rin~
underftraduates
do
not
receive
inatruction related to tht- I1>OvC"l"f'nt or
_chanies of the flew of vater until
their third year.
Then. in tht- first
term, a courae on the fundamental" of
fluid
flew
1&
ret'luired
of
All
en~ineering undergraduates, and in
te~
tva a vide-rangin~ course on hydrAulics
(includinll: an elementary introduction to
certain
hydrolor.ic
processes)
is
required of all Clvll EnRlneers.
nle fourth year prorramme is entirely
elective. but aost
Civil
Enll:ineers
select the ~ater Resources optlon, which
is analytic in approach, in their first
tera.
(In the aecond term a desi~n
oriented course in
I~ater
Re"ources
Engineerin~ is new also beinl!: offered.)
MACCOH currently fonne part of this
fourth year first term course, and forms
the
baaia
of
the aSB1~ments. or
tutorial co~onent.

h)

lonlt-h,ond c .. lc\llnt1on i"'p11 .. "
the (onlv) IOound fa",iUaritv
vtth
chnt
lInlllycic
formulAtion,

c)

experi .. nce \Ii th a l"boratory
model
of
the
idcIIlhe(\
computAtional
cnncept
ia
(only) beneficial, not the
least bec"use it demon"trate~
certain ahortcomin~.. of the
conceptual DOdcls.

Hode rn Prob Ie"",
There are arguments that auch narrov and
lntrospective peda~o~y has led to larl!:e
scale
environmental
problema.
and
lmpeded interdiac1plinary c~icatlon.
Certainly 1I\any environ1llCntal problems
arc directly attributable to narrovl~
conceived Vater Reaources develop"""ta*.
includin~
dams
and
lrr1Ratlon.
Simulationa
of
Muatlc
..,st~
demonstrate complex interactiona, s1"ple
mathematica,
and the need for vide
perapect1vea
and
mcanin~ful
interdiaciplinary
collaboration.
for
example, some
difficulty
is
bein~
experienced vith "svif!lmer'" itch" in
recreational dams in North America. The
shist060mes are normally ~arAslt1c on
ducks and snails, and evidently invade
DAn
accidentally.
~nall
ecolo~
is
important, and ita assessment re~uires a
study of plant life much affected by
nutrients carried into the body of vater
concerned.
Birds arc attrActed to the
area by fish, lind nIIn by both. It is a
challenging
I' rob le"',
end,
11ke
shistoaomiasi. (the vorld's number one
disease) spread by vater conservAtion
vorks. At this time it a~pears that
".ound" engineerin~ offera the best hope
of a~elioration.

Tra di tional Teaching Method

The trea~ent of fundamentals of fluid
flow
is,
traditionally,
thorouRhly
rigoroUB.
and aolutions to preble. .
inVQlvlnl!: even simple geometry require
considerable
ai~lifying
asaumptiona.
Furthermore. c~utational effort
ia
trad it ionallv of the hand (slide-rule)
character. . and
c.onsequently
the
laboratory or tutorial exercises are
neceasarlly restricted
to
extremely
idelllised ~eometry, auch aa rectangular
open channela. priamatic storaRe tan ks,
and conduits of regular cross-section.
The approach may be s~arised:
a)

analytic

formulation

of the

Problem-$olving Environment
Relevant siJlrulation alRorlth_ ArC be1n~
developed
and
1aproved
at
SOfOt
in"tltution.. of hir,her education in the
country, and many faculty pos.e"a vell
docunented
and
tried-end-tested
programs. Instead of, or perhapa after,
USing (say) prismatic tanks Ve could
turn to any n\Jlllher of programa
to
duplicate the co~utatlon on realistic

• The root cause in reality . . y be
greed, rather thlln ignorance, but ve are
concerned
wit h
the
latter
here.
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\0

COp0f-fl.plw. p"rhaps (or " relll .I"n .
I.e"rnlnr. "'''Y chlln~e - th .. """"tlon,. IIr"
hut r .. nl vorld
no lonr.er "n"lvtlc
und"r5tllndln~ nny ~('11 lmr rov".
for ~x&Mpl~ on~ ,.uhrro~rll'" In t'ACCNI
"1",u1.,c,,.
th~
flood
.. ((~ct..
of
""quenthl dev~lor"'('nt of the Srenc<'r
Cre~k
Clltchment in Southern Ontllrio.
The
model uses .. tllndArd en~ineerin~
1I1r.o rithllls.
And
.. ~ .. "'~
to
rro,Iuce
"ccertable outrut, for Ilimpl1 tied "hllses
of development. Not to proffer this L~
part of_ the instructional packa~e ia
tantamount to not Allowin" the cook "
taste.

,,) 'I"

,'''prc(
!I"rrtofor('
~~th~r.~tic~l

MACCOl1
in it. present fonn relate.
particul.rly
to
the
catchment
surroundin~
McMaster
University.·
Student. are introduced to the CAtchment
early
in
the
cour .. e,
durin"
an
overflight u.ing light aircraft, and all
elements are pointed out to the IItudents
over the aircraft radio.
~e
have not
found
a
single
student
who
has
thereafter lost touch with the CAtchment
features. at least for the duration of
the course.
This i8 only one innovation directly
attributable to MACCOH. Another i8 the
use
of
photographs of the control
device. during .imulation. or of video
tape8 of the operation of these devices
(one
graphic.
terminal
i8
videocompatible).
Perhaps
the
most
8ignificant apin-off is the ellprit-de~ that
alvC)'8 seelll8 to follow a
series of meaningful site viaits.
Simulate-And-Site Visit Method
In the claasrooa no attempt was made to
eliminate any of the traditional course
content.
including
the
long-hand
computation
problems. .
However.
difficulty did arise in covering the
extra ground in the time available. and
certain co~romi8ea had to be made:

• Any other catch~nt can be used
substituting relevant datA.

by

~~~T~~~1on~;

It)

\Ie "xp('ct les" l'I('morl=lnr nf
cltes(' "nllh1ic" I'Il1tlt(,I'I"tlc";

c)

ve
.. xpect leo;" reprcicive
drill "t hAnd clllcul"tlon".

In order to reduc .. th .. IT'11'Act of clt('!'>"
10llse!'!, W" attemrt \"her('ver pn"!'>i!.l.. to
i"'prove fAT'liHarltv \lith a handhool· of
hydrologic pr1ncipl~s. Dut on the other
hand
we
do expect h.prover.lentll in
understandin,. of:
8)

wide rangin~ vater resources
problems;

b)

construcclon, operation and
plannin~ of
water resources
projectll;

c)

social.
ellthetic. physiCAl
and economic
henefits
of
water resourceR nrojects;

d)

advanta,.e. and limitations of
interactive
simulRtion
of
lRrp.e .y.ter.l.~.

The Outdoor Laborstorv
An
advanta"e
of realilltic comr uter
models of comrlex enp.ineerinr. systems i"
thAt
locsl
and
easily
acce"aibl ..
prototypes becOfte ~re eeaninp.ful if
students are to ai~LAte control of the
self-aame ayst~s; the learnin" proces.
eased
if
field
is
considerably
made
immediately
application.
are
obvious.

1,,0;0; 0;1<1 1) t'I,'"
In
1'I.,nlp"I"Unr

In the classroOlll the sinulRtion pAcKar.e
i. introduced by means of a teleprinCer.
TV camera, and individual TV monitors
arranged
on
the
student
henches.
Together \lith the usual blackboard tal~
and-chalk, thill has proved to be an
effective means of overcom1n~ student
apprehension.
But
it
is
somewhat
subject to the va~arieB of computinr..
and .ystec
crashes
or
accentuated
response lags wreck the hest lecture.

MACCOM
The pro~ram ill modular; the prohlemsolving routines. althou~h lo~icsllv the
most important, I118V he anv of a n~mber
ot modules thac are ~erved by the set of
input/output and driver IlIOdulee.
'~e
repeat that program structure is ao
designed Chat the ~thod can be ea.ily
applied to an~ interactive simulation.
Overlays
An
overlay system is used to save
cotllputer melftOry.
Three
levels
are
required:
main overlay. three primary
overlaya and (so far) four secondary
overlays.
Thi. lovest l evel 1s openendad and \lill increase In vldth as new
exercises are added to the pftcka~e, but
without incurring further memory space.
No additions are necessary in the hi~her
levels •
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Coov("r""clon
Input and output
type" of routlne .. :

are hAndled hv three
(HACth~);

A)

input routine

b)

S pArallel
(HCOUTi) ;

c)

rlottin~
routine
(PRrLOT)
vith a.sociated subt'outines
for apecial .~erminals.

Input

output

routines

(HACIh~)

Input consists of tvo types of data:
vords
(letters)
in
response
to
questiona.
and
numbera-supplyin~
numerical data.
HACINP
contains
a
dictionary
vith
keywords and their
.. sociated symbols. The dictionary is
divided
into
lo~ically
.. socia ted
keyword-a}'1Dbol groups.
A ke)"olord is
recognized
by lts aynbol. vhieb is
unique vithin the group. At present the
first letter of the keyvot'd is the
ay.bol. but this can be
elabot'ated
should it prove difficult to define
keyvords vith unique first letters. e.g.
in large groups. HACIl'<~ is entet'ed vi th
indicators pointing to the beginnin~ and
end of the group to be searched a~ainst
the entered characters.
In the event of a valid entry. an error
indicator i8 set to zero
and
the
sequential number of the keyword vithin
the group ia used -for branching in the
calling program.
If a match is not found. a list of
keyvords vithin the searched ~roup is
printed and the user is given a second
opportunity to enter a correct response.
If
the entry is a~ain incorrect a
vaming ness aRe is displayed;
after
three ert'ot's the pro~t'am branches to it~
end.
numbers are to be entered the lo~ic
is different. The routine contains a
table
vith
all
relevant
symbol".
NUlllbera can be entered in inteltCr or
floating point form. (i.e. I. F. or r.
FORTRAN _format) and there is alao a
provision for a fev vritten nUJ!\ben.
when a varn1n~ _ssa~e is returned.
S~tax errors in the input are detected;
if the number of consecutive et'rors
exceeds a stipulated limit. the pro~ram
is routed to the exit.

~en

At any point in the program the user may
enter a routine that could ansver a
limited nunber of enquiries about the
paclc.age. or terminate
the
progr_.
There is an additional check here on the
exit req uest.
to
avoid
accidental
tenDination.

(~()IIT)

output . :lctivici(,1< in ...",ch aVt'rl"v
nrc hllnd l .. d hy An output raut 1 ne.
TI,('
ouCput
rout in..
CA Ill'
tl.t'
.. ar.i nf.
"uhroutln('. \/lth th .. ",,,,,h('t' of 11n.. ", t<'
he pt'inted A~ Arr.u~nt. ;lnrl conl .. ~ nll
output disrlAved on tilt' temin"l onto A
\/orl:in~
file
fot' fut'th .. t' oem:lnt'nt
catAlor,ulnr..

All

C,t'nphical Output (PRPlftT)
Results of the 1111II\Ilation "re c1i .. "I'lVec1
in the fo~ of lint' rlotl< ot' nt'intrd
~t'sphs.
de"endin~
on
the tv~e of
teminal and its capability.
In ~lOt
cases.
vhere
telet~pe
is
~~ .. d.
hydro~t'aphs
are "rintrd out usin~ "
sequential dip:it for each curve. This
is of course only an aprroximation to
the true curve. but the accuracy i ..
usally sufficient. usin~ the full par.e
(70
by 50 ,.rid).
The accuracy of
rrinted plots is linearly dependent on
the size of the p:rid.
Plots displayed on the 200 Uset' Terminal
utilize a 50 by 20 p:rid and are hardly
lOstisfact0rY;
curves on the ~ranhic
terminaa (COHP1JTl'1: 31)0 or cn!'Pt;TO~ I.(lO)
are precise.
If a user restricts hiaself to the use
of a teletype terninsl. or si~ilar. the
p,raphic.s
routine
re_ins
IItandllrd.
Hovever. additions and
ftIOdif1cations
have been made for various teI1linalll to
accommodate
their
limitations
or
features.
The routine itself contains
tva iMPortant features:
a)

to save ~ry. characters to
be displayed are packed to
the full size of the c~uter
vord. rather than stored one
per vord.

b)

since
diapl.y
speed
is
important.
the
array
is
scanned from the top to the
bottom and each line from
ri~ht
to left. to delete
lines conta1nin~ blank .. only.
in order to print only those
parta of
the
line
that
contain characters.

These
routine
omitted
version

features
render the graphics
machine dependent. but lIIay be
if necessary. since the standard
atill exiats.

Random Number Generator (RANOOH)
Random numbers are necessary
"imulation. and use is aade of a
routlne that generates t'andom
uniformly distributed between 0

for the
library
numberB
and 1 .

CADl
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';l,C r,<,ner.' tor \ " inltlAtcd IntemAI]v h~'
~ nUl':lhcr r(',,"ltlnr.
from rCAI tin" ""
returned
hy
"
rOlltlne relldlnp, the
co~,.uter clock .
1111s virtu"llv excluc\e",
the
posslhllltu
of
two
Id~ntlc"l
"Imulatlon runR. lInd Avoldl' I'redlctllhle
,."sslons.
!low('ver. upon entry of "
r.lven code. the uscr '""V hin""lf "nter
the initilltinr. n"",ben"
Thill i" useful
In
d~hur.r.inr.
"nd
d.,velorin~
the
",Inul"tion pror.r"m.

TelT.llnllls
The I'ro$:r_ \lAS oriS;in~ilv deve1op;d" ~
a teletype type terminal. ~ince then it
has been adapted to different types of
teminal. to exploit such feature. as
rate of transfer (200 User Terminal) or
grllphics CApability (COXPUTEK )nO and
COXPUTEK 400).
Each of the mentioned
terminals. although very similar. differ
in other characteristic •• such aa size
of the paRe or size of .creen.
These
affect the input/output activities.
Although
~raphics
terminal" di.pl.y
hydrographa very accurately. the hard
copy generated during th., simulation on
a teletype has proven invaluable; it
allO\l8 students to refer back to the
material for later study.

nl s o coll('ct" user'"
or recomMendations
for URe In future development of t~;
pack,,);e. The recordA Arc Also used for
st"tisticAl And "ccountinr. purposes.
co~ents.

\Ie accept th.. prenise that Civil
Engineering environncntal problema need
to be approached In II macro.copic ".v •
• nd .,e agree to limit instruction on the
continuing (n1croscopic) : .dvancetl ·: in - the '
fundamental proces.es. th~n our .ppro.ch
cay .,ell offer education.l and cost
.dv.nt.ges. provided cert.in guidelines
lire .dhered to.
If

Cost Cot:parison
To date the total
co.te of MACCOH are
order:
Co"'l'uting
Salariea

Th.

priae purpose of the record file is
1IIOnitor
progre88
of
indi vidu.l
students. and for stud~nt evaluation by
the instructor. Each .tudent i. given a
code from the group of defined codes
allO\ling .ccess to the package.
It he
vishes to further identify himself. he
enUn hia initi.a as veIl.
to

In addition • blanK code is av.ilable
for practice aessions i n COgnito.

"true" development
of the foll~ing

SI0.oo0*
4.000

All cost. have actually
hovever. because.
a)

been hidden.

our salariea are met anyway
and

b)

Recording Routine

The record is preceded by the user's
identification. date and time. and is
foll~ed
by
information
ahout the
duration of the session and amount of
central processor time. These are aao
diaplayed at the terminal for the user's
information.
From these data the coat
of the session can be derived
and
di.played.
The
record
file
i.
periodic.lly
printed.
copied
onto
magnetic tape and er.. ed.

f ll ..

in~ulrle",

CO:-:CLUSlO~

The terminal bein~ used is .pecified
early in the simulation run. and the
di.play of hydrographs and paging of the
output 1a adjusted accordin~ly.

Each entire session is monitored and the
record of e.ch se•• ion i. added to the
e-x1eting pemanent record file.t the
end of the .ession.

r eco r d

111"

\Ie
have
.uccessfully
scrounged excess
computing
time
from varioua unspent
computing IIccount••

For
effective
uae \Ie believe that
peripheral harduare costs to the extent
of $600.
for a class of 20. are
neceasary.
In
addition
\Ie
expect
computing costs co eotal S1.000. 1' ••••
At a cost of Sl.OO p~r connect hour and
at )0 c.p.... \Ie expect this cost to
f.ll to under S50. p.a.

1'....

On the other hand the proprotionate cost
of a suitable hydrllulics laboratorY viII
be
commensurate (S10.oo0) (inciuding
floor sp.ce and capital equipftrnt) but
\lould incur the proportion.te salaries
of laboratory technicians.
To~ether
\lith running and maintenance costs this
could also be commensurate (say $1.000
p.a. per course) but hard figures are
difficult to deri~.
~e

did not include travel costa in these
figures. since theBe .re ne~lig1ble •• nd
in any case are met by the studentB
themselves. On th~ other hand \Ie have

• baaed on $14.50 per connect hour.
10 ch.racters p~r B~cond.

and

CADl

noC

accounc~d

denon~traCor.

and

for

~Av1n~s

in

tutorlal-e~slstAntA

(HACCOH .udltln~ can he accompll~h~d
euto.aClcally) b~c.us~ we bell~v~ ChaC
lnstructionel ee.i.tentft .r~ veluebl~ 1n
both ..~thod ••
\:e .. ay edd thet th~ee ~tltl",steA ere
be.ed on 10 connect hour. per student
r.rour
of four etudentA. beceuse we
believe thet ~roup interactlon 1. the
noet eucceeeful learnin~ mode at thi~
levd.
i.portent ~oint ia thAt e1MUlat1on
coeta do not ria. diacontinuously vith
lncrede in cl... aiae.
FurthenwlOre
l . p r _ t a in h.l'dII.n. eoftware end
courseware indicate a decline 1n coats
in the near future.

An

All in all. .ince other uAers do not
neceeearily face the .a.e development
coata.
the
ai.ulate-and-.lte-vie1t
approach appears to b.
COl!ll'et1tive.
espedally if th.n 1e a ehorta~e of
euitable laboratory apace. and suitable
hardware is . .d. a.ailable.
Some Cutdins Principlea

In eummery. we beUe_ that our approach
holda hope for OQ-C&IIpua c:oaputin8. and
educational bud~et.... veIl .. eeet1n~
eo.. of the ahortcOldft~ of traditional
teach1na _thode 1ft the environmental
eciencee, daua1aa appropriate policy
shifte can be acco.pl1ahed. ~. now list
our ovn design r.quire-cnu. for the
record

1. Student IllU8t be able to controi:
(a) tt.. end place for exerciee;
(b) ecope and pace of exercia.;
(c) input variablee. for de.tgn .ode;
Cd) ceee.tion of exerd.e.
2. "Cosputer" _ t nou
(a) bo.b out unnecea.arily;
(b) reapond el_r thm (e.y)
•• c.;
Cc) be va8Ue;
Cd} .ccept poor 1ftput:
(e) talk FORTRAN;
Cf) .. rely pa8e-turn.

0.5

). "COIIIputer" ~t I
Ce) explain all actione,
(b) quantify correctly;
(c) reflect
the
' inatructor'"
aannert __ :
Cd) U8e
valtd
relaced to
ftdd trtpe:
Ce) dacouple exercie.
{rOOl
if .0 required:
CO 1cprove the leaminK ~v1 ronIM nt :
(g)
feci11tate com.unicatlon bbeCV~~ n
.tud~nt. _d the prot ••• or.

0ur ~)(per1ence hAS "hovn th .. t all the"e
softwAre
re'lu1 rerw-ntA
nr..
r .... <iilv
Attainable
but hArdware I'rovi,,10ninr
depende uP"" considerable r" .. lll.pinr. of
cOlftputinj: rolicv. ~till. thourh \.IC l"w~
a Ion,:: \la~' yet to r.n. \.Ie fe~l too
optimistic to turn hack, or even to "l~
d()\Jn.
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PART 4:

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
(7 papers)

Apart from the exceptions listed below, I wrote and produced
all the papers.

Except for Kitai, the co-authors were graduate

students, working for Ph.D. or M.Eng. degrees, under my
supervision. In some other cases research students carried out
the experiments.

In all cases they had no previous experience in

these fields; and their program of work, the original line of
research and the theoretical and experimental procedures to be
followed, were laid down by me.
EXCEPTIONS:
Paper IC7:

The rain sensor was developed under my supervision

and the general ideas and performance specifications for the data
logger and decoder were due to me.
were entirely due to Haro.
my own conception.

The circuitry for the latter

The overall data capture system was

(A similar situation occurs in IC2 where the

circuitry was due to external consultants).

Paper Ie7 bears

equal responsibility between Haro and the writer.
Paper IC4: This paper was written by Pegram and benefits from his
experience while a Ph.D. student at the University of Lancaster.
The multivariate analysis originated in his M.Eng. studies under
my direction, but the credit belongs primarily to Pegram.
Inclusion here is appropriate since the transfer function models
in the microcomputer controllers, (the current thrust of the
writer's research), are conceptually similar so Paper IC4 nicely
closes the circle.
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-Precipitation Instrumentation Package-fot
Improved Spatial and Temporal Sampling of
Rainfall
HECTOR HARO, MEMBER, IEEE. REUVEN KITAI. SENIOR MEMBER. IEEE, AND WILLIAM JAMES

AbstOlct-A precipitation instrulMntation packag~ for sensing
rainfall intensity with fiM tilM and spa« resoIutioa is described. The
packag~ comprises a drop-count~r precipitatioa sensor, a microcOlnput~r-baSfd data-acquisition sy,t~m, and .. iRt~lIicftlt data ckc:odH. A comparison is ma~ betweea t~ precipitation IftIIOI' and the
confmtional tipping buckd rain cauc~. and the merita of the lleW
IYlt~m ar~ discussed. Typical data ar~ Inclucl~.

M:'nu~cripl received January 16. 19M3: rtvi~ April 28. 1983. This work
Wll~ sUPl"lrlcd in pari by The National Science und Enginccrin~ Research

Council orCanada. The Nationa l Science and Tcchnolot!y Councilor Mexico.
lhe Ont"rio Mini,try or the Environment. the City o(Ouawa. Environmenl
CIn;,d:l. and lhe Hamilton Wentwonh Regional Enttincering Depanmen!.
II . lIaro ;lnd R . Kitai lire WIth the Electrical and Computer Enginerring
Dcpanmcnl. McMaster Unive"ity. Hamilton. Onl. Clinada .
W . Janie!> is with the Civil Engineering Department. McMaMer Univer.<ity.
Hamilton. Onl.. Canada .

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE RECENT PAST, it has been customary for hydrometeorologists to design their field networks to minimize system cost (capital and maintenance). Standards for
instrumentation have typically been established by meteorologists at the national level. Costs of individual instruments
in present use are significant, being of the order of $1000 for
a complete station. Running costs are high. because conventional data-collection systems require a high labor contcnt.
Thus a network of only a few rain gauges ha s required about
one full-time technician salary equivalent.
The result of these real-cost components of running a raingauge network has been that the data collected tends to be
insufficient. Typically civil engineers. in turn. use methodology
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fm hydrology that is based on simplified assumptions. such as
uniform spatial distribution of rain over significantly large
catchment areas. Oynamic tracking of storms, storm models
based on kinematics of cells within the rainstorm. and similar
improvements, have had to await the advent of better spatial
and temporal sampling of rainfall. We have shown (I) that
these observations and models of storms lead to considerable
improvements in estimates of runoff and pollutant washoff,
a matter of great importance in municipal engineering and
nood management.
Most rainfall-intensity monitoring is, at present. based on
tipping-bucket rain gauges (TBRG) (2). (3). A conventional
TBRG is large, cumbersome, and expensive. The associated
chart recorders frequently give rise to errors. particularly when
the recorder strip charts are translated manually into time
serieS to be analysed. Accordingly. we have attempted to
produce an automated, low-cost, high-resolution. reliable. and
intelligent system for ·rainfall data. measurement; acquisition.
and presentation.
The precipitation instrumentation package is specifically
designed'to improve the understanding of rain, its occurrence.
and its effects on the environment. The package consists basically of three major parts: a precipitation sensor. a microcompu~er~based data-acquisition system ·(DAS). and an intelligent data decoder.
The precipitation sensor collects the rainfall and cOnverts
it into water drops of almost constant size (4]. (5). The drops
are detected when they close an electric circuit. The dataacquisition system senses the drops and counts them over a
programmable time interval, storing the counts temporarily
in a single-chip microcomputer. The acquisition system processes the time series and stores it on standard audio cassette
magnetic tape. The cassettes are removed and transported to
the central site to be read by the data decoder. The time interval between cassette removals can be many months. The
data decoder reads the information from the tape. verifies, and
communicates the rainfall time series to a computer for data
processing.
II.

PRECIPITATION SENSOR

The precipitation sensor is contained in two mass-produced
P. V.c. cylinders, denoted I and 1 in Fig. I. These are standard
plumbing fillings, used in household waste-water drains.
Cylinder I contains the sensor, while cylinder 1 is used as the
base, housing the instrument. Both cylinders arc easily assembled; screws J are used to clamp them together.
Inside cylinder I there is a plastic funnel 4 whose function
is to collect the rain . The rubber stopper 5 is pierced by a
capillary glass tube 6 that converts the water into drops. The
lower part of the funnel 7 supports the sensor 8 which consists
of two electrically conducting points. The points are two
gold-plated mass-produced pins.
The sensor points are connected to an amplifier 9 which
boosts the elcctri..:al signal produced when the drop is in contact
with the sensor points. Connector 10 is mounted inside cylinder
1 and provides access to the electrical signal from the amplifier.
Cylinder 1 may be separated mechanically as well as electrically from ..:ylinder 1.

.1. SI;PfI"1HI'R I'll< \

"

Fig. I. Section through drop-counter precipitation sensor (OC-PS) ccntet".
Water drops are detected when they dose an c\cctric circuit vi3 test points R.

At the top of the funnel, inside cylinder I, there is aremovable-coarse·screen II whose function is to'trap Ie-aves:elt: .__ .Under this screen, at the p'oint where the funnel shape changes,
there is another dome-shaped fine screen 11 to prevent dust
from entering the gbss tube.
From screen 12 there is a fine wire I J that passes through
the glass tube. This is used to reduce the ~urface tension to be
overcome by the water in order to pass through the tube.
A clamp 14 secures the two-con4uctor cable 15 to cylinder
2. The cable feeds the electrical signal to the data acquisition
system.
Limitations of the sensor are as follows:
For very high rainfall intensities, the now changes from
drops to a continuous jet. Tests show that, for the geometry
presented here, continuous jet flow commences only well above
150 mm of rain/h, which is a very rare event. In Ontario. such
a rain intensity would only last 10 min or longer, about once
every 100 years on the average. Of course, a smaller catching
area would handle higher rainfall intensities.
The two meshes have to be partially wetted before the water
can pass through the funnel.
When the sensor is operated from the dry state, some water
must be collected before water will pass through the glass tube.
Also. once the sensor is wet, some water must build up at the
top of the tube to overcome the surface tension and then pass
through the tube. The amount of water required from the dry
state is approximately 0.05 mm of rain, and the amount required to overcome the surface tension is approximately 0.03
mm of rain. These amounts are considered to be negligible in
most measurements. Technical details of the precipitation
sensor are listed in Table I.
III. OATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The DAS was originally designed to wllect ;] nd store information from the precipitation sensor. and therefore it
contains onl one channel at this sta 'e. It is intended I hat tll ha
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Fi,. 3. Data memory map of the 8748 microcomputer. (H refers 10 an
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measurements; such as temperature. drop conductivity. and
the like will be inciudeQ in later developments. A block diagram of the DAS is shown in Fig. 2. Its operation is as follows.
The microcomputer counts the number of drops during a
time period known as the rain integration time. At the end of
this time. the count is stored in the microcomputer RAM together with a time mark. Each data word occupies one byte (8
bits) so that the largest number that can be stored in one
memory location is 255. However the precipitation sensor is
capable of detecting over 10 drops/s which is more than 600
drops for a rain integration time of I min. To cope with this
number. we would require a word length of 10 bits. so an alternative was chosen: we divide the total number of drops by
two to reduce the range. Events of over 120 mm of rain/h are
very unlikely in the area of Ontario where the systems are
operating at present. The instrument resolution with division
is 0.0078 mm of rain per count. This is satisfactory for the
prescnt data processing which is designed to take data from
a TBRG where the resolution is lower. The microcomputer
performs the division by 2 using software; it may therefore be
modified as required with simple program changes.
The 8748 microcomputer has 64 bytes of RAM . Of these.
40 are available to store up to 20 pairs of data (data sets) and
the remaining space is used for the program execution . Fig.
3 shows the data memory map. The first eight locations arc
directly addressable by several instructions. and some of them
are used for the time mark counter. the memory pOinter. and

the loop counter to determine the integration time. The next
16 locations contain the program counter stack for up to eight .
nested subroutines. The data collected and the time marks
reside in the last 40 memory locations.
Every time this memory space is filled. the microcomputer
turns on the cassette recorder and dumps the block of information on~o magnetic tape. In order to save space in memory
and on tape. the acquisition system represents the acquisition
time as an incrementally coded time mark. The microcomputer
stores da~·a in RAM memory only when rainfall is detected or
when the ~ime mark counter equals 240 decimal. The integration time is software generated and is therefore easily
modified to meet unusual requirements. In the present systems
it is I min.
The cassette interface contains the circuits needed to control
the· recorder power supply and to condition the signal to be
recorded. The recorder is a mass-produced unit for audio
purposes that has been slightly modified. In order to record the
disital signal onto the tape. frequency shift keying (FS K) i~
u5ed because of the limited frequency response of the recorder.
Standard audio cassette tapes are used.
The microcomputer gcnerates the FSK signal using software. and delivers it through one of its output pins to be recorded onto tape. Every character recorded comprises cight
bits of information. one start bit. one stop bit. and one parity
bU. The control bits are uscd in the data-recovery stage. The
Kan5as City standard [6] for recording digital information on
audio magnetic tape is used .
Fig. 4 shows a circuit diagram of the DAS. Transistor Q2 .
placed inliide the precipitation sensor. ampliries the current
signal generated when a drop closes the electric circuit at the
test point5. In the DAS. the current signal is converted into a
Voltage by resistor R I. Capacitor ('I reduces electrical interference. Vr is a voltage reference of approximately 2 V derived
by means of R7 and R8 . Voltage comparator A I transforms
the voltage signal into square pulses. R2. R 3. ('2. and D I form
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Fig. 4. Circuii diagram or Ihe DAS. Te~1 poinls and Ira.nsislOr Q2 are
placed al the precipilalion sensor. Reslslor valucs are In kllohms.

a retriggerable one-shot that produces a pulse of appr~ximate\y
IO-ms duration. The output of A2 is fed into the microcomputer where the pulses are counted.
.
The modulated signal M is sent to the cassette recorder via
output port 2, bit 0 (P20), and through voltage comparator A3
where it is boosted. Capacitor C3 is a high-pass filter to remove
dc and low-frequency components from the signal. The microcomputer turns the cassette recorder power supply o~ and
off via P22. Voltage comparator A 4 amplifies the output Signal
from the microcomputer to drive the transistor Q I as an ON/
OFF switch. The collector of Q I is connected to the cassette
recorder power supply line.
The power supply includes a rectifier, filters. and a voltage
regulator; it also contains a self-charging battery backup.
When the primary power source is on. the battery charg~s
through R9. D2 being reverse polarized. In the event of pnmary power source failure. the battery provides the required
current through D2.
The circuit is not intended for battery-only operation because its power consumption wlluld not allow this; however.
the microcomputer can be rcpl;II:ed by its recently introduced
CMOS version. if desired .
The electronic cI)mponenls arc assembled on a 5 by 7.5 cm
single-side printed circuit board . The circuit board. the
Iransformer. the battery. and the Clssette recorder (111:\t has
been removed from its plaslie case) arc hl)used together in a
20-cm (width). 9-1.7111 (height). and 15-cm (deplh) metal
case.
The unallended time period of I he system depends ba ~ically

It •• dy atat ............. . . ..... ............ 7S . . . . . S V. 0 .. C.
................. ... .. ........ ................. llS .A . . . 5 V. 0 .. c. for
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on the tape capacity. The DAS stores approximately 17 blocks
of information on I min of tape. The number of data sets recorded depends on the duration of rain and not on the amount
of rain. When the integration time is programmed to I min.
the system can be lert unattended for more than 7 days of
continuous rain or more than 4 years of no rain.
The microcomputer is fully dedicated to data acquisition
and storage. However these tasks use only a small fraction of
time. so the remaining time may be used to perform some data
processing.
The program in the microcomputer is organized into four
major subroutines: one for 'd ata acquisition. one for the integration time delay, one for the parity bit generation. and one
for the FSK signal modulation. The complete program uses
just over 270 memory locations. leaving space for data processing programs. Details of the DAS are given in Table II .
I V . DATA DI'COI>U{

A microcomputer-based dala decoder retrieves the information fmm the tape and transfers il to the central computer.
A block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.
The played-back signal is a distorted sinllsoidal "SK si!!n:d .
A second -order b:lndpass filter al I he inpu I 111'111\: de(\lder :t I ·
lenuates nllise outside the band of intere~1. I'lle filter : d~o
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amplifies both signals. but the high-frequency carrier is amplified slightly more than the low-frequency carrier. to equalize
the recorder frequency response.
After the input signal has been filtered and amplified. a
phase locked loop together with a voltage comparator perform
the signal demodulation. The digital signal at the output of the
comparator is fed into the microcomputer through a testable
input pin using conditional jump instructions.
The microcomputer receives the digital ~ignal and converts
it into parallel format. checks the validity of the data using the
parity bit. and informs the user of any error detected . The information retrieved is converted from straight binary into
ASCII and transmitted asynchronously to the central computer
for data processing. Data transmission is at 1200 Bd via the
RS-B2C interface.
Every blol:k of information recorded on tape is preceded by
a synduoni7.ation blod. consisting of at least ten characters
of 7.er,)s . fig . tI shows a time di:lgram of the information recorded on tape. To perform the data recovery. the microcomputer synchroni7.es with the start bit of each character and
generates the required time delay to sample the rest of the bits
at the center of occurrence. The presence of the stop bit is
checked for error detection. This type of synchronization ensures that small amounts of pulse-to-pulse jitter and frequency
shifts have no effect on the data recovery. Tests performed
show an error rate of one soft error in more than one million
and one hard. error in more than ten million bits stored .
When played back . the tape contains blocks of noise between
the information blocks. These blocks arc introduced onto the
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One complete block of inrormation and its interpretation.
Starling time: October 5. 111 :30 hours.

tape when the microcomputer turns the cassette recorder on
and off. The tape-usc efficiency is reduced to just over 55
percent because of these blocks. The efficiency may be improved if circuitry is incorporated to achieve faster start and
stop of the recorder drive mechanism.

Y.

DATA PROCESSIN(i

After the block of information has been converted into ASCII
format by the microcomputer. each of the 20 data sets comprises 2 numbers of 3 decimal digits each. The first number
represents the acquisition time and the second the amount of
rain sensed in the previous integration time . To convert the
series of numbers into meaningful information. one needs to
know the time and date when the tape was installed. Fig. 7
shows one complete block of information (40 words) and its
interpretation . High rainfall is seen 'It the start and end of this
block . The intensity increases then it tails off and rain ceases
for 10 h II min before another onset.
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Envisaged real · lime microcomputer-control system.

Once the information has been received and interpreted by
the computer. it is ready to be processed. At present. two different types of processing are used. The first is the derivation
of a hyetograph (7J for each one of the storms recorded for
each one of the monitoring sites. The sc..'Cond type of processing
is done using computer programs for stormwater managem~nt
modeling. These models are used in turn to determine average.
daily. monthly. and annual amounts of stormwater runoff
entering the receiving waters [HI. [9J. The models are also
being used to investigate a wide range of design alternatives
and strategies for minimi7.ing pollutant overflows due to
storm water from the city of Hamilton. In the lield program.
rainfall intensity. storm water quantity. and quality sam ples
arc colketed from various field stations located throughout
the city.
Substantial improvements in storm water managemen t a rc
achicved when more and better information is available. The
need is to inacase the number and quality of sampling 'I tes

without increasing (.-apital and maintenance costs appreciably.
by using low-cost systems that require little maintenance and
data processing. and which provide the user with infmmation
of higher resolution. The component costs for the instruments
described arc approximately $ 15 for the precipitation sensor.
S I00 for the DAS. and $70 for the data decorder. For comparison. a tipping bucket and chart recorder installation cost
approximately S 1000.
At prescnt. ten of the drop-counter precipitation sensors are
in usc in the field in Hamilton. as part of the hydrometeorological field program of the Computational Hydraulics Group
at McMaster University. Also nine sensors are being used in
different precipitation sampling sites across Ontario while
others arc to be used in Ottawa. Halifax. and the Northwest
territories. Some of the sensors used in the Ifamilton area
operate at the S:lme sampling sil\.'S ;IS the tipping-bucket rain
gauges in order to compare the performances of these instruments. Standard rainfall totali/ers afe also Inctted at each
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station to provide a comp.lrablc total volume of rainfall for
individual storm events. The data from the TBRG were collected and stored with a modified version of the DAS. Fig. 8
shows typical hyetographs of the same thunderstorm obtained
with both instruments. The shapes are seen to be similar, and
at high rainfall rates, the measured intensities are nearly the
same. For all rainfall rates. the drop-counter precipitation
sensor exhibits superior resolution. Rainfall starting times just
.. bout coincide in this example. where the initial rainfall rate
is high.
The system is to be extended in various directions. including
the addition of a radio communication link between the sampling sites and the central computer for real-time operation
and the extension of acquisition channels. The new channels
will be used to collect more information. using additional
transducers for measurement of water depth in pipe discharges,
water and ambient temperature. water conductivity and pH.
It is envisaged that the real-time microcomputer control system
would include the following, as depicted in Fig. 9:

_..

I(I\INI 1\1 I

not affect the measurement system as a whole to any partic·
ularly significant extent.
Rainfall instrumentation systems often fall victim to vandals
who destroy the comparatively expensive tipping buckets a II
too frequently, no matter how remotely and unobtrusively they
may be situated. The small size of the drop-counter system.
compared with the tipping tucket. also helps to make it inconspicuous.
Comparison measurements using the drop-counter gauge
and the TBRG's show that the drop counter is more sensitive.
leading to a superior signaling of the. beginning and end of rain.
and with comparable accuracy. Finally, the versatility of the
microcomputer opens the way to a broader range of measures
of atmospheric phenomena that share the same electronics and
storage/ commu nica tions.
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The 14in, (O.36m) forc:emain folk>wed an ovc~1l convex pipeline profile for <4OOOft (I200m)
and would be lubject CO neptive lurae problems associated with pump shutdown. The forcemain
couplinp failed three times near the pumpbouse and the failure was thoucht to be related to
waterfwnmer dl"ecu. The sequence of breakages is reviewed. A series of pressure rec:ordinas
were then made over
days on the rqJUcd forcemain, leadina up to and includinc the final
failure. "These pressure rec:ordinp were cfi&itizcd and subjected to power spectral analysis. The
. _ _ power spectra pointed out several aipificant--evcnts that.were no(·ev1deat from the preuure- -
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rccon1 alone.
.
Tbese ioduded the fact that the oriaiuI brcakdowa ia the forc:cmaiD oc:cum:d several daya
prior to ita ultimate fail," and discovery on the surface. It was also detcnniaed that the break in- _
the ayateaa was due to the appucat mersiaa of the primary waterfwnmcr wa¥c with eo existina
but araduaUy cbanaiac lower frequcacy wa¥c. This second wave was .asociatcd with rigid
column motion and araduaDy iocrcascd its frequency. The reaultant wave lUpCIpOIitioa ooUccted
lufficient CftCfIY at one point to cause the ultimate fail," of the evidently already damaged
forcemain IYltcm.
Power spcctral anaIyais proved uscfuI as a method for anaIyzina watedwnmer effects in a
forccmaia complicated by column separation,leaIca&e, and vapour pocket collapse, and may be a
useful way of monitorina the performance: of longer pipelines.

La conduite SOUl prcuioo de 14 po (0.36 m) Ionge un modele de pipeline cocnptetement ~vexe
pour une Ioncueur de <4000 Peds (l200m) et cst lujettc a des a-coups associea al'anit de Ia
pompe. Lea joints de cooduitcs SOUl prcuion ont fait dCCaut par troil foia pre. de Ia station de
POmp8&C,1e probICmc etaat lie al'action des coups de belicr. L'enchainement del ruptures cst
. examine. La presaioo a ete' auqisuee a plusieun reprises sur Ia conduite reparce pendant une
periode de '4 joura, menant a et y c:.ompris Ia rupture finale. Ccl cnrecist.rccnents de pression ont
ite chi1frC1 ct analyse. au moyen de lpectre de puissance. Cc demier a si&naIC plusieun cas
importants qui n'etaieot pu evidents uniqucment avec Ie releve de pression.
L'anaIyse a demoatre que Ia premiere perturbation de Ia conduite SOUl pression I'cit produite
plusieunjoura avaat Ia.deraiere ct .. decouverte ala surface. On a c:onstate q.Jement que Ia
paanedulystCmcsemblaitcS6c:oWecdelacombiaaisoCldelavacue dupremiercoupdebelieravcc
Ia vacuc cxistaatc ~ fr6qucacc bicp que <:cUe dcmierc cban&eait paducllemcnt. Cctte
deuxiemc vque etait usoci6c au mouvcment de Ia coIoane rigide, aucmeatant peg l peg ..
fiiqucncc. La auperpoIitioa ~ vquc:s a capte suffisamrnent d'encraie aun moment donne pour
entRioerlademiCRpetturbatioodu Iyltemc de conduite SOUl prcuion quietaitevidcmmcnt deja

a

endom~.

~

L'analyac IpcctraIe a &it preuve de 1uc:cCa pour examiner I'action del coups de belicrdans une
c;onduite SOUl prcuioa, c:ctte deraierc elant compliquee pu Ia .eparatioa des c:oIonnea d'eau,les
fuitcs,"eclatemeat de petites bullet, ct pourrait etre un moyen utile de aurvciUcr Ie fonctionnement de pluslonas pipelincs.
(T~duit par Ia revue]
Can, J. avo Eac.,1, ~(lMJ)

taken over a period of 14 days and include failure of
IafrocladioD
In this paper power Ipcc:tral analysis is applied to the pipe system; they provide a unique data act for
a sc:ries of pressure recordings in • foroemain to inter- study of the watcrham.mer problem.
pret the failure of the pipeline Iystem. 1he pressure
The foroemain was constructed about 2 years ago
sorges or waves in the foroemain were caused by the to pump raw sewage from a wet well near the old
stoppage of a pump. The pressure recordings were Ancaster Road to the main gravity sewer, on
031501<468/8010 I0036-09$0 1.0010
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Lowden Avenue. in the Township of Ancaster. profile. governed by the ground profile, could create
Ontario. The line was originally constructed entirely a waterhammer problem associated with pump
of 14 in. (0.36 m) diameter class 100 asbestos cement shutdown . Negative pressures could OCcur in most of
pipe. It is 3963 ft (1208 m) long and rises a total of the pipeline. if no protection were provided. The
inertia of the rotating elements is small and the nega133 ft (40.5 m).
There was some question at the time of construc- tive pressure would rcach the vapour pressure of
tion as to whether proper pressure testing was carried water; the water column would separate when large
out. The pump was first started in the fall of 1975. discharges are pumped.
Details of the line, which included one pump, are :
Shortly thereafter a leak occurred about 150 ft
(46 m) downstream from the pump. The . pipe was
excavated, and the leak found to be the result of a Length of fOrcctnain (ft (m»
3963 (1208)
14 .0 (0.36)
broken coupling. The pipe was repaired, the trench Diameter of foroernain (in. (m»
1000.0 (4546)
refilled, and the pump restarted.
Pumping discharge (gal/min (L/min))
157.5 (48)
The line broke again at the next coupling down the Pump head (ft (m»
17SO
Motor speed (rpm)
line. These couplings were located adjacent to a Rotational inertia of pump and motor
stream. At this time it was believed that the breaks
(estimated) (lb· (t 2 (kg. m2 »
25 .0 (10.32)
were the result of settlement of the pipeline resulting Specific speed (gal/min (L/min) units)
1254.0 (6518)
from the poor soil condition in this area.
Pump efficiency
0 .73
After the third break about ISO lineal ft (46 m) of
A d' h
h k I·
ed
h
line-in,the area of the breaks was replaced with ductile _;;-,~ .... acl~'t_~~~e. c .ffl ~~ ve IS ~.ou~t d ~t t e P~n;.P
iron pipe. The entire line was then pressure tested I~ or . er 0 preven ow reversa an ratnage 0 te
and found to meet required standards. It was then pipe lOto the wet well.
.
.
thought- that the breakage probiem was caused by
The steadtstate h~~rauhc gradients for t.he a.bove
waterhammer effects coupled with pipe settlement. It three operatlOg conditions are also shown lo Fig. l.
was likely that vapour pockets were forming in the
Review of Waterbammer
line, and protective pressure vessels were installed in
Water hammer is the name given to the phenomenon
the forcemain system. These vessels were not in use
of pressure waves travelling back and forth in a pipe
during the next tests.
In early September pressure transducers were in- flowing full or partly full. These pressure waves are
stalled at two points. One transducer was placed in caused by a change of velocity in the pipe. Rapid
the line near the pump and the other at the location velocity changes in a pipe are usually the result of
of the three breaks (denoted P and B respectively). closing or opening a valve, or of stopping or starting
The transducer was set up to record the pressure a pump. The resulting preSsure waves travel up and
fluctuations that occurred for a few minutes after down the pipe at the speed of sound in the elastic
pump shutdown. In the period from September 9 to - fluid and pipe.
Now, consider the pressure at a point in the pipe
September 14, 1976 a total of 18 pressure wave
near
the pump as the pressure wave moves up and
recordings were made at this location. On September
14 the pipeline again failed, while the pressure down the pipe. The local cycle of pressure change
recorder was operating. This provided a complete appears as a square pressure wave, if we neglect the
record of waterhammer pressure waves, during the effect of the inertia of the rotating mass and also the
deterioration of the pipe and including the failure : a finite closure time of the check valve. In practice, the
unique data set for the study of waterhammer-re- amplitude of the wave is damped out because of
fluid friction and imperfect elasticity in the fluid and
lated failure of such pipelines.
The latest break proved difficult to locate. It was pipe wall. Also, because of pump inertia, the actual
eventually found 450 ft (137.2 m) from the pump curve appears to be sinusoidal. After a few cycles the
and again proved to be a broken coupling. A camera fluid comes to rest under the static head or the normal
was used to assist in locating the break. The camera operating head, as the case may be.
The period of the wave is a function of the pipe
showed deposits of gravel and dirt in the pipe to a
depth of approximately 4 in. (10.2 em) immediately length since the recurrence of the wave is dependent
downstream of the break.
upon its reflection at the end of the pipe. If the
celerity of the pressure wave is a and the length of
Forcemain Details
the pipe is L, then the period of the pressure wave is
The pipeline profile is shown in Fig. I. The force- 4L/a.
main rises rapidly near the pumphouse. This convex
In fact the wave period is related directly to pipe
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length, wall thickness, pipe elasticity, and the density
and elasticity of the fluid (Streeter 1951; Parmakian
1955): period - 4L/a or in general
- .
.'
[I] penod -

4L

·

[! (~ + ~t) ]'71

where y is specific weight of fluid.
Note also that the wave frequency is the reciprocal
of the '~od: .
.
[2] frequency (Hz)

0::

I/period (s)

". on the other lulnd the amplitude ofa wave is generally directly related to the momentum quantities:
rate of stoppage; velocity, diameter, length, reflec- . - tivity, tnlnsmissivity, etc.
.
Rcyiew of Power Spedrai Analysis

in order to obtaitl the ~wer spectrum. is

(3) S«(O)
.

~ ~ i:~ c(t) ~ an dt

.. . . .

.:: ' .

Note that S((0) above is orUy an estimated value. The
real value ofS(<o) would require an infinitely long
data set.
There are several library programs available to
perform spectral analysis. The International Mathematical and Statistical.Library subprogram FrFREQ
produces a reasonably weU-d~fined spectrum for the
short records used in this paper and was consequently
used for the analysis of the total record. The jnput
required for the program consists of the discretized
wave data set, the time interval between readings
(0.20 a),·and the number of desired lag:!. Also available are prewhitening and detrending routines that
can be aooessed with suitable input. These options
were not used in this analysis. The output from the
subprogram consists of the frequencies and ass0ciated power spectra for the input data set. The number of points computed in the power spectrum corresponds to the number of lags specified in the input.
In this case 90 lags werespccifi~ with approximately the -first -30 'being nonzero. "

The power spectral density function is usually
. plotted as the variance of a process in terms of frequency. It can be compared to the auto-<:orrelation
function, which is . the variance of a , process with
respect to time (Blackman and Tukey 1959; Box and
Jenkins 1976).,
.. < . . ... :; ': :" ' .
. ' The power spectral density function is the average
.
". :: . t t : ..~. ;'" .; ',' :. ' .
. .' : . ~ ,'. .
'power of a process expressed as a ·function of:fre- Application to Waterhammu
quency. In wave mechanics the spectrum.is plotted . The power;' spectrum :produced from a watersuch that the average power of the wave process is hammer wave 'is affected by the shape of the wavethe area under the single-sided power density spec- . fOrl:JLThe preSSUre record, for an idealized fluid in a
trum between two' specified frequencies.
. . ..•
piPe and for instantaneous stoppage is'reCtangular in
There are ICveral methods for calculating power shape. Where stoppage is affected by finite rotational
spectra. One 'm ethod uses the fast Fourier transform. momentum and valve closure times the shape tends
Given a function of time, its Fourier transform is a to be laW-toothed. VlSCOuseffects and other frictional
function of frequency. This method i. very luitable losses cause the waves to ~p out · rapidly and to
for calculating power spectra.
assume a sinusoidal shape. Spectral analysis of the
The equation solved by most computer programs dampened sinusoidal wave may thus produce a
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narrow spectrum, whcrcas thc rcctangul~r o.r sawtoothed patterns will produce harmonics In the
spectra.
In this study the rotational momentum effects and
valve closure times are of the order of 50% of the
primary wave period (Kassem 1976). Inspection of
the pressure records also indicates an absence of the
rectangular and saw-toothed profiles. For these
reasons, the deviation of the fundamental pressure
waves from a sinusoidal shape has not been considered important; this aspect will be subjected to
further study.
Application to the Forcemain

The profile of the forcemain studied is such that
vapour pockets will occur in the line on p~mp st~p
page. The formation of a vapour pocket In th~ hne
will cause the pressure wave to deViate from a simple
idealized wave. When a waterhammer pressure wave
meets a ,vap9ur pocket in a line. it is partially reflected back upstream as off an open end. The downstream column decelerates and returns as a rigid
column as in the case of surge tanks and other similar
devices. In the case of the forcemain under study,
the downstream end of the pipe is open. Thus a
volume of water approximately equal to the volume
of the vapour pocket is lost during the first waterhammer cycle.
The expected frequencies of the waterhammer
waves can thus be described as follows:
Firstly, a primary frequency can be expected to
correspond to the theoretical waterhammer frequency. The observed frequency may be somewhat
lower than the theoretical since the speed of the pres-- - sure wave -is decreased-in a partially formed vapour
pocket. On the other hand it may be higher because
the effective length of a partly empty and nearly
horizontal pipe is reduced because of the horizontal
water surface.
Secondly, a high frequency wave can be expected
since a portion of the waterhammer pressure wave
will reflect from the vapour pocket instead of travelling the entire pipe length.
Thirdly, a low frequency wave should be present to
account for the rigid column motion beyond the
vapour pocket.
Ute Data Set

The data set consists of graphical records of surge
waves generated by 18 separate pump stoppages. It
covers the period from September 9 to September 14,
1976. A typical recording is plotted in Fig. 2. The
complete set of recordings may be published elsewhere (James and Disher 1979). The recordings were
derived from the output of an XY plotter that was
attached to two pressure transducers. The transducers

were located at the pump (P) and in the pipe approximately 150 ft (46 m) downstream from the pump (8).
Note that the location of the transducer at a distance from the pump will produce a waterhammer
pressure plot with narrower peaks than if the transducer were next to the pump. However, in this case:
the spacing of 150 ft (46 m) in relation to the total
length of the pipeline is small enough that this effect
can be neglected. The frequency response of the
transducer and recorder is several thousand hertz and
not a factor in the records.
The original plotting paper generally travelled at
a speed of 5 mmls while recording the pressure
waves. It was only activated upon pump stoppage
and continued until the waves were completely
damped. The vertical scale on the plotter was set such
that I mm represented 4.9 psi (33.784 kPa) of pressure within the pipe. The reading was calibrated
against static head.
The records have now -also been digitized by
reading the pressure every 0.20 s (I mm original
horizontal scale).
The Results

Power spectra obtained using FfFREQ on each
of the 18 original reco'rds are presented In Figs. 3-5.
The following points may be noted:
(A) Initially, power spectra were produced for
several pressure recordings to detect how frequencies generated by a particular pump stoppage changed
during the duration of the recordings. The pressure
records were analyzed in three half-record length
portions: the first half, middle half, and last half.
It was found that although the significant-frequencies ----did not shift to any extent within specific records, the
peak diminished from the start of the record to the
end. That is, the first half of a record showed much
higher power peaks than the last half.
This is to be expected since the power of the wave
decreases during the life of the pressure waves because of imperfect elasticity and fluid friction . It was
also found that the rate of attenuation is higher for
higher frequencies than for the lower frequencies.
which is also to be expected.
(8) Of greater interest is the change in the spectral
estimates from one pump stoppage to another.
These spectra show that the significant frequencies
at the start of the record are 0.25 and 0.03 Hz respectively. These correspond to wave periods of 4
and 33 s. The 4 s wave is readily visible on the
original plots.
Calculations indicate that the primary waterhammer wave period is about 5 s. The observed period
would be smaller because:
(l) The spectral estimate may not be "sharp"
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2. Typical pressure record.

enough (i.e., the peak may actually correspond to a
period in excess of 4 s).
(2) The fluid properties were assumed to be those
of water whereas the actual fluid contained a large
amount of impurities (sewage).
(3) The pipe characteristics may vary from those
used in the calculations.
(4) (2) and (3) above could increase the celerity
of the wave. The calculated celerity is between 3400

and 3500 ftls (1036-1067 m/s). A faster celerity
would give a shorter theoretical wave period (of the
order of 4.4 s) and hence better agreement with the
power spectral estimates.
A theoretical waterhammer wave period of 4.5 s
and phase lag of I s would give a fairly close approximation to the actual pressure wave. The actual wave
is not characterized by the rectangular waveform
dictated by instantaneous stoppage. It is thus con-
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FIG. 3. Powcr spectra for the pressure records.

FIG . 4 . Power spectra for the pressure records.

eluded that the peak in the spectral analysis occurring quency band of 0.5-0.8 Hz. These peaks are relaat approximately 0.25 Hz represents the primary tively insignificant when compared with the lowcr
waterhammer wave generated by pump stoppage.
frequency peaks, but tend to confirm that part of the
(C) The expected high frequency peaks caused by waterhammer wave is reflected from a vapour pockct
the partial reflection of the waterhammer wave from in the pipe.
the vapour pocket are not apparent in the power
(D) There is also a significant peak at 0.03 Hz in
spectra. However. there are several peaks in the fre- the power spectral estimates. This frequency corrc-
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In the sixth spectrum the 0.25 Hz wave has completely degenerated and is spread over the frequency
band or 0.2-0.4 Hz. It seems clear that a significant change in the pipeline occurred at this time.
This spread of the spectrum into higher frequencies
indicates that part of the wave is being reflected from
a disturbance in the pipe.
The rigid column wave becomes the dominant
feature in the power spectrum. The frequency of this
wave increases from 0.03--9.06 Hz. It seems clear
that the disturbance in the pipe is also affecting this
wave.
The power spectra of records 7-13 remain similar
to spectrum 6.
In spectrum 14 there is a significant increase in the
peak of the rigid column wave. This peak has also
shifted from 0.06-:-0.09 Hz. Thus the period of the
wave decreases. There is also a renewed growth of the
peak of the 0.25 Hz primary wave.
' In spectra 15-18 the 'trend continues at an extremely fast rate. The peak of the rigid column wave
on spectrum 18 has shifted to 0.11 Hz (9 s period)
and its magnitude is 2.5 times greater than that of
Flo. S. Power spectra (or the pressure records.
spectrum 14.
On the next cycle, No. 19, there was a noticeable
sponds to a wave period of approximately 33 s. This breakdown and the system collapsed.
wave is not easily detected in the original pressure
In summary. the spectral analysis shows that
recordings. The wave period could be considerably during the total period ·of the pressure records the
in error since the spectral estimates are not very
following significant events occurred:
accurate at frequencies close to zero.
(l) The peak of the 0.25 Hz primary wave degenThis wave corresponds to the expected low-fre- erated early in the record and was shifted into a
. quency wave formed on the downstream side of a
higher frequency band.
vapour pocket. It corresponds to the back and forth
(2) The 0.03 Hz (33 s period) rigid column wave
motion observed at the outfall long after pump
became the dominant wave in the power spectrum.
stoppage.
(3) The 0.25 Hz primary wave peak reformed and
grew in magnitude during the latter part of the record.
Discussion on Failure of the Forcemain System
(4) The peak of the rigid column wave shifted
Upon study of the entire set of waterhammer
recordings, it is evident that commencing at the from 0.03 to 0.11 Hz during the period of record.
(5) The peaks of the 0.3 Hz rigid column wave and
sixth record, and progressing until the end of the
set, there is a systematic growth of one distinct wave the 0.25 Hz primary wave superimposed and grew
peak and an increasing pattern of longer period in magnitude at an extremely fast rate during the
waves developing at the end of each record.
latter part of the records.
An attempt will now be made to explain these obHowever, it· is not until the 16th. 17th, and 18th
records that it becomes evident that the original wave servations in terms of probable fluid mechanics in
pattern has changed into a much longer period wave. the forcemain. The collapse of the 0.25 Hz peak and
The first spectrum clearly indicates the primary its spread into the higher frequencies indicates that
waterhammer wave at 0.25 Hz and the low frequency there has been a significant disturbance occurring in
peak at 0.3 Hz, respresenting rigid column motion. the pipe. The waterhammer wave is no longer travelThe spcctca remain relatively unchanged until the ling the entire pipe length but is being interrupted at
fifth spectrum where the rigid column peak becomes an intermediate point. The waves are being partially
higher than the primary waterhammer peak. There is reflected at this discontinuity and hence tbe shift in
a considerable reduction in the magnitude of the tbe spectrum to higher frequencies occurs.
primary waterhammer peak and a slight spreading
The phenomenon was detected in the sixth specof this peak into a higher frequency.
trum, although the system did not actually break
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down until the 19th record . These observ:llions arc records. but shows.up clearly in the power spect'r um .
hoth consistent with the effects of a f:luhy coupling This wave has an initial period of approximately
(the pipeline had a history of coupling failures; eight times that of the waterhammer wave. This wave
furthermore. when the breakage was eventually re- proves to be important. contributing to the failure
paired. evidence pointed to a faulty coupling as the of the forcemain.
source of the problem).
(3) There is a significant deterioration of the
The growth and frequency shift of the low fre- primary waterhammer wave on the sixth record
quency wave arc also consistent with the gradual (corresponding to the sixth pump stoppage). At this
increase in the magnitude of a leak or breakage at the time the primary waterhammer wave suddenly recoupling.
duced and the wave energy spread over a greater freAny fault in the coupling would let in a volume of quency band. There is also an increase in both the
air during the negative surges. This air would act in peak and the frequency of the rigid column wave.
the same way as a vapour pocket. With each pump This wave becomes the dominant feature in the specstoppage the magnitude of the break would likely trum at this stage.
The explanation offered is that a crack or small
increase and the air volume injected would increase.
Thus, increased amounts of water would be ejected break has occurred in the line; for example, a rubber
from the downstream end of the pipe. This has the gasket in a coupling may have moved. This break is
effect of shortening the effective length of the force- not large enough to show up on the ground surface,
main. A decrease in effective length of the rigid but it does have an effect on the primary waterham--'''column-component . will decrease' the period of the ·· moF- wave.-The ·wave·s show- an· upward frequency
surge. This is also consistent with the power spectra shift. This is probably the result of the introduction
as the low-frequency wave period decreases from of air into the forcemain at the crack, and reftection
33 to 9 s.
of part of the wave.
This explanation is further reinforced by the fact
(4) The rigid column wave showed a sharp frethat whereas the frequency of the reflected primary quency shift in the last two records before the ultipressure wave (high-frequency wave) depends only mate failure of the system: the wave period decreased
on the location of the fault, the frequency of the low- to approximately 9 s from the initial 33 s. The peak
frequency wave depends on both the location and of the wave in the power spectrum increased to a
the air volume injected at the break. A larger fault value 4.5 times that of the initial record.
will cause more water to spill from the end of the
(5) The area under the power spectrum in any frepipe, thus decreasing the effective length of the pipe quency band represents the proportionate amount
and the period of this wave.
of power available in that band. Evidently a large
The wave transmission is further complicated by amount of energy built up in a narrow frequency
the presence of solid matter in the pipe since the band centred on 0.11 Hz (second period). This
pumping velocity of the forcemain is not sufficient energy resulted in the ultimate failure of the forceto scour this material from the pipeline. The surges maIO.
will be partially transmitted and reflected at these
(6) Once a small failure occurs in a forcemain subobstacles thereby introducing more high-frequency ject to column separation, there is a strong poswaves.
sibility that a crack will inject air into the vapour
The power spectrum indicates that the peaks of the pocket. With continued use, the incipient condition
original 0.03 Hz rigid column wave and the 0.25 Hz will deteriorate letting in more air. This alters the
primary wave have merged into one 0. 11 Hz wave tuning of the low-frequency wave. The probability is
at the time of breakage. This superposition of peaks high that the residual primary wave will superpose
provided a sufficient energy peak to finally fracture with the upwardly tuning low-frequency wave to
the coupling.
produce high pressures of short duration. Such presConclusions
sures could result in complete collapse of the rapidly
(I) At the start of the waterhammer pressure wave deteriorating pipeline at a critical point.
(7) On-line power spectral analysis offers an interrecord, when the coupling is probably only slightly
defective, the primary wave is the dominant feature esting opportunity to monitor important pumping
in the wave spectrum.
pipelines and to provide advance warning of poten(2) There is also a peak in the spectrum associated tial pipeline failure.
with a low-frequency rigid column wave, probably
BLACKMAN. R. B .• and TUKEY. J. W. 1959. Measurement of
arising from vapour pocket formation or small air
power spectra. Dover Publications Inc .• New York. NY.
pockets. This wave is not distinguishable in the early Box. G. E. P•• and JENKINS. G. M. 1976. Time·series analysis:
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Notation

~

a

= celerity of pressure wave

g
K
L
S(ro)
t

= autocovariance function
= inside diameter of pipe
= modulus of elasticity of pipe

= acceleration due to gravity
=
=
c::

=
-=
=

...

bulk modulus of fluid
length of pipe
single-sided power spectral density function
time, thickness of pipe wall
specific weight of fluid
angular frequency
time lag
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APPROXIMATELY LINEAR LOW-PASS' WAVE FILTERS
By William James,l A. M. ASCE

INTRODUCTION
Spectral wave generators are being used increasingly by experimental researchers in coastal engineering, particularly for the class of wave problems
generally investigated in unidirectional wave channels. For both random and
regular spectra it is usually desirable to decouple effectively the fluid container from the geometrical configuration being tested (2). This is especially
desirable for the frequency bands containing energy peaks, as amplitude
growth at undamped frequencies may be troublesome.
Two devices popularly used for decoupling are absorbers and low-pass
filters. Absorbers typically are placed at reflecting boundaries, while filters
usually are placed between the paddle and the upstream recording station,
and often also between the downstream recording station and the absorbers.
Accordingly, it has become important to predict the spectra transmitted
and reflected into the experimental or recording area from that set up and
generated at the source and those transmitted through and reflected from the
decoupling devices. To compute transmitted and reflected spectra it is necessary to develop both a transmission and a reflection transfer function for
the filters, as well as a reflection function for the absorbers .
Clearly for ease of computation the decoupling devices should preferably
Note.-Discussion open until July I, 1973. To extend the closing date one month, a
written request must be filed with the Editor of Technical Publications, ASCE. This
paper is part of the copyrighted Journal of the Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering DiviSion, Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 99, No.
WWl, February, 1973. Manuscriptwas submitted for review for possible publication on
May 17, 1972.
1 Assoc. ProL, e iv. Engrg. and Engrg. Mech., McMaste r Univ., Hamilton, Canada .
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TABLE 1.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR VARIOUS AMPLITUDES

a

T, In seconds

a

1

or a

2

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.712

0.042
0.031
0.034
0.040
0.027
0.03
0.021
0.02
0.018
0.02
0.023
0.034
0.043
0.04

0.073
0.074
0.074
0.091
0.081
0.072
0.058
0.074
0.077
0.086
0.090
0.084
0.08
0.083
0.100

0.750

0.802

O.O~

DOMAIN 1

:

:--ab.8~
\ [ 1--<It

I

O

PADDLE

~

:

D
- -

- I FILTER

I

I

a f(max)' as a percentage
(5)

0.437
0.475
0.474
0.451
0.483
0.483
0.477
0.498
0.483
0.484
0.472
0.461
0.555
0.581
0.555

2.8
0.8

1.8

DOMAIN 2

l

1-0

f1
(4)

b

I

I

:

1.-.80
:--ab.8 o
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FIG. I.-WAVE ANALYSIS
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exhibit linearity; additionally their transfer functions should not be both amplitude and frequency-dependent. Long, narrow, and shallow channels are of
course low-pass devices also, and equivalent transfer functions for long
propagation distances are of interest. Attenuation by wall friction is thought
to be linear and amplitude-independent and consequently it follows that filters
of similar characteristics to long narrow channels are of special interest.
A widely used type of filter comprises a bundle of fibers, from each strand
of which small eddies and drag forces are generated by the instantaneous or0.9

---

1 FILTER

0.8

L7Z- 2 FLTERS

0.
NOTE:

STANDARD DEVIATION OF AMPLITUDE

- - FOR EACH PERIOO

0.2
0.65

FIG. 3.-TRANSMISSIVITY MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ONE, TWO,
AND TIffiEE FILTERS

bital velocities of the wave spectrum. Such local head losses are likely to be
related to the square of the instantaneous orbital velocity. However, in a laminar wall boundary layer, the head losses are probably linearly related to the
local instantaneous orbital velocity.
For these reasons, several filters, each comprising a series of flat plates
arranged in the orbital planes from the bed through the surface, were used in
this study (1). Such filters incorporate comparatively large wall areas.

EXPERIMENTS

Equipment.
Absorbers.-The wave absorber used was similar to that used earlier by
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James (3); the length [8 ft (2.44 m)) was chosen to exceed the maximum wave
length tested. The slope of the beach, when 1ixed (rigidly) in position, therefore , did not exceed the minimum wave steepness used. The absorber was
constructed from a 2-ft (0.62-m) wide, 1/4-in. (0.63-cm) thlck sheet of aluminium alloy, in which evenly spaced 3/4-1n. (1.90 cm) holes were drilled at
2-in. centers. The plate was stiffened with extruded angle sections along the
edges, whlch in turn were tightly clamped to the channel walls. Results of experiments carried out on the beach are shown 1n Table 1; an approximately
null reflection function, ab, is obtainable (5) with this filter. (In these tests
minor difficulties were experienced in generating small amplitude line
spectra.)
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FIG. 4.-TRANSMlSSIVITY COMPUTED USING EQ. 1

Probes.-Two capacitance-type probes were used in the experimentscapacitance between a horizontal plate suspended above the water and th
water (ground) caused a change in the feedback circuit of the transducer an:
plifier. After amplification this change was relayed to a strip recorder. Th
probes were mounted on triangular carriages which moved 25 ft (7.62 m) 0
level track. This allowed measurement of reflectivity and transmissivity i
the usual way (4) (see Fig. 1). The probes were calibrated before each te~
series in order to counter any temperature-humidity effects, which wen:
however, ge nerally negligible.
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Filters.- Four of the fillers originally developed by the writers (3) were
constructed by wrapping a continuous roll. of fiberglas gauze on a rectangular
frame. An adjustable support at the top of the f.ramework was constructed to
maintain tension in the fiberglas screening, which was 4 ft (1.22 m) wide and
0.015 in. (0.38 mm) thick. Each filter was 4 ft (1.22 m) long and up to three
were tested in a series.
Results.-The equipment was set up in a 2-ft (0.61-m) wide channel as
shown in Fig. 2. The depth of water in the channel was maintained constant
throughout the experiments at 1.83 ft (0.557 m).
Monoperiodic Waves.-Experiments were first conducted on a range of
monoperiodic waves of various periods and amplitudes, and the reflectivity
and transmissivity of a filter bank comprising one, two, and three filters
were measured. The results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 and in Table 1.
The results showed that for these filters transmissivity was sensibly independent of amplitude, but increased with period. This contrasts with Keulegan's results (5) in which the transmissivity of filters arranged across the
orbital plane was found to be amplitude-dependent.
The equation plotted in Fig. 4 is

f3 = e

-o.ooo9L

2
(J

f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

Note that measured filter reflectivity (a f) was negligible; the filter reflection function is thus also null.
Two-Component Spectra.-A second.series of tests was carried out to de- .
termine to what extent the filtering of simple two-component wave spectra is
linear. The wave frequencies were limited to those whose beach reflectivity
was small. Nine permutations of amplitude ratios of 1:1, 1:2:, 1:3 were used
for each of six wave-frequency combinations. In each test a 9-ft (2.74-m)
wave envelope was recorded in each domain in order to determine reflectivity. The wave analysis was based on an assumption of a line spectrum, and
of linear (first order) waves, because incident amplitudes were kept small
(typically 0.5 cm). A 12- ft (3.66-m) filter length was used in all of these tests.
Selected results together with relevant m'o noperiodic wave results are shown
in Figs. 5 to 7 inclusive. Significant standard deviations were obtained but the
results indicate that the filter behavior is linear for these wave spectra, at
least to the first order. The discrepancies include errors inherent in the assumptions underlying the wave analysis procedure, and errors arising from
traces of waves of other frequencies.
Channel Attenuation.-Treloar and Brebner recently reported (6) tests
conducted in the same laboratory. Attenuation was measured in artificially
stretched flumes 6-in. (15.24-cm) and 36 in. (0.92 m) wide. The measuring
equipment used was generally similar to that described previously.
The main contribution of their study lay in isolating the attenuation caused
by bed friction in Wide, shallow channels, but their experiments may provide
some insight into the effect of low-pass plate filters with a high cut-off period.
Clearly, increasing plate spacing, or decreasing filter density, decreases
the cut-off frequency, and a 6-in. (15.24-cm) channel would represent an extremely transmissive filter. Treloar's empirical formulation for attenuation
therefore would approximate an asymptote for plate filter transmissivity:
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APPLICATION TO WAVE SPECTRA

The filter transmission transfer function determined for the monoperiodic
waves and a I-in. (2.54-cm) filter density was applied to both a peaked spec0.8
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FIG. 5.-TYPICAL RESULTS FOR TWO-COMPONENT SPECTRA

trum (based on the Bretschneider spectral energy distribution) and a flat wav
spectrum, assuming linearity. The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, fo
various filter lengths.
A transfer function was also calculated using Eq. 2, in whleh the chann€
width has been replaced by S, the filter plate spacing. It was found that bette
results for the I-in . {2.54-cm} spacing were obtained by setting S in Eq. 2 t
0.6 of the actual value. This is not surprising because boundary layers 0
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tlw filt<'r plates are relatively thickcr, and also, in view of , the basic differ-

\)('twccn Eqs. 1 and 2; further experimentatIOn IS required.
TIl(' results are plotted in Fig. 10 for va rious filter densities. Figs. 8-10
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the effect of a filter bank placed between a spectral wave generator
measuring station in an experimental flume. A more detailed comdoes not appear warranted because of the various errors reported
Readers should appreciate the need to interpret these data carefully,
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FIG. 10.-TRANSMITTED SPECTRA, 12-FT FILTER

in view of the limitations of the study and the danger of nonlinear interaction
in their particular spectra.
CONCLUSIONS

The experimental program described herein was conducted in order to as'certain whether planar wave filters were linear to the first order, using sensibly low-amplitude waves. ' It is believed that sufficient evidence has been
derived to indicate that these filters are probably more promising in this respect than filters causirig energy dissipation through eddy formation and
turbulence.
A transfer function was determined experimentally for a bank of filters
using fiberglas screening at 1 in. (2.54 cm) spacing. That transfer function was
applied to a flat incident spectrum and to a peak, Bretschneider, spectrum.
A similar calculation was carried out using an established equation for
wave attenuation in long narrow channels, and the results were similarly
plotted to compare with those obtained using the empirical transfer function.
The equations give an estimate of transmissivity for various filter lengths
and densities (plate spacing).
Such filters should prove valuable in studies involving spectral wave generators, especially where the experimental situation requires effective decoupling of the wave channel or wave tank. Furthermore, the results should
allow the design of approximately linear low-pass filters, i.e., filter length
and density, to achieve a required wave transmittance.
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APPENDIX n.-NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:
a
HI
h
K
/...

21(/ L
Lf
s
T

<1b, <1f
<1p <12

{3
U

a

wave amplitude, in feet (meters);
incident wave height, in feet (meters);
depth of water, in feet (meters);
attenuation modulus ;
wave number;
filter length, in feet (meters);
spacing of paraliel screens, in feet (meters);
wave period, in seconds;
reflectivity due to beach, filter;
reflectivity in domain 1, domain 2;
transmissivity;
kinematic viscosity, in square feet per second (square mete rs
per second); and
21(/1', in radians pe r second.
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"1.1 ultilag "1.1 ultivariate Autoregressive Model for the Generation of
Operational Hydrology
G. G. S. PEGRAM l AND W. JAMES 2

Department of Civil Engineering, Universit1l 0/ Natal, Durban, South Africa.
Ab$tract. The multivariate model previously described by N. C. Matalas is extended to the
multi13g case.

A model currently popular in the generation
of operat.ional hydrology is the lag 1 multivariate autoregressive process [M atalas, 1967 ;
Young and Pis(l1l(), 1968]. In many cases this
model adequately describes the combined
streamflow of a region, but its extension to a
multi lag model may be useful since streamflow
records have occasionally been found not to
resemble realizations of simple Markov processes [Fiering, 1967]. This report accomplishes
the extension.
All variables are treated as stationary and
normally distributed with zero means. Recognized transformations exist to do so [McGinnis
and Sammons, 1970].
Let y.- = [X", X •• , .•. , X".]' be a vector of
random yariables such that the process {Y.}
is defined by the autoregressive equation

•

y, =

L
.-1

AiYe-i

+ BEe

(1)

Here {<,} is a sequence of ycctors of mutually
and serially uncorrdated normally distributed
random ,'ariables with zero means and unit
variances, and the A. and Bare n X n matrices.
Let the lag j variance-covariance matrix of
{y,} be M J
E[y,y,_/]
M_/ (the prime
indicates matrix transposition) . In genera) M J
~ M/, j > o. Postmultiplying (1) by y,' nnd
taking expecta tions, we have that the dispcrsion

=

matrix of {y,}

Mo =

•

L

AiM-i

+ E[BE,y,']

AiM.'

+

BB'

> 0;

thus

i-I

•

- L

i-I

as E[<,y._c'] = 0 for i

BB' = Mo -

•

L

AiM.'

(2)

i-I

When the A. and M. are giv~n, B can be found
as a lower triangular matrix from (2) by the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process [e.g.,
Franklin, 1968].
Postmultiplying (1) by y.-/ and taking expectations, we obtain

.

-

M,. = L...J
' " A ,·M ,-.
· .

] =

I, 2, ... , q (3)

which in matrix form can be expressed as

=

1 Now a t. the D~partm e nt of Mathematics University of L:tIl c.aster , L a ncaster, Engl a nd .
'
: ~ow a t Mc:\-1asle r {jn i \"(' r~;ty , Ha lllilt on,
Ontario, Ca nada.
-

.l..(;c(ml ingly the A, are gi" e n by the solution
o f th e ::'ct of q In:1I rix equatiolls:
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t hat we c:m rewrite (4) as

R.-1
(4)

-1

R.'
(5)

ftfo

ftf._ I '

If q and n are large, the setting up and solut.ion of (4) present difficulties. If, however, the
A, are diagonal matrices, both aspects of the
problem are eased.
Considering the physical phenomenon of
st.reamflow generation, we note the following:

(Note that the operation of standardizing the

{Xu} to unit variance . presupposes thal" the
A, are diagonal.)
An advantage of using (5) over the equivalent form (4) is that because IR'Jll < 1, the
computation is likely to .be more . stable.
From (5) it is evident that the equations
involving the diagonal "terms of the R, form a
se"t independent of "those equations involving
t.he off-diagonal tenns. Thus the diagonal tenns
are linearly related to the off-diagonal terms
through the A,. The easiest parameters to estimate are the serial" correlation coefficients (the
diagonal terms); thus we derive the A, by
solving n sets of q equations, each ha,·ing the
form

1: The groundwater recession curve of 8.
hydrograph is u~allYJlssUJ:ned ~o be exponential in form, so that two different recession
.curves would form deterministic, ms,thematically
independent sequences.
2. The streamflow during a particular period
is a fair indicator of the state o~ storage in
the catchment.
3. Most sequences of rainfall residuals appear to be serially uncorrelated [Roesner and
l'evjevich, 1966; Pegram, 1970] although they
may be highly interdependent.
1

a;(2)

-

Pi;(I)

p;;(l)

Pi;(q -

1)

1"

I)

p;;(q -

L•

S[~

~

i-I

(6)

Here aJ(i) is the jjth term of A" and pJJ(i)
is the jjth term of R," Of course, PII(O) = 1.
Rewriting (5) as

R.'
(7)
R'

A,SRj_,S

'!.;'Ia if the A. Me :\11 diatTonal
o
, becomes

SfR
.. ,·]S =

J = 1, 2, .. , , n

Pu(q)

r.r .. }.

-'Ii = SRiS =

p;;(I)
p;;(2)

1

When (l) is used for the generation of
operat.ional hydrology, the " preceding points
t:thn in turn tend to justify the diagonalizatiun of the A., the multilag nature of t.he pro("(--5, and the form of the error term.
D('fining the matrix S ,= diag [qu, O'~, ••• ,
CJ_J, where O'u is the standard deviation of
and R J as the Jag j correlation matrix
Ilf {!"}, we have M J = SRJS. From (3)

-I

.Js

·R·, -,

A
...~,

"

(we may do so ber-ause the A. are diagonal),
we ha\"e qn(n - 1) equations in the Tcm3ining
unknowns (which total qn(n - 1) for the ofTdi3gonal terms of R" R 2 , . ' . , R. :md · n(n l)Yz for the ofT-di~t gon :d terms of R o )" If Ro
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is known, thc system in (7) is nonsingubr, and from which wc get Pu(2) and pn(2) by U!
(8). Generalization to larger nand q is a dil
we provide the cross corre1:ltion for the proc('ss
extension of this argument.
in the ob,-ious way.
A plausible way of calculating the R. is
iteratively from (7); we cannot solve for the
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R, explicitly since R, +- R.'; i.e., we have 2q
- 1 matrix 'unknowns' and only q matrix Fiering, M. B, Strea.mjloiD SVnthesis, pp. 99~fftcmj)J.n, New York, 1967•.
equations. If, however, an explicit solution of
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. (7) is required, we must resort to the elemental"
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fonn; e.g., if n = q:= 2, (7) is
Matalas, N. C .. Mathematical a~ment of f

1

PIl(l)

P21(l)

PI2(l)

P22(1)

Pu(2)

P21(2)

PII(l)

P2.(1)

1

PI2(0)

PI2(2)

P22(2)

PI2(l)

P22(l)

~21(0)

1

The unknown off-diagonal terms form a set of
equations

a,(l)
~(l)

al(2)
~(2)

PI2(0)
P21(O)

=

Pl~(l)
~(2)

(8)
or since pu(O)
p 12
{

(I)} [.

p,,(Ii =

= pa(O) are known,

al(2)
a, (2)
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A NOTE ON INEXPENSIVE TELEMETRY OF RIVER SEDIMENT
CONCENTRATIONS
Une Note sur Telemetric

a Prix Bas Mesurant la Conoentration de sediments des Rivieres

W. JAMES* and G. D. FINLAYSON**
. SntOPSIS. An locxpcoaiw method for contiaUOUl moaitorin, of wapcodcd acdimcot conc:cDtratiooa in riven bas recently
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lNTRODUcnON

Reoent. studics[l,2] at the University of ~~~. ~~s!itute the first stage of the development of
an automatic method to monitor suspended sediment loads in Natal rivers and to telemeter
the data from remote field stations to a ·oentral base station. The basic design requirements of
the instrument were: sturdy construction to withstand the rigors of field use; continuous oper.ation for two weeks on power from lead accumulators; and first order accuracy only. because
of the nature of the problem.
The sensor in the feasibility study was attached to at bridge pier above the river bed. It consisted of three separate transducers:
(i) a turbidity meter comprising a light source and two photoconductive cells. to give a first
order approximation to the sediment conoentration[1].
'
(ii) a pressure oell acting as a depth gauge. for river stag~.
'
(iii) a Savonius rotor velocity meter. tested and found to be reasonably self-cleaning in
water cOntaining ~ and loose debris.
: -:-. . I
All three sensors·were attached to a submerged, quarter-inch thick steel plate. mounted and
streamlined to deflect river debris, as shown in Fig. J. A sealed. water-proof electrical cable
linked the sensors with the field station, located on the pier beneath the bridge super-structure,
well above flood level. The cost of the materials used in the sensors was negligible.

• : Formerly Un~ven~ty of Natal; visitin, Profcuor at Queen'. Unive rsi ty. Canada . . '
Formerly University of Natal; craduatc Itudent at Queen'. U n ivers ity, Canada.
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Fie. I.

FIElD

STATION

" The .tield statioQ conve~ the 9utputs from the three transducers to a fonn CQm~tible with
the rest of the circuitry (analyser circuits), multiplexes the data chanels and encodes each charinel
into a form suitable for radio transmission. All the infonnation may then be transinitted over
a single radio frequency as shown in the block diagram (Fig. 2.).

CL'()CK TIMER

",

"

TURBtOITY
ANALYSER

" VELOCITY
" ANALYSER

PRESSURE
ANALYSER

Fie. 2.
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An electric clock timo stcps the field station down OCtWCCIl transmissions in order to conserve the charge in the acculllulators. This up-dating time. which may be preselected by the
designer, should be rel~lted to the concentration time of thc catchment, and the required accuracy. For the Umgeni River catchment (1,600 square miles) an up-dating time of fifteen minutes
was chosen.
When the clock activates the station. a pulse generator emits a square wave pulse every six
seconds. This pulse operates a relay to drive a uniselector (rotary switch). The unisclector steps
once for each pulse emitted. On the first step the uniselector switches the transmitter to STANDBY and no further operations occur for the next five steps (thirty seconds). (This delay allows
the transmitter valves sufficient time to warm up and should be omitted for a solid state ~rans
mitter). Then the uniselcctor switches the transmitter to TRANSMIT and the multiplexing
sequence begins. The first transmitting step could be used for station identification: a small
standard voltage may be read through the uniselector to the encoding tircu-itry~ Thereafter the
outputs of the turbidity, velocity and depth analyser circuits are read through the uniselector
in turn. Each reading is taken over a six second period thus reducing sampling errors arising
from river turbulence. The last operation of the unise1ector switches off the transmitter and
teps down the whole field station.
The cost of components used in the field station is given in the Appendix.

RADIO UNK

The signals emitted from the analyser circuits and relayed through the uniselector to the
encording circuitry are 1,000 hz. A.C. voltages in the 2-12 mV amplitude range. A miniature
integrated-circuit audio-amplifier, (gain about -5 (0) boosts these voltages, and the output-is
rectified on a full wave bridge (rectifier bridges are available as integrated circuits) to produce
a D.C. voltage in the 1-6 volt range. This is fed into a voltage controlled oscillator which produces an audio tone in the 500 hertz to 10 kilohertz range with frequency dependent on input
voltage (Encoder). The audio tone is then relayed over the radio link to the base station.
At the base station, a monostable multivibrator attached to the radio receiver is 'triggered
by the waveform received and, if used in conjunction with a pen-recorder, it can record station
identification and river data. Alternatively, the frequency could be digitized automatically,
and fed into a computer to give a display or record of the sediment load in the river at the
field station.
The cost of the VCO is included in the Appendix, but no costs of the radio equipment or
base station recorders are included therein.

CoNCLUSIONS

Data collection systems for river turbidity and discharge have generally been expensive.
llUs study has shown that economical systems are possible. Many types of circuitry are available
in standard integrated-circuit form and their costs are declining steadily as usage increases. The
circuitry used in this project will certainly be outmoded soon, but the system was inexpensive
and evidently is easy to operate and maintain.

w_. "A

New Rcx:ordina Turbidity Meter for Rivers". lASH 8ull. Vol. 14. No.4. Dec_ 1969. pp 71- 76_
G.D_. "A Metbod to Telemeter Suspended Sediment Data from a Natal River". M _Sc_ TIr~sis Uni¥asily
of NOlal. 1969.
•
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APPENDIX: SYSTEM COSTING

These costs applied in South Africa in December 1969. The cost of eleetronic components has sinc
fallen. and the cost of materials, increased. No attempt was made to assess labour costs.

Approx U.S.
Active Components (transistors, diodes, unijunctions)
Resistors and potentiometers
Capacitors
Relays and uniselcctor
Lamp bulbs
Plugs and sockets
Plug-in circuit board
Electric clock
Batteries
Aerial
Field Station housing
Electronics housing
Multicore cable
T ransduoer shell
Radio transmitter and receiver donated

23

6
6
16
1
7
16
10

271
20

92
7
5
13

Total approx.

90

$ 500

do/ra
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A NEW RECORDING TURBIDITY METER FOR RIVERS
Dr. William JAMES
Se"ior Lecturer, U"iv. 0/ Natal

SYNOPSIS

An inexpensive continuously recording turbidity transducer on two different types of mounting has
been developed at the University of Natal, and installed at two stations in the Umgeni River system.
_. -". -. ... _ •..• The--geometry and components of the transducer:s ~are detailed .. and a .sampler used to calibrate' the ... _ .._
transducer. is also described. A portable turbidity meter has also been developed.

I NTRODUcnON

During a recent study [1], a continuously recording . turbidity .meter was developed and
placed in the Umsindusi River upstream of Henley Dam, near Pietermaritzburg in Natal.
Major difficulties experienced at this station arose from encrustation of fine solid matter on the
glass surfaces during recession flows, from algal growths during winter flows, and from the
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snagging of grass and trees during floods. The first type 9f mounting described below was
evolved, and the results so far indicate that these difficulties have.boen ddequately overcome.
Subsequently a second turbidity meter was placed in the Umgeni River at the Natal Estates
pumping weir near Durban in the same river system. This site proved difficult because of
frequent periodical changes in bed level of the order of 4 ft., and because of vandalism. The
second type of instrument described below was developed, and it is hoped to attach these
instruments to several bridge piers in the catchment.

TURBIDITY METER

Basically the method uses a single small electric bulb transmitting light through the river
water to two photoresistors spaced unequal distances from the light source. The effoct of
-- -- ---- -- cxtraneous light is reduced by the-top plate a_nd,by the_directional selectivity _of the light entering~ _~_~~
the-photo-resistor, because of the two polished Mperspcx" rods shown in figure 1.
The meter is mounted below water level, attached either to a heavy steel framework resting
directly on a rocky river bed (first type), or to a bridge pier (second type). The meter is robust;
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Mountings: First type-Side View
Second type-View from below
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components an: nWlInted in 0.375 IIKh mild steel plate and HIlled steel channel
sections. welded together and carefully shaped as shown in figure 2 to dellect flood debris .
Figures 3 and 4 show the first and second type of turbidity meter respectively.
Two electrical wires from the slllall electric light bulb and two from each of the two photoresistors pass through a scaled hosepipe frol11 the meter to the river bank. Electrical apparatus
housed in a steel container on the river bank supplies current to the light bulb and measures
the impedances of each of the two photo-resistors. Suitable subtraction of the two resistances
eliminates any clfcet of algal growth on the glass surfaces of the meter and indicates the decrease
in light intensity over a distance equal to the difference in length of the light paths. At present.
these resistances are measured by an "out-or-balance" bridge circuit and recorded on
continuous chart recorders.

SEDIMENT SAMI'LER

The sampler developed (fig. 5) to calibrate the turbidity meter consists or a tube, two inches
in diameter, with water-tight flaps at each end, a catch mechanism for releasing these flaps.
stabilising fins and a large tail fin to orient the sampler along a streamline. Dimensions are
given in figure 6. The centre or support coincides with the submerged centre of gravity.
The sampler is'l'ositioned 'above the stream-or river (e.g. ' using a cableway) and is lowered
into the stream to any required depth. The sampler rapidly orients because the centre of drag
is considerably downstream of the centre of support. River water passes withou.t obstruction
through the open tube. A jerk on the single cable suspending the sampler releases the flaps
and the sampler with sample may be withdrawn.
Samples are being analysed gravimetrically and correlated against the turbidity recordings.
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= 4 inches).

RESULTS

Tests conducted to December 1968 show that the geometry of the meters is suitable,'and
that the mechanism is sufficiently robust. Insufficient results have been obtained so far to define
adequately the correlation between silt loads and turbidity or between turbidity and photocell
resistance. However, results indicate considerable short period fluctuations ("cloudiness" or
"streakiness") in turbidity, and a portable turbidity meter is now being constructed to investigate
this effect. This meter consists of an electronic section similar to the turbidity meter attached
to fins similar to the sediment sampler. Such a meter will also find application in coastal
engineering if towed from a boat.
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SYNOPSIS
THE PAPER DESCRIBES a few simple techniques for obtaining wave
measurments accurate to the nearest 0-005 in. (0·1 mm.). These
include an assessment of erro.rs involved in usin~ thin ne~dles mounted
on micrometers, and corrections for the,errors 10herent 10 .:wave ,tanks
that are not completdy decoupled. It is pointed out that both the
reflections and the trochoidal nature o.f real waves often lead to large
errors using conventional ~ethods.
INTRODUCTION
In sale model studies of harbours and coasts, waves are usually of
unique period. and measurements are often recorded at a single
stationary point. Similar measurements are frequently arried out in
wave flumes, e.g. in tests on breakwaters. Unfortunately, the.potential errors involved are not always clearly understood. In fact,
effective bounduy absorption is sddom attained. and a reflected wave
of amplitude 20 per cent that of the original incident wave is quite
common~ . This could, of course, give risc to an error of the same order,since single probes merely record the envc:lope height at that point.
(Hence such results are more meaningful if quoted to the same accuracy
as boundary reflectivity, which should therefore be measured whenever possible.)
When determining the amplitudes of the incident waves in the
presence 'of reflected waves, it is wise to use two or three probes
together. Where there is relativdy low boundary reflectivity, and
where the wave amplitudes are small enough for the waves to be
effectivdy sinusoidal in shape, the average of any two envelope
heights El and Es. measured one-quarter of a wavelength apart, gives
a reasonably good estimate of the incident amplitude. ' In a laboratory
wave flume the incident and reflected waves are colinear (this superp06ition of a reflected component on the incident wave is commonly
referred to as partial tlapotiJ), and the quarter wavdength is measured
along the direction of propagation. For non-colinc:ar partial clapotis,
• The MS. of this paper, in its prescnt form, as accepted for publiation was
'
received at the Institution on 24th March 1969.
•• Senior Lecturer, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Natal, South Africa.
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the distance is again measured along the direction of propagation of
either component, but the probes should be located on the bisector of
the angle included between the advancing wavefronts. The errOrs
incurred by this method, when the reflected component is large, are
tabulated below.
Reflectivity, on the other hand, is usually measured by using either
two or three stationary probes in concert, as described below. The
accuracy to which the measurements of reflectivity are to be cilculated
should be considered before designing the experiment, since large
errors are inherent in the trochoidal shape of many real waves. Other
preliminary considerations include-the size of the experimental-facility and the measuring technique to be adopted. Long flumes and-large
tanks are necessary to reduce multiple reflections sufficiently, and in
this connexion the author has found the National Research Council
absorber (Hamill 1963)-, and an adaption of the "NEYRPIC" filter
(Diesel 1948) using nylon gauze, to be very satisfactory.
Short waves are usuilly controlled easily, apart from the difficulties
that occasionally arise when measurement accuracy is commensurate
- with viscous attenuation. There is, then, because of the difficulty -of
decoupling, an effective limit to the maximum wavelength that can be
treated accurately. On the other hand, if reflectivity is to be determined - to an accuracy of, say, 1 per cent, it is clear that envelope
heights should be -determined to an accuracy of at least O·S per cent.
Thus, the amplitudes of the waves generated should be such that the
wave heights are about 200 X recording accuracy.
Consequently, the experim~ntal requirements set limits upon the
maximum wavelength and minimum wave height, and it follows that
laboratory waves capable of accurate measurement may be significantly
trochoidal. Most methods currently used to analyse wave measurements arc based upon an assumption of sinusoidal wave shape and, by an
unfortunate twist of fate, this gives rise to serious errors in some cases
(particularly the loop and node method described below).
In this paper, an attempt is made to describe (a) a fairly accurate
method of measuring envelope heights, (b) an accurate method of
measuring the incident wave amplitude when reflections are present,
and (t) the errors inherent in the resolution of real partial clap otis into
the original and reflected component waves.
MEASUREMENT
MICROMETER ARRANGEMENT

As described above, to accord with the requirement of a sinusoidal
wave shape, wave heights and hence measurement errors should be as
small as possible. Usually, the main source of error in wave measurement is surface tension on the probes, both for electronic and manual
recording.
In a recent s~dy carried out by the author. probes were fashioned
out of fine stainless steel sewing needles, nominal diameter about
• ReferencC$ are given on p. 501.
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0·015 in. (0·3 mm.), and coated with a thin layer of non-we~ting paint
to limit the column of water draining down ofT the probe ~s It emerged
from the crest. These probes were attached, through ' inte~changeable
alloy tube extensions, to micrometer heads capable of being read to
0·0001 in. More recently two probes have been arranged on finely
threaded rods such that a 3 in. (76·2 mm.) diameter dial guage measures
the wave height directly to the nearest 0·0005 in. (0·01 mm.). The
probe should be connected to a cathode ray oscilloscope.
Stray electrical currents in the water were used to give an instantaneous signal on the oscilloscope whenever probe contact was made Or
broken. Provided that surface disturbances arising from menisci
inversion at the walls, or other similar effects, are negligible, and that
there is no seiche action in the flume and that a miniature motor is
attached to the micrometer head, this system is extremdy straightforward and simple.
ERRORS

Using the micrometers at a fixed location, re:ldings of both crest
height and trough height are noted, and the difference gives the envelope at that point. By far the biggest source of error is the sum of:(Q) The depth to which the crest is acnully depressed before a signal is obtained,
and
(b) The height to which the surface of the centre of the trough is raised before
contact is broken.

The total correction can be reduced to approximatdy 0·007 in.
(0·1 mm.). All envdope heights should be incre:lSed by an equivalent
amount.

INCIDENT WAVE AMPLITUDES
Where only an incident wave and a partially reflected wave constitute the partial clapotis, the envelope heights vary simply between
loops (maxima) a~d nodes (minima). By laboriously scanning the
envelope, the loop and nodal height can be me:lSured as described
above. Then, even for fairly steep waves, the semi-amplitude of the
incident wave is given approximatdy by:EL+EN
a = ---;--4
where a
semi-amplitude
EL loop envelope height
EN nodal envelope height
If the waves arc approximately sinusoidal,then it is unnecessary to
scan for loops and nodes, and the amplitude of the incident wave can
be obtained from the average of two envelope heights El and E,
measured one-quarter wavelength apart, as described earlier, It on
be shown that;E1 .E s
_ / ;:----::::-=---:-::-:-~-_
2
t
2a

=

V

(1-d )1- 1&x (K2_K4)
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where K - cos k.x
reflected wave amplitude
CI. =
incident wave amplitude
k - wave number
x - horizontal co-ordinate,
and the first order wave profile is given by:lJ - a cos (Iex-al)
where lJ - vertical co-ordinate based on still water depth,
a - circular frequency
, - time. '
Table I was calculated using these equations, and indicates the error
incurred by using this method for various locations of the two probes
on the partial clap otis (where "measured amplitude" = El : E 3).
TABLE I.

MEASdUD TO AcruAL INCIDENT AMPLITUDE

RATtO OP

cos he
CIt

0-05
0-10
0-20
0-30
0-40
0-60
0-80
1-00

0-0

0·2

(H

0-6

0-8

1-0

1-000
1-000
1·000
1'()()()
1·000
1·000
1'()()()
1'()()()

1-000
1-000
1·003
1·007
1·0H
1'()37
1'()86
1·179

1-000
1-002
1'()10
1'()2<4
1.()4S
1·106
1·197
1·316

1-001
10()()4
1'()18
1.()40
1'()71
1·157
1·268
1...00

1-001
1-004
1-018
1·040
1-071
1·157
1-268
1-400

1-000
1-000
1-000
1·000
1·000
1·000
1-000
1-000

I

--.- .

Note that the locations cos kx = 0, 1-0 c~incide with the loop and
node method described above. Bither that method or the three-point
method described below may be used when the errors lis~ed in the.
table arc unacceptable. (The 3-point method obviates scanning, and
hu the advantage that reflectivity can also be derived therefrom).
However, the loop and node method is preferable when the waves arc
steep and reflectivity is high, because the errors can be estimated, and
the observations corrected accordingly.

REFLECTIVITY
The same two methods, i.e. the loop and node method already
mentioned, and the three-point method, are suitable for calculating the
reflected wave amplitude.
.
Tn the loop and node method, the measured reflectivity is

EL-EN

at

= -=E;:::;-L-+O:-E=-N

This is the calculation that can be misleading if both the incident :lnd
reflected waves arc very steep (implying almost complete clapotis),
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since the errors could approach 20 per cent. But these errors arc
calculable, and can be estimated by computing the actual superimposed
envelope of the two trochoidal waves for given reflectivitics. and plotting the results. Reflectivities measurcd in the laboratory according
to the above equation can then be converted to actual reflectivity.
I n the three-point method (Brebner and White 1965). three envelope
heights E 1• E 2 • and E, a're measured at any points one-eighth wavelength apart. Then:a' = i {Ell E,' Vf"74-=E:-::;I.:-:-(E=~'-::12-----:E=~2-=-2-+---=E=-,2=)-----:(=-=E=-11=-_-E=J,-=2)~l

+

+

and
2 _

or. -

E12 + E,2 _ 1
8a 2

Oearly. this method gives results that depend upon the actual
location of the probes in the envelope, if the waves are significantly
trochoidal. According to calculations performed by the author. a
practical limit would be: wave ,steepness 0·01, and reflectivity 0·5,
beyond which the method becomes inaccurate.

CONCLUSIONS
In measurements of incident and reflected wave heights, care
should be taken to ascertain whether the experimental waves are
likely to be significantly trochoidal, or approximatdy sinusoi<W..
If the latter, then wave amplitudes can be measured reasonably
accuratdy by averaging two measurements taken one-quarter wavelength apart, for small reflectivity. If the reflectivity is also required to
be measured, then. the three-point method should be used.
But when the waves are trochoidal. e.g. reflectivity above 0·5 and an
incident wave steepness above 0'01, the loop and node method should
be used in conjunction with suitable curves. This method is tedious,
unfortunately rdespite the fact that the calculations are extremely simple.
Thin stainless steel needles attached to dial gauges and connected
to an oscilloscope allow a measurement accuracy of about 0·005 in.
(0·1 mm.), provided that the experimental arrangement is sufficiently
well designed. Using such equipment, and the above methods.
~tremely accurate results ,can be obtained.
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Abstract
The biological treatment of wastewater has evolved significantly from simple single sludge systems
practicing organic carbon removal to ones which now include either nitrification/denitrification (NIDN)
and / or phosphorus (P) removal. The inclusion of more biological processes have increased the
complexity of current wastewater systems which has subsequently led to the development of more
complex mathematical models . The operation of plants can be assessed and improved by the use of
mathematical modelling tools which require accurate input data. Thus, knowledge of the wastewater
characteristics is an important step towards the optimum modelling, design and operation of present and
future plants. However, for these tools to be effective, the input data needs to be accurate which is
dependent on the current methods used to determine them.

Wastewater is a complex substrate consisting of compounds of differing biodegradability. Biokinetically,
these compounds have been divided into readily biodegradable (RBCOD), slowly biodegradable
(SBCOD) and unbiodegradable substrate groups. Compounds with intermediate biodegradability i.e.
compounds which fall between the RBCOD and SBCOD groups, have been termed readily hydrolyzable
organic substrates (RHCOD). The organic matter is discussed in terms of chemical oxygen demand
(COD). The readily biodegradable and readily hydrolyzable COD fractions of wastewater can be
determined by respirometric tests such as the oxygen utilization rate (OUR) and nitrate-N utilization rate
(NUR) tests.

The principal aim of this project was to investigate the NUR test as a tool for wastewater characterization
and to study denitrification kinetics in batch reactors. In addition, an experimental readily biodegradable
substrate, acetate, was used to determine the reliability of the NUR tests. Acetate was also used to
ascertain utilization profiles and rates of a typical readily biodegradable substrate during denitrification.
Biodegradable COD characterizations with enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR) sludges
were also investigated to determine the impact of anoxic phosphorus removal on NUR tests. The results
obtained from the numerous NUR tests added to the undestanding of the NUR test.

Samples from 22 wastewater treatment plants were tested, most of which were located in France. Four
South African plants were also tested. Data obtained from the NUR tests were used to calculate the
RBCOD and RHCOD fractions . The SBCOD, however, could not be determined directly from the 6 h
NUR batch tests. The readily biodegradable COD (RBCOD) fractions ranged between 7 and 25 % of the
total COD concentration of raw wastewater, with majority of those results falling within the 10-20 % (of
the total COD) range. The results also showed that the initial rapid rate associated with readily
biodegradable COD utilization was sometimes followed by a short intermediate phase (i.e. short duration,
2 to 3 h). The intermediate fraction was found to range between 5 and 29 % of the total COD
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concentration and was classed as a readily hydrolyzable COD component of raw wastewater since the
magnitude of the RHCOD fraction was too small to be classed as slowly biodegradable COD which
comprises approximately 30 to 60 % of the total COD found in raw wastewaters. The variability of the
RHCOD fractions suggests that this fraction is either very variable or that the NUR test does adequately
or accurate~y characterize it. Another possibility is that the RHCOD (or second biodegradable fraction)
calculated from the NUR test is a component of the RBCOD of the influent wastewater. In this case, the
bacteria may have used some of the RBCOD directly for energy and accumulated or stored the rest as
part of a survival mechanism which allows them to be more competitive under dynamic operating
conditions. Once the readily biodegradable COD becomes limiting, the bacteria will use the accumulated
or stored compounds. This hypothesis is substantiated by tests done with acetate as substrate.

An intermediate phase was also observed when acetate was the sole substrate. Thus, it was possible with
the 3-phase profiles to calculate a second biodegradable fraction. Results suggest that a significant part of
the added acetate (as COD) was stored and the second phase is in fact an 'apparent or residual' phase
brought about by the consumption of the stored or accumulated acetate products. This is suggested in two
ways: (1) the calculation of the yield coefficient is lower and closer to the 0.5 mg/l values, cited in the
literature, when the COD calculated from phases 1 and 2 are considered, and (2) the acetate mass
balances were found to be approximately 100 % when phases 1 and 2 were used to calculate the amount
of acetate utilized under anoxic conditions.

The results obtained with sodium acetate as a readily biodegradable substrate were used to formulate
several conclusions on acetate utilization during denitrification. Firstly, from acetate mass balances it was
found that acetate may be used exclusively for denitrification (100 % acetate was accounted for) . In this
case, the sludge contains a significant proportion of denitrifiers and . little or no polyphosphate
accumulating organisms. This observation was made only when non-EBPR (enhanced biological
phosphorus removal) sludges were used. Secondly, acetate mass balances which were found to be < 100
% suggest that acetate could be used for denitrification and the production of storage products like
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA's). These sludges probably contained a higher proportion ofpolyphosphate
accumulating organisms which competed for the available acetate in the bulk liquid. This observation
was made for both EBPR and non-EBPR sludges. Thirdly, acetate could be used for denitrification by
denitrifiers and for polyhydroxyalkanoate synthesis by denitrifying polyphosphate accumulating
organisms. The stored PHA's in the denitrifying polyphosphate accumulating organisms are subsequently
utilized during denitrification. This secondary utilization is manifested in the second denitrification phase
and is supported by the observation of phosphorus uptake. These results showed that wastewaters high in
volatile fatty acids (VFA's) were also subject to denitrifying polyphosphate accumulating organism
activity even though the sludge was sampled from non enhanced biological phosphorus removal systems
(non EBPR).
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Several of the NOx profiles revealed either 2 or 3 rates due to the control of the substrate to biomass ratio

(SIX : ::; 0.1 mg0 2 / mg0 2). Majority of the samples (i.e. 85%) tested produced initial maximum specific
denitrification rates (k l ) between 3 and 6 mgN/gVSS.h. The intermediate denitrification rate (k2) was
found to vary between 2 and 3 mgN/gVSS.h. Denitrification rates (kJ ) obtained from utilization of
influent and. endogenous slowly biodegradable COD (SBCOD) varied between 1.0 and 1.5 mgN/gVSS.h.
This latter rate is significantly higher than the endogenous denitrification rates cited in the literature. One
of the reasons for these higher rates could be be linked to the the reuse of stored or accumulated products
by the microorganisms.

In addition, a comparative study on RBCOD determination of wastewaters with enhanced biological
phosphorus removal and non-EBPR sludges. It was found that the RBCOD values derived by NUR tests
with EBPR sludge were consistently lower (4 to 5 %) than those with non-EBPR sludge. Thus, the NUR
tests with

EBPR sludge resulted in a 4 to 5 % underestimation of the RBCOD fraction of raw

wastewaters. This loss in RBCOD to polyphosphate accumulating organisms appears to be linked to the
influent raw wastewater acetate concentration.

These tests showed that the RBCOD fraction could be adequately characterized using the NUR method.
The accuracy of the tests appears to be compromised when enhanced biological phosphorus removal
sludges are used in the NUR tests. Moreover, it was found that non-EBPR sludges can also consume
some of the acetate that is present in the system for the production and replenishment of storage
compounds. Fortunately, for the wastewaters tested, the acetate component of the RBCOD fraction was
small and therefore, did not significantly affect the results. Mechanisms such as substrate accumulation
and storage may also impact on substrate removal and hence, the determination of the readily
biodegradable COD concentration of municipal wastewaters. Thus, while ' the results showed that the
NUR is a useful characterization tool for wastewaters, it will continue to be a more tedious
characterization tool than the oxygen utilization rate test, until a suitable nitrate/nitrite electrode is
developed to automate the test.
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